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not include copying for general distribution, promotion, new works or resale. I
these cases, specific written permission must first be obtained from the ISEH.

Permissions may be sought directly from Elsevier’s Global Rights Department i
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Oxford, UK: phone (�1) 215-239-3804 or +44 (0) 1865 843830, fax �44 (0) 1865 
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online via the Elsevier homepage (http://www.elsevier.com/permissions).
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oderator: 
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w to pitch your science, we will end with a fun “spee
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eet-the-Expert Lunch

turday 24 August    12:30 – 14:00
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gistration:   Limited seating and pre-registration requ

reer Panel Discussion #2: Effectively Presenting Yourse
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eakers include: 
• Margaret Goodell, Baylor College of Medicine,
• Ross Levine, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer 
• Peter van Galen, Ontario Cancer Institute, Toro
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oderator:
• Peter van Galen, Ontario Cancer Institute, Toro

this session you will receive advice on how to turn you
ective and aesthetically pleasing power point slides. We
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in other new investigators from around the world for an
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me at a conference to meet new contacts and potentia
fferences in networking. After getting a quick lesson in
tworking exercise” where you’ll get the opportunity to
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d hematopoiesis researchers in a small informal setting
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nd Your Science
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Thursday 22 August 2013
3:00 – 18:00 Grosses Foye

REGISTRATION OPEN

4:00

ODD NUMBERED POSTER SET UP BEGINS

5:00 – 16:00 Pirouette

SESSION 1: DONALD METCALF LECTURE

ession Chair:  Margaret Goodell

onard Zon 
oston Children’s Hospital/Howard Hughes Medical 
stitute,  USA
aking and Improving the Function of Adult Blood Stem

ells (S1001)

6:00 – 16:30 Pirouette & Grosses Foyer

BREAK
xiv
6:30 – 18:00 Pirouett

SESSION 2: LINEAGE SPECIFICATION I

ession Chairs:   Elaine Dzierzak and Margaret Goodell

einrad Busslinger 
esearch Institute of Molecular Pathology, Austria
ranscriptional Control of B Cell Commitment and 
evelopment (S1002)

amilla Forsberg
niversity of California Santa Cruz, USA
ematopoietic Stem Cell Fate Decisions (S1003)

lan Warren
edical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular 

iology, UK
ecycling of eIF6 Couples Ribosome Surveillance to 
rowth During Development (S1004)

8:00 – 20:00 City Garde

WELCOME RECEPTION
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Synthesis of Platelets with Altered Activation (O1004)

Friday 23 August 2013
:00 – 18:00 Grosses Foye

REGISTRATION OPEN

:30 – 10:30 Linke Pirouette

SESSION 3: STEM CELLS I

ession Chairs:   Camilla Forsberg and Grant Challen

eiichi Nakayama
yushu University, Japan
ell Cycle and Cancer Stem Cells: Abrogation of 
uiescence by Fbw7 Ablation Eliminates Leukemia Stem 
ells (S1005)

avid Bryder
nd University, Sweden

robing Cellular Hierarchies as Tools to Understand 
ormal and Aberrant Hematopoiesis

bstract Presentations
kaharu Kimura
S, University of Tokyo, Japan

uman Hematopoietic Stem/Progenitor Cells Hibernate 

s 

Ayaku Nakamura-Ishizu
Keio University School of Medicine, Japan
M
T

I
A
P
S

K
B
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Session Chairs:   Annarita Migliaccio and Louise Purton

Benjamin Kile
The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, 
Australia
 Vascular Niche Harboring GFAP-Expressing Cells 
1001)

eter van Galen
ampbell Family Institute for Cancer  Research, Ontario 
ancer Institute, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, 
niversity Health Network, Netherlands Cancer 
stitute, Canada
uman Hematopoietic Stem Cell Integrity is Guarded by 
e Unfolded Protein Response (O1002)

laudia Waskow
chnische Universitaet Dresden, Germany
able Human Hematopoietic Stem Cell Engraftment 
pports Continuous de novo Generation of Mature 

uman Blood Cells in Mice (O1003)

styna Rak
nd University, Sweden

NAi Screen Identifies Cytohesin1 as a Mediator of 
dhesion in Human Hematopoietic Stem/Progenitor Cell
1042)
xvi

T
H
(

:30 – 10:30 Rechte Pirouett

SESSION 4: HEMATOPOIETIC DEVELOPMENT I

ession Chairs:   Nancy Speck and Kateri Moore

anuela Tavian
nstitut National de la Santé et de la Recherche 

édicale, France
enin-Angiotensin System is Involved in Hematopoietic 
mergence (S1007)

atrin Ottersbach
niversity of Cambridge, UK
haracterizing the Niche of Emerging Hematopoietic 
tem Cells (S1008)

bstract Presentations

ames Palis
niversity of Rochester, USA
egakaryopoiesis in the Mammalian Embryo is 

ssociated with Rapid LineageMmaturation and 
egakaryocytes Produce a Distinctive HSC Niche 
hrough CLEC-2 Guided Secretion of TPO (O1005)

ngmar Bruns
lbert Einstein College of Medicine, USA
eri-vascular Megakaryocytes Restrain Hematopoietic 
tem Cell Proliferation (O1006)

elli Carroll
eth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, USA
7Beta-Estradiol has a Biphasic Effect on the Formation
f Hematopoietic Stem Cells (O1007)

0:30 – 11:00 Pirouette & Grosses Foye

BREAK

1:00 – 12:15 Linke Pirouett

SESSION 5: LINEAGE SPECIFICATION II
he Intrinsic Apoptosis Caspase Cascade Regulates 
ematopoietic Stem Cell Homeostasis and Function 

S1009)
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SESSION 7: STEM CELLS II
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M
Hypoxia Inducible Factor (HIF)-2α Enhances Proliferation 

Friday 23 August 2013
stract Presentations

alin Naik
EHI, NKI, Australia
verse and Heritable Lineage Imprinting of Early 
matopoietic Progenitors (O1008)

niel Klimmeck
idelberg Institute for Stem Cell Technology and 
perimental Medicine (HI-STEM), Deutsches 
ebsforschungszentrum (DKFZ), European Molecular 

logy Laboratory (EMBL), Germany
obal Landscape of Hematopoietic Stem Cells and 
ultipotent Progenitors (O1009)

arlotta Böiers
nd Stem Cell Center, Lund Strategic Center for Stem 
ll Biology, Sweden
tablishment of Lympho-myeloid Restricted Progenitors 
ior to the Emergence of Definitive Hematopoietic Stem 
lls (O1010)

hwini Hinge
cinnati Children’s Research Foundation, USA

o GTPase Activating Protein p190-B Regulates 
matopoietic Stem Cell Self-renewal Decisions (O1011)

:00 – 12:15 Rechte Pirouette

SESSION 6: HEMATOPOIETIC 
DEVELOPMENT II

ssion Chairs:   James Palis and Andrew Elefanty

istina Lo Celso
perial College London, UK
Vivo Imaging of Quiescent and Physiologically 
tivated Hematopoietic Stem Cells (S1010)

stract Presentations

drés García
tional Center for Cardiovascular Research (CNIC), Spain
cadian Parasympathetic Regulation of Hematopoietic
m Cell Traffic (O1013)

licia Ciuculescu
ston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School and
rvard Stem Cell Institute, USA
letion of Murine Rac GTPases in the Perivascular Niche

srupts Trabecular Bone Formation, Medullary Blood
ssels and Hematopoiesis (O1014)
te Breaking Abstract Presentations o
M

2:15 – 13:30 Borromaeus Restauran

LUNCH 

2:15 – 13:30 Grosse Reitschule

NEW INVESTIGATOR SESSION 1: 
EFFECTIVE NETWORKING 

uise Purton
t. Vincent’s Institute, Stem Cell Regulation Unit, 
ustralia

shio Kitamura
niversity of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

onard Zon
oston Children’s Hospital/Howard Hughes Medical 
stitute, Boston, MA, USA

3:30 – 15:30 Pirouette
ession Chairs:   Paul Frenette and Sofie Singbrant 
Soderberg

rgen Knoblich
stitute of Molecular Biotechnology, Austria
symmetric Cell Division and Spindle Orientation in 
eural Stem Cells - from Drosophila to Humans (S1011)

amir Taoudi
alter and Eliza Hall Institute, Australia

aematopoiesis During Embryonic Development (S1012)

erald de Haan
niversity of Groningen, Netherlands
pigenetic Control of Hematopoietic Stem Cells (S1013)

bstract Presentations

rant Challen
ashington University in St. Louis, USA

e novo DNA Methylation is Required for Maintaining 
enomic and Transcriptional Integrity in Hematopoietic 
em Cells (O1015)

atherine Forristal
ater Research, Australia
xvii

f Malignant Haematopoietic Cells in the Hypoxic 
alignant Bone Marrow (O1016)
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Friday 23 August 2013
avid Grote
IC/Université de Montréal, Canada

he Bmi1-interacting Protein E4f1 is Vital for 
ematopoietic Stem/Progenitor Cell Function (O1017)

5:30 – 16:00 Pirouette & Grosses Foyer

BREAK

6:00 – 18:00 Pirouette

SESSION 8: LEUKEMIA I

ession Chairs:   Patricia Ernst and Ulrich Steidl
ei Tong
hildren’s Hospital of Philadelphia and University of 
ennsylvania, USA
vestigation of Novel Signaling Pathways in Normal and 
alignant Hematopoiesis (S1014)

eter Valent
niversity of Vienna, Austria

M
(

18:00 – 20:00 Haute Ecole & Grosses Foyers

POSTER VIEWING & DISCUSSION 
ODD NUMBERED POSTERS

2 n
iology, Phenotype and Target Expression Profiles of 
eoplastic Stem Cells in Myeloid Leukemias (S1015)

hristoph Klein
annover Medical School, Germany
ematopoietic Stem Cell Gene Therapy for Wiskott-
ldrich-Syndrome - vg ck (S1016)
xviii
bstract Presentations

uergen Fink
ambridge Institute for Medical Research, University of
ambridge, UK
omozygous JAK2V617F drives Rapid Hematopoietic 
tem Cell Proliferation and Differentiation at the 
xpense of Self-renewal (O1018)

erena De Vita
oston Children’s Hospital, USA
ooperation of KITD816V and TET2 Loss of Function in 
he Pathogenesis of Systemic Mastocytosis and 
ssociated Hematological Malignancies (O1019)

irotaka Matsui
iroshima University, Japan
aploinsufficiency of Samd9L, Encoding an Endosome 
usion Facilitator, develops Myeloid Malignancies in 
ice Mimicking Human Diseases with Monosomy 7 

O1020)
0:00 – 21:00 Schanigarde

NEW INVESTIGATOR NETWORKING EVENT
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8:00 – 16:30 Registration open
  Grosses Foye

8:30 – 10:30 Even numbered p

8:30 – 10:30 Session 9: Leukem
  Pirouette 

10:30 – 19:30  Exhibits Open

10:30 – 11:00 Break
  Pirouette & G

11:00 – 12:30 Session 10: Transc
  Pirouette

12:30 – 14:00 Lunch

  Borromaeus Rest

12:30 – 14:00 New Investigator: Me
  Grosse Reitschule

14:00 – 16:00 Session 11: New Inves
  Pirouette

16:00 – 16:30 Break
  Pirouette & Gros

16:30 – 18:00 Session 12: President
  Pirouette

18:00 – 19:30 Poster Viewing & Disc
  Haute Ecole & Gr

19:45 – 24:00 Social Event
  Mayer Am Pfarrp
 a Glance

r set-up

I 

ses Foyers

ional Regulation I

aurant

et the Expert Lunch

tigator Session

ses Foyers

ial Symposium

ussion (Even numbered posters)
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Saturday 24 August 2013
:00 – 16:30 Grosses Foye

REGISTRATION OPEN

:30 – 10:30

EVEN NUMBERED POSTER SET UP

:30 – 10:30 Pirouette

SESSION 9: LEUKEMIA II

ession Chairs:   Koichi Akashi and Vivienne Rebel

n Cools
IB Center for Biology of Disease, Belgium
olecular Genetics of T-cell Acute Lymphoblastic 
ukemia (S1017)

ueying Wang

uijin Hospital affiliated to Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
chool of Medicine, China
enetic and Epigenetic Changes Contributing to 
ukemogenesis and Prognostic Impact in Acute Myeloid 

s

J
U
Genome-wide Analysis of Transcriptional Regulators in 
H  
o

J
B
m
M

1 t

1 le

P

1 e

S

Ross Levine
ukemia (S1018)

eronica Sexl
stitute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Austria
AT5 – a Central Player in Bcr/Abl+ leukemia (S1019)

bstract Presentations

oss Dickins
alter and Eliza Hall Institute, Australia

ax5 Loss Imposes a Reversible Differentiation Block in 
-progenitor Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (O1021)

tephen Chung
emorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, USA

D99 Identifies Disease Stem Cells in Acute Myeloid 
ukemia (AML) and the Myelodysplastic Syndromes 
DS) (O1022)

onstanze Bonifer
niversity of Birmingham, UK
entification of a Dynamic Core Transcriptional 

egulatory Network for t(8;21) AML (O1023)

0:30 – 11:00 Pirouette & Grosses Foyer

BREAK
xx

M
R
P

1:00 – 12:30 Pirouett

SESSION 10: TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION 

ession Chairs:   Frank Rosenbaur and Berthold Göttgen

aniel Tenen
ancer Science Institute of Singapore, Singapore
egulation of Myeloid Transcription Factors and DNA 
ethylation by Noncoding RNAs (S1020)

lrich Steidl
lbert Einstein College of Medicine, USA
ovel Non-Clustered Homeobox Genes as Key Regulator

n Normal and Malignant Hematopoiesis (S1021)

bstract Presentations

an Duan
CLA, USA
cl represses Cardiogenesis via Distant Enhancers Durin
emogenic Endothelium Specification (O1024)

ohn Pimanda
niversity of New South Wales, Australia
uman HSCs Reveals a Densely Interconnected Network
f Coding and Non-coding Genes (O1025)

oanna Wegrzyn Woltosz
C Cancer Agency, Canada
iR-146a Regulates Hematopoietic Stem Cell 
aintenance and Cell Cycle Entry (O1026)

2:30 – 14:00 Borromaeus Restauran

LUNCH

2:30 – 14:00 Grosse Reitschu

NEW INVESTIGATOR: MEET THE EXPERT LUNCH

re-registration required.

4:00 – 16:00 Pirouett

SESSION 11: NEW INVESTIGATOR SESSION

ession Chair:   Teresa Bowman
emorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, USA
ole of Mutations in Epigenetic Regulators in 
athogenesis of Myeloid Malignancies (S1022)
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BREAK

16:30 – 18:00 Pirouette

SESSION 12: PRESIDENTIAL SYMPOSIUM

Session Chair:   Elaine Dzierzak

Nancy Speck
University of Pennsylvania, USA
A Role for Inflammatory Signaling in Lymphoid 
Progenitor Formation in the Fetus (S1023)

Ann Dean
National Institutes of Health, USA
Functional Organization of β-Globin Locus Chromatin 
Loop Over Long Distances (S1024)

Ellen Rothenberg
California Institute of Technology, USA
Transcriptional and Epigenetic Thresholds for Entry to 
the T-cell Developmental Program (S1025)

Saturday 24 August 2013
ssion Chairs: Gerald de Haan and Jean-Pierre Levesque

udent Abstracts

rin Klauke
ropean Research Insitute for the Biology of Ageing 
IBA), University Medical Centre Groningen (UMCG), 
therlands
nal evolution of Leukemic Stem Cells in a Cbx7-
uced Leukemia Mouse Model (O1027)

an Suknuntha
iversity of Wisconsin, USA
uced Pluripotent Stem Cell Model of Chronic Myeloid 

ukemia Revealed Olfactomedin 4 as a Novel 
erapeutic Target in Leukemia Stem Cells (O1028)

ichi Inoue
e Institute of Medical Science, The University of 
kyo, Japan
terminal-truncating ASXL1 Mutations induce MDS via 
pression of PRC2 Function (O1029)

st-Doc Abstracts

o Kobayashi

iversity of California, San Diego, USA
ll-to-cell Interaction Between Endothelial-

 
1 s

1 z

R  
p

matopoietic Precursors and Somites Regulates 
velopmental Specification of Hematopoietic Stem Cells

rough Notch Signaling (O1030)

na Beaudin
 Santa Cruz, USA
2 Lineage Tracing Reveals a Novel, Developmentally 
stricted Hematopoietic Stem Cell (01031)

ma de Pater
smus MC, Netherlands
ta2 is Required for HSC Generation and Survival 
1032)
6:00 – 16:30 Pirouette & Grosses Foyer
8:00 – 19:30 Haute Ecole & Grosses Foyer

POSTER VIEWING & DISCUSSION 
EVEN NUMBERED POSTERS

9:45 – 24:00 Mayer Am Pfarrplat

SOCIAL EVENT

efer to page x for more details on this event and how to
urchase your ticket.
xxi
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  Pirouette

10:30 – 11:00 Break 
  Pirouette &

11:00 – 12:00 Session 14: Mech
  Pirouette

12:00 – 13:15 Lunch
  Borromaeu

12:15 – 13:15 New Investigator 
  Grosse Rei

13:15 – 15:00 Session 15: Mech
  Pirouette

15:00 – 15:30 Break 
  Pirouette &

15:30 – 16:45 Annual General M
 Session 16: McCu
  Pirouette

16:45 Closing Remarks
  Pirouette
xxii
 a Glance

ional Regulation II 

osses Foyers

ms of Transformation I

staurant

ion 2: Effectively Presenting Yourself and Your Science 
ule

ms of Transformation II
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Sunday 25 August 2013
00 – 17:00 Grosses Foyer

REGISTRATION OPEN

30 – 10:30 Pirouette

ESSION 13: TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION II

ssion Chairs:   Daniel Tenen and Jonas Larsson

ichi Akashi
ushu University, Japan
igenetic Landscape of Hematopoietic Lineage 
mmitment Can Be Visualized by Analysis of 
orporated H3.3 Variant (S1026)

nk Rosenbauer
iversity of Munster, Germany
ntrol of PU.1 Expression by Three-Dimensional 
romatin Architecture in Hematopoiesis and Leukemia 
027)

ery Bresnick
iversity of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public 
alth, USA
netic Basis for Hematopoietic Stem Cell Generation in 
e Mammalian Embryo (S1028)

stract Presentations

arnie Blewitt
alter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, 
stralia
nction of PRC2 Accessory Factors in Haematopoietic 
m Cells (O1033)

essandra Pasquarella
olf Butenandt Institut (LMU), Germany
letion of the Histone Methyltransferase Setdb1 during 
matopoiesis Results in Hematopoietic Stem Cell 
ilure and Abrogates B cell Development (O1034)

cola Wilson
R, Wellcome Trust/MRC Building, University of 

mbridge, Wellcome Trust - Medical Research Council, 
iversity of Cambridge, UK
errogating the Relationship between Transcription 
ctor Complex Binding and Transcriptional Activation 
1035)

:30 – 11:00 Pirouette & Grosses Foyers
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1:00 – 12:00 Pirouette

SESSION 14: MECHANISMS OF 
TRANSFORMATION I

ession Chairs:   Emery Bresnick and Constanze Bonifer

uilio Superti-Fuerga
eMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the 
ustrian Academy of Sciences, Austria
lucidating the Molecular Mechanism of Action of 
ancer Drugs in the Second Decade of the New 
illennium (S1029)

bstract Presentations

atricia  Ernst
eisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, USA
LL1-dependent Pathways and Mechanisms that 
aintain Hematopoiesis (O1036)

lorian Grebien
eMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the 
ustrian Academy of Sciences, Austria
ecruitment of the MLL Complex via Specific Interaction 
f the p30 Variant of C/EBPα with Wdr5 is Essential for 
evelopment of Acute Myeloid Leukemia (O1037)

2:00 – 13:15 Borromaeus Restauran

LUNCH

2:15 – 13:15 Grosse Reitschule

NEW INVESTIGATOR SESSION 2: EFFECTIVELY 
PRESENTING YOURSELF AND YOUR SCIENCE 

argaret Goodell
aylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX, USA

oss Levine
emorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, 
SA

eter van Galen
ntario Cancer Institute, Toronto, ON, Canada

ugenia Flores-Figueroa
ndo de Investigacion en Salud, Mexico City, Mexico
xxiii
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Sunday 25 August 2013
3:15 – 15:00 Pirouette

SESSION 15: MECHANISMS OF 
TRANSFORMATION II

ession Chairs:   Wei Tong and Ihor Lemishka

ndreas Strasser
he Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Australia
he Role of the Bcl-2 Protein Family in Tumorigenesis 
nd Cancer Therapy (S1030)

anna Loizou
eMM  Research Center for Molecular Medicine, Austria
egulation of the DNA Damage Kinase ATM in the 

mune System (S1031)

bstract Presentations

va Schmidt
niversity Hospital Münster, Germany
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Invited Speakers

S1001 - MAKING AND IMPROVING THE FUNCTION OF ADULT BLOOD

STEM CELLS

Leonard Zon1,2,3

1Stem Cell Program and Hematology/Oncology, HHMI/Boston Children’s Hospital

and Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, USA; 2Harvard Stem Cell

Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, USA; 3Harvard Medical School, Boston,

Massachusetts, USA

An embryo knows how to make blood stem cells. The process initiates in the aorto-

gonads-mesonephros (AGM) region of the embryo, and the stem cells migrate to

subsequent sites of hematopoiesis. We have used the zebrafish to uncover the molec-

ular steps to making a stem cell, and improving engraftment. Our prior studies have

demonstrated that the notch pathway and blood flow is required stem cell production.

A chemical screen demonstrated that PGE2 is capable of expanding HSCs in the

AGM, and can also enhance engraftment of mouse bone marrow. A clinical trial

of PGE2 treated cord blood for patients with leukemia suggested enhanced engraft-

ment. Recent transgenic fish with GFP coupled to a mouse runx1 enhancer demon-

strated expression in HSC, and it was possible to visualize stem cell production

and engraftment in subsequent sites. The process of engraftment can be separates

in stages: attachment, transmigration through the endothelial cells, migration to the

abluminal space, endothelial cuddling, and cell division. A chemical screen showed

that distinct pathways regulate each step. The zebrafish is also an excellent transplan-

tation model, and a recent chemical screen found that other inflammatory lipids

similar to PGE2 can stimulate stem cell migration. Our studies have uncovered

a number of pathways important for stem cell production and engraftment, and

produced some candidate molecules for study in humans.

S1002 - TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL OF B CELL COMMITMENTAND

DEVELOPMENT

Meinrad Busslinger, Tanja Schwickert, Hiromi Tagoh, Jasna Medvedovic, and

Anja Ebert

Research Institute of Molecular Pathology, Vienna, Austria

Transcription factors, chromatin regulators and cell signaling are critically involved

in cell fate decisions during development. B lymphopoiesis is an ideal system to

study the interplay of these processes in the context of lineage commitment. The tran-

scription factors PU.1 and Ikaros are essential for the differentiation of hematopoietic

stem cells to lymphoid-primed multipotent progenitors and common lymphoid

progenitors (CLPs). Entry of the CLPs into the B cell lineage depends on the tran-

scription factors E2A and EBF1, which function as B cell specification factors by

activating B-lymphoid genes including Pax5. Pax5 in turn restricts the developmental

potential of lymphoid progenitors to the B cell pathway by repressing B-lineage-

inappropriate genes and activating B-cell-specific genes at the onset of pro-B cell

development. A major task of committed pro-B cells is to functionally rearrange

the immunoglobulin heavy-chain (Igh) locus, which consists of a 0.25 Mb-long prox-

imal domain containing the DH, JH and CH gene segments at the 3’ end of the Igh

locus and of a large cluster of 200 upstream VH genes spread over a 2.5-Mb region.

DH-JH recombination occurs within the proximal domain already in uncommitted

lymphoid progenitors. In contrast, VH genes participate in V(D)J recombination

only in committed pro-B cells, where the Igh locus undergoes contraction by looping,

which juxtaposes VH genes next to the rearranged proximal DJH domain, thus facil-

itating VH-DJH rearrangements. Expression of a functionally rearranged Igm chain

subsequently leads to the appearance of the pre-B cell receptor that promotes the

developmental transition from pro-B cells to pre-B cells undergoing immunoglobulin

light-chain rearrangements. We have studied the role of cis-regulatory elements and

trans-acting factors involved in the control of long-range interactions at the Igh locus

and investigated the function of Ikaros in regulating the pro-B to pre-B cell transition.

I will discuss recent results of these experiments in my presentation.

S1003 - HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL FATE DECISIONS

E. Camilla Forsberg

Biomolecular Engineering, University of California Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz,

California, USA

A fundamental question in stem cell biology is how stem cells balance the need for

self-renewal with generation of the appropriate numbers and types of differentiated

cells. We focus on understanding the cell fate decisions of hematopoietic stem cells

(HSC) and their non-self-renewing progeny. Even though mouse hematopoieisis is

one of the most intensely investigated stem cell models, lineage maps of HSC differ-

entiation are incomplete and controversial. Our goal is to understand hematopoietic

fate decisions under physiologically relevant conditions and we have therefore devel-

oped strategies to enable highly sensitive and quantitative assessment of lineage

potential in vivo. These approaches include transplantation and lineage tracing

models to assess the relative contribution to mature cells by stem and progenitor pop-

ulations, and manipulation of specific genes to understand the molecular regulation of

cell fate decisions. Collectively, our results are consistent with HSC giving rise to

multipotent progenitors that contribute to all hematopoietic lineages under a variety

of physiological conditions.

S1004 - RECYCLING OF ELF6 COUPLES RIBOSOME SURVEILLANCE TO

GROWTH DURING DEVELOPMENT

Alan Warren

Medical Research Council Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK

Ribosome assembly is an essential, highly conserved process that is tightly coupled

to cell growth and proliferation. However, the machinery that monitors the fidelity of

ribosome assembly and couples this to growth and development is poorly defined. We

aim to better understand this process to shed light on the pathogenesis of the inherited

leukaemia predisposition disorder Shwachman-Diamond syndrome (SDS) that is

caused by deficiency of the SBDS protein. We have recently identified SDS as

a ‘‘ribosomopathy’’ caused by defective maturation of the large ribosomal subunit.

Defective ribosome biogenesis is thought to activate p53 through ribosomal

protein-mediated suppression of Mdm2 E3 ligase activity. Challenging the generality

of this model, we have identified a p53-dependent ribosome surveillance pathway in

Drosophila, which lack an encoded Mdm2 orthologue. Using SBDS-deficient flies,

we found that p53 deletion rescued the apoptosis and larval lethality triggered by

defective eIF6 recycling from nascent 60S ribosomes. Two parallel signalling path-

ways involving the ATM-CHK1 and p38 MAP kinases mediate this p53-dependent

ribosome assembly checkpoint. We propose that the release and intracellular recy-

cling of the anti-association factor eIF6 from pre-60S ribosomal subunits acts as

a rheostat for coupling ribosome assembly to growth. Our Drosophila animal model

may find utility in the development of mechanism-based therapeutics for SDS.
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S1005 - CELL CYCLE AND CANCER STEM CELLS: ABROGATION OF

QUIESCENCE BY FBW7 ABLATION ELIMINATES LEUKEMIA STEM

CELLS

Keiichi Nakayama

Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are characterized by pluripotentiality and self-

renewal ability. To maintain a supply of mature blood cells and to avoid HSC exhaus-

tion during the life span of an organism, most HSCs remain quiescent (G0 phase),

with only a limited number entering the cell cycle. The proto-oncoprotein c-Myc

determines the state of cellular proliferation or quiescence, and its abundance is

controlled by Fbw7, the F-box protein subunit of an SCF-type ubiquitin ligase.

The Fbw7-dependent degradation of c-Myc is essential for maintenance of both

quiescence and the "stemness" of normal HSCs. Given that leukemia stem cells

(LSCs) share many properties with HSCs, the Fbw7-c-Myc axis is a promising target

for leukemia therapy. Here we show that Fbw7 plays an essential role in the mainte-

nance of LSCs in a mouse model of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). Deletion of

the Fbw7 gene resulted in the accumulation of c-Myc in LSCs, leading to transient

activation of the cell cycle followed by p53-dependent apoptosis. Serial transplanta-

tion experiments revealed that the ability of LSCs to cause disease was markedly

reduced by Fbw7 ablation. Furthermore, abrogation of quiescence in LSCs by

Fbw7 ablation increased their sensitivity to imatinib, and the combination of Fbw7

ablation with imatinib treatment resulted in a greater depletion of LSCs than of

normal hematopoietic stem cells in mice. Our results suggest that purging of cancer

stem cells from their quiescence by targeting Fbw7 may provide the basis for a new

approach to the treatment of cancer.

S1006 - PROBING CELLULAR HIERARCHIES AS TOOLS TO

UNDERSTAND NORMAL AND ABERRANT HEMATOPOIESIS

David Bryder

Section for Immunology, Institution for Experimental Medical Science, Lund

University, Lund, Sweden

The ability of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) to produce a wide range of diverse

terminally differentiated cells represents a paradigm system for cellular development

in the adult. In this stepwise process, defining HSC traits such as self-renewal and

multilineage potential are gradually lost, with downstream progeny successively

gaining increasing rates of monolineage commitment. Although HSCs and progenitor

cell subsets are quite infrequent, the hierarchical structure of hematopoiesis coupled

with their large potential for cellular expansion makes it obvious that perturbations at

intermediate progenitor cell levels can have a significant effect for the individual.

Examples for this include normal biological situations such as aging, where alter-

ations in progenitor cell function/potential underlie a gradual change in several hema-

topoietic parameters. However, the consequences of deregulated progenitor cell

function are perhaps even more evident in classical hematopoietic progenitor diseases

such as acute leukemia, although less is known about the normal target cells of these

diseases. To understand the pathways of hematopoietic differentiation from HSCs, we

have in previous work elucidated many of the intermediate precursor cell types

between HSCs and the terminally differentiated progeny. This has provided tools

for the direct dissection of cellular and molecular events at defined stages of hema-

topoietic development. In my talk, I will discuss approaches currently taken in my

laboratory that take advantage of the high resolution of progenitors that can be ob-

tained within the hematopoietic system. This includes strategies to both identify

and functionally characterize regulators of stem and progenitor fates. Finally, I will

present data on a novel mouse model of acute myeloid leukemia; with a particular

focus on the approaches we have taken to gain insight into the normal target cells

of disease.

S1007 - RENIN-ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM IS INVOLVED IN

HEMATOPOIETIC EMERGENCE

Manuela Tavian, Kathia Biasch, Lidia Sinka, and Emmanuelle Julien

UMR-S949, INSERM/University of Strasbourg/EFS, Strasbourg, France

The continuous generation of blood cells throughout life relies on the existence of

hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) generated during embryogenesis. Adult-type HSC

are first generated in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM) region between days 27

and 40 of human embryonic development, but an elusive blood forming potential

is present earlier in the underlying splanchnopleura (Sp) (1). The origin of blood cells

has been the subject of an intense scientific debate during the last decade. Although it

is relatively well accepted that the first HSCs are generated in the AGM through a he-

mogenic endothelium, the direct precursor of this cell type in the embryo, either

a mesenchyme or a hemangioblast, remains to be clearly identified. Recently, we

have shown that the angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) is a cell surface marker

of human HSC (2). Furthermore, ACE identifies inside the human splanchnopleura

rare CD45-CD34- cells that are responsible for the hematopoietic activity detected

in the early embryo, suggesting that this enzyme is a marker of mesodermal pre-

hematopoietic precursors in the human embryo (3). ACE is a key component of

the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) as it catalyzes the production of angiotensin II

(Ang II), well known for its effect in the control of blood pressure, cardiovascular

regulation and fluid homeostasis through AT1 and AT2 receptors (4). We report

here that the key components of this system - namely the Ang II-receptors, the angio-

tensinogen and the renin - are present in the same region of the embryo which

expresses ACE, meaning that a local RAS exists in the embryo. Functional in vitro

analyses in the mouse model show a stimulatory effect of Ang II in the emergence

of hematopoietic precursors, an effect inhibited by the addition of a specific AT1

antagonist in the culture. These observations suggest for the first time that RAS is

functionally active in this embryonic region and has a direct role in the emergence

of first HSC during ontogeny.

S1008 - CHARACTERISING THE NICHE OF EMERGING

HAEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Katrin Ottersbach, Simon Fitch, Bahar Mirshekar-Syahkal, Maria Mascarenhas, and

Chrysa Kapeni

Haematology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK

Adult-repopulating haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) emerge in the aorta-gonads-

mesonephros (AGM) region from the aortic endothelium starting from embryonic

day 10.5 of mouse development. While there has been recent progress in the identi-

fication of the cell-intrinsic factors that regulate this transition, very little is currently

known about the microenvironment in which this process occurs. We previously

carried out microarray expression screens to identify novel regulators of HSC emer-

gence in the AGM. This resulted in the identification of several niche factors that re-

vealed that the AGM haematopoietic microenvironment is composed of several

different components. One of the identified regulators is the transcription factor

Gata3. Within the AGM, we found it to be expressed in isolated endothelial cells,

sub-aortic mesenchymal cells, mesonephric cells and sympathoadrenal cells of the

developing sympathetic nervous system. The analysis of the knockout mice revealed

an important function for Gata3 in HSC development, the deficiency of which could

be ameliorated via a rescue of the sympathetic nervous system defect in these mice.

Analysis of mice null for tyrosine hydroxylase, the enzyme that catalyses catechol-

amine synthesis, further confirmed that mediators secreted from the developing

sympathetic nervous system are key players in HSC development. In addition to sym-

pathoadrenal cells, we also discovered that sub-endothelial mesenchymal cells form

part of the AGM haematopoietic microenvironment. Some of these cells express the

transmembrane protein Dlk1 downstream of the transcription factor Runx1. Interest-

ingly, Dlk1 was found to have a negative effect on haematopoietic stem and progen-

itor cell production in the AGM, thus pointing to the possible existence of a negative

feedback loop. We have also more recently started investigating the role that cytokine

signalling pathways play in the production of haematopoietic stem and progenitor

cells in the AGM. These results will be discussed and put into context within the ex-

isting network of niche regulators.
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S1009 - THE INTRINSIC APOPTOSIS CASPASE CASCADE REGULATES

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL HOMEOSTASIS AND FUNCTION

Benjamin Kile

Cancer and Hematology Division, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville,

Victoria, Australia

Since the demonstration that overexpression of pro-survival Bcl-2 causes an expansion of

hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) number (Domen et al. 2000 J Exp Med), it has become

accepted that apoptotic death is a common fate for HSCs. Apoptosis is believed to be crit-

ical for regulating the size of the HSC pool. Consistent with this, mice lacking Caspase-3

were reported to have increased numbers of HSCs (Janzen et al. 2008 Cell Stem Cell).

This, however, was ascribed to perturbations in cytokine signaling, rather than impaired

HSC apoptosis. To examine the role of the intrinsic apoptosis pathway in HSCs in more

detail, we generated bone marrow chimeras lacking the pro-apoptotic proteins Bak/

Bax, Apaf-1, Caspase-9 or Caspase-3/7. Surprisingly, loss of Bak and Bax - the essential

mediators of the intrinsic pathway - had little impact on HSC number. In contrast (but

consistent with Janzen et al.) bone marrow chimeras lacking the downstream effectors

Apaf-1, Caspase-9 or Caspase-3/7 exhibited a 10-fold expansion of the HSC compart-

ment. Casp9-/- bonemarrow exhibited an impaired ability to reconstitute irradiated recip-

ients. Thus, apoptosis mediated by Bak and Bax is dispensable for HSC homeostasis,

whereas, the function of the apoptotic caspase cascade is not. This raised the questions

1) Is the HSC expansion in Caspase-9-deficient mice intrinsic to HSCs? 2) Is the function

of the apoptotic caspase cascade inHSCs topromote cell death?Toanswer them,wefirstly

generated bone marrow chimeras containing 50% wild-type and 50% Casp9-/- cells. In

these animals, wild-type HSCs exhibited the same expansion and proliferation as

Casp9-/- HSCs. Thus, the defect in Caspase-9 deficientmice is the result of HSC extrinsic

factors. We then tested the relationship between Caspase-9-deficient HSC expansion and

Bak/Bax-mediated apoptosis by generatingBak-/-Bax-/-Casp9-/-mice. Deletion ofBak/

Bax rescued theHSC phenotype inCaspase-9 deficientmice. Together, these data suggest

that the intrinsic caspase cascade is essential for normal Bak/Bax-mediated cell death in

the hematopoietic system, and in its absence, aberrant cell death feeds back to drive

HSC expansion and dysfunction. In support of this notion, we found evidence of up-regu-

lated type I interferon signaling in the HSC compartment. Our study demonstrates that

Bak/Bax-mediated cell death of HSCs is dispensable for the maintenance of the HSC

pool at steady state. This raises the question ofwhether HSCs die via alternative cell death

pathways, or, whether their death is less frequent than previously believed.

S1010 - IN VIVO IMAGING OF QUIESCENT AND PHYSIOLOGICALLY

ACTIVATED HAEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Cristina Lo Celso

Life Sciences, Imperial College London, London, UK

Understanding the mechanisms linking stem cell-niche interaction and stem cell fate

is critical for developing regenerative medicine approaches. The nature of such

interactions between hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and the bone marrow (BM)

microenvironment has long been elusive due to the difficulty of penetrating bones

for direct observation and the fluid nature of the hematopoietic tissue itself. Several

functional studies based on ablating or over-expressing specific genes in the hemato-

poietic or distinct BM stroma compartments have highlighted the presence of an

intricate and dynamic network of regulatory signals responsible for the crosstalk

between HSC and the BM microenvironment. The question, however, remains

open as to whether multiple, molecularly and functionally distinct HSC niches exist

within the bone marrow and whether HSC trafficking between them may be neces-

sary to switch fate between quiescence and proliferation, self-renewal and differen-

tiation. To address this question, we developed an imaging technique combining

two photon and confocal microscopy that allows in-vivo imaging of live transplanted

hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC) in mouse BM with single cell reso-

lution. Using this technique we showed that engrafting long-term repopulating HSC

(LT-HSC) localize near osteoblastic cells, while their progeny are more distal. Our

results also highlight that localization of LT-HSC and their progeny near osteoblasts

correlates with improved engraftment outcomes. Studies based on single time-point

observations demonstrated that asynchronous HSPC proliferation initiates BM recon-

stitution, however did not provide information about long-term interactions between

HSC and their BM niche (or niches), which are responsible for maintenance of

balanced haematopoiesis. We therefore developed a new in vivo imaging experi-

mental protocol, allowing time-lapse imaging of HSPC, leading us to uncover their

differential abilities to engage with the BM microenvironment over time. Moreover,

using a physiological model of HSC activation, we observed that changes in the

nature of the interactions between stem cells and the BM microenvironment accom-

pany switches in fate choice.

S1011 - ASYMMETRIC CELL DIVISION AND SPINDLE ORIENTATION IN

NEURAL STEM CELLS - FROM DROSOPHILA TO HUMANS

J€urgen Knoblich

IMBA, Vienna, Austria

When we think of mitosis, we commonly have a process in mind where a cell gives

rise to two identical daughter cells. In whole organisms, however, many cell divisions

are actually asymmetric and give rise to two daughter cells of different size, shape or

developmental fate. Asymmetric cell divisions are particularly important in stem

cells, as they allow those cells to generate both self-renewing and differentiating

daughter cells, an ability that is common to all stem cells. We therefore use stem cells

in the developing brain of both fruitflies and mice as a model to understand the prin-

ciple mechanisms that regulate and orient asymmetric cell divisions. More recently,

we have extended our efforts to mammalian model systems, where mutations in regu-

lators of basic cell biological processes like the orientation of the mitotic spindle are

known to cause strong brain malformations resulting in severe mental retardation. As

recent experiments have shown striking differences between human and mouse brain

development, we have made an effort to establish experimental strategies where those

regulators and their effects on brain development can be studied in a human setting.

S1012 - HAEMATOPOIESIS DURING EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

Samir Taoudi1,2

1Molecular Medicine, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia;
2Medical Biology, University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Mature blood cells have multiple functions ranging from transporting oxygen around

the body to protecting us from infection. The ability to continue producing enough

blood cells throughout life is critical to our health. This process is known as haemato-

poiesis. At the foundation of blood cell production is the haematopoietic progenitor/

stem cell (HSCs); these cell types are not specialised for any function except to ensure

that when necessary large mature blood cells can be readily generated. In the adult, the

ability to continuously generate mature blood whilst preserving sufficient numbers of

progenitor/stem cells is ensured by a process known as self-renewal - a question that

remains unanswered is how these cells are produced in the first place. Haematopoietic

development in the embryo occurs in a sequential process, during which primitive

erythropoiesis and progenitor formation occurs in the yolk sac. Once this first wave

of haematopoiesis is established HSCs are then formed; this is a complex multi-site

process involving the AGM region, yolk sac and placenta. During foetal life the

majority of HSCs reside within the liver, where HSCs continue to expand and initiate

definitive haematopoiesis (a sustained haematopoietic system drivenby a self-renewing

HSC). The embryo provides an invaluable resource for tackling the problems central to

haematopoiesis research, particularly the complex problem of how concomitant HSC

self-renewal and hematopoietic differentiation can be achieved. I will be discussing

how our laboratory is teasing apart these processes, with particular focus on identifying

when specification of early hematopoietic lineages is first detectable. Biography (250

word limit): In 2002 Samir joined the laboratory of Professor Alexander Medvinsky

at the Institute for Stem Cell Research (Edinburgh), initially as a PhD student and

then as a post-doctoral researcher. During this time Samir investigated the process of

haematopoietic stem cell formation during mouse embryogenesis
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S1013 - EPIGENETIC CONTROL OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

Gerald de Haan

University of Groningen, Groningen, the Netherlands

The balance between self-renewal and differentiation of adult stem cells is essential

for tissue homeostasis. Here we show that in the haematopoietic system this process

is governed by polycomb chromobox (Cb�) proteins. Cb�7 is specifically expressed

in haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), and its overexpression enhances self-renewal

and induces leukaemia. This effect is dependent on integration into polycomb repres-

sive complex-1 (PRC1) and requires H3K27me3 binding. In contrast, overexpression

of Cb�2, Cb�4 or Cb�8 results in differentiation and exhaustion of HSCs. ChIP-

sequencing analysis shows that Cb�7 and Cbx8 share most of their targets; we iden-

tified approximately 200 differential targets. Whereas genes targeted by Cbx8 are

highly expressed in HSCs and become repressed in progenitors, Cb�7 targets

show the opposite expression pattern. Thus, Cb�7 preserves HSC self-renewal by re-

pressing progenitor-specific genes. Taken together, the presence of distinct Cbx

proteins confers target selectivity to PRC1 and provides a molecular balance between

self-renewal and differentiation of HSCs.

S1014 - INVESTIGATION OF NOVEL SIGNALING PATHWAYS IN

NORMAL AND MALIGNANT HEMATOPOIESIS

Wei Tong

Pediatrcs, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) expansion is regulated by complex signaling

network, and dysregulation of cytokine signaling leads to hematologic malignancies.

The adaptor protein Lnk is a key negative regulator of JAK2 signaling and HSC

expansion, mediated by thrombopoieticn (Tpo). Lnk-/- mice have a 10-fold expan-

sion in HSCs with superior self-renewal. Lnk deficiency promotes myeloproliferative

neoplasm (MPN) development in mice, and Lnk loss-of-function mutations are found

in human MPNs and acute leukemias, emphasizing its pivotal role in normal and

malignant HSPCs. Molecular mechanisms by which Lnk regulates cytokine/JAK2

signaling and HSC homeostasis, however, remain enigmatic. I will discuss our prog-

ress on identifying novel Lnk interacting proteins and elucidating their roles in HSC

homeostasis under normal and stress conditions. Furthermore, I will discuss our

recent findings on Lnk functions in a wide range of hematologic malignancies.

S1015 - BIOLOGY, PHENOTYPE AND TARGET EXPRESSION PROFILES

OF NEOPLASTIC STEM CELLS IN MYELOID LEUKEMIAS

Peter Valent

University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Since their description and identification in leukemias and solid tumors, cancer stem

cells (CSC) have been the subject of intensive research in translational oncology.

Important issues in CSC research are the characterization of CSC-related markers

and CSC-augmenting oncogenic pathways, the identification of molecular targets

in CSC, and the preclinical and clinical evaluation of the CSC-eradicating potential

of various targeted drugs. However, although diverse CSC-markers, targets, and

target pathways have been identified, several questions remain, such as the origin

and evolution of CSC, resistance against conventional or/and targeted drugs, and

the mechanisms underlying stroma-CSC interactions in the so-called ’stem cell

niche’. Additional aspects that have to be taken into account when considering

CSC-elimination as primary treatment goal, are the heterogeneity, plasticity, and sub-

clone formation of CSC. Notably, various cell fractions with different combinations

of molecular aberrations may display CSC function in a given neoplasm, and sub-

clone-formation and CSC plasticity are also considered to contribute to acquired

drug resistance. In the current lecture, we will discuss new developments in the field

of CSC research and address the question as to whether these new concepts can be

translated and can be exploited in clinical practice in the foreseeable future.

S1016 - HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL GENE THERAPY FOR WISKOTT-

ALDRICH-SYNDROME - VG CK

Chrisoph Klein

Hannover Medical School, Germany

See Program Supplement for abstract details.
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S1017 - MOLECULAR GENETICS OF T-CELL ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC

LEUKEMIA

Jan Cools

Center for the Biology of Disease, VIB, Leuven, Belgium

T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) is an aggressive leukemia resulting

from the malignant transformation of T cell progenitors. T-ALL accounts for 15%

of pediatric and 25% of adult ALL cases. Treatment strategies have dramatically

improved over the past 50 years, and long-term survival for pediatric T-ALL patients

is now over 70%. However, as few as 40% of adults reach long-term remission, and

patients who relapse have much worse prognosis for survival. In addition, current

treatment is based on combination chemotherapy, which is associated with many

short term and long term toxic side effects. Therefore, there is a strong need to

improve therapy in the older patients and reduce the toxicity in the younger patients.

Understanding the biology of T-ALL may identify new targets for therapy and pave

the way for the development of new drugs. To get further insight in the complex

genetics of T-ALL, we used exome sequencing and RNA-sequencing. Exome

sequencing of 67 T-ALL cases revealed the presence of an average of 8 protein-

altering mutations in pediatric T-ALL cases, and an average of 21 protein-altering

mutations in adult patients. As expected we detected many of the known driver muta-

tions in T-ALL such as mutations in NOTCH1, WT1, BCL11B, PHF6, FBXW7. In

addition, we also detected 7 new predicted oncogenic drivers, including mutations in

TET1, CNOT3, RPL5, and RPL10. Mutations in CNOT3 are likely to cause inacti-

vation of one allele of CNOT3, which is in agreement with our observation that

CNOT3 is a tumor suppressor gene in a fly cancer model. Mutations in the ribosomal

protein RPL10 are clustered at one single amino acid and lead to an impaired ribo-

somal biogenesis. In addition to the identification of these mutations, RNA-

sequencing of 31 T-ALL cases led to the identification of several novel fusion tran-

scripts including in-frame fusions involving the FER and JAK2 tyrosine kinases. Our

data identify new drivers genes of T-ALL, and demonstrate genetic differences

between pediatric and adult T-ALL.

S1018 - GENETIC AND EPIGENETIC CHANGES CONTRIBUTING TO

LEUKEMOGENESIS AND PROGNOSTIC IMPACT IN ACUTE MYELOID

LEUKEMIA

Yueying Wang

Ruijin Hospital affiliated to Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine,

Shanghai, China

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a group of heterogeneous diseases. Abnormalities

in genes that encode transcription factors and tyrosine kinases represent two classes

of the most frequently detected genetic events in human AMLs. Recently, a new cate-

gory of gene mutations associated with epigenetic regulation have also been

proposed. Recurrent somatic mutations of DNMT3A were identified in 23 of 112

(20.5%) cases using exome sequencing technique. The DNMT3A mutants showed

reduced enzymatic activity or aberrant affinity to histone H3 in vitro. Gene expres-

sion profiles and DNA methylation patterns showed some differences between

patients with and without DNMT3A mutations. Notably, we found that members

of HOXB genes were extensively upregulated with mutations of DNMT3A, and hy-

pomethylation of certain CpG islands in the HOXB locus. DNMT3A mutations

enabled 32D cells to acquire growth and survival advantage with and without IL3.

Leukemias with DNMT3A mutations constituted a group of poor prognosis with

elderly disease onset. These data suggest a contribution of aberrant DNA methyl-

transferase activity to the pathogenesis of acute monocytic leukemia and provides

a useful new biomarker for relevant cases. We performed the study to systemically

investigate the frequencies and the prognostic relevance of previously known genetic

events and newly established molecular markers in a large series of 1,185 adult AML

patients. In particular, we intent to stratify the AML patients who lacked cytogenetic

prognostic markers into appropriate prognostic groups. Multivariate analysis identi-

fied DNMT3A and MLL mutations as independent factors predicting inferior overall

survival (OS) and event free survival (EFS), while bi-allelic CEBPA mutations or

NPM1 mutations without DNMT3A mutations conferred a better OS and EFS in

whole group and younger patients aged less than 60 years. Further studies will be

focused on using different treatment strategies according to AML genotypes.

S1019 - STAT5 - A CENTRAL PLAYER IN BCR/ABL+ LEUKEMIA

Veronika Sexl1, Wolfgang Warsch1, Eva Grundschober1, Angelika Berger1,

Lukas H€ofling1, Andrea H€olbl-Kovacic1, and Richard Moriggl2

1Biomedical Sciences, Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Vienna, Austria;
2Ludwig Boltzmann Society, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Cancer Research,

Vienna, Austria

It is beyond doubt that the transcription factor STAT5 has an important and unique

role in BCR-ABL- driven neoplasias. STAT5 is an essential component in the

signaling network that maintains the survival and growth of BCR-ABL1-transformed

cells. The transcriptional activity of STAT5 is required to allow proliferation and

survival of the cells. Furthermore, we and others have shown that STAT5 is up-regu-

lated in leukemic cells of CML patients during disease progression; we propose

a selection process resulting in cells with high STAT5 expression levels which cause

reduced responsiveness towards tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as imatinib even in

the absence of BCR-ABL1 mutation. Remarkably, we also found a clear correlation

between STAT5 expression levels and the presence of BCR-ABL1 mutations. Our

data indicate that STAT5 triggers ROS production accounts for the enhanced muta-

tion rate detected in human patient samples harboring elevated STAT5 levels.

Accordingly, STAT5 qualifies as a potential therapeutic target; one possibility to

inhibit its transcriptional activity is to hinder post-translational modifications. For

full transcriptional activity STAT5 requires tyrosine phosphorylation in the

C-terminal domain which is controlled by JAK kinases in untransformed hematopoi-

etic cells. Whether JAK2 functions as an upstream kinase of STAT5 in CML is still

under debate. Although there is widespread agreement that JAK2 is part of the

signaling network downstream of BCR-ABL1, it is unclear whether and under

what circumstances JAK2 inhibitors may be beneficial for CML patients. Our studies

in murine models have cast doubt on the importance of JAK2 in CML maintenance.

Strikingly, in BCR-ABL1-transformed cells signaling is rewired and the BCR-ABL1

oncoprotein itself accounts for STAT5 phosphorylation - independent of JAK kinases.

Additionally, STAT5 is phosphorylated on highly conserved serine residues present in

the transactivation domain of the protein. Novel insights in the role of serine phos-

phorylation for BCR-ABL1-driven leukemogenesis will be provided.

S1020 - REGULATION OF MYELOID TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS AND

DNA METHYLATION BY NONCODING RNAS

Daniel Tenen

Cancer Science Institute of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore

Tight regulation of myeloid transcription factors PU.1 and C/EBPa is necessary for

proper hematopoietic stem cell function and granulopoiesis, and dysregulation of

these genes can lead to development of leukemia. We have focused on regulation

of these two genes by noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs). In the case of PU.1, we previously

described a long antisense RNA that is initiated from a discrete promoter in intron 3

and extends past the transcription start site. This transcript is expressed at highest

levels in T cells, in which PU.1 is not expressed, and can inhibit PU.1 protein. siR-

NAs which target this antisense transcript can increase PU.1 mRNA and protein, and

induce differentiation of leukemic cells. There is a second long noncoding RNA in

the PU.1 locus, which is initiated in the upstream regulatory element (URE), and

extends for greater than 10 kb toward the transcription start site. This transcript is

entirely nuclear, and its function is unknown. We are in the process of testing the

function of both transcripts by using BAC transgenics in which transcription termi-

nators have been used to abrogate expression of the noncoding RNA. In the case

of C/EBP alpha, we identified a ncRNA extending beyond the polyadenylation signal

of the C/EBPa gene. In contrast to PU.1, this extracoding transcript correlates posi-

tively with C/EBP alpha mRNA, and siRNA knockdown of the ncRNA leads to

a decrease in C/EBP alpha mRNA and increase in methylation of the locus. Overex-

pression of this ncRNA leads to an increase in expression of C/EBP alpha in a cell

line (K562) in which C/EBP alpha is methylated and not expressed. In summary,

we have initiated studies of long noncoding RNAs in both the PU.1 and C/EBP alpha

genes. The function of these RNAs appears to be completely different. In the case of

PU.1, an antisense noncoding RNA downregulates PU.1 expression. In the case of C/

EBP alpha, an extracoding RNA inhibits methylation of the locus and increases

mRNA levels.
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S1021 - NOVEL NON-CLUSTERED HOMEOBOX GENES AS KEY

REGULATORS IN NORMAL AND MALIGNANT HEMATOPOIESIS

Ulrich Steidl

Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, New York, USA

Utilizing transcriptional analysis of highly purified hematopoietic stem cells (HSC)

from mouse and human model systems, we have recently identified two non-clustered

homeodomain-containing genes, H2.0-like homeobox (HLX) and special AT-rich

sequence-binding protein 1 (SATB1), as novel key regulators of stem and progenitor

cell function in normal hematopoiesis and in leukemia. We found that HLX is over-

expressed in the majority of patients with acute myeloid leukemia and that high HLX

expression levels independently correlate with inferior overall survival. Elevated

HLX levels lead to formation of aberrant progenitors with unlimited serial clonoge-

nicity and a block in differentiation. Decrease of HLX inhibits leukemic cell growth

in vitro, overcomes the myeloid differentiation block, and prolongs survival in vivo.

HLX regulates a key set of genes which mediate its leukemia-promoting function and

may be used for targeted therapy. We found SATB1 expressed at high levels in HSC.

Functional studies revealed Satb1 as a critical regulator of HSC fate. HSC lacking

SATB1 have defective self-renewal, are less quiescent and show accelerated lineage

commitment, which results in progressive depletion of functional HSC. The enhanced

commitment is caused by decreased symmetric self-renewal and more symmetric

differentiation divisions of Satb1-deficient HSC. SATB1 simultaneously represses

sets of genes involved in HSC activation and cellular polarity, including Numb and

Myc. Thus, SATB1 is a new regulator that promotes HSC quiescence and represses

lineage commitment. In summary, non-clustered (class II) homeobox genes are

emerging as new transcriptional key regulators in hematopoiesis and leukemia.

S1022 - ROLE OF MUTATIONS IN EPIGENETIC REGULATORS IN

PATHOGENESIS OF MYELOID MALIGNANCIES

Ross Levine

HOPP, MSKCC, New York, New York, USA

Clinical, cytogenetic, and gene-based studies have been used to inform biology and

improve prognostication for patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML), myelodys-

plasia (MDS), and myeloroliferative neoplasms (MPN). Most recently, a series of

candidate gene and whole genome studies have identified recurrent somatic muta-

tions in AML, MDS, and MPN patients including TET2, ASXL1, DNMT3A, and

EZH2, mutations. We and others have shown these mutations are of prognostic rele-

vance, and can be used to improve risk stratification in AML, MDS, and MPN. Of

biologic importance, the TET family of proteins have been shown to place a hydroxyl

mark on methylated DNA and lead to DNA demethylation. We and others have found

that TET2 mutations leads to loss of DNA hydroxymethylation and a hypermethyla-

tion phenotype in leukemia patients. In addition, in vitro and in vivo studies show that

TET2 loss leads to impaired hematopoietic differentiation, increased stem cell self-

renewal, and myeloid transformation in vivo. Most recently studies have revealed

a role of mutations in chromatin modifying enzymes in hematopoietic transforma-

tion, including mutations in the enhancer of trithorax and polycomb (ETP) gene

ASXL1. We have elucidated the effects of ASXL1 mutations on chromatin state,

gene expression, and hematopoietic function, and identified a specific role for

ASXL1 in regulating H3K27 trimethylation and PRC2 function at specific loci in

hematopoietic cells including at the HoxA cluster. We have also shown that hemato-

poietic specific loss of ASXL1 loss leads to myeloid transformation in vivo. These

data demonstrate that novel mutations coopt the epigenetic state of hematopoietic

stem/progenitor cells in order to contribute to transformation.

S1023 - A ROLE FOR INFLAMMATORY SIGNALING IN LYMPHOID

PROGENITOR FORMATION IN THE FETUS

Nancy Speck1, Yan Li1, Amanda Yzaguirre1, Marijke Maijenburg1, Joanna Tober1,

and Elaine Dzierzak2

1Cell and Developmental Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, USA; 2Erasmus Stem Cell Institute, Erasmus Medical Center,

Rotterdam, Netherlands

Hematopoietic progenitors, including erythroid/myeloid and lymphoid progenitors,

and hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) differentiate from hemogenic cells in the

embryo. Hemogenic endothelium is not homogeneous, as erythroid/myeloid progen-

itors (EMPs) and HSCs differentiate from distinct populations of hemogenic endothe-

lial cells: EMPs differentiate from hemogenic endothelium in the yolk sac that does

not express a Ly6a-GFP transgene, while HSCs differentiate from Ly6a-GFP express-

ing cells. It was previous shown that all HSCs in embryonic day (E) 11.5 Ly6a-GFP

transgenic embryos are in the GFP+ population of cells from the aorta/gonad/meso-

nephros (AGM) region and placenta. Lymphoid progenitors in E11.5 embryos are

also in the GFP+ population of hematopoietic cells in the AGM region, vitelline

and umbilical arteries, while EMPs are predominately in the GFP- populations of

CD45+ fetal liver and yolk sac cells. To identify signaling pathways involved in

lymphoid progenitor and HSC formation, Ly6a-GFP+ and Ly6a-GFP- endothelium

and hematopoietic cells were FACS sorted from AGM regions, vitelline and umbil-

ical arteries of E10.5 Ly6a-GFP transgenic embryos, and their gene expression

profiles compared. The results show that genes in cytokine, chemokine, and immune

response pathways were upregulated in both Ly6a-GFP+ endothelial and hematopoi-

etic cells. Moreover, after exposure to inflammatory cytokines, Ly6a-GFP expression

was enhanced in the endothelium and hematopoietic clusters of explanted E9.5

embryos. Interferon gamma and alpha4 were particularly potent inducers of Ly6a-

GFP expression, and interferon gamma deficient embryos have decreased numbers

of lymphoid progenitors. Together these data indicate that inflammatory signaling

regulates lymphoid progenitor numbers in the embryo.

S1024 - FUNCTIONAL ORGANIZATION OF b-GLOBIN LOCUS

CHROMATIN LOOP OVER LONG DISTANCES

Ann Dean

Laboratory of Cellular and Developmental Biology, NIDDK, NIH, Bethesda,

Maryland, USA

Chromatin loop formation to achieve proximity between distant enhancers and target

genes is a well established mechanism underlying enhancer function. Loop formation

appears to be closely linked to transcription activation. When proteins that are func-

tionally involved in long range interactions are reduced using RNAi both the looping

and transcription diminish. How chromatin loops initially form and the relationship

between loop formation and transcription remain important open questions. In the

b-globin locus, reduction of the erythroid factors GATA-1, FOG1 and EKLF

(KLF1) or the more widely expressed LIM-domain 1 (Ldb1) protein showed that

they are required for b-globin activation and for looping between the gene and the

b-globin locus control region (LCR) enhancer. Ldb1 is a non-DNA binding protein

with a conserved, 200 amino acid N-terminal domain through which it can dimerize

or multimerize in vitro and that is required for rescue of Ldb1 in vivo functions in the

developing nervous system of flies and vertebrates. Ldb1 is required for both prim-

itive and definitive erythropoiesis in the mouse. In erythroid cells, the C-terminal

LIM-interacting domain of Ldb1 binds to LMO2 which, in turn, provides association

of Ldb1 with chromatin through DNA-binding partners GATA-1 and TAL1. We ex-

pressed mutated or fused versions of Ldb1 in the background of Ldb1-depleted

erythroid cells and investigated their ability to rescue b-globin/LCR proximity and

b-globin expression. Deletion analysis revealed a small conserved region of the

Ldb1 dimerization domain that was dispensable for dimerization and chromatin loop-

ing but necessary for co-activator recruitment, promoter remodeling, RNA poly-

merase II recruitment and transcription activation. The results provide mechanistic

insights into the role of Ldb1 and associated proteins in mediating chromatin looping

and indicate that looping and transcription activation can be separated.
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S1025 - TRANSCRIPTIONAL AND EPIGENETIC THRESHOLDS FOR

ENTRY TO THE T-CELL DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM

Ellen Rothenberg

Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA

The T-cell development program is induced in hematopoietic progenitors by

encounter with Notch ligands in the thymus. It is known that T-lineage transcription

factors, TCF-1 (encoded by Tcf7) and GATA-3, are activated during the early stages

of the response. With the activation of GATA-3, the cells lose access to the B-cell fate

alternative. However, the cells still maintain a program of progenitor-associated gene

expression including Tal1, Sfpi1, Hhex, Bcl11a, Gfi1b, Lyl1, and others. The cells

expressing these progenitor-associated genes still appear to be uncommitted to the

T-cell fate and include many that retain conditional access to nonlymphoid alterna-

tives including dendritic cell and Gr-1+ Mac-1+ myeloid cell differentiation. The

cells only become committed as they turn on another wave of T-cell genes, including

the lineage-specific transcription factor Bcl11b. The individual steps in this process

are slow, requiring multiple cell cycles per transition. Transcriptional perturbation,

genomic analysis, and live-cell imaging experiments shed light on the staging of indi-

vidual transitions in the process as well as the rate-limiting steps that yield the slow

overall pace. We will present evidence for three specific regulatory thresholds that the

cells must overcome: an initial PU.1-restricted threshold for the activation of defin-

itive T-cell genes by Notch signals; a separate threshold, partly dependent on GATA-

3, for the silencing of PU.1; and yet another, epigenetically controlled threshold for

the activation of Bcl11b. The separation of these steps permits the system to adapt to

radically different kinetic regimes in fetal and adult T-cell generation.

S1026 - EPIGENETIC LANDSCAPE OF HEMATOPOIETIC LINEAGE

COMMITMENT CAN BE VISUALIZED BY ANALYSIS OF

INCORPORATED H3.3 VARIANT

Koichi Akashi1, Jun Odawara1,2, Kohta Miyawaki1, and Yasuyuki Ohkawa2

1Medicine and Systemic Sciences, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, FUKUOKA, Japan;
2Division of Epigenetics, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, FUKUOKA, Japan

Cell differentiation is achieved by sequential gene expression. Late differentiation

marker genes are regulated at the chromatin level prior to cell differentiation. Histone

H3 molecule, the basic component of chromatin, has at least 3 variants: H3.1, H3.2,

and H3.3. It has been shown that H3.3 was localized in the euchromatin region,

whereas H3.1 and H3.2 are within heterochromatin region, suggesting that H3.3

incorporation is requirement for the open chromatin state. Thus, the histone H3.3

is the target of methylation to activate or inactivate chromatin, thereby allowing or

blocking transcription factors and other functional proteins to access the DNA.

Here we report that the deposition of histone variant H3.3 around the hematopoi-

esis-related genes specifically occurs in hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, prior

to differentiation. To visualize genome-wide endogenous H3.3 deposition, we first

generated monoclonal antibodies that specifically recognize the H3.3 tail that has

only 1 amino-acid differences between those of other H3 variants, and performed

ChIPSeq assays for purified hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), common myeloid

progenitors (CMPs), granulocyte/monocyte progenitors (GMPs), and megakaryo-

cyte/erythroid progenitors (MEPs). The high-resolution genome-wide analysis of

histone incorporation revealed that more than a half of H3.3 exists not only in the

gene body and proximal promoter regions, but rather in the inter-genic regions

around hematopoietic genes. Interestingly, H3.3 marks the region including

w70kbp of upstream and downstream of hematopoietic lineage-related genes such

as transcription factors, prior to differentiation, and therefore the existence of the

H3.3 variant appeared to predict the transcribed region in subsequent stages of hema-

topoiesis. For example, in HSCs, the H3.3 marking was observed broadly in genes

related to myeloerythroid and lymphoid genes, whereas in downstream progenitor

populations, it was restricted to genes of myeloid, erythroid, and/or lymphoid line-

ages. This hierarchical H3.3 deposition was partially disrupted in human acute

myelogenous leukemia. The present findings suggest that the incorporation of H3.3

is the earliest epigenetic event involved in determining hematopoietic cell fate, which

is necessary for the maintenance of normal hematopoiesis.

S1027 - CONTROL OF PU.1 EXPRESSION BY THREE-DIMENSIONAL

CHROMATIN ARCHITECTURE IN HEMATOPOIESIS AND LEUKEMIA

Frank Rosenbauer

Institute of Molecular Tumor Biology, Muenster, Germany

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a heterogeneous disease for which numerous

subtype-defining mutations and epigenetic aberrations have been identified. However,

disease-associated changes in higher-order chromatin structure have not been

described in AML or any other leukemia. Using a genome-wide screen, we captured

distal chromatin regions spatially associated with the promoter of the gene encoding

the myeloid tumor suppressor PU.1. This strategy revealed that PU.1 expression is

frequently silenced across all human AML subtypes by CTCFdependent reprogram-

ming of spatial chromosomal conformation. CTCF induces a looping architecture in

AML that mimics the structure that physiologically represses PU.1 in T cells. Thus,

genetically heterogeneous leukemias can share common disease-linked three-dimen-

sional chromatin alterations, which contribute to tumor suppressor silencing. Target-

ing of such repressive chromosomal loops may provide novel opportunities for

therapeutic intervention in leukemias.

S1028 - GENETIC BASIS FOR HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL

GENERATION IN THE MAMMALIAN EMBRYO

Emery Bresnick1, Xin Gao1, Kirby D. Johnson1, Yuan-I. Chang2, Meghan E. Boyer1,

Colin N. Dewey3, and Jing Zhang2

1University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health, UW-Madison Blood

Research Program, Department of Cell and Regenerative Biology, Carbone Cancer

Center, Madison, WI 53705; 2University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and

Public Health, McArdle Laboratory for Cancer Research, UW-Madison Blood

Research Program, Madison, WI 53706; 3University of Wisconsin School of

Medicine and Public Health, Department of Biostatistics and Medical Informatics

The generation of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) from hemogenic endothelium

within the aorta gonad mesonephros (AGM) region of the mammalian embryo is

a crucial step in the development of the adult hematopoietic system. Mechanisms

underlying this stem cell-generating process are poorly understood. We described

a deletion of a Gata2 locus cis-regulatory element (+9.5) that depletes fetal liver

HSCs, is lethal at days 13-14 of embryogenesis, and is mutated in a human immuno-

deficiency that progresses to myelodysplasia and acute myeloid leukemia. As AGM-

derived HSCs populate the fetal liver, we tested whether defective HSC generation

within the AGM underlies the fetal liver HSC deficiency. I will discuss the role of

the +9.5 element in Gata2 expression, HSC generation, and establishment of

a complex genetic network, consisting of an ensemble of known and novel regulators

of hemogenic endothelium and HSCs. These studies defined a crucial genetic mech-

anism that controls the emergence of HSCs from hemogenic endothelium to establish

the adult hematopoietic system.
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S1029 - ELUCIDATING THE MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF ACTION OF

CANCER DRUGS IN THE SECOND DECADE OF THE NEWMILLENNIUM

Giulio Superti-Furga1, Georg Winter1, Johannes Bigenzahn1, Branka Radic1,

Jacques Colinge1, Keiryn Bennett1, Stefan Kubicek1, Johannes Zuber2,

Thijn Brummelkamp3,1, and Kilian Huber1

1CeMMResearch Center for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian Academy of Sciences,

Vienna, Austria; 2Research Institute of Molecular Pathology (IMP), Vienna, Austria;
3Department of Biochemistry, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, Netherlands

Biologically active chemical compounds produce complex molecular responses

already at the cellular levels. The majority of compounds bind to several proteins:

proteins of the cognate target class, those for which the compound was designed,

but often also proteins bearing completely different folds. These proteins affect

different pathways and cellular processes. While we usually monitor the net outcome

of all these interactions in terms of selected biological readouts we are mostly oblivious

of the intricacies that occur at the molecular level. We have investigated the mechanism

of action of several compounds in clinical use against cancer, mostly of hematological

origin. We used a number of approaches, ideally in parallel: 1) chemical proteomics

(affinity purifications using immobilized drug matrices followed by mass spectrom-

etry), 2) chemical genetics (random mutagenesis of genome of near-haploid CML

cells), 3) functional proteomics (affinity purification / mass spectrometry), 4) transcrip-

tional profiling, 5) phosphoproteomics (where appropriate), 6) computational network

analysis and modeling (protein-protein, drug-protein, protein-disease a.s.o.), and 7)

validation by focused gene inactivation (RNAi and genome editing). We try to obtain

a detailed picture of the actual molecular events and requirements of the drugs under

investigation. Using this integrated approach we have identified: 1) new targets for

known drugs, 2) previously unknown mechanisms of drug resistance, 3) "effector"

genes for the compounds (genes required for the drug to exert its action), 4) mecha-

nisms of synergy between compounds and in a few cases 5) new medical use of exist-

ing drugs. We hope that systematic adoption of this more rigorous and "systems-level"

characterization of chemical entities will help understanding the biology of drug action

better and allow the development of improved drugs. We also believe it should help the

community in rationalizing patient stratification, thus increasing the efficacy of clinical

trials and reduce unwanted side effects, but also contribute to the employment of mech-

anism-based combination therapy with existing drugs.

S1030 - THE ROLE OF THE BCL-2 PROTEIN FAMILY IN

TUMORIGENESIS AND CANCER THERAPY

Andreas Strasser, G. Kelly, S. Glaser, P.N. Kelly, S. Grabow, A. Delbridge,

M. Herold, and J.M. Adams

Molecular Genetics of Cancer Division, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute,

Parkville, Victoria, Australia

Impaired apoptosis is considered one of the prerequisites for the development of most, if

not all, cancers, but the mechanisms that guarantee the sustained survival of most cancer

cells remain unknown. Members of the Bcl-2 family are key regulators of apoptosis and

include proteins essential for cell survival and those required to initiate cell death. Studies

with transgenic mice have shown that over-expression of Bcl-2 or related pro-survival

family proteins, such as Bcl-xL or Mcl-1, can promote tumorigenesis, particularly in

conjunction with mutations that deregulate cell cycle control, such as deregulated c-

myc expression. However, chromosomal translocations or other mutations that promote

Bcl-2 over-expression only account for a small proportion of cancers, such as follicular

center B lymphoma. As most tumors do not harbor such cytogenetic abnormalities, it is

likely that expression of endogenous Bcl-2-like anti-apoptotic proteins, driven by path-

ways activated by oncogenic lesions, is required to maintain the survival of cells under-

going neoplastic transformation. Using Em-myc transgenic mice, a well-characterized

model of human Burkitt’s lymphoma, and Bcl-2-deficient mice we investigated the role

of endogenous Bcl-2 in lymphoma development. Bcl-2 was found to be largely dispens-

able for the development and survival of pro-B, pre-B and immatureB cells expressing the

transgene but reduced the numbers of mature Em-myc B lymphocytes by w10-fold.

Despite the resultingmarked deficit in pre-malignant B cells, the absence of bcl-2 neither

delayed the onset nor reduced the incidence of Em-myc B lymphoma. In contrast, loss of

Bcl-xL, which also reduced the numbers of pre-leukaemic Em-myc B lymphoid cells by

w10-fold, completely abrogatedEm-myc induced lymphomadevelopment. These results

demonstrate that Bcl-xL but not Bcl-2 is critical to sustain the survival of cells undergoing

neoplastic transformation in the Em-myc mouse lymphoma model. We are currently

investigatingwhether Bcl-xL is also critical for the development of other types of cancers

and whether it is essential for sustaining the growth of already established tumours.

S1031 - REGULATION OF THE DNA DAMAGE KINASE ATM IN THE

IMMUNE SYSTEM

Joanna Loizou

CeMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine, Vienna, Austria

ATM is the protein kinase that is mutated in the hereditary autosomal recessive

disease ataxia telangiectasia (A-T). A-T patients display immune deficiencies, cancer

predisposition, neuronal degeneration and radiosensitivity. The molecular role of

ATM is to respond to DNA double-strand breaks and alterations in chromatin struc-

ture by phosphorylating its substrates, thereby promoting repair of damage or

arresting the cell cycle. ATM is activated by two known co-factors in a stimulus

dependent manner. Following the induction of double-strand breaks by ionising radi-

ation, NBS1 (mutated in Nijmegen breakage syndrome) is required for activation of

ATM. ATM can also be activated in the absence of DNA damage by agents that

induce changes in chromatin structure. We have recently described ATMIN, for

ATM INteractor, to be required for ATM activation under these conditions. How

ATM is regulated within the context of the immune system is unclear. We are using

genetic mouse models to dissect the contribution of the ATM co-factors, ATMIN and

NBS, to its function within the immune system. We will present data on how ATM is

regulated within lymphocytes and hematopoietic stem cells in vivo, in order to main-

tain a functional immune system and suppress tumorigenesis.

S1032 - UNCOVERING THE ROADMAP TO HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELLS

Hanna Mikkola

University of California, Los Angeles, University of California Los Angeles, Los

Angeles, California, USA

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) emerge from hemogenic endothelium during develop-

ment and then become responsible for sustaining lifelong hematopoiesis. To succeed

in generating HSCs from pluripotent stem cells, it is critical to define the intrinsic and

extrinsic mechanisms that establish hemogenic endothelium and direct these precursors

to multipotent, self-renewing HSCs rather than transient embryonic progenitors. Hema-

topoietic stem/progenitor cells (HS/PC) are generated in multiple anatomical locations,

including the yolk sac, the AGM and the placenta. The bHLH factor Scl/tal1 dictates

the specification of embryonic endothelium to hematopoietic fate; in the absence of

Scl, the prospective hemogenic endothelium becomes mis-specified to cardiac fate. Scl

binds to poised enhancers in lateral platemesoderm and both activates a broad gene regu-

latory network required for HS/PC development and represses regulators of cardiogene-

sis. Surprisingly, Scl partners Gata 1 and 2 are dispensable for hematopoietic vs. cardiac

specification although they enable Scl to activate transcription factors required forHS/PC

emergence fromhemogenic endothelium.Several signaling pathways promote thegener-

ation ofHS/PCs form hemogenic endothelium. Ourwork suggests that the establishment

of lymphoid potential in hemogenic endothelium is sensitive to the dosage of VEGF.

AlthoughVEGFhaploinsufficient embryoscangenerate primitive erythroid and transient

erythro-myeloid progenitors in the yolk sac, the generation of multipotent HS/PCs with

lymphoid potential becomes severely impaired in all hemogenic tissues. Modulation of

VEGF levels may thus have an impact on the types of hematopoietic cells that are gener-

ated from pluripotent cells. Work by us and others indicate that human ES cells can

generate myeloerythroid and lymphoid (at least T) cells in culture, evidencing establish-

ment of multipotent hemogenic endothelium. However, these progenitors lack self-

renewal ability and lose proliferative potential prematurely. Our data suggest that the

inability to induce critical self-renewal regulators such as theHOXAcluster genes during

HS/PC differentiation from hESCs compromises developmental maturation and self-

renewal of these HS/PCs. Studies focusing on the mechanisms that establish HSC self-

renewal during development will be critical for succeeding in the generation of self-re-

newing HSCs from pluripotent cells for therapeutic applications.
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Oral Short Talk Presentations

O1001 - HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM/PROGENITOR CELLS

HIBERNATE IN VASCULAR NICHE HARBORING GFAP-EXPRESSING

CELLS

Takaharu Kimura1, Satoshi Yamazaki1, Tomoiku Takaku2, Tomoyuki Yamaguchi1,

Norio Komatsu2, and Hiromitsu Nakauchi1

1Division of Stem Cell Therapy, IMS, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan;
2Department of Hematology, Juntendo University, Tokyo, Japan

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) reside in specialized bone marrow (BM) microenviron-

ments "niches". Osteoblasts, endothelial cells, CXCL12-abundant reticular cells, nestin+

mesenchymal stem cells, and SCF+ endothelial and perivascular stromal cells are niche

constituents. In addition, BM non-myelinating Schwann cells activate TGF-b and induce

HSC hibernation in the mouse BM niche (Yamazaki et al., Cell. 2011). Little is known

about the HSC niche in human BM.We assessed niche constituents and the role of TGF-

b in BM of humanized mice and in clinical human BM specimens. Humanized mice

were generated by transplantation of human CD34+ cells into immunodeficient mice.

Because these mice sustain human hematopoiesis, human HSCs are likely maintained

in the mouse HSC niche. First, we examined lipid raft clustering on the cell surface

of Lin-CD34+CD38+ hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) and Lin-CD34+CD38-

hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells (HSPCs) using anti-c-kit antibody. In both mouse

and human, c-kit molecules cluster on the surfaces of most HPCs, whereas HSPCs do

not bear clustered c-kit. As with mouse HPCs and HSPCs, then, most human HSPCs

appear postnatally to exist in a hibernating state without lipid raft clustering. In addition,

we found that expression of p57 and nuclear localization of FOXO3a are more frequent

in HSPCs than in HPCs. Furthermore, in humanized mouse BM, some human HSPCs

exist in contact with non-myelinating Schwann cells. These results suggest that hiberna-

tion is maintained in human HSPCs by mechanisms like those in mouse HSCs. In human

BM specimens, GFAP+ cells immediately adjoining vascular endothelial cells marked on

immunostaining with antibodies against active TGF-b. We also found CXCL12-abundant

vascular endothelial cells among putative niche cells in human BM specimens. However,

unlike in mouse BM, CXCL12-abundant cells were distinct from SCF+ cells. Since these

SCF+ cells also expressed smooth muscle actin, we infer them to represent vascular

smooth muscle cells. Thus, besides GFAP+ cells, CXCL12-abundant cells, SCF+ cells,

and mesenchymal stem cells accompany vessels in human BM. Whilst these results indi-

cate that mechanisms of BM niche hibernation in human HSPCs resemble those in

mouse HSCs, the constituents of the human BM niche remain elusive.

O1002 - HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL INTEGRITY IS

GUARDED BY THE UNFOLDED PROTEIN RESPONSE

Peter van Galen1,2, Antonija Kreso1, Erno Wienholds1, Nathan Mbong1,

Stephanie Xie1, Kolja Eppert1, and John Dick1

1Campbell Family Institute for Cancer Research, Ontario Cancer Institute, Princess

Margaret Cancer Centre, University Health Network, Toronto, Ontario, Canada;
2Department of Molecular Genetics, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam,

Netherlands

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) sustain the entire blood system over the lifetime of an

organism. Their long-term potential to produce all mature blood cell types necessitates

the maintenance of intact HSCs to prevent the propagation of damaged cells. However,

the specific mechanisms responsible for protecting HSC integrity remain poorly under-

stood. We developed a high-throughput method to assess candidate stem cell regulatory

genes invivo using the xenograft assay. Geneswere selected based on enriched expression

in primitive cord blood and leukemia cell populations compared to less primitive popula-

tions. A pooled lentiviral over expression screening approachwas used to test the effect of

96genes on the long-termrepopulationcapacity ofhumancordbloodcells.Wediscovered

4 genes that enhanced HSC output: ID2, CD48, DNAJB9 and TNFSF4. Over expression

of DNAJB9 resulted in the most significant competitive repopulation advantage and also

reduced exhaustion of human HSCs in vitro. DNAJB9 is a co-chaperone that is upregu-

lated uponER-stress through theUnfoldedProteinResponse (UPR).We also founddiffer-

ential expressionofanumberofmembers of theUPRsignalingpathway that are expressed

at higher levels inHSCs compared to committed progenitor cells. Functional experiments

showed that this pathway predisposed HSCs to ER-stress induced apoptosis. Thus, by

applying an in vivo high-throughput screen to primary human cord blood cells, we have

uncovered new regulators of human HSC function, including the ER-stress inducible

gene DNAJB9. Overall, our work has uncovered a novel pathway that HSCs use to sense

and respond to ER-stress in order to protect the life-long integrity of the stem cell pool.

O1003 - STABLE HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL

ENGRAFTMENT SUPPORTS CONTINUOUS DE NOVO GENERATION OF

MATURE HUMAN BLOOD CELLS IN MICE

Claudia Waskow, Nehir Cosgun, and Susann Rahmig

Regeneration in Hematopoiesis / DFG-Center for Regenerative Therapies,

Technische Universitaet Dresden, Dresden, Germany

To determine molecular control mechanisms regulating human hematopoietic stem

cell function a surrogate environment that supports stem cell maintenance is neces-

sary. We generated a novel mouse strain, Rag2-/- Il2rg-/- KitWv/Wv mice that carry

a defective Kit receptor rendering endogenous mouse HSCs functionally impaired.

We find that the mutant Kit receptor opens up the stem cell niches across species

barriers and allows for robust and sustained engraftment of human HSCs after trans-

fer into adult mice without the necessity for irradiation conditioning prior transplan-

tation. Following stable engraftment in the mouse bone marrow niches, human HSCs

give rise to lymphoid cells and to robust numbers of erythroid and myeloid lineage

cells over long periods of time in primary and secondary recipient mice. Therefore,

Kit-signaling regulates the competition between mouse hematopoietic stem and

progenitor cells by a xenogenic blood stem cell graft.
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O1004 - MEGAKARYOPOIESIS IN THE MAMMALIAN EMBRYO IS

ASSOCIATED WITH RAPID LINEAGE MATURATION AND SYNTHESIS

OF PLATELETS WITH ALTERED ACTIVATION

Kathleen McGrath, Paul Kingsley, James Bowen, Kate Fegan, and James Palis

Pediatrics, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York, USA

We have previously determined that megakaryocyte (MK) progenitors first emerge in

the yolk sac of E7.5 mouse embryos and are subsequently found in the E10.5 liver,

concomitant with initiation of platelet release into the bloodstream (Tober, Blood

2007). While megakaryopoiesis is established prior to hematopoietic stem cell emer-

gence, little is known regarding the differentiation and function of the MK lineage

during embryogenesis. We have now compared E12.5 fetal liver versus the adult

marrow and find that primary embryonic MKs have lower mean ploidy than adult

MKs. Unlike adult MKs, low-ploidy embryonic MKs reveal evidence of maturation,

including mature cell surface marker expression and the presence of a punctate

pattern of a-granule components and demarcation membranes in the cytoplasm.

These differences between embryonic and adult MKs appear to be cell intrinsic, since

MKs derived from the in vitro culture of E9.5 yolk sac versus adult marrow have

lower ploidy and late-stage cell surface marker expression. While we had previously

shown that embryonic platelets are larger, more reticulated, with small a-granules

than adult platelets, our recent histochemical studies reveal similar distribution

patterns of the a-granule components VEGF and endostatin. To begin to determine

if there are functional differences between embryonic and adult platelets, we first

compared expression of transcripts associated with signaling cascades regulating

platelet activation. While the transcripts for many components are similar, embryonic

platelets express much lower levels of ADP-receptors (P2Y12, P2Y1) and P-selectin.

Consistent with these results, E12.5 platelet activation failed to increase P-selectin on

the platelet surface. Taken together, our findings indicate that embryonic MKs are

characterized by low ploidy and rapid maturation leading to the generation of plate-

lets with marked differences in size, structure and function compared to adult plate-

lets. Hypothesizing that differentiating ES cells recapitulate early embryonic events,

we find that MKs generated from ES cells have the low ploidy and rapid maturation

characteristics of primary embryonic MKs. A better understanding of embryonic

megakaryopoiesis will lay a foundation for the development of clinically useful

platelet therapies from ES/iPS cell sources.

O1005 - MEGAKARYOCYTES PRODUCE A DISTINCTIVE HSC NICHE

THROUGH CLEC-2 GUIDED SECRETION OF TPO

Ayako Ishizu, Keiyo Takubo, and Toshio Suda

Cell Differentiation, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

The bone marrow (BM) microenvironment (i.e. the niche) governs the integrity of

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) through the production of various niche factors.

Thrombopoietin (TPO) functions as a secretory niche factor to maintain HSCs in

a quiescent state, yet regulatory mechanisms of TPO production in the BM remains

elusive. While non-hematopoietic cells mainly constitute the niche, we focused on

mature hematopoietic cells, megakaryocytes (Mgk), and their influence within the

niche for HSCs. We previously reported that specific deletion of platelet activation

receptor C-type lectin like receptor-2 (CLEC-2) on Mgk lineages (PF4Cre:CLEC-

2floxed/floxed; Clec2PltD/D) confined the function of BM HSCs. Taken that long

term (LT-) HSCs frequently reside near Mgks, we attempted genetic and neutralizing

antibody oriented ablation specific to Mgks. This resulted in a drastic loss in the

number, a reduction in quiescence and a lower repopulation potential of BM LT-

HSCs. Although Clec2PltD/D mice exhibit a modest decrease in mature Mgks in

the metaphyseal region of the BM, Clec2PltD/D Mgk progenitors matured without

arrest in normal ploidy. Yet when co-cultured with HSCs, Clec2PltD/D Mgks failed

to maintain LT-HSC populations in vitro. Genetic expressions of Clec2PltD/D Mgks

revealed a decrease in various niche factors including TPO, TGF-b, KitL and osteo-

pontin. Furthermore, cultured Mgks increased the gene expression of similar niche

factors when treated with a stimulatory CLEC-2 antibody. Despite presenting throm-

bocytopenia in the peripheral blood, Clec2PltD/D mice exhibited remarkably low

concentrations of TPO in the serum, BM and spleen, which signified a defective feed-

back regulation on systemic as well as intra-BM TPO levels in the absence of platelet

and Mgk CLEC-2. Taken together, CLEC-2 expressed on Mgks possibly promotes

juxtacrine secretion of niche factors including TPO for the development of a BM

niche that maintains HSCs. We identify Mgks as a novel entity of the HSC niche

along with an eminent delineation of systemic TPO regulation through CLEC-2.

O1006 - PERI-VASCULAR MEGAKARYOCYTES RESTRAIN

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL PROLIFERATION

Ingmar Bruns, Daniel Lucas, Sandra Pinho, Jalal Ahmed, Yuya Kunisaki,

Christoph Scheiermann, and Paul Frenette

Ruth L. and David S. Gottesman Institute for Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine

Research, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York, New York, USA

Cell cycle quiescence is a critical feature maintaining hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs).

However, the mechanisms that regulate HSC behavior are incompletely understood.

Mature megakaryocytes (Mk) reside in sinusoidal bone marrow (BM) vasculature

where they shed platelets into the circulation. We recently developed a whole-mount

confocal immunofluorescence imaging technique combined with computational

modeling to assess the 3D relationships of HSCs with stromal and vascular structures

in the BM. In the course of these studies, we noted that w 50% of Lin- CD41-CD48-

CD150+ HSCs are immediately adjacent to Mk. The overall average distance of HSCs

to Mk was 15.4mm which differed significantly from the distance simulated as random

distribution (29mm;P56x10-8). To assess the functional role of Mk in HSC regulation

in vivo, we generated PF4-cre; iDTR mice (cre recombination under the Mk-specific

platelet factor 4 promoter induces expression of the diphtheria toxin receptor) to specif-

ically deplete BM Mk and circulating platelets upon DT injection. Strikingly,

Mk depletion increased 11.5-fold (P!0.001) the number of Lin-c-kit+Sca-

1+CD105+CD150+ HSCs due to enhanced proliferation (by 5.5-fold, as per BrdU

incorporation; P!0.001). Injection of neuraminidase, which depleted platelets but

not BM Mk, failed to trigger HSC expansion. These results suggest that Mk negatively

regulate HSC pool size. In search of mechanisms through which Mk maintain HSC

quiescence, we are currently investigating Mk-derived factors that are capable of

limiting proliferation. Although TGFb1 has been reported to be expressed at high

levels in Mk and to regulate HSC quiescence, deletion of TGFb1 in Mk using PF4-

cre; TGFb1fl/fl mice did not alter HSC numbers, proliferation and engraftment poten-

tial compared to control animals. In contrast, our results suggest that the chemokine

PF4 itself may play an important role. Indeed, recombinant PF4 reduced HSC prolif-

eration in vitro (w4 fold; P!0.04), and PF4 injections into wild-type mice reduced

HSC proliferation and numbers in the BM (P!0.006 and P!0.05, respectively). These

studies support the idea of a feedback loop wherein an HSC progeny, the Mk, can

directly regulate HSC pool size and proliferation.

O1007 - 17BETA-ESTRADIOL HAS A BIPHASIC EFFECT ON THE

FORMATION OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Kelli Carroll1, Michael Dovey1, Claire Cutting2, Maija Garnaas2, Virginie Esain1,

Gregory Frechette1, Sahar Nissim2, Wanda Kwan1, James Harris1, Daniel Gorelick3,

Marnie Halpern3, Wolfram Goessling2, and Trista North1

1Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts, USA; 2Brigham and

Women’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA; 3Carnegie Institue for Science,

Baltimore, Maryland, USA

While themechanisms regulatinghematopoietic stemcells (HSCs)are increasinglyunder-

stood, less is known about the impact of environmental factors on this process. Estrogenic

compoundswere isolated asmodifiers of runx1 expression in a zebrafish chemical screen.

Exposure to 17beta-estradiol (E2) significantly decreased runx1+ HSCs in the AGM

compared to controls by in situ hybridization and qPCR (p!0.01) which was confirmed

by CD41 FACS (p!0.0001). E2 treatment from 12-24 hours post-fertilization disrupted

vessel formation and angiogenic sprouting, as indicated by flk1 (kdrl) and altered the

assignment of ephrinb2+ arterial identity. Similarly, E2 decreased activity in a Notch

pathway-reporter line and blocked arterial expression of deltaC and notch5 as well as

VEGFAa expression, upstream of the notch cascade. Hyperactivation of either the

VEGForNotchpathways rescuedE2mediatedhematopoietic defects confirming changes

in this transcriptional network underlie observed phenotypes. In contrast, when exposure

to E2 occurred after arterial establishment and initiation of blood flow, from 27-34hpf, E2

enhanced HSCs by in situ and qPCR (runx1; p!0.05). qPCR revealed elevated levels of

cell cycle markers cyclinD1 (p!0.01) and c-myc (p!0.001) and AGM phospho-histone

H3 increased (p!0.01), suggesting E2 enhances cell cycling. This effect was not depen-

dent on Notch or VEGF signaling. Interestingly, E2 also increased expression of gata1 by

in situ and FACS. However, expression of globin was repressed, suggesting that while

estrogen enhances self-renewal of progenitors, it may impair their differentiation into

mature lineages. To analyze conservation of effect, we examined hematopoietic develop-

ment in embryos with 5-alpha reductase deficiency and increased estrogen levels. Homo-

zygotes show fewer phenotypic HSCs by FACS; heterozygotes display increased

erythryocyte progenitors but no increase in mature erythrocytes, suggesting that the role

of estrogen in HSC induction and erythropoiesis is conserved in a mammalian system.

Together, these data indicate a novel role for estrogen in the development of the hemato-

poietic niche and identify estrogen as an enhancer of HSC proliferation.
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O1008 - DIVERSE AND HERITABLE LINEAGE IMPRINTING OF EARLY

HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITORS

Shalin Naik1,2, Leila Perie2, Erwin Zwart2, Carmen Gerlach2, Nienke van Rooij2,

Rob de Boer3, and Ton Schumacher2

1Immunology, WEHI, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 2Immunology, NKI,

Amsterdam, NH, Netherlands; 3Theoretical Biology & Bioinformatics, Utrecht

University, Utrecht, Netherlands

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and their subsequent progenitors produce blood

cells, but the precise nature and kinetics of this production is contentious. In one

model, lymphoid and myeloid production split after the lymphoid-primed multipotent

progenitor (LMPP), with both branches subsequently producing dendritic cells

(DCs). However, this model is largely based on in vitro clonal assays and popula-

tion-based tracking in vivo, which could miss in vivo single cell complexity. Here

we avoid these pitfalls using a new quantitative version of "cellular barcoding", to

trace the in vivo fate of hundreds of LMPPs and HSCs at the single cell level. These

data demonstrate that LMPPs are highly heterogeneous in the cell types they produce,

separating into combinations of lymphoid-, myeloid-, and DC-biased producers.

Conversely, while we also observe a known lineage bias of HSCs, most cellular

output is derived from a small number of HSCs that each generates all cell types.

Crucially, in vivo analysis of the output of sibling cells derived from single LMPPs

demonstrates that they often share a similar fate, suggesting that the fate of these

progenitors was imprinted. Furthermore, as this imprinting is also observed for

DC-biased LMPPs, DCs may be considered a distinct lineage on the principle of

separate ancestry. These data suggest a ‘graded commitment’ model of hematopoi-

esis, in which heritable and diverse lineage imprinting occurs earlier than previously

appreciated.

O1009 - GLOBAL LANDSCAPE OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS AND

MULTIPOTENT PROGENITORS

Daniel Klimmeck1,2,3, Nina Cabezas-Wallscheid1,2, Jenny Hansson3, Lisa Dohrn1,2,

Alejandro Reyes3, Wolfgang Huber3, Jeroen Krijgsveld3, and Andreas Trumpp1,2

1Heidelberg Institute for Stem Cell Technology and Experimental Medicine (HI-

STEM), Heidelberg, Baden-W€urttemberg, Germany; 2Division of Stem Cells and

Cancer, Deutsches Krebsforschungszentrum (DKFZ), Heidelberg, Baden-

W€urttemberg, Germany; 3Genome Biology Unit, European Molecular Biology

Laboratory (EMBL), Heidelberg, Baden-W€urttemberg, Germany

In the hematopoietic system, hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) harbor the highest self-

renewal activity and generate a series of multipotent progenitors (MPP) that differen-

tiate into lineage-committed progenitors. To explore essential HSC features such as

self-renewal and quiescence, we performed an extensive global analysis combining

the latest generation of quantitative proteome and transcriptome (RNA-seq) analyses.

Therefore, we ex vivo-isolated and FACS-sorted HSC (Lin-Sca1+cKit+ (LSK)

CD34- Flt3- CD150+ CD48-), MPP1 (LSK CD34+ Flt3- CD150+ CD48-), MPP2

(LSK CD34+ Flt3- CD150+ CD48+), MPP3 (LSK CD34+ Flt3- CD150- CD48+)

and MPP4 (LSK CD34+ Flt3+ CD150+ CD48+), as previously described in our

lab (Wilson et al.). By employing stable isotope dimethyl labeling and high-resolu-

tion tandem mass spectrometry, more than 7,000 proteins were identified. Expression

profiling highlights energy metabolism, immune response, cell cycle and DNA repair

to be modulated along differentiation. To our knowledge, these data represent the first

global protein signature of HSC defined at this level. Furthermore, using in-depth

RNA-seq we achieved more than 11-fold coverage of the genome enabling for robust

identification of over 22,000 genes. We describe specific expression clusters of cell

adhesion molecules and TFs and present a comprehensive landscape of polyA-long

non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) in HSC or MPP. Finally, to address differentiation

potential of MPP2, 3 and 4 we complement our OMICs approach with functional

transplant experiments. In summary, the gene and protein signatures for stemness

and multipotency defined in this study represent a novel unique resource for the

scientific community and will significantly extend the current understanding of

HSC biology.

O1010 - ESTABLISHMENT OF LYMPHO-MYELOID RESTRICTED

PROGENITORS PRIOR TO THE EMERGENCE OF DEFINITIVE

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Charlotta B€oiers2,1, Michael Lutteropp3, Sidinh Luc3, Petter Woll3, Adam Mead3,

Anne Hultquist2, Joana Carrelha3, Iain Macaulay3, Gemma Swiers4,

Luca Melchiori3, Tiago Luis3, Shabnam Kharazi2, Tiphaine Bouriez-Jones3,

Qiaolin Deng5, Annica Pont�en6, Christina Jensen3, Ewa Sitnicka2,

Rickard Sandberg5, Marella de Bruijn4, and Sten Eirik Jacobsen3,2,7

1Div of Molecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund Strategic Center for Stem Cell

Biology, Lund, Sweden; 2Haematopoietic Stem Cell Laboratory, Lund Stem Cell

Center, Lund, Sweden; 3Haematopoietic Stem Cell Laboratory, Weatherall Institute

of Molecular Medicine, Oxford, United Kingdom; 4MRC Molecular Haematology

Unit, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, Oxford, United Kingdom;
5Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, Karolinska Institutet and Ludwig

Institute for Cancer Research, Stockholm, Sweden; 6Cardiovascular group, Lund

Stem Cell Center, Lund, Sweden; 7Wallenberg Institute for Regenerative Medicine,

Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

In jawed vertebrates, development of an adaptive immune-system is essential for protec-

tion of the born organism against otherwise life-threatening pathogens. Myeloid cells of

the evolutionary older innate immune-system are formed early in development, while

lymphopoiesis has been suggested to initiate much later, following emergence of defin-

itive hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Herein, we prospectively identified a lympho-

myeloid restricted embryonic progenitor as early as E11.5 that expresses IL7Ra and

that sustains combined lymphoid and GM transcriptional lineage priming and lineage

potentials at the single cell level but no MkE potential. Using Rag1-GFP knock-in

mice, we tracked the establishment of this lympho-myeloid restricted progenitor back

to as early as E9.5, preceding both hematopoietic colonization of the FL and the estab-

lishment of definitive HSCs. Moreover, through in vivo fate mapping we confirmed the

inability of Rag1 expressing early embryonic progenitors to contribute to the MkE

lineage, while unequivocally and robustly contributing to the myeloid innate as well

as lymphoid adaptive immune systems of the mammalian embryo. These findings iden-

tify the developmentally earliest immune-restricted progenitor and establish the lympho-

myeloid restriction step as a physiologically important lineage commitment step in

embryonic mammalian hematopoiesis, preceding the emergence of definitive HSCs.

O1011 - RHO GTPASE ACTIVATING PROTEIN P190-B REGULATES

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL SELF-RENEWAL DECISIONS

Ashwini Hinge1, Bruce Aronow2, and Marie Filippi1

1Division of Experimental Hematolofy and cancer biology, Cincinnati Children’s

Research Foundation, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA; 2Division of biomedical informatics,

Cincinnati Children’s Research Foundation, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) can self-renew or commit to differentiate into all

blood cells. The signaling network that regulates these choices is poorly understood.

We previously showed that p190-B loss, a negative regulator of Rho activity,

enhanced long-term engraftment without altering HSC proliferation or survival or

lineage development (Xu, Blood 2009), suggesting an effect on HSC fate decisions.

Here, we compared single HSC divisions ex vivo by analyzing multilineage potential

of the paired-daughter cells. Non-transplanted (NT) HSCs generated two multipotent

daughter cells (self-renewing divisions). However, after secondary transplantation,

wild-type (WT) HSCs generated one multipotent and one committed daughter cells

(differentiating divisions). p190-B-/- HSCs maintained self-renewal divisions, indi-

cating p190-B loss mediates higher probability of ‘stemness’ inheritance through

divisions to prevent HSC depletion following transplantation. Unexpectedly, p190-

B loss does this by decreasing autocrine TGF-b. Active TGF-b protein levels,

TGF-b target genes increased in WT but not in p190-B-/- HSCs upon transplantation

relative to NT HSC. TGF-b signaling inhibitors restored self-renewal divisions of

transplanted WT HSC as seen in vitro and in engraftment in vivo. TGF-b inhibitor

treatment of transplanted mice significantly increased HSC frequency - without

changing their proliferation - that yielded higher chimera in tertiary transplant

compared to DMSO treated mice. Conversely, recombinant TGF-b1 changed non-

transplanted HSC choice to differentiating divisions in vitro. Finally, p38MAPK

activity mediated TGF-b effect on HSC fate decisions. Hence, HSC decisions to

self-renew or differentiate are specified by a p190-B/TGF-b signaling pathway during

HSC regeneration. This study uncovers a novel role for autocrine TGF-b in HSC fate

decisions uncoupled from its role on HSC quiescence that may have important impli-

cations for regenerative medicine.
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O1013 - CIRCADIAN PARASYMPATHETIC REGULATION OF

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL TRAFFIC

Andr�es Garc�ıa1, Lorena Arranz1, Abel S�anchez-Aguilera1, Matti Airaksinen2, and

Sim�on M�endez-Ferrer1

1National Center for Cardiovascular Research (CNIC), Madrid, Spain; 2Institute of

Biomedicine, Anatomy, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) traffic follows circadian oscillations. HSCs are prefer-

entially released into blood during the resting phase following rhythmic noradrenaline

release in the bone marrow (BM), activation of b3-adrenergic receptors in nestin+

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and Cxcl12 downregulation (M�endez-Ferrer et al.,

Nature 2008 and 2010). Here we studied the role of the parasympathetic nervous

system (PNS) in circadian HSC regulation. PNS activity is defective in mice lacking

the GDNF family receptor alpha-2 (Gfra2-/-). We found that Gfra2-/- mice show circa-

dian-specific deregulation of HSC traffic. During the darkness phase, circulating

leukocytes, hematopoietic progenitors (HSPCs) and HSCs were 2-3-fold higher in

Gfra2-/- mice than in control Gfra2+/- littermates. However, the number of BM HSPCs

was not affected, indicating that PNS dysfunction specifically affects HSC traffic

during the activity phase. Reciprocal BM transplantation showed a hematopoietic

non-cell autonomous defect. While the number of BM nestin+ MSCs was normal,

a higher number of circulating HSCs inversely correlated in Gfra2-/- mice during dark-

ness phase with reduced expression of HSC maintenance genes (Cxcl12, Kitl) in BM

nestin+ MSCs. Strikingly, despite the increased number of circulating HSCs in Gfra2-/-

mice, Lin- Sca-1+ c-kit+ cells exhibited increased homing to the BM of non-irradiated

Gfra2-/- mice during this phase. This suggested impaired sympathetic-PNS feedback

loops in Gfra2-/- mice. Indeed, nocturnal urine norepinephrine was higher in

Gfra2-/- mice. In addition, while treatment with a b3-adrenergic receptor antagonist

increased BM Cxcl12 expression and reduced circulating HSPCs in control mice

during the darkness phase, this treatment was inefficient in Gfra2-/- mice. Finally,

administration of blocking antibodies for VCAM-1, E- and P-selectins, which induce

HSC mobilization from and prevent homing to BM, abolished dysfunctional HSC

traffic in Gfra2-/- mice. These results uncover a previously unrecognized role for the

PNS in the regulation of a stem cell niche. They also demonstrate that both branches

of the autonomic nervous system cooperate for fine-tuned circadian regulation of HSCs

O1014 - DELETION OF MURINE RAC GTPASES IN THE PERIVASCULAR

NICHE DISRUPTS TRABECULAR BONE FORMATION, MEDULLARY

BLOOD VESSELS AND HEMATOPOIESIS

Felicia Ciuculescu, Pavan Nagaruri Gonchi, Serena De Vita, Meaghan McGuinness,

Ronald Mathieu, Chad Harris, and David Williams

Division of Hematology/Oncology, Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical

School and Harvard Stem Cell Institute, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

The relative importance of the osteoblastic and perivascular (PV) niches in hematopoi-

esis remains unclear. Rac signaling is important for non-hematopoietic cell shape,

adhesion, migration and survival. We hypothesized that deletion of Rac in the PV

niche, which is made up of cells derived from Nestin+ mesenchymal stem cells

(Nes+MSCs), would interfere with cell-cell interactions in the microenvironment,

affecting hematopoiesis. We conditionally deleted Rac1 from the PV niche in a Rac3-

null genetic background to generate Rac-deficient PV cells in vivo. Analysis of Rac1/3

PV-deficient mice showed w80% deletion of Rac1 sequences from isolated PV cells.

We observed that deletion of Rac in the PV space led to abnormal trabecular bone

formation and vascular organization in the medullary cavity. These mice also showed

altered hematopoietic function including a significant decrease in bone marrow (BM)

cellularity (17.961.61x107cells/4 bones vs 24.563.48x107/4 bones, Rac PV-deficient

vs Rac WT, N57, p!.05) and w30% reduction in number of HSCs (Lin-Sca-1+c-

kit+: 2.0060.50x103/mouse vs 3.3660.80x103/mouse, N57, p!.01) and progenitors

(BM CFUs: 7268.16 vs 105612.05/105 cells, N57, p!.01). In addition, there was

a 35% decrease in circulating peripheral blood (PB) progenitors CFUs (6.161.48 vs

9.462.16/ml, N57, p!.01). In the PB there was also an overall 2.3-fold decrease

in CD3+ T cells (1.4860.55x103/ml vs 3.360.54/x103/ml, N57, p!.01), but no

decrease in B220+ B cells or Gr-1+ granulocytes. Previous studies suggest a role for

the PV niche in homing of HSCs/progenitors. We observed a 2.7-fold decrease in

homing of DiD-labeled WT LDBM cells to the Rac PV-deficient BM (0.760.25 vs

1.860.38%, N516, p!.001) and a O50% reduction in retention of WT after 48hrs

in Rac PV-deleted mice (1.060.21% vs 2.560.71% of injected cells, N510,

p!.001). These data suggest that Rac GTPases play an important role in the integrity

of the PV space and Rac deletion in Nestin+ cells adversely affects trabecular bone

formation and hematopoiesis leading to reduced number of HSCs and progenitors in

the BM and reduced homing of transplanted HSC.

O1015 - DE NOVO DNA METHYLATION IS REQUIRED FOR

MAINTAINING GENOMIC AND TRANSCRIPTIONAL INTEGRITY IN

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Grant Challen1, Allison Mayle2, Deqiang Sun3, Mira Jeong2, Min Luo2,

Benjamin Rodriguez3, Wei Li3, and Margaret Goodell1

1Department of Internal Medicine, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis,

Missouri, USA; 2Stem Cells and Regenerative Medicine Center, Baylor College of

Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA; 3Dan L Duncan Cancer Center, Baylor College of

Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA

DNA methylation is catalyzed by the DNA methyltransferase enzymes Dnmt1,

Dnmt3a, and Dnmt3b. We have shown that Dnmt3a is essential for hematopoietic

stem cell (HSC) differentiation. Conditional knockout of Dnmt3a (Dnmt3a-KO) re-

sulted in HSCs that could not sustain blood generation after serial transplantation,

while mutant HSCs accumulated in the bone marrow. As Dnmt3b is also highly ex-

pressed in HSCs, we reasoned it may also have a specific role in HSC function. We

performed conditional deletion of Dnmt3b in HSCs, as well as Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b

simultaneously, using the Mx1-cre system. Unlike the Dnmt3a-KO HSCs, loss of

Dnmt3b had a minimal impact on blood production. However, the Dnmt3ab-dKO

(double knock-out) peripheral blood contribution was rapidly diminished, accompanied

by a dramatic accumulation of Dnmt3ab-dKO HSCs in the bone marrow (O50-fold),

paralleling the phenotype of the Dnmt3a-KO HSC, but more extreme. Using Whole

Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS), loss of Dnmt3a led to both increases and

decreases of DNA methylation at distinct genomic regions. Ablation of both enzymes

primarily resulted in loss of DNA methylation that was much more extensive. RNA-

SEQ of mutant HSCs revealed loss of transcriptional integrity including increased

expression of repetitive elements, inappropriate splicing, and premature truncation of

3’UTRs. These data show that Dnmt3a and -3b act synergistically to regulate HSC

differentiation. The accumulation of mutant HSCs cannot be attributed to altered prolif-

eration or apoptosis, but rather an imbalance between self-renewal and differentiation.

The methylation targets of Dnmt3a and -3b may serve as candidates for therapeutic

intervention in malignancies caused by defective DNA methyltransferases. This

work highlights the importance of DNA methylation in HSC cell fate decisions and

further contributes to understanding the epigenetic regulation of hematopoiesis.

O1016 - HYPOXIA INDUCIBLE FACTOR (HIF)-2a ENHANCES

PROLIFERATION OF MALIGNANT HAEMATOPOIETIC CELLS IN THE

HYPOXIC MALIGNANT BONE MARROW

Catherine Forristal1, Falak Helwani1, Bianca Nowlan1, Sally Martin2,

Andrew Zannetino2, and Jean-Pierre Levesque1

1Mater Research, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia; 2Institute of Medical and

Veterinary Science, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

In this study, we investigated the role of hypoxia and HIF2a in leukaemia. In normal

bone marrow (BM), HIF2amRNAwas mainly expressed in non-hematopoietic stromal

cells, with low to undetectable levels in hematopoietic cells. However, HIF2a mRNA

and protein were detected in the BM of moribund NOD/SCID mice engrafted with 3

different primary human ALL, and in cultured human ALL and AML cell lines, sug-

gesting that HIF2a is abnormally expressed in leukemic cells. To investigate the poten-

tial roles of HIF-2a in leukemic cells, we cloned human HIF2a cDNA in the MXIE

retroviral vector. In a 1st model, human HIF2a or empty Mxie vector was retrovirally

transduced into HSC from vavBcl2 transgenic mice and transplanted into lethally irra-

diated wild-type recipients. Transduction of vavBcl2 HSC with HIF2a enabled domi-

nance of HIF2a expressing B cells, not observed in recipients of vavBcl2 HSC

transduced with empty vector. Consequently a significantly higher proportion of recip-

ients of HIF2a transduced vavBcl2 HSC succumbed to spontaneous lymphoma

compared to controls (P50.036 log rank). In a 2nd model, HIF2a was transduced

into GM-CSF-dependent mouse pre-leukemic cell line FDCP1, which does not express

HIF2a. HIF2a provided a significant proliferative advantage to FDCP1 cells in hypoxic

or normoxic cultures and reduced GM-CSF dependency. We next transplanted retrovir-

ally transduced FDCP1 cells into non-irradiated syngeneic DBA/2 mice. All recipients

of FDCP1 transduced with HIF2a MXIE vector succumbed to leukemia by week 28

post-transplant whilst leukaemia penetrance in recipients of FDCP1 transduced with

empty MXIE vector, was just 15% by week 45 (P50.0001 log rank). Finally, HIF2a

was lentivirally knocked down in human AML cell lines U937 and HL60. While in

vivo studies are ongoing, HIF2a knock-down resulted in a 2-fold decrease in prolifer-

ation in vitro. Together this data suggests that expression of HIF2a in malignant hae-

matopoietic cells provides a proliferative advantage enabling them to keep proliferating

in the hypoxic leukemic BM while the proliferation of normal HSC, which do not

express HIF2a, is blocked.
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O1017 - THE BMI1-INTERACTING PROTEIN E4F1 IS VITAL FOR

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM/PROGENITOR CELL FUNCTION

David Grote1, Simon Girard1, Jalila Chagraoui1, Jay Yang2, Nadine Mayotte1,

Tara McRae1, Grant Brown2, and Guy Sauvageau1

1Medicine, IRIC/Universit�e de Montr�eal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; 2Biochemistry,

University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Stem cell maintenance critically depends on a delicate balance between cell self-

renewal and differentiation. The polycomb protein Bmi1 was shown to be essential

for stem cell function in normal and cancerous stem cells in various tissues. The

molecular program regulated by Bmi1 remains, however, still poorly understood.

In an attempt to identify novel Bmi1-mediators, we isolated the Zn-finger protein

E4f1 in a yeast-2-hybrid screen. Interestingly, downregulation of E4f1-levels was

sufficient to partially rescue Bmi1-mutant hematopoietic stem cell activity (Cha-

graoui J. et al., Genes & Dev., 2006), thereby pointing towards a role of E4f1 in regu-

lating stem cell maintenance. The subsequent analysis of E4f1 knockout mice

revealed pivotal cellular functions for E4f1 in the hematopoietic system. Mutant

mice succumbed quickly due to systemic bone marrow failure, which was caused

by the rapid depletion of progenitor cell populations. Unexpectedly, immature

stem/progenitor cells appeared to be more tolerant towards E4f1 loss than more

committed progenitor cells. At the single cell level, E4f1-deletion resulted in chro-

mosomal segregation errors and massive DNA damage. Detailed cell cycle and

DNA combing analysis further confined the onset of the E4f1-phenotype to the

G1/S phase transition. These results were in strong agreement with the observation

of E4f1-deficient cells being incapable of properly inducing the S-phase regulatory

program. In conclusion, E4f1 is indispensible in stem/progenitor cell populations

by regulating S-phase entry and progression.

O1018 - HOMOZYGOUS JAK2V617F DRIVES RAPID HEMATOPOIETIC

STEM CELL PROLIFERATION AND DIFFERENTIATION AT THE

EXPENSE OF SELF-RENEWAL

Juergen Fink1,2, David Kent1,2, Juan Li1,2, Edwin Hawkins3, Cristina Lo Celso3, and

Anthony Green1,2

1Haematology, Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, CAMBS,

United Kingdom; 2Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge,

CAMBS, United Kingdom; 3Imperial College London, London, United Kingdom

Human myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) are clonal disorders characterized by

increased proliferation of the myelo-erythroid lineage and derive from a mutation, or

series of mutations, in a hematopoietic stem cell (HSC). The JAK2V617F mutation is

present in the majority of MPN patients and many patients bear two copies, implicating

gene dosage as a potential regulator of distinct disease subtypes. To investigate whether

JAK2V617F dosage affected HSC proliferation, differentiation, and self-renewal, we

used knock-in mouse models where human JAK2V617F is expressed heterozygously

(JAK2 Het) or homozygously (JAK2 Hom) under the control of the endogenous Jak2

promoter. Previously we showed that JAK2 Het mice have a stem cell defect in HSCs

O6months of age.Herewe show that, despite having amore robust phenotype including

a marked erythocytosis, JAK2 Hom mice have a more severe stem cell defect. At 8-12

weeks of age, there are already reduced HSC numbers in JAK2 Hom mice and whole

bonemarrow transplantation experiments reveal reduced repopulating ability compared

to heterozygous andwild-type littermate controls. Highly purified JAK2HomE-SLAM

HSCs (CD45+EPCR+CD150+CD48-) enter the first cell cyclemore rapidly and display

a pronounced proliferative advantage in short-term cultures. Moreover, clones derived

from JAK2 Hom HSCs were comprised of proportionally fewer stem and progenitor

cells. Transplantation of E-SLAM cells reveals that JAK2 Hom HSCs have a reduced

per cell repopulation capacity. Thismay be the result of JAK2Hom stem and progenitor

cells localizing to a distinct hematopoietic stemcell niche as invivo homing assays using

live imaging of osteoblast-restricted collagen 1a promoter (Col2.3-GFP) reporter mice

show that JAK2 Hom Lin-CD48-CD150+ are located significantly further from osteo-

blasts within 2 days post-transplantation. Taken together these results indicate that

homozygous expression of JAK2V617F compromises HSC self-renewal by increasing

proliferation and differentiation and by affecting niche-selection upon homing, leading

to HSC exhaustion amidst expansion of terminally differentiated cells.

O1019 - COOPERATION OF KITD816VAND TET2 LOSS OF FUNCTION IN

THE PATHOGENESIS OF SYSTEMIC MASTOCYTOSIS AND

ASSOCIATED HEMATOLOGICAL MALIGNANCIES

Serena De Vita1, Ann Mullally2, Rebekka Schneider-Kramann2, Michael Garcia1,

Benjamin Ebert2, Alexander Gerbaulet3, Ross Levine4, and David Williams1

1Hematology/Oncology, Boston Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA;
2Hematology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA;
3Immunology, Dresden University of Technology, Dresden, Germany; 4Human

Oncology and Pathogenesis Program, MSKCC, New York, New York, USA

Systemic mastocytosis (SM) is a clonal disease of the hematopoietic stem cell compart-

ment, frequently associatedwith theKITD816Vactivatingmutation. Thismutation alone

cannot account for the variable clinical phenotypes of this disease, ranging from indolent

forms to mast cell leukemia (MCL). Loss of function mutations in TET2 have been

described in various myeloproliferative neoplasms including SM, where their coexis-

tence with the KITD816Vmutation at a frequency as high as 50% has an uncertain bio-

logical significance. In a humanKITD816V positiveMCL cell line (HMC1.2), we found

that knock-down of TET2 enhanced proliferation, indicating that loss of TET2 in the

mast cell lineage contributes to a more aggressive disease phenotype. To further study

the cooperation between the two genetic lesions, we bred conditional transgenic

KitD814V (the mouse homolog of KITD816V) to Tet2 conditional KO animals. Expres-

sion ofKitD814Vin the hematopoietic compartment leads tomastocytosis in all animals,

and causes Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) in about 40% of the mice. Simulta-

neous expression of KitD814Vand deletion of one or both copies of Tet2 in the hemato-

poietic compartment caused increased proliferation and slightly impaired differentiation

ofmast cells without altering the incidence ofALL across genotypes in primary animals,

or the latency of disease in leukemia transplants. We conclude that the cooperation

between the two hits is mast cell-specific, and that Tet2 is not required for mastocyto-

sis-associatedALL.KITD816Vpositive patients are resistant to targeted therapywith im-

atinib, and variable clinical responses have been obtained with other tyrosine kinase

inhibitors, such as dasatinib. SinceTET2 regulates gene expression throughan epigenetic

mechanism, we treated HMC1.2 (dasatinib-sensitive) with a priming dose of epigenetic

modifiers followed by dasatinib in the presence or absence of a TET2 KD.We observed

enhanced cytotoxicity of dasatinib in pre-treatedTET2KDcells, suggesting a novel ther-

apeutic avenue in SM associated with KITD816Vand loss of function of TET2.

O1020 - HAPLOINSUFFICIENCY OF SAMD9L, ENCODING AN

ENDOSOME FUSION FACILITATOR, DEVELOPS MYELOID

MALIGNANCIES IN MICE MIMICKING HUMAN DISEASES WITH

MONOSOMY 7

Hirotaka Matsui, Akiko Nagamachi, Yuko Ozaki, Akinori Kanai, Hiroaki Honda, and

Toshiya Inaba

Research Institute for Radiation Biology and Medicine, Hiroshima University,

Hiroshima, Japan

Monosomy 7 is a common chromosomal abnormality found frequently in MDS and

AML. We previously identified a common microdeletion cluster in 7q21.3 in JMML

patients. This cluster contains three poorly characterized genes: sterile alpha motif

(SAM) domain-9 (samd9) which is absent in mice, samd9-like (samd9L) and miki

(LOC253012). Although samd9L-deficient mice were grown normally, half of both

samd9L (+/-) and (-/-) mice naturally developed myeloid neoplasia (mainlyMDS) after

the age of 18 months. Moreover, when these mice were infected with Mol4070a retro-

virus, almost allmice developedmyeloidmalignanciesmainlyAMLwith awidevariety

of subtype. This mimics an association of -7/7q- with secondary AML in patients with

predisposing leukemia syndromes or therapy-related leukemia. By detecting virus inte-

gration sites, we identified co-operative genes, evi1 and fbxl10 (encoding a histone

H3K4 demethylase), that accelerate leukemia development by aberrant over-expres-

sion. Immunofluorescence staining revealed localization of Samd9L as vesicular

patterns that partially overlapped with Early endosome antigen 1 (EEA1). In samd9-

L(-/-) fibroblasts, while rapid internalization of PDGF-receptor by PDGF stimulation

occurred in a time-course similar to that in samd9L(+/+) cells, homotypic fusion of en-

dosomes containing PDGFR delayed. Inhibition of endosome fusion in samd9L(-/-)

cells lead to the accumulation of PDGFR that were remained to be phosphorylated in

early endosome, resulting in the prolonged activation of cytokine signals.Accumulation

of cytokine receptors in early endosome and persistent cytokine signals were also found

in hematopoietic progenitors derived from samd9L-deficient mice. Bone marrow cells

obtained from samd9L-deficient mice showed sustained colony formation activity. In

addition, invivo repopulation ability of samd9L-deficient early progenitorswas superior

to wild type progenitors in the competitive repopulation assay. These data suggest that

the enhancement of cytokine signals by haploinsufficiency of samd9L is a criticalmech-

anism through which loss of chromosome 7 contributes to myeloid malignancies.
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O1021 - PAX5 LOSS IMPOSES A REVERSIBLE DIFFERENTIATION

BLOCK IN B-PROGENITOR ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA

Ross Dickins1, Grace Liu1, Luisa Cimmino1, Yifang Hu1, Sarah Best1,

Laura Tuohey1, Michael Farrar2, Stephen Nutt1, and Gordon Smyth1

1Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Victoria, Australia; 2The Cancer Center,

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is characterised by an accumulation of trans-

formed lymphoid progenitor cells. Hypomorphic mutations of the essential B lineage

transcription factor PAX5 occur in one third of B-progenitor ALL cases, however

their functional consequences remain undefined. We have developed transgenic

mice allowing reversible, shRNA-mediated knockdown of Pax5 in vivo, and show

that this co-operates with activated STAT5 to induce fully penetrant pre-B ALL.

Remarkably, restoring endogenous Pax5 expression in these leukemias promotes

cell cycle exit and surface expression of the mature B cell markers IgM/IgD, indi-

cating release of the pre-B stage differentiation block. Acute Pax5 restoration induces

global gene expression changes closely resembling the normal developmental

progression of large proliferative to small resting pre-B cells, including marked

repression of the proto-oncogene Myc. Pax5 restoration in leukemia cells in vivo

disables their tumor-initiating capacity and results in tumor clearance, significantly

increasing host survival. These results are the first to directly demonstrate that

reduced Pax5 activity locks ALL cells into a self-renewing state by impairing a matu-

ration program that normally promotes cellular quiescence. Moreover, by showing

that transformed B-ALL cells retain the ability to differentiate despite harboring

multiple oncogenic lesions, our results suggest that induction of differentiation repre-

sents a rational therapeutic strategy for B-progenitor ALL.

O1022 - CD99 IDENTIFIES DISEASE STEM CELLS IN ACUTE MYELOID

LEUKEMIA (AML) AND THE MYELODYSPLASTIC SYNDROMES (MDS)

Stephen Chung1, Wendy Pang2, Max Jan2, Virginia Klimek1, Irving Weissman2,

Ravindra Majeti2, and Christopher Park1

1Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York, USA; 2Stanford

University, Palo Alto, California, USA

MDS and AML are initiated by self-renewing stem cells. To identify markers that may

identify these cells, we analyzed transcriptome data from hematopoietic stem cells

(HSC) from MDS patients and identified 25 dysregulated transcripts encoding surface

proteins. We validated their expression on MDS HSCs by flow cytometry using bone

marrow (BM) from MDS patients (n526), finding CD99 to be the most frequently

increased (85%). We also assessed 78 paired diagnosis/relapse AMLs and determined

that CD99 is also overexpressed frequently inAML, both at diagnosis (81%) and relapse

(83%). To test if CD99 is a leukemic stem cell (LSC) marker, we separated CD99 high

and low cells from the CD34+CD38- fraction of three AML BM specimens. CD99 low

cells generated more myeloid colonies in methylcellulose than CD99 high cells, and

previously identified AML-associated molecular abnormalities (e.g. Flt3-ITD) were

absent in CD99 low derived colonies. Transplantation of CD34+CD38-CD99 low cells

from a Flt3-ITD+ AML into NOD/SCID/IL2-R null mice (NSG) led to lymphomyeloid

engraftment at 12 weeks. Flt3-ITD was absent in engrafted cells, indicating that CD99

expressiondistinguishesLSCs fromnormalHSCs.To determine the functionofCD99 in

AML,we transduced theAMLcell lineMOLM13with aCD99 shRNA (8.0-fold knock-

down) and xenografted it into NSGmice. Animals transplanted with these cells showed

improved survival compared to vector controls (58d vs. 34d, p50.02). In primary AML

samples, CD99 expression was higher on PB blasts as compared with BM blasts

(p50.03). Overexpression of CD99 inAML cell lines promoted transendothelial migra-

tion in transwell assays. Together, these findings suggest that CD99 promotes AML

disease aggressiveness by enhancing transendothelial migration and mobilization.

Unexpectedly, CD99 transcript expression in the ECOG 1900 AML patient cohort

(n5308) positively correlated with survival (p50.001). These findings suggest that

CD99may improve survival in the context of chemotherapy by promoting mobilization

and thus chemosensitivity of AML cells, with CD99 lo AML cells exhibiting increased

retention in chemoprotective BMniches. In linewith this hypothesis, the poor prognosis

of low CD99 expression appeared to be mitigated by intensification of chemotherapy.

O1023 - IDENTIFICATION OF A DYNAMIC CORE TRANSCRIPTIONAL

REGULATORY NETWORK FOR T(8;21) AML

Anetta Ptasinska1, Salam Assi2, Dan Williamson3, Pierre Cauchy1, Daniel Tenen4,5,

Peter Cockerill1, David Westhead2, Olaf Heidenreich3, and Constanze Bonifer1

1School of Cancer Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, United

Kingdom; 2Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, United

Kingdom; 3Northern Institute of Cancer Research, University of Newcastle,

Newcastle, United Kingdom; 4Cancer Sciences Institute, National University of

Singapore, Singapore, Singapore; 5Harvard Stem Cell Institute, Harvard Medical

School,, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

The t(8;21) translocation fuses the DNA binding domain of the hematopoietic master

regulator RUNX1 to the ETO protein. The resultant RUNX1/ETO fusion protein is

a leukemia-initiating transcription factor that interferes with RUNX1 function. The

result of this interference is a block in differentiation and, after the acquisition of

additional mutations, the development of acute myeloid leukemia (AML). We have

previously determined genome-wide binding sites of RUNX1/ETO and RUNX1.

We also measured open chromatin regions, histone acetylation and RNA-Polymerase

II binding as well as global gene expression. Our work demonstrates that selective

removal of RUNX1/ETO leads to a widespread reversal of epigenetic reprogram-

ming, including alterations in histone modification patterns and RNA-Polymerase

II occupancy as well as inhibition of self-renewal and the induction of myeloid differ-

entiation (Ptasinska et al., 2012, Leukemia). To obtain further insights into the tran-

scriptional network defining t(8;21) AML we have now determined the genome-wide

binding sites for the transcription factors RUNX1, LMO2, PU.1 and C/EBPalpha

before and after the removal of RUNX1/ETO. We demonstrate that depletion of

RUNX1/ETO causes a global re-distribution of RUNX1, LMO2, PU.1 and C/EBPal-

pha binding. Our studies give detailed insights of the extent of how a single aberrant

transcription factor reshapes the epigenetic landscape of normal blood cells into

a cancer epigenome. Moreover, the detailed analysis of genome wide data from

our perturbation experiments identified a t(8;21)-specific core transcriptional network

dynamically responding to the presence or absence of RUNX1/ETO and highlights

multiple pathways relevant for therapeutic intervention.

O1024 - SCL REPRESSES CARDIOGENESIS VIA DISTANT ENHANCERS

DURING HEMOGENIC ENDOTHELIUM SPECIFICATION

Dan Duan1, Tonis Org1, Roberto Ferrari2, Amelie Montel-Hagen1, Ben van Handel1,

Rajkumar Sasidharan1, Yuko Fujiwara4, Stuart Orkin4, Siavash Kurdistani2,3, and

Hanna Mikkola1,3

1Department of Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology, UCLA, Los Angeles,

California, USA; 2Department of Biological Chemistry, UCLA, Los Angeles,

California, USA; 3Broad Stem Cell Research Center, UCLA, Los Angeles,

California, USA; 4Division of Hematology/Oncology, Children’s Hospital, Harvard

Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Understanding the mechanisms directing mesoderm specification holds a great poten-

tial to advance the development of cell-based therapies for blood and cardiovascular

disorders. The bHLH transcription factor Scl is known as the master regulator for es-

tablishing hemogenic endothelium during hematopoietic stem/progenitor cell (HS/

PC) development. We recently discovered that Scl is also required to repress cardio-

myogenesis in endothelium in hematopoietic tissues and endocardium in the heart

(Van Handel, Montel-Hagen et al. Cell 2012). However, the mechanisms for the

cardiac repression remained unknown. Combining ChIP-sequencing and microarray

analysis of Flk+ mesoderm differentiated from mouse ES cells, we show that Scl both

directly activates a broad gene regulatory network required for HS/PC development

(e.g. Runx1, cMyb, Lyl1) and directly represses transcriptional regulators for cardio-

genesis (e.g. Gata4, Gata6, Myocd) and mesoderm development (e.g. Eomes, Mixl1,

Etv2). Repression of cardiac and mesodermal programs occurs during a brief devel-

opmental window in Flk1+ mesoderm through Scl binding to distant enhancers that

are marked by H3K4me1 at this stage. In contrast, Scl binding to hematopoietic regu-

lators extends throughout HS/PC and red blood cell development and encompasses

both distant and proximal binding sites. Surprisingly, Scl complex partners Gata 1

and 2 are dispensable for hematopoietic vs. cardiac specification and Scl binding

to majority of its target genes. Nevertheless, Gata factors co-operate with Scl to acti-

vate selected transcription factors (e.g Runx1, Gfi1b, cMyb and PU.1) that facilitate

HS/PC emergence from hemogenic endothelium. These results denote Scl as a true

master regulator of hematopoietic vs. cardiac fate choice and suggest a mechanism

by which lineage-specific bHLH factors direct the divergence of competing fates.
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O1025 - GENOME-WIDE ANALYSIS OF TRANSCRIPTIONAL

REGULATORS IN HUMAN HSCS REVEALS A DENSELY

INTERCONNECTED NETWORK OF CODING AND NON-CODING GENES

Dominik Beck1, Julie Thoms1, Dilmi Perera1, Ashwin Unnikrishnan1,

Kathy Knezevic1, Tracey O’Brien1, Berthold Gottgens2, Jason Wong1, and

John Pimanda1

1Lowy Cancer Research Centre, University of New South Wales, Sydney, New South

Wales, Australia; 2Haematology, Cambridge Institute for Medical Research,

University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Combinatorial transcription factor (TF) interactions regulate hematopoietic stem cell

(HSC) formation, maintenance and differentiation, and are recognized as drivers of

stem cell signatures in cancer. However, genome-wide combinatorial binding patterns

for key regulators have not been reported for primary human hematopoietic stem/

progenitor cells (HSPCs) and have constrained analysis of the global architecture

of the molecular circuits controlling these cells. Here we provide high-resolution

genome-wide binding maps for a heptad of key TFs (FLI1, ERG, GATA2,

RUNX1, SCL, LYL1 and LMO2) in human CD34+ HSPCs together with quantitative

RNA and microRNA expression profiles. We catalogue binding of TFs at coding

genes and microRNA promoters and report that combinatorial binding of all seven

TFs is favored and is associated with differential expression of genes and microRNA

in HSPCs. We also uncover a hitherto unrecognized association between FLI1 and

RUNX1 pairing in HSPCs, establish a correlation between the density of histone

modifications, which mark active enhancers and the number of overlapping TFs at

a peak and identify complex relationships between specific miRNAs and coding

genes regulated by the heptad. Taken together, these data reveal the power of inte-

grating multifactor ChIP-seq with coding and non-coding gene expression to identify

regulatory circuits controlling cell identity.

O1026 - MIR-146A REGULATES HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL

MAINTENANCE AND CELL CYCLE ENTRY

Joanna Wegrzyn Woltosz1, David Knapp2, Michael Copley2, Rawa Ibrahim1,

Patricia Umlandt1, Megan Fuller1, David Baltimore3, Mark Boldin4, Connie Eaves2,

and Aly Karsan1

1Genome Science Centre, BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
2Terry Fox Laboratory, BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
3Division of Biology, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, USA;
4Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, Beckman Research Institute of City

of Hope, Duarte, California, USA

Maintenance of blood homeostasis depends on the balance between self-renewal of

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and their differentiation into blood cell progenitors.

A variety of different intrinsic or extrinsic regulators, including multiple microRNA

(miRNA) species, have been described to play a role in the regulation of these

processes. Disruption of any of these regulators could lead to stem cell exhaustion

or increased risk of leukemogenesis. Given recent reports of the role of miR-146a

in malignant hematopoiesis, we evaluated its role in hematopoietic stem progenitor

cell (HSPC) function. We show that miR-146a is highly expressed in HSCs and its

expression decreases in committed progenitors. miR-146a- deficient HSCs had

dramatically reduced self-renewal capacity as measured by serial competitive bone

marrow transplantation assays. The lower self-renewal capacity was accompanied

by decreased quiescence in miR-146a-deficient cells, as revealed by decreased

proportion of miR-146a-/- HSPCs (Lin- Sca-1+ c-kit-, LSK) in G0 of the cell cycle

(Ki-67- negative), and their increased proliferation, measured by BrdU incorporation.

We further showed that increased proliferation of HSPCs is cell intrinsic. By sorting

EPCR+ CD48- CD150+ (ESLAM) HSCs and examining cell division kinetics at the

single cell level, we found that miR-146a-/- HSC undergo cell division earlier and

differentiate more rapidly than wild-type HSCs, thereby producing larger colonies

containing more differentiated (Lin+) cells. Our data provide evidence that miR-

146a loss attenuates HSC quiescence and impairs their self-renewal ability, leading

to hyperproliferation of progenitor cells. The phenotype seen is cell autonomous

and the findings suggest that miR-146a plays a critical role in maintaining long

term HSC function.

O1027 - CLONAL EVOLUTION OF LEUKEMIC STEM CELLS IN A CBX7-

INDUCED LEUKEMIA MOUSE MODEL

Karin Klauke, Mathilde Broekhuis, Ellen Weersing, Martha Ritsema, Erik Zwart,

Ronald van Os, Leonid Bystrykh, and Gerald de Haan

Stem Cell Biology, European Research Insitute for the Biology of Ageing (ERIBA),

University Medical Centre Groningen (UMCG), Groningen, Netherlands

Sequential acquisition of mutations was long thought to drive leukemogenesis.

However, the use of advanced genomic techniques now suggests that tumor cells

are often organized in a non-linear branching hierarchy. Understanding leukemic

progression implies determination of the nature and number of leukemic stem cells

(LSCs) and their clonal offspring within a cancer. We recently developed a method

in which cells and their offspring are marked by the viral introduction of a unique,

heritable mark ("barcode") which can be detected by DNA sequencing (Gerrits et

al. Blood 2010). We also have shown that overexpression of Polycomb Cbx7 causes

a spectrum of distinct leukemic types (immature, lymphoid, erythroid) (Klauke et al,

Nat. Cell Biol., 2013). By implementation of a barcoded retroviral Cbx7 vector, we

have now generated a mouse model in which Cbx7 overexpression serves as the

initial leukemic ‘hit’ and every pre-LSC is uniquely labelled. Quantifying barcodes

by deep sequencing thus allows for the identification of LSC-derived clones. Our

analysis revealed three general patterns of clonal evolution of leukemias. First,

some leukemic clones are highly stable and dominant. These clones rapidly and

strongly dominate the hematopoietic system of the primary donor, and upon serial

transplantation cause a similar leukemia type. Second, minor clones in primary

donors can become activated and highly dominant after serial transplantation. Leuke-

mias in these recipients are thus of different clonal origin than the donor disease-

causing clone. As a consequence, the leukemia type (immature, lymphoid, erythroid)

in the recipients can be similar but also different as observed in the donor. Third, we

have observed evolution of leukemic clones from immature to the lymphoid lineage.

In these cases, leukemias in the donor and the recipients are of the same clonal origin,

but in the recipients the leukemia manifests as a different type. Overall, we conclude

that the clonal organisation of leukemia is more complex than previously anticipated.

We provide direct evidence of the quiescent nature of LSCs. Therefore, therapies

should focus on eliminating those critical LSCs as well.

O1028 - INDUCED PLURIPOTENT STEM CELL MODEL OF CHRONIC

MYELOID LEUKEMIA REVEALED OLFACTOMEDIN 4 AS A NOVEL

THERAPEUTIC TARGET IN LEUKEMIA STEM CELLS

Kran Suknuntha1, Yuki Ishii3, Kejin Hu5, Jean Wang3, Scott Swanson4, Ron Stewart2,

James Thomson2, and Igor Slukvin1,4,5

1Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin,

USA; 2Morgridge Institute for Research, Madison, Wisconsin, USA; 3Medicine,

Moores UCSD Cancer Center, La Jolla, California, USA; 4Cell and Regenerative

Biology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, USA; 5Wisconsin National

Primate Research Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, USA

The definitive cure of leukemia requires identification of novel therapeutic targets to

eradicate leukemia stem cells (LSCs). However, rarity of LSCswithin the pool ofmalig-

nant cells remains major limiting factor for their study in humans. Reprogramming

somatic cells to pluripotency allows generation of induced pluripotent stem cells

(iPSCs) that are capable of self-renewal and differentiation toward derivatives of all

three germ layers, including blood.Because iPSCs capture the entiregenomeof diseased

cell, they have been already used successfully to model human genetic diseases.

Recently, we generated transgene-free iPSCs from bone marrow mononuclear cells

from the patient in chronic phase of chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). iPSCs generated

fromCMLpatient captured the entire genome of neoplasticmyeloid cells in this patient,

including the unique 4-way translocation between chromosomes 1, 9, 22, and 11.

Following differentiation on OP9, CML-iPSCs generated lin-CD34+CD45+ primitive

hematopoietic cells with HSC phenotype. These cells displayed many unique features

of CML LSCs, including expression of Bcr/Abl, high ALDH and rhodamine efflux

activity, LTC-IC potential, adhesion defect, rapid cytokine independent proliferation,

and imatinib resistance. Following differentiation in vitro these cells loss CD34 expres-

sion and became sensitive to imatinib. Comparative analysis of gene expression in lin-

CD34+CD45+ cells obtained from normal bone marrow- and CML-iPSCs treated and

not treated with imatinib identified olfactomedin 4 (OLFM4) as the top-ranking gene

induced by imatinib. OLFM4 knockdown using siRNA decreased CFCs and increased

apoptosis in CML-iPSCs-derived lin-CD34+CD45+, as well as parental somatic LSCs

and LSCs from other unrelated CML patients. Overall this study successfully demon-

strates for the first time the validity of iPSCmodel for CML LSC studies and identifica-

tion of novel targets for drugs in CML LSCs.
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O1029 - C-TERMINAL-TRUNCATING ASXL1 MUTATIONS INDUCE MDS

VIA REPRESSION OF PRC2 FUNCTION

Daichi Inoue and Toshio Kitamura

The Institute of Medical Science, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Although recurrent mutations in ASXL1 are found in various myeloid malignancies

and are associated with poor prognosis, the mechanism underlying myeloid transfor-

mation largely remains to be elucidated. Most ASXL1 mutations are heterozygous

and thought to result in stable truncation of ASXL1. Here we demonstrate that

expression of C-terminal truncating ASXL1 mutations (ASXL1-MT) inhibits

myeloid differentiation, and induces myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS)-like disease

in mice. In addition, ASXL1-MT collaborated with N-Ras-G12V in inducing

progression of N-Ras-G12V-induced MPN to AML, suggesting that ASXL1-MTs

played class II-like roles. Of note, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) indicated

that ASXL1-MT induced an expression profile which inversely correlated with

known polycomb repressive complex (PRC) target genes. ASXL1-MT derepressed

expression of Hoxa9 and miR-125a through interrupting the binding of ASXL1-

WT to EZH2 followed by loss of EZH2-mediated H3K27 trimethylation around

the transcription start sites. In addition, miR-125a targets 3’UTR of Clec5a, which

is the surface receptor and turned out to be indispensable for myeloid differentiation.

Moreover, HOXA9 and CLEC5A expression were shown to be high and low, respec-

tively, in MDS patients with ASXL1-MT. Our data provide evidence for a novel axis

in MDS pathogenesis and implicate both mutant forms of ASXL1 and miR-125a as

therapeutic targets in MDS.

O1030 - CELL-TO-CELL INTERACTION BETWEEN ENDOTHELIAL-

HEMATOPOIETIC PRECURSORS AND SOMITES REGULATES

DEVELOPMENTAL SPECIFICATION OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELLS THROUGH NOTCH SIGNALING

Isao Kobayashi1, Jingjing Sun1, Albert Kim1, Claire Pouget1, Naonobu Fujita2,

Atsushi Shimizu3, Toshio Suda4, and David Traver1

1Cellular and Molecular Medicine, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla,

California, USA; 2Cell and Developmental Biology, University of California, San

Diego, La Jolla, California, USA; 3Molecular Biology, Keio University, Shinjukuku,

Tokyo, Japan; 4Cell Differentiation, Keio University, Shinjukuku, Tokyo, Japan

Notch is a juxtacrine signal that requires a direct contact between two cells, and plays

a role in the specification of cell fates. Our previous study showed that the somitic

wnt16/Notch signaling pathway is essential for hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) spec-

ification in zebrafish. It is still unclear, however, how somitic Notch signaling

contributes to the process of HSC specification. Here, we show that zebrafish ortho-

logues of junctional adhesion molecule (Jam) regulate interaction of endothelial-

hematopoietic precursors with somites and activate Notch signaling in these

precursors. Zebrafish jam1a was expressed in posterior lateral plate mesodermal

(PLM) cells, which give rise to both endothelial and hematopoietic lineages. PLM

cells migrate to the midline along the ventral side of somites expressing jam2a whose

protein product potentially binds to jam1a. Morpholino knockdown of either jam1a

or jam2a resulted in the delay of PLM cell migration and the reduction of runx1

expression in the dorsal aorta. The activation of a Notch reporter line, TP1:GFP,

was also reduced in the dorsal aorta, whereas the expressions of aortic Notch receptor

genes (notch1b and notch3) and somitic Notch ligand genes (dlc and dld) were unaf-

fected in both morphants. Overexpression of Notch intracellular domain in either

jam1a or jam2a morphants rescued the expression of runx1. These results suggest

that jam1a-jam2a heterophilic interaction mediates a direct contact between PLM

cells and somites, and that this interaction is required for the Notch signal transmis-

sion between these.

O1031 - FLK2 LINEAGE TRACING REVEALS A NOVEL,

DEVELOPMENTALLY RESTRICTED HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL

Anna Beaudin, Scott Boyer, and E. Camilla Forsberg

Biomolecular Engineering, UC Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, California, USA

We aim to understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms of hematopoietic stem

cell (HSC) specification during development. We recently established a lineage

tracing mouse model wherein differentiation stage-specific expression of Cre recom-

binase driven by expression of Flk2 (Flt3) results in the irreversible switching of

a ubiquitous dual-color reporter from Tomato to GFP expression. Using this model,

we have demonstrated that, in adult mice, all hematopoietic lineages differentiate

through a Flk2-positive stage; that Flk2+ progenitors contribute equally to granulo-

cyte/monocyte and megakaryocyte/erythroid lineages in vivo; and that Flk2+ cells

do not dedifferentiate into HSC. In addition, we have demonstrated conclusively

that all functional, adult HSC remain Tomato+ and therefore that all developmental

precursors of adult HSC lack a history of Flk2 expression. Surprisingly, we observed

the presence of GFP+ HSC that coexist with Tomato+ HSC during fetal development.

These GFP+ HSC support long-term, multilineage hematopoiesis when transplanted

into adult recipients, and like Tomato+ adult and fetal HSC, the GFP+ HSC retain

long-term reconstitution potential in serial transplantation assays. However, GFP+

HSC display differential lineage bias and give rise to distinct subsets of mature

immune cells, suggesting that they represent transiently existing HSC responsible

for differential immune cell composition during development. Thus, we have identi-

fied a novel, functionally-distinct fetal population of HSC that are capable of recon-

stituting adult recipients, but do not persist in adulthood or give rise to adult HSC.

This finding has important implications for developmental hematopoietic disorders,

pediatric leukemias, and derivation of engraftable HSC from pluripotent precursors.

Additionally, this finding challenges the dogma that HSC exhibiting long-term multi-

lineage reconstitution necessarily contribute to adult hematopoiesis.

O1032 - GATA2 IS REQUIRED FOR HSC GENERATION AND SURVIVAL

Emma de Pater1, Polynikis Kaimakis1, Chris Vink1, Tomomasa Yokomizo1,

Tomoko Yamada-Inagawa1, Reinier van der Linden1, Sally Camper2, Nancy Speck3,

and Elaine Dzierzak1

1Cell Biology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Human Genetics, U of

Michigan Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA; 33Abramson Family Cancer

Research Institute and Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, Perelman

School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

Knowledge of the key transcription factors that drive hematopoietic stem cell (HSC)

generation is of particular importance for current hematopoietic regenerative

approaches and reprogramming strategies. Whereas GATA2 has long been implicated

as a hematopoietic transcription factor and its dysregulated expression is associated

with human immunodeficiency syndromes and vascular integrity, it is as yet unknown

if GATA2 functions in the generation of HSCs. The permanent adult hematopoietic

system initiates with the formation of HSC in clusters lining the major embryonic

vasculature (aorta, vitelline and umbilical arteries) in a process called endothelial-

to-hematopoietic transition (EHT) beginning at mouse embryonic day (E)10.5. Since

germline Gata2-/- embryos die at E10, we took a conditional knockout approach

to analyze the function of GATA2 in EHT and HSC generation - Gata2f/f in combi-

nation with VE-Cadherin-Cre (Cre expression in endothelial cells) and VAV-Cre

transgenes (Cre expression in HSCs and their progeny). We found that VE-Cad-

herin-Cre:Gata2f/f AGMs do not contain any HSCs, and the number of hematopoietic

progenitors and hematopoietic clusters are severely reduced. These results indicate

that GATA2 functions in endothelial cells to form hematopoietic clusters, progenitors

and HSCs. Interestingly, not all progenitors are absent in VE-Cadherin-Cre:Gata2f/f

AGMs, indicating that some progenitors are GATA2 independent. Similarly, VAV-

Cre:Gata2f/f E11.5 AGMs do not contain any transplantable HSCs. However, unlike

VE-Cadherin-Cre:Gata2f/f embryos, E14 VAV-Cre:Gata2f/f fetal livers are not

anemic. Phenotypic HSCs are detected, but they are severely reduced and are

apoptotic, thus showing that GATA2 is required for HSC survival after their genera-

tion. Our results demonstrate for the first time that GATA2 is required for HSC gener-

ation in the AGM, and unlike RUNX1, it continues to be required for HSC survival.
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O1033 - FUNCTION OF PRC2 ACCESSORY FACTORS IN

HAEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Sarah Kinkel1, Linden Gearing1, Miha Pakusch1, Tracy Willson1, Samir Taoudi1,

Warren Alexander2, Douglas Hilton1, Ian Majewski2, and Marnie Blewitt1

1Molecular Medicine, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Parkville,

Victoria, Australia; 2Cancer and Haematology, Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of

Medical Research, Parkville, Victoria, Australia

We are interested in the epigenetic mechanisms that control gene expression in hae-

matopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Our focus has been on Polycomb Repressive

Complex 2 (PRC2), whose enzymatic component Ezh2 or Ezh1 establishes

H3K27me3 at hundreds of genomic loci. The role of PRC2 in stem cells has predom-

inantly been studied in embryonic stem (ES) cells, where it represses key develop-

mental regulators. In addition to the core PRC2 members Ezh2/Ezh1, Suz12 and

Eed, accessory factors appear to modulate PRC2 activity and direct its binding to

specific targets in ES cells. We have previously shown that reduction in the levels

of core PRC2 members Suz12 and Ezh2 results in enhanced HSC repopulating

capacity, but the role of PRC2 accessory factors in HSCs has not been described.

Using shRNA-mediated knockdown, we examined the function of six known

PRC2 accessory factors in HSPCs by testing the capacity of transduced murine foetal

liver cells to competitively reconstitute irradiated recipients. Foetal liver cells

depleted of the enzymatically inactive histone methyltransferase Jarid2 show

enhanced contribution to all blood cell lineages compared to cells containing non-

silencing control constructs, similar to the phenotype observed upon Ezh2 or

Suz12 depletion. Our data suggest that the enhanced activity of Jarid2 depleted cells

is due to an increase in haematopoietic stem and progenitor cell (HSPC) number post

Jarid2 knockdown, but that this role for Jarid2 is restricted to foetal HSPCs. Interest-

ingly, mutations have been identified in PRC2 core components in haematopoietic

malignancy, and recently mutations and deletions in JARID2 have also been reported.

In addition to molecular studies of the Jarid2 depleted HSPCs, we are now using our

bespoke shRNA library targeting over 250 enzymatic epigenetic modifiers to perform

an in vivo screen designed to identify additional factors that, similar to PRC2, restrict

HSC function and may cooperate with PRC2 to regulate HSC activity.

O1034 - DELETION OF THE HISTONE METHYLTRANSFERASE SETDB1

DURING HEMATOPOIESIS RESULTS IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL

FAILURE AND ABROGATES B CELL DEVELOPMENT

Alessandra Pasquarella, Alexander Nuber, and Gunnar Schotta

Molecular Biology, Adolf Butenandt Institut (LMU), Munich, Bavaria, Germany

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) give rise to all blood lineages. The fact that tran-

scription factors (TFs) determine gene expression profiles during hematopoiesis

has been broadly demonstrated. However, we still lack a detailed understanding about

how the chromatin context influences the ability of TFs in activating or repressing

genes. Because chromatin modifications might play significant roles for TF binding

and function, we investigate the importance of H3K9me3, a repressive chromatin

mark established by the histone methyltransferase Setdb1. We generated mice where

Setdb1 conditional knockout alleles are deleted in all hematopoietic lineages using

the Vavcre recombinase (Setdb1Vav). Setdb1Vav mice are underdeveloped, lack

lymphocytes and show increased numbers of myeloid cells. These defects prompted

us to investigate hematopoietic progenitors. Setdb1Vav common lymphoid progeni-

tors (CLPs) are unaltered, while granulocyte macrophage progenitors (GMPs) are

expanded. Furthermore, we examined if HSCs were compromised. Interestingly,

while Setdb1Vav HSCs are increased 2-fold in foetal liver and 2-3 weeks old bone

marrow; they completely drop after the 4th week. To find out whether Setdb1 is

directly involved in B cell development, we also generated Setdb1Mb-1 mice, where

we use Mb-1Cre to delete exclusively in the B cell lineage. These mice lack mature B

cells because of a developmental arrest in the Pro B cell stage. Notably, RNA-Seq

performed in sorted Pro B cells shows up-regulation of lineage inappropriate tran-

scripts which might interfere with the establishment of the B cell program. In addi-

tion we observe that VDJ recombination, an essential process that mediates Pro B to

Pre B transition, is impaired in Setdb1Mb-1 Pro B cells. In summary, our results show

that Setdb1 is crucial for central processes during hematopoiesis such as, stem cell

maintenance, lineage decision and Pro B to Pre B cell maturation; demonstrating

that epigenetic modifications are essential for differentiation.

O1035 - INTERROGATING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR COMPLEX BINDING AND

TRANSCRIPTIONAL ACTIVATION

Nicola Wilson1,2, Falk Butter3, Fernando Calero-Nieto1,2, Isabel Ferreiros Vidal4,

Sarah Kinston1,2, Matthias Merkenschlager4, Matthias Mann3, and

Berthold Gottgens1,2

1Haematology, CIMR, Wellcome Trust/MRC Building, University of Cambridge,

Cambridge, United Kingdom; 2Stem Cell Institute, Wellcome Trust - Medical

Research Council, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom;
3Proteomics and Signal Transduction, Max-Planck-Institute of Biochemistry,

Martinsried, Germany; 4Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College, London, United

Kingdom

We recently reported the genome-wide binding patterns of 10 important haemato-

poietic transcription factors (TFs) in a blood stem/progenitor cell line (Wilson et

al., 2010). Further analysis of this dataset highlighted the presence of multiple

combinatorial binding events, including the observation that multiple TFs can be

seen bound to regions within non-expressed genes. One such binding event was

observed within the Fms-like tyrosine kinase 1 (Flt1 or VEGF-R1) gene locus.

Flt1 is important for the development of embryonic vasculature and maintenance

of endothelial cells (Breier et al., 1992; Kearney et al., 2002; Peters et al., 1993).

The Flt1 +67kb region was bound by 9 TFs, yet showed no evidence of active

histone marks. To further characterise the +67kb element, we show that the Flt1

+67kb element is not active in blood progenitor cell lines but is highly active in

an endothelial cell line. Moreover, when assayed in transgenic mouse embryos,

we observed clear endothelial activity at E11.5. Despite expression at anatomical

sites of blood cell development, staining was restricted to endothelial cells with

no activity in haematopoietic cells. Given the binding of multiple TFs in blood cells

coupled with the lack of haematopoietic activity of the +67 kb element, we next

wanted to identify potential negative regulators that might override potential acti-

vating functions of the multiple haematopoietic TFs bound to the element. To this

end, we used a recently described affinity purification technique based on stable

isotope labelling by amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) (Ong et al., 2002). This

analysis highlighted the TFs Eto2 and Ikaros, which prompted us to perform

ChIP-Seq analysis for both factors to identify their genome-wide distribution. Inte-

grated analysis of these datasets is currently underway, and should allow us to inves-

tigate potential co-operative interactions between our previously mapped 10 TFs

with Eto2 and Ikaros.
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O1036 - MLL1-DEPENDENT PATHWAYS AND MECHANISMS THAT

MAINTAIN HEMATOPOIESIS

Erika Artinger1, Bibhu Mishra1, Bin Li1, Kristin Zaffuto1, Chao Cheng1, Tonis Org2,

Hanna Mikkola2, Malek Djabali3, and Patricia Ernst1

1Genetics, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth, Hanover, New Hampshire, USA;
2MCDB, UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA; 3LBCMCP, Universite Paul

Sabatier-Toulouse III, Toulouse, France

Epigenetic regulation of gene expression plays a central role in normal hematopoietic

stem cell (HSC) maintenance and leukemogenesis. The Trithorax and Polycomb-

group proteins, first described in Drosophila, are paradigmatic epigenetic regulators

that impart heritable gene expression patterns. The histone methyltransferase and Tri-

thorax homolog, MLL1, is essential for the maintenance of HSCs and is a common

target of chromosomal translocations that result in acute leukemia. Using conditional

knockout models, we identified genes that were deregulated upon Mll1 deletion in the

HSC-enriched LSK/CD48neg population. Mini-ChIP experiments identified a series

of transcriptional regulators that were direct MLL1 target genes including Mecom,

Pbx1, and Prdm16, which are known to control HSC self-renewal and quiescence.

Interestingly, not all identified MLL1 target genes required Menin, a cofactor that

directs MLL1 to particular genomic loci in vivo, and not all targets were Mll1-depen-

dent in non-hematopoietic tissues. Functional studies suggest that the identified genes

act within a series of parallel pathways downstream of MLL1. To determine the

mechanisms by which MLL1 regulates its target genes, we analyzed hematopoietic

cells lacking the MLL1 histone methyltransferase domain as well as cells after dele-

tion of Mll1 to identify chromatin alterations at HSC-specific target genes. These

genome-wide studies revealed mechanisms by which MLL1 maintains its target

genes in this cell type, and illustrated that the histone H3K4 methylation activity

is not required for this function. These data underscore recent findings illustrating

the complexity of gene regulation by Trithorax homologs. Furthermore, by eluci-

dating the normal Mll1-dependent transcriptional network within HSCs, we show

that this pathway is overlapping but distinguishable from the leukemogenic pathway

characteristic of cells transformed with MLL-fusion proteins, demonstrating the

feasibility of targeting the aberrant actions of the fusion proteins without harming

HSCs.

O1037 - RECRUITMENT OF THE MLL COMPLEX VIA SPECIFIC

INTERACTION OF THE P30 VARIANT OF C/EBPa WITH WDR5 IS

ESSENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Florian Grebien1, Roberto Giambruno1, Amit Grover2, Sarah Vittori1,

Andreas Schoenegger1, Martin Bilban3, Christoph Bock1, Johannes Zuber4,

Keiryn Bennett1, Claus Nerlov2, and Giulio Superti-Furga1

1CeMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian Academy of

Sciences, Vienna, Austria; 2Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, Oxford,

United Kingdom; 3Institute of Medical and Chemical Laboratory Diagnostics,

Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria; 4Research Institute of Molecular

Pathology (IMP), Vienna, Austria

The transcription factor C/EBPa is a master regulator of mature myeloid gene

expression programs. In 10% of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients, the struc-

ture and function of the C/EBPa protein is altered due to somatic mutations in the

CEPBA gene. The majority of such genetic aberrations represents frameshift muta-

tions in the N-terminal part of the gene, causing the expression of an N-terminally

truncated variant of C/EBPa, termed p30. Although differences between C/EBPa

wild-type (p42) and p30 isoforms have been extensively studied, the molecular mech-

anisms underlying p30-dependent leukemogenesis have remained unclear. Using an

affinity purification-mass spectrometry approach to map interaction partners of p42

versus p30 C/EBPa-isoforms in an isogenic cell system, we found that Wdr5, a crit-

ical component of the MLL methyltransferase complex, was exclusively associated

with p30, but not p42. shRNA-mediated silencing of Wdr5 restored terminal granu-

locytic differentiation potential in p30-expressing cell lines and interfered with

enhanced, pre-leukemic proliferation of cells from p30/p30 knock-in mice, while

having little effect on wild-type cells or on cells over-expressing p42. In line, p30/

p30 cells displayed increased sensitivity towards pharmacological targeting of the

MLL complex. ChIP-seq studies showed that p30-bound genomic regions featured

a greater enrichment for the MLL-dependent H3K4me3 mark than p42-bound

regions. Our data show that p30, but not p42, selectively recruits the MLL complex

to its target genes via interaction with Wdr5, indicating that C/EBPa p30 could repre-

sent a gain-of function mutation. Targeting of the MLL complex may therefore repre-

sent an attractive alternative to interfere with C/EBPa-mutated AML.

O1038 - LATS 1 IS A PUTATIVE TUMOR SUPPRESSOR IN HOXA9 / MEIS

INDUCED LEUKEMIA

Eva Schmidt1, Jalila Chagraoui2, Nadine Mayotte2, Jana Krosl2, Caroline Pabst2,

Martin Sauvageau2, Carsten M€uller-Tidow1, and Guy Sauvageau2

1Hematology and Oncology, University Hospital M€unster, M€unster, Germany;
2University of Montreal, IRIC, Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Deregulation of Hox genes and their cofactors such as Meis1 are hallmarks of leuke-

mogenesis. Studies in drosophila showed that hth/MEIS directly interacts with YKI,

a transcription co-factor and component of the Hippo signaling network. The Hippo

signaling network has been proposed to play a tumor suppressive role in carcinoma

development but little is known about its function in hematopoiesis and leukemia.

Expression of the core Hippo pathway constituents in different subpopulations of

primitive hematopoietic cells could be detected by quantitative RT-PCR. The core

components of the Hippo pathway are also expressed in the Hoxa9+Meis1-induced

leukemia named FLA2 in which approximately 70% of cells represent leukemia

stem cells (LSC) (Wilhelm B et al., 2011). Freshly isolated FLA2 cells were retrovir-

ally infected with shRNA targeting Hippo signaling network core components and

transplanted into recipient mice. The proportions of shRNA transduced (GFP+) cells

were determined at the time of transplantation (day 0), and at the time of sacrifice.

During this period, the proportions of shTaz(GFP+) cells to the leukemic cell popu-

lations decreased to 10-20% of the initial day 0 values. Conversely, the Lats1 knock-

down leads to O 50% increase over the initial proportion of the GFP+ cells (p !

0.05, Mann-Whitney-Test). To exclude the possibility that this effect is limited to

FLA2 leukemia we isolated the CD150+CD48- Lin- stem/progenitor cells from

BM, co-infected them first with Hoxa9 and Meis1 cDNA carrying retroviruses,

and then knocked down Yap or Lats1. Similar to observations in FLA2 leukemia

model, AML development in mice induced by overexpression of HoxA9 and Meis

is accelerated with additional Lats 1 loss of function. The Median survival of trans-

planted mice is 46 days (range 45-50 days) compared to 53 days of the shLuciferase

control (range 52-56 days). Yap loss of function prolongs the latency of leukemia

onset significantly (p ! 0.05, Mantel Cox Test) to O 70 days. Our observations

suggest that LATS1 acts as a negative modulator of Hox/Meis-induced leukemia

and indicates a possibility for a specific targeting of the Hox/Meis-activated cellular

pathways.

O1039 - GENOME-WIDE SHRNA SCREENING APPROACH TOWARDS

IDENTIFICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THERAPY

RESISTANCE DETERMINANTS IN LEUKEMIA

Michael Milyavsky1,2, Olga Gan2, Mark van Delft2, Sean McDermott2, Alla Buzina3,

Troy Ketela3, Liran Shlush2, Stephanie Xie2, Veronique Voisin2, Liraz Shenhav1,

Jason Moffat3, and John Dick2

1Department of Pathology, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel; 2Ontario Cancer

Institute, University Health Network, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; 3Department of

Molecular Genetics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) cure remains challenging due to resistance mech-

anisms operating in the minority of leukemia cells with high regenerative potential

(Leukemia Stem cells, LSC). Currently, molecular determinants governing escape

of LSC from DNA damaging therapy remain largely undefined. We devised

a genome-wide shRNA screen using a library of 80,000 lentiviral shRNA vectors tar-

geting O16,000 human genes to isolate genes responsible for inducing human

leukemia cell survival and regeneration following serial treatment of transduced cells

with irradiation as the DNA damaging agent. We isolated numerous shRNA clones

that drastically increased leukemia cell regeneration after genotoxic injury. Some

of the screen candidates are known DNA damage response players (e.g. p53 and

CHEK2), but the majority of the high confidence hits remain uncharacterized in

terms of their involvement in stress responses. Here, we report studies that further

characterize a small subset of hits implicated in epigenetic regulation (e.g. CTCF)

and provide their on-target validation and initial insights into protective mechanisms.

Furthermore, using bioinformatics approaches, we attempted to integrate our func-

tional genomics screen hits with the transcriptional signatures of human AML

samples that differ in their resistance toward standard chemotherapy drugs. The

role of CTCF in mediating LSC chemotherapy resistance in the xenotransplantation

model of human AML is currently under investigation. We believe that our integrated

experimental platform will identify crucial determinants of LSC resistance that could

be used as prognostic markers and, most importantly, will provide a foundation for

their therapeutic targeting.
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O1040 - ORDER MATTERS: SEQUENCE OF MUTATION ACQUISITION

INFLUENCES HUMAN DISEASE PATHOGENESIS

David Kent1,2, Christina Ortmann1, Yvonne Silber1,2, Juergen Fink1,2, and

Anthony Green1,2

1Haematology, Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, Cambridge,

United Kingdom; 2Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge,

CAMBS, United Kingdom

Recent descriptions of stem cell and cancer heterogeneity emphasize the need to under-

stand how single stem cells are subverted to form tumors. Human myeloproliferative

neoplasms (MPNs) arise from a transformed hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) and are

a paradigm for the early stages of tumor growth. Most MPNs harbor an acquired

V617F mutation in JAK2 and many have collaborating mutations, including in TET2

which occurs in w10% of cases. We screened 335 MPN patients for JAK2 and TET2

mutations by genotyping over 8000 colonies to determine the order of mutation acqui-

sition and persistence of distinct clones. In most patients, multiple clones stably persist

over time resulting in longterm competition between clones with distinct genetic back-

grounds. The order of acquisition was determined in 24 patients and TET2 mutations

preceded JAK2 in 50% of cases. Interestingly, patients who acquired TET2 first had

a mean age of presentation that was 12.3 years later than patients who acquired JAK2

first. Furthermore, the proportion of JAK2 homozygous erythroid colonies was signif-

icantly lower inTET2-first patients and the relative proportion of hematopoietic progen-

itors was shifted, with JAK2-first patients having more megakaryocyte/erythrocyte

progenitors and TET2-first patients having more common myeloid progenitors. Geno-

typing of single HSC-derived clones revealed that JAK2 single mutant clones were less

prevalent than doublemutant clones in theHSC compartment. By contrast, TET2 single

mutant clones were dominant over double mutant clones. Moreover, secondary colony

forming ability was significantly reduced in double mutant HSCs compared to those

from HSCs with a TET2 mutation alone.These data demonstrate that the order with

which mutations are acquired influences tumor phenotype. Our results are consistent

with at least two mechanistic explanations which are not mutually exclusive: 1) Intra-

cellular competition such that the extent to which a double mutant clone can expand

depends on its competitiveness relative to its single mutant ancestor and 2) The epige-

netic program that a secondmutation can enact is restricted by fixed epigenetic changes

imposed by the first mutation, resulting in shifted cell fate outcomes.

O1041 - OVEREXPRESSION OF THE ETS-FAMILY TRANSCRIPTION

FACTOR ERG AND DYSREGULATED CYTOKINE SIGNALING DRIVE

ERYTHROID LEUKEMIA DEVELOPMENT IN MICE

Catherine Carmichael1,2, Jian Zhong Tang1,2, Donald Metcalf1,2, Wei Shi1,2,

Katya Henley1, Ashley Ng1,2, Craig Hyland1, Ladina Di Rago1, Sandra Mifsud1,

Nancy Jenkins3, Neal Copeland3, Viive Howell4, Zhizhuang Joe Zhao5,

Warren Alexander1,2, and Benjamin Kile1,2

1Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Victoria, Australia; 2Medical Biology,

University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, Australia; 3Methodist Hospital

Research Institute, Houston, Texas, USA; 4Kolling Institute of Medical Research,

University of Sydney, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia; 5University of Oklahoma

Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA

ETS-related gene, ERG, is a regulator of hematopoietic stem cell function, and

a potent oncogene that is strongly implicated in leukemia development. We have

recently shown that overexpression of Erg or its oncogenic fusion protein, TLS-

ERG, rapidly induces a potent and uniform erythroid leukemia (EL) in mice (1,2).

In humans, acute erythroid leukemia (AEL) is a poorly treated and rapidly morbid

disease that accounts for 1-5% of all myeloid leukemias diagnosed. The genetic aber-

rations that drive disease pathogenesis in AEL remain largely unknown. To begin to

understand the relationship between Erg overexpression and EL, we performed

a transposon-mediated insertional mutagenesis screen. Transposition of the "Sleeping

Beauty" (SB) transposon array in hematopoietic cells overexpressing Erg resulted in

a significant acceleration of Erg-induced EL. Deep sequencing of these ELs identified

the Jak2 cytokine receptor locus as a common transposon insertion site. Conversely,

when we activated SB transposition in a mouse transgenic for the activating V617F

mutation in Jak2, we found a predominance of EL, and identified transposon inser-

tions at the Erg locus in nearly 90% of these tumours (2). These data strongly suggest

that cooperation between Erg overexpression and activated Jak2 cytokine signalling

is a key mechanism in EL development in mice. We are now investigating whether

this mechanism, as well as other potentially novel erythroid leukemia driver genes

identified in these two screens, may also play important roles in human AEL. 1.Car-

michael CL et al., PNAS 2012 2.Tang JZ et al., PNAS 2013

O1042 - RNAI SCREEN IDENTIFIES CYTOHESIN1 AS A MEDIATOR OF

ADHESION IN HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM/PROGENITOR CELLS

Justyna Rak1, Katie Foster3, Karolina Komorowska1, Lena Svensson2,

Katarzyna Potrzebowska2, Therese T€orngren4, Anders Kvist4, Dominique Bonnet3,

and Jonas Larsson1

1Molecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;
2Leukocyte Migration, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 3Haematopoietic Stem cell

Laboratory, Cancer Research UK, London, UK; 4Departement of Oncology, Lund

University, Lund, Sweden

To understand mechanisms of homing and retention of hematopoietic stem and

progenitor cells (HSPCs) to their niche in the bone marrow (BM), we developed

a functional screen for regulators of human HSPC adhesion. We used the firm adher-

ence between cord blood CD34+ cells and BM derived mesenchymal stroma cells

(MSCs) as a surrogate niche model in vitro to screen for modifiers (shRNAs) that

disrupt adhesion. CD34+ cells were transduced with a pooled lentiviral shRNA

library targeting 366 adhesion-associated genes (5 shRNAs/gene) and plated on

MSCs. Gravity force was used to retrieve non-adherent cells. Distribution of inte-

grated shRNAs in the adherent vs non-adherent cell fractions was determined by

deep sequencing. Genes, for which two or more independent shRNAs showed a strong

enrichment among non-adherent cells, were selected for further validation. We found

multiple shRNAs against CD29 (beta1 integrin), consistent with the well-established

role of CD29 in HSPC adhesion. Among the novel candidate genes we focused on the

GTPase cytohesin1 (CYTH1). Knockdown (KD) of CYTH1 from four independent

shRNAs significantly increased the fraction of non-adherent cells in the stroma adhe-

sion assay. Moreover, CYTH1 KD specifically inhibited adherence of CD34+ cells to

fibronectin and ICAM1. In vivo, shRNA-mediated KD of CYTH1 significantly

decreased both short-term and long-term engraftment of CD34+ cells in NSG

mice, indicating a role for CYTH1 in mediating homing and engraftment of HSPCs.

Preliminary results, from homing assays using intravital microscopy show increased

mobility of CD34+CD38- cells with CYTH1 KD coupled with a tendency to localize

at a further distance from the bone surface and endothelium compared to control

cells. In summary, we identified CYTH1 as a novel regulator of cell adhesion in

human HSPCs both in vitro and in vivo. We are currently using interference reflection

microscopy (IRM) and total internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy to understand in

more details how lack of CYTH1 alters the adhesive properties of HSCPs.
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FCgRhi, had no hematopoietic potential and had morphology similar to mature

macrophages. In conclusion, TIM molecules are expressed already during embry-

onic development. Here we show that tim-1 is expressed in AGM, and its role in

early hematopoiesis needs further investigation. TIM-3 instead is expressed

broadly in the embryo. TIM-4 expression is limited to two separate populations

in fetal liver. TIM-4lo cells are suggested to be multi-potential myeloid progenitors

S23Poster Presentations/ Experimental Hematology 41 (2013) S23–S75
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P1001 - BMI1 MAINTAINS THE SELF-REPLENISHING ABILITY OF B-1A

CELLS IN POSTNATAL MICE

Momoko Yoshimoto, Michihiro Kobayashi, Rui Gao, Hao Yu, Mervin Yoder, and

Yan Liu

Pediatrics, Indiana University, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA

Mouse B-1 cells are innate immune cells that secrete natural antibodies and play impor-

tant roles in the fist line of defense to bacterial infection. B-1 cells display an IgMhiIg-

DloCD11b+ phenotype, and preferentially localizewithin the peritoneal cavity. CD5+B-

1a cells are considered to be of fetal origin since adult BMHSCs fail to reconstituteB-1a

cells while fetal liver cells reconstitute B-1a cells in irradiated recipient mice. We have

recently demonstrated that YS cells at E9.5 (at the time prior to HSC emergence in the

mouse embryo) are the earliest origin of B-1a cells. The mechanisms that permit B-1a

cells to undergo self-replenishment in vivo in the absence of ongoing stem cell input

remain unclear. Bmi1 is a polycomb group protein that is known to be critical for

self-renewal of adult BM HSCs and neural stem cells. In Bmi1-/- postnatal BM, the

number of HSCs was markedly reduced and long-term reconstituting ability was

lost, while enforced expression of Bmi1 in HSCs promoted their self-renewal ability.

We hypothesized that Bmi1 is critical for B-1a cell self-replenishment and examined

B-1 cell populations in Bmi1-/- embryonic and adult mice. Bmi1 mRNA expression

was higher in B-1a cells than other lymphoid subsets in wild typemice. In Bmi1-/-mice,

the B-1a cell population was significantly (p!0.05) decreased in the percentage (4 fold

less than WT) and total cell number (50 fold less than WT). On the contrary, the

percentage and number of B-1 specific progenitors (lin-AA4.1+CD19+B220dim cells)

was increased in the E14-15 fetal liver of Bmi1-/- embryos. When the peritoneal cells

from adult Bmi1-/- mice were transferred into the peritoneal cavity of sublethally irra-

diated NOG neonates, cells only transiently engrafted, and no long-term reconstitution

was observed. Wild type peritoneal cells reconstituted B-1a cells for 4-9 months as

previously reported. When Bmi1-/- fetal liver cells were rescued for Bmi1 expression

by retroviral gene transfer and transplanted, B-1a cells were recovered in the recipient

miceO 4 months after transplantation at numbers equivalent to wild type transplanted

cells. Thus, Bmi1 plays an important role in the self-replenishing ability of B-1a cells in

the postnatal mouse.

P1002 - EFFECTS OF GROWTH FACTORS GDNF, BMP4 AND RA ON

PROLIFERATION AND SELF RENEWAL OF SPERMATOGONIAL STEM

CELLS

Hatef Hamidabadi1, Maryam Bojnordi1, Nourolah Rezaei1, and Reza Mahmoudi2

1Anatomy & cell biology, Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences, Sari,

Mazandaran, Islamic Republic of Iran; 2Cellular and molecullar research center,

Yasuj University of Medical Sciences, Yasuj, Islamic Republic of Iran

Introduction: The effect of this study was to evaluation of growth factors GDNF,

BMP4 and RA in self renewal and colony formation which is the criteria of stem

cell activity of spermatogonial stem cells (SSC). Material and Methods: Testis cells

were collected from adult mouse via a two-step mechanical and enzymatic digestion.

The spermatogonia cells were cultured in two groups: The first group which received

GDNF and BMP4 and the second group which received RA. The colony formation

was monitored during 1 month in culture. To identification of the colony, they

were stained with GCNA using immunostaining. Results: In the presence of

GDNF and BMP4, cells proliferated rapidly and many compact clumps were ap-

peared. In addition after each subculture cells divided and reformed clumps again

whereas after exposure to RA cells formed small clumps, that disappeared after

subsequent subculture. Cells colonization was observed in the presence of GDNF

and BMP4, but no colony was formed in cultures exposure with RA. Also the colo-

nies were immunopositive with GCNA marker. Conclusion: Our results proved the

growth factors GDNF and BMP4 are essential for self renewal of SSC and colony

formation that confirm the stem cells activity of these cells but RA inhibits stem

cell activity of SSC. Key words: Spermatogonial stem cells, BMP4, GDNF, RA.
entations

P1003 - ANALYSIS OF TIM MOLECULES IN FETAL HEMATOPOIESIS

REVEALS THAT TIM-4 IS DIFFERENTIALLY EXPRESSED IN MYELOID

PROGENITOR CELLS

Riikka Syrj€anen1,2, Petar Petrov1,2, Virpi Glumoff1, Shentong Fang3, Petri Salven3,

Eeva-Riitta Savolainen4,2, Olli Vainio1,2, and Tatsuya Uchida1

1Institute of Diagnostics, Department of Medical Microbiology and Immunology,

University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland; 2Nordlab Oulu, Oulu University Hospital, Oulu,

Finland; 3Department of Pathology, Haartman Institute, University of Helsinki,

Helsinki, Finland; 4Institute of Diagnostics, Department of Clinical Chemistry,

University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland

TIM molecules are known regulators of immune response whose function in hema-

topoiesis is unknown. Earlier, we found that tim-1 and tim-4 are expressed by

CD45+ cells in para-aortic region of chicken embryo. Since the para-aortic region

is a known site for HSC and HPC differentiation and expansion, we further inves-

tigated the expression and role of TIM molecules in embryonic hematopoiesis. We

studied mRNA and protein expression of TIM-1, TIM-3 and TIM-4 in chicken and

mouse embryonic tissues and particularly in mouse fetal liver CD45+ cells. Addi-

tionally, we examined the hematopoietic potential of TIM-4+ mouse fetal liver

cells by colony-forming assay. tim-1 gene expression was detected in chicken

and mouse embryos in the AGM-region at the time of HSC emergence. tim-3

mRNA was widely expressed in different tissues, and in fetal liver, by

CD45+F4/80+ cells. tim-4 expression was restricted to fetal liver CD45+F4/80+

cells. Moreover, two TIM-4+ populations: CD45+F4/80loTIM-4lo and

CD45+F4/80hiTIM-4hi were distinguished. Majority of CD45+F4/80loTIM-4lo

cells were c-kit+, Sca-1+ and FCgRlo, had primitive morphology and multi-

lineage colony-forming ability. Instead, CD45+F4/80hiTIM-4hi cells were mostly
and TIM-4hi cells yolk sac-derived macrophages.

P1004 - IDENTIFICATION OF THE TRANSCRIPTIONAL PROGRAMME

CONTROLLED BY RUNX1 IN THE HAEMOGENIC ENDOTHELIUM BY

UTILISING DAMID-SEQ

Elli Marinopoulou1,2, Michael Lie-A-Ling1, Yaoyong Li2, Monika Lichtinger3,

Christopher Wirth2, Crispin Miller2, Constanze Bonifer3, Valerie Kouskoff4, and

Georges Lacaud1

1Stem Cell Biology, Paterson Institute for Cancer Research, Manchester, UK;
2Applied Computational Biology and Bioinformatics, Paterson Institute for Cancer

Research, Manchester, UK; 3Institute of Biomedical Research, University of

Birmingham, Birmingham, UK; 4Stem Cell Haematopoiesis, Paterson Institute for

Cancer Research, Manchester, UK

The RUNX1 transcription factor is indispensible for the establishment of the haema-

topoietic system. RUNX1 mediates the production of blood cells from endothelial

cells which have haemogenic potential (haemogenic endothelium or HE) through

a process termed endothelial to haematopoietic transition (EHT). Several studies

have provided insights into the transcriptional programme governed by RUNX1

during EHT, suggesting that RUNX1 plays a role both in the activation of haemato-

poietic genes and inactivation of endothelial genes. However, due to the scarcity of

cells and their transient nature, very little is known about whether RUNX1 influences

the development of the HE itself. To this end, we adapted a technology, called

DamID, to identify the very early genome-wide targets of RUNX1 in the HE. DamID

is a methylation-based tagging technique where the Dam methylase (Dam) is fused to

DNA binding proteins and stably marks their DNA binding sites. We generated RUN-

X1::Dam and control Dam expressing ES cell lines and purified cells at the onset of

haematopoiesis and applied DamID coupled with high-throughput sequencing. To

analyse the results we also developed a sequencing analysis pipeline specific for

DamID data. We next correlated the RUNX1 binding sites with RNA-Seq expression

data of the same cell populations. Our findings suggest, surprisingly, that at this very

early stage of haematopoietic development RUNX1 positively regulates the endothe-

lial gene expression programme. This up-regulation correlates with the formation of

endothelial cell clusters, which precedes the generation of blood progenitors and

corresponds to the development of HE. Overall, our results suggest a novel and unex-

pected role for RUNX1 in the establishment of HE that precedes its more established

function in the EHT process.
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1005 - JAGGED1 GOVERNS THE LOSS OF ENDOTHELIAL IDENTITY

F THE AORTIC ENDOTHELIUM DURING HSC SPECIFICATION

eonor Gama-Norton1, Jordi Guiu1, Abul Islam2, Cristina Ruiz-Herguido1,
va Ferrando1, Lluis Espinosa1, and Anna Bigas1

Institut Hospital del Mar Investigacions M�ediques, IMIM, Barcelona, Spain;

Department of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, University of Dhaka,

haka, Bangladesh

pecialization of the aortic hemogenic endothelium and the subsequent formation of

ntra-aortic hematopoietic clusters precede the generation of Hematopoietic Stem

ells (HSCs). This endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT) is governed by

complex genetic network that is still poorly understood. Notch signalling plays

ifferent roles in the dorsal aorta during organogenesis. While Notch1/Dll4 axis is

ssential for the specification of arterial identity, Notch1/Jag1 axis is indispensable

or hematopoietic determination. Specific downstream targets of Notch/Jag1 such

s Gata2 and Hes1 are known to be required for HSC emergence, however the global

ene expression pattern associated with the acquisition of the hematopoietic fate

emains to be defined. To better understand the process of HSC generation, we ana-

ysed the transcriptional program of specific AGM-derived subpopulations before the

cquisition of the CD45 hematopoietic fate using microarrays. Our results revealed

hat acquisition of hematopoietic c-kit marker involves the loss of endothelial iden-

ity. Interestingly, incubation of endothelial c-kit- cells on OP9-Jag1 did not result in

he direct activation of hematopoietic-related genes, but rather imposed a significant

ecrease of the endothelial-specific signature, thus resembling the CD31+c-

it+CD45- population. These results suggest that down-regulation of the endothelial

rogram is the driving force that governs the initial steps of EHT. This research is

unded by by Ministerio Ciencia e Innovaci�on (PLE2009-0111, SAF2010-15450,

D12/0036/0054), AGAUR (2009SGR-23 and CONES2010-0006) and MC-IEF-

IEF-GA-2011-302226.
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Jordi Guiu1, Dylan Bergen1, Abul Islam3, Ver�onica Ayll�on2, Vera Horvath1,

Pablo Mem�endez2, Lluis Espinosa1, and Anna Bigas1

1Institut Hospital del Mar Investigacions M�ediques, IMIM, Barcelona, Spain;
2Genyo, GENyO. Centre for Genomics and Oncological Research: Pfizer, Granada,

Spain; 3Department of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, University of Dhaka,

Dhaka, Bangladesh

Notch/RBPj signals are required for Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs) specification

during embryonic development, however the mechanisms downstream of Notch acti-

vation are not understood. With the aim of identifying novel Notch transcriptional

targets involved in the HSC emergence, we performed ChIP-on-chip with an anti-

RBPj antibody using chromatin from dissected Aorta-Gonad-Mesonephros (AGM)

from E11.5 mouse embryos. With this strategy, we have obtained several candidate

genesthat recruit RBPj to their promoters and contain RBPj DNA binding consensus.

We have selected some of the genes for their expression pattern in the midgestation

aorta and further restrict the list of candidates by the presence of Notch1 in the

promoters as tested by ChIP assay, to exclude inactive RBPj targets. We will present

our data on the characterization of a novel Notch target gene, named Cdca7, which is

expressed in the aortic endothelium and hematopoietic clusters of the AGM. Cdca7 is

also expressed in pre-hematopoetic and hematopoietic cell populations obtained from

human ES cell differentiation. The function of Cdca7 is presently unknown but it has

previously been associated with transformation of several cell types. Our preliminary

functional data indicates that Cdca7 is important in maintaining the undifferentiated

state of hematopoietic progenitors from the AGM. This research is funded by by Min-

isterio Ciencia e Innovaci�on (PLE2009-0111, SAF2010-15450, RD12/0036/0054),

AGAUR (2009SGR-23 and CONES2010-0006).
1006 - HEMOGENIC ENDOTHELIUM GENERATES

ESOANGIOBLASTS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO SEVERAL

ESODERMAL LINEAGES IN VIVO

manuele Azzoni1,2,3, Valentina Conti2,3, Lara Campana3, Arianna Dellavalle3,

alf Adams4,5, Giulio Cossu3,6, and Silvia Brunelli2,3

MRC Molecular Haematology Unit, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine,

niversity of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 2Department of Health Science, University of

ilano-Bicocca, Monza, Italy; 3Division of Regenerative Medicine, San Raffaele

cientific Institute, Milano, Italy; 4Department of Tissue Morphogenesis, Max Planck

nstitute for Molecular Biomedicine, M€unster, Germany; 5Faculty of Medicine,

niversity of M€unster, M€unster, Germany; 6Department of Cell and Developmental

iology, University College London, London, UK

he embryonic endothelium is a known source of hematopoietic stem cells. More-

ver, vessel-associated stem cells, endowed with multilineage mesodermal differen-

iation potential, such as the embryonic mesoangioblasts, originate in vitro from the

ndothelium. Using a genetic lineage tracing approach, we show that early extraem-

ryonic endothelium generates, in a narrow time-window, and prior to the hemogenic

ndothelium in the dorsal aorta and major embryonic arteries, hematopoietic cells

hat migrate to the embryo proper, and are subsequently found within the mesen-

hyme. A subpopulation of these cells, distinct from embryonic macrophages,

xpresses mesenchymal markers. We also found that hemogenic endothelium derived

ells contribute to skeletal and smooth muscle and to other mesodermal cells in vivo,

nd specifically display features of embryonic mesoangioblasts in vitro. Therefore,

e provide new insights on the distinctive characteristics of the extraembryonic

nd embryonic hemogenic endothelium and we identify the in vivo counterpart of

mbryonic mesoangioblasts, suggesting their identity and developmental ontogeny.
1007 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

ONDITIONAL REQUIREMENT OF SMAD3 IN EMBRYONIC

EMATOPOIESIS

u Lan1, Wenyan He2, Bing Liu2, and Xiao Yang1

Genetic Laboratory of Development and Diseases, Institute of Biotechnology,

eijing, China; 2307-Ivy Translational Medicine Center, Affiliated Hospital of

cademy of Military Medical Sciences, Beijing, China

ransforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) plays pleiotropic and context-dependent roles

n hematopoietic ontogeny and homeostasis. Targeted disruption of Smad3, a specific

ntra-cellular transducer of TGF-b signaling, results in impaired mucosal immunity

nd extra-medullary hematopoiesis. However, little is known about the physiological

unction of Smad3 during hematopoietic development. In the present study, we firstly

erformed in vitro differentiation of embryonic stem cells, known to recapitulating

arly blood-forming events. The enhanced generation of hematopoietic embryoid

odies was observed in Smad3-deficient embryonic stem cells, accompanied by an

p-regulated expression of Gata1 and adult-type hemoglobin in the mutant embryoid

odies. In mid-gestational embryos, Smad3 knockout resulted in an increase in hema-

opoietic progenitors by CFU-C assay, with a concomitant increase in Gata1 and

eta-major hemoglobin transcripts in the mutant embryonic tissue. In contrast, we

ound that Smad3 null fetal livers at embryonic day 14.5 contained similar numbers

f phenotypic and functional hematopoietic stem progenitor cells, although Smad3-

eficient hematopoietic colonies were resistant to TGF-b-mediated inhibition. In

onclusion, the data collectively strengthen the notion that Smad3-mediated TGF-

signaling is required for restraining the over-expansion of early-generated hemato-

oietic progenitors, but the role is ultimately dispensable along development.

1008 - IDENTIFICATION OF NOTCH/RBPJ-TARGET GENES INVOLVED

N HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL GENERATION
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P1009 - HISTOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE MID-GESTATIONAL MURINE

PLACENTAWITH EMPHASIS ON ITS HEMATOPOIETIC POTENTIAL

Nath�alia Portilho, Priscila Guedes, and Marcelo Pelajo-Machado

Laboratory of Pathology, Instituto Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Some studies have demonstrated the hematopoietic potential of the placenta, showing

the presence of self-renewal and multipotent progenitors. We approached this issue

by morphological in situ analysis of murine placentas at the mid-gestational period,

evaluating the effective participation of this organ in the hematopoiesis ontogeny. For

that, we made an histological analysis of Swiss Webster mice placentas between 9,5

and 11,5 days post-coitum (dpc) through serial sections and the use of conventional

and specific stainings. In the fetal circulation of the labyrinth region, large erythroid

cells were observed with more spherical shape than the other immature erythroid

cells, probably seeded by the yolk sac. Such cells seemed to be attached to each other

and in some areas they did not appear to be involved by endothelium, as was rein-

forced by endothelial labeling by FITC-conjugated PNA lectin. Budding of immature

cells was also observed, showing adhesion to endothelium or adjacent trophoblast. In

some areas next to trophoblast giant cells and spongiotrophoblast, erythroid cells

with trophoblastic morphology were observed forming agglomerates within the

trophoblastic plate, with cells attached and presenting different levels of hemoglobi-

nization. Hematopoietic clusters similar to those of HSC in the embryos large vessels

were also found close to the fetus. Immunostaining revealed presence of erythropoi-

etin and hepcidin-25 in decidual cells, which can then have an important role in this

erythropoiesis. Also, von Willebrand factor was found inside cells protruded into the

fetal circulation and some cells with throphoblastic aspect into the blood vessels were

Sca-1 positive. In conclusion, our results suggest that the early functional placenta

plays an important role in hematopoietic ontogeny in mice, specially in erythropoi-

esis, producing blood cells from three different mechanisms: trophoblast migration,

"plate-like" differentiation inside trophoblast mass, and hemogenic endothelium.

The expression of erythropoietin and hepcidin-25 would provide supportive condi-

tions for the erythropoiesis occurrence.
P1010 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

MITOCHONDRIAL ATPIF1 REGULATES HEME SYNTHESIS IN

DEVELOPING ERYTHROBLASTS

Dhvanit Shah1, Naoko Takahasi-Makise2, Anupama Narla1, Alexandra Seguin2,

Shilpa Hattangadi3, Benjamin Ebert1, Diane Ward2, Michelangelo Campanella4,

Harry Dailey5, Jerry Kaplan2, and Barry Paw1

1Medicine-Hematology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School,

Boston, Massachusetts, USA; 2Pathology, University of Utah School of Medicine,

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA; 3Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,

Massachusetts, USA; 4University of London and University College of London,

London, UK; 5University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, USA

Defects in the availability of heme substrates or the catalytic activity of the terminal

enzyme in heme biosynthesis, ferrochelatase (Fech), impair heme synthesis, and thus

cause human congenital anemias. The inter-dependent functions of regulators of

mitochondrial homeostasis and enzymes responsible for heme synthesis are largely

unknown. To uncover this unmet need, we utilized zebrafish genetic screens and

cloned mitochondrial ATPase inhibitory factor 1 (atpif1) from a zebrafish mutant

with profound anemia, pinotage (pnt). Morpholino-induced loss of function, cRNA

over-expression, quantitative RT-PCR, and mutational analysis show that atpif1 is

the gene disrupted in the pnt locus. Here we report a direct mechanism establishing

that Atpif1 regulates the catalytic efficiency of vertebrate Fech to synthesize heme.

The loss of Atpif1 impairs hemoglobin synthesis in zebrafish, mouse, and human

hematopoietic models as a consequence of diminished Fech activity, and elevated

mitochondrial pH. To understand the relationship among mitochondrial pH, redox

potential, [2Fe-2S] clusters, and Fech activity, we used (1) genetic complementation

studies of Fech constructs with or without [2Fe-2S] clusters in pnt, and (2) pharma-

cological agents modulating mitochondrial pH and redox potential. The presence of

[2Fe-2S] cluster renders vertebrate Fech vulnerable to Atpif1-regulated mitochon-

drial pH and redox potential perturbations. Therefore, Atpif1 deficiency reduces
the efficiency of vertebrate Fech to synthesize heme, resulting in anemia. The novel

mechanism of Atpif1 as a regulator of heme synthesis advances the understanding of

mitochondrial heme homeostasis and red blood cell development. A deficiency of At-

pif1 may contribute to important human diseases, such as congenital hypochromic

and sideroblastic anemias and mitochondriopathies.
P1011 - THE ROLE OF INKA1B IN ZEBRAFISH PRIMITIVE

HEMATOPOIESIS

Xiangguo Shi, Bailiang He, Yuhan Guo, Alvin C.H. Ma, Natalie S.M. Wong, and

Anskar Y.H. Leung

Medicine, LKS Faculty of Medicine, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,

China

Objective: Inka1b gene was shown up-regulated in the intermediate cell mass (ICM)

of the zebrafish chordin morphant but its role in embryonic hematopoiesis is

unknown. In this study, we characterized the spatio-temporal expression pattern

and hematopoietic functions of for inka1b in zebrafish embryos. Methods: Spatio-

temporal expression of zebrafish inka1b gene was examined by reverse transcription

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH).

Inka1b was knocked-down by anti-sense morpholino (MO) (herein inka1bMO

embryos) and the hematopoietic phenotype was analyzed by WISH, real-time RT-

PCR, O-dianisidine, Sudan Black staining and quantitatively by flow cytometry in

Tg(mpo:EGFP) embryos. Results: INKA is present in vertebrates and relatively

conserved from human to zebrafish. In zebrafish embryos, inka1b is expressed since

the zygotic stage, indicating the presence of maternal transcript. At 18 and 24 hpf,

inka1b can be detected in the ICM in wild-type and chordin morhants. Erythropoiesis

was reduced in inka1bMO embryos, as shown by reduction of gata1 and alpha- and

beta-embryonic hemoglobin expression as well as O-dianisidine staining at 48 hpf

and the hematopoietic defects could be rescued by co-injection with wild-type inka1b

mRNA. Differentiation was not affected and cytological examination of erythrocytes

in inka1bMO embryos showed no difference from those in un-injected control.

Inka1b knock-down also resulted in modest up-regulated expression of myelomono-

cytic markers pu.1 and l-plastin but reduced granulopoiesis as confirmed by RT-PCR,

WISH and flow cytometric analysis in Tg(mpo:EGFP) embryos. Definitive hemato-

poiesis and angiogenesis were not affected. Conclusion: Zebrafish inka1b is involved

in the maintenance of erythropoiesis and macrophage in primitive hematopoiesis.

Its roles in murine embryonic stem cells (ESC) are being evaluated.

Acknowledgements: The study was supported by the Innovative Collaborative
P1012 - DIFFERENTIATION OF NUCLEATED ERYTHROCYTES USING

GATA1 REPORTER MEDAKA FISH

Shun Maekawa1, Ayumi Hirano2, Yuta Uchida2, Shungo Konno1, Sakiko Hosozawa1,

and Takashi Kato1,2

1Department of Biology, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan; 2Graduate School of

Advanced Science and Engineering, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan

Non-mammalian mature erythrocytes in the circulation retain nuclear unlike in

mammalian. We generated transgenic medaka fish (Oryzias latipes) expressing

DsRed under the control of gata1 regulatory regions. We then characterized the

differentiation of erythrocytes linage of the gata1-DsRed medaka. Most DsRed-

positive cells in the spleen were mature erythrocytes; though immature erythrocytes

were found in the kidney. Likewise we observed DsRed-positive mature erythrocytes

mostly in the circulation. We then attempted to define the development of

erythrocytes by flow-cytometry. DsRed-positive cells were plotted as forward

scatter (FSC) and DsRed, and these three sub-populations were clarified. Based on

morphologic characteristics, respective sub-population broadly corresponded to pro-

erythroblast in the FSChighDsRedmed (ProE); later stage, basophilic and polychro-

matophilic erythroblasts in the FSClowDsRedmed (LateE); and mature erythrocytes

in the DsRedhigh (RBC). We further examined the gene expression profiles by

qRT-PCR analysis. Erythroid specific genes (epor, gata1, b-globin and alas2) were

most highly expressed in LateE, followed by RBC and ProE fraction. Therefore

we hypothesized that erythropoietin (EPO) stimulation exerted cellular functions

toward cells at later stage of erythrocytes and mature erythrocytes. To test in vitro

cellular response of erythrocytes under EPO stimulation, peripheral erythrocytes

were cultured with or without recombinant medaka EPO. Most erythrocytes were

impaired by day 4 without EPO; while, more than 60% of erythrocytes were main-

tained and viable under EPO stimulation. This result demonstrated that EPO in

medaka fish exerts ability of maintaining viability of circulating erythrocytes, rather

that of cell proliferation.
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1013 - TOLL-LIKE RECEPTOR 2 TRACKS THE EMERGENCE OF

ARLIEST MYELOID PROGENITORS IN PRECIRCULATION EMBRYO

ana Balounova, Tereza Vavrochova, Martina Benesova, and Dominik Filipp

mmunobiology, Institute of Molecular Genetics, AS CR, Prague, Czech Republic

oll like receptors (TLRs) are critically important in the pathogen recognition and

egulation of the innate and adaptive immune responses. In addition, a direct path-

gen sensing of bone marrow hematopoietic stem cells and hematopoietic progeni-

ors via TLRs seem to play a crucial role in directing the hematopoietic cell fates

nder inflammatory conditions. So far the expression of TLRs during early stages

f embryonic development has not been addressed. Using a transgenic model to trace

ells of embryonic origin we show that TLRs are expressed on embryonic myeloid

ells as well as hematopoietic precursors committed to the myeloid lineage. Together

ith the prototypic marker of hematopoietic progenitors, c-kit, TLR2 is specifically

xpressed on the surface of hematopoietic precursors in early gastrulation embryos

E6.5-E7.0). E7.5-E8.5 TLR2+ c-kit+ cells express CD45 mRNA and gradually

ifferentiate through an intermediate c-kit+ CD45+ stage to c-kit- CD45+ myeloid

ells. Upon TLR2 ligand recognition, E8.5 TLR2+ c-kit+ cells proliferate and differ-

ntiate to CD45+ CD11b+ myeloid cells in a MyD88 dependent manner. Precircula-

ion (E7.5) TLR2+ c-kit+ progenitors are predominantly detected in the yolk sac (YS)

egion. Nevertheless the scarce TLR2+ c-kit+ cells with a distinct surface expression

rofile can be also found in the embryo proper (EP). This opens the question whether

he emergence of hematopoietic precursors in EP is dependent or not on YS primitive

ematopoiesis. Our results indicate that TLR2 could be used as one of the earliest

arkers of embryonic hematopoietic progenitors and suggest a functional link
etween embryonic hematopoiesis and inflammation. I
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1014 - ENDOTHELIAL-HEMATOPOIETIC TRANSITION: FROM THE

ORSAL AORTA TO THE DISH

manda Fentiman1, Jeremy Parker1, Lucas Swanson1,2, Karen Mungall1,

nanc Birol1,2, and Aly Karsan1

Canada’s Michael Smith Genome Sciences Centre, BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver,

ritish Columbia, Canada; 2School of Computing Science, Simon Fraser University,

urnaby, British Columbia, Canada

ematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) arise from a specialized population of endothelial

ells, termed hemogenic endothelium, in the dorsal aorta (DA) at embryonic day (E)

0.5 during embryonic development. This process is known as endothelial to hema-

opoietic transition (EHT). We aim to determine genes crucial for the development of

mbryonic HSCs. We are using a transgenic mouse model, from Dr. Motomi Osato,

hich expresses GFP tagged to an intronic enhancer of the hemogenic endothelial

ene Runx1, to sort specialized endothelial cell (EC) populations from the DA of

10.5 embryos. Whole-transcriptome data will be generated from these sorted

10.5 cell populations, and additionally similar cell populations isolated from E9.5

mbryos will be cultured to define an ex vivo assay system that supports differentia-

ion of pre-hemogenic ECs to HSCs. The ex vivo assay system is modeled after ex-

sting OP9 based techniques used for embryonic stem cell and dorsal aorta culture.

his assay will allow us to functionally validate potentially important genes, identi-

ed using bioinformatic analysis of our whole-transcriptome sequencing data, in the

rocess of EHT. These genes of interest will be manipulated using shRNA-mediated

nockdown. Additionally the effect of blocking Notch, thought to be important in

HT, with a gamma secretase inhibiting compound will be used as another variable

or modulating cells in this assay. This project contributes further to the under-
tanding of genes important in EHT, while potentially defining transcriptional

etworks involved.
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1015 - IFN STIMULATION IMPAIRS SELF-RENEWAL AND PROMOTES

IFFERENTIATION OF STEM CELLS

illiam Sands, Anuradha Tarafdar, Jamie Leask, Susan Rhodes, and Helen Wheadon

aul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK

nterferons (IFNs) are known regulators of immune responses. However, limited

nformation is available on whether IFNs influence early stem cell behaviour. In

his study we investigated how early during development the receptors for IFN

and g were expressed and whether these levels altered during embryonic haemo-

oiesis. Our data clearly demonstrates that pluripotent embryonic stem (ES) cells

xpress the IFN receptors and respond to these cytokines. Following stimulation

FN a and g activated the Jak-STAT pathway and rapidly induced IFN response

enes (IRF, IFIT, OASL, GBP, family members). This was accompanied by ES cells

osing self-renewal potential as measured by several pluripotency markers (Alkaline

hosphatase, SSEA 1 & 3 and TRA 1-181). Differentiation was also reflected at the

ranscription level with altered levels of genes involved in maintaining ES cell plu-

ipotency and promoting differentiation (Oct4, Lefty 1 & 2, Sox17, Cdx2, ICAM1,

ECAM, Vav1, DKK1 & CEBPE). Analysis of embryonic haemopoietic tissue

amples revealed IFN receptors were expressed in the yolk sac (E7.5) and foetal liver

E15) with higher levels detected in the more mature liver, spleen, and bone marrow

amples (Day 14). Short-term IFN stimulation of foetal liver cells and ES derived

aemangioblasts increased cell proliferation and elicited a strong IFN response.

hereas during long-term cultures, in conditions to sustain multipotent progenitors,

FN stimulation resulted in enhanced differentiation, with a O20% reduction in the

ong-term HSC (Sca1Hi c-KitLow) population. Differentiation was also biased, with

FN stimulation enhancing granulocyte-macrophage progenitor and suppressing

egakaryocyte-erythroid progenitor formation. This study clearly demonstrates

hat IFN a and g are capable of modulating early stem cell behaviour and have

he potential to influence developmental haemopoiesis.
1016 - THE DARK SIDE OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL EXPANSION

IN VITRO CULTURE ENTAILS SPECIFIC DNA-HYPERMETHYLATION

HICH SEEMS TO BE RELEVANT FOR LOSS OF STEM CELL

UNCTION

arola Weidner1, Thomas Walenda1, Qiong Lin2, Monika W€olfler3, Bernd Denecke4,

van Costa4, Martin Zenke2, and Wolfgang Wagner1
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iology, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany; 3Department for Obstetrics

nd Gynecology, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany; 4Interdisciplinary

enter for Clinical Research, RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany

ematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HPCs) can be maintained in vitro, but the

ast majority of their progeny loses stemness during culture. In this study, we

nalyzed DNA-methylation (DNAm) profiles of either freshly isolated or expanded

D34+ cells cultured with or without mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) using Hu-

anMethylation450 BeadChip technology. Expansion of CD34+ cells either with or

ithout MSCs has relatively little impact on DNAm - although proliferation is

reatly increased by stromal support. Notably, all cultured HPCs (even those which

emained CD34+) acquired extensive DNA-hypermethylation within seven days in

itro, particularly in up-stream promoter regions, shore-regions of CpG islands and

inding sites for PU.1, HOXA5 and RUNX1. The vast majority of these DNAm

hanges were not related to senescence-associated DNAm changes but they were

ather located in relevant developmental genes. Furthermore, DNAm changes were

ssociated with differential expression of hematopoietic genes and aberrant splicing

f DNMT3A. Low concentrations of demethylating agents (such as zebularine or ep-
gallocatechin-3-O-gallate) slightly increased the frequency of colony-forming unit

nitiating cells indicating that inhibition of DNAm may support expansion of progen-

tor cells. Taken together, our results demonstrate that culture expanded HPCs - even

hose which maintain a primitive immunophenotype - acquire significant DNAm

hanges. These epigenetic modifications reflect the inefficient self-renewal under

n culture conditions even with stromal support. Control of epigenetic modifications

uring culture expansion may prevent loss of stemmness.



BINDING PROTEINS IN AML PATIENTS

Ewa Musialik1, Mateusz Bujko1, Paulina Kober1, Monika Grygorowicz1,

Marta Libura2, Marta Przestrzelska2, Przemyslaw Juszczynski3, and
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The family of CCAAT/enhancer binding proteins (CEBPs) are transcriptions factors

indispensible for myeloid differentiation. Aberrations in individual CEBPs genes are

found in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients. The aim of the study was to

compare promoter methylation and expression levels of CEBPA, CEBPD, CEBPE

and CEBPZ in a group of 78 AML patients and controls: normal bone marrow

(BM) samples and FACS-sorted hematopoietic precursor cells. DNA from Ficoll-iso-

lated mononuclear cells was bisulfite converted and DNA methylation level of regu-

latory regions was determined by quantitative methylation specific PCR (qMSP).

Relative expression level was measured by qRT-PCR. CEBPA, CEBPD and CEBPE

promoters methylation were elevated in 37%, 35,5% and 56,7% of AML patients,

respectively when compared to control samples. No CEBPZ promoter methylation

was observed, except normal hematopoietic progenitors. An inverse correlation of

DNA methylation and mRNA levels was found in AML patients for CEBPA and

in the group of methylation positive patients for CEBPD. Favorable cytogenetic

risk patients shared common methylation profile in hierarchical clustering analysis.

They revealed substantially elevated methylation level of CEBPA and lack of CEBPD

methylation. Significantly different CEBPE methylation levels were observed

between patients with inv16 and those with t(15:17) or t(8:21). CEBPD and CEBPE

expression levels were relevantly decreased in intermediate risk patients (mainly

S27Poster Presentations/ Experimental Hematology 41 (2013) S23–S75
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G9A IS REQUIRED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTION OF

GROUP 2 INNATE LYMPHOID CELLS

Frann Antignano1, Michael Hughes1, Matthew Gold1, Timotheus Halim2,

David Rattray1, Alistair Chenery1, Fumio Takei2, Kelly McNagny1, and Colby Zaph1
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Group 2 innate lymphoid cells (ILC2) are a recently identified cell type found in

mucosal tissues capable of producing high amounts of the Th2-type cytokines inter-

leukin (IL)-5 and IL-13 in response to the epithelial cell-derived cytokines IL-33 and

thymic stromal lymphopoietin (TSLP). ILC2s have been shown to play a role in

protease-induced type 2 immune responses in the lung. ILC2s are derived from

bone marrow-resident precursor cells with the cell surface phenotype Lin-

Sca1+cKit-CD127+CD25+IL-33R+. The molecular mechanisms that regulate ILC2

ontogeny remain unclear. Here we identify a role for the epigenetic modifier G9a

in the regulation of ILC2 development and function. G9a is a histone lysine methyl-

transferase that has been associated with transcriptional repression via dimethylation

of histone 3 lysine 9 (H3K9me2). G9a-dependent H3K9me2-mediated repression is

essential for early embryogenesis and is involved in the transcriptional repression of

developmental genes. In addition, G9a also has been shown to promote gene expres-

sion and is required for efficient CD4+ T-helper 2 (Th2) cell responses, including the

production of IL-5 and IL-13. Using mice with a hematopoietic cell-specific deletion

of G9a (VavG9a-/- mice), we found a significant reduction in the frequency of bone

marrow ILC2 progenitors as well as mature lung ILC2s in the absence of G9a.

Following stimulation of ILC2s with TSLP and IL-33, ILC2s isolated from the lungs

of VavG9a-/- mice were defective in their ability to produce IL-5 and IL-13 compared

to control G9afl/fl mice. Consistent with a role for G9a in ILC2 function, intranasal
administration of VavG9a-/- mice with papain resulted in decreased expression of Il5

and Il13 mRNA in the lung and reduced eosinophil influx into the brochoalveolar

lavage. Further, VavG9a-/- mice also display heightened resistance to house dust

mite antigen-induced allergic lung inflammation. Taken together, our data demon-

strate a role for G9a in ILC2 ontogeny and function during allergic lung inflamma-

tion.

cytogenetically normal). Patients carrying distinct favorable aberrations significantly

differed in CEBPs expression that was reflected in clustering analysis of a good cyto-

genetic prognostic group. AML cytogenetic risk groups and patients with particular

translocation are characterized by distinct methylation/expression profile of CEBPs

encoding genes.
P1018 - GENOME-WIDE MAPPING OF HISTONE MODIFICATIONS

MEDIATED BY THE POLYCOMB-GROUP COMPLEXES IN FETAL LIVER

AND ADULT BONE MARROW HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITOR CELLS

Motohiko Oshima1,2, Satoru Miyagi1,2, Shuhei Koide1,2, Yutaka Suzuki3, and

Atsushi Iwama1,2

1Cellular and Molecular Medicine, Chiba University, Chiba, Japan; 2JST, CREST, ,

Tokyo, Japan; 3Medical Genome Sciences, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

Epigenetic regulation of transcription is one of the major determinants of the devel-

opmental stage-specific characteristics of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells. We

previously showed that the dependency on the polycomb group (PcG) protein

Ezh2 distinguishes fetal from adult hematopoietic stem cells. This finding suggests

that the epigenetic regulation of hematopoiesis in fetal liver (FL) and adult bone

marrow (BM) is different. However, the details of this regulation remain unknown.

To address this, we purified Lin-c-Kit+Sca1- (LK) cells from mouse E14.5 FL and

adult BM and performed ChIP-sequence assays for H3K27me3 and H2AK119Ub1,

H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and H3K36me3. We also performed microarray analysis in

LK and Lin-Sca1+c-Kit+ (LSK) cells from FL and BM hematopoietic progenitor

cells (HPCs). More genes were marked by the PRC2 mark H3K27me3 in FL

HPCs than in BM HPCs (1922 vs. 622 genes). In contrast, more genes were marked

by the PRC1 mark H2AK119Ub1 in BM (871 genes) compared to FL (178 genes).

H2AK119Ub1 closely coincided with H3K27me3, suggesting that the PRC2-medi-

ated gene silencing tends to be reinforced by PRC1 during the transition from FL

to BM hematopoiesis. Among bivalent genes marked with both H3K4me3 and

H3K27me3 in BM, half of the genes were also marked with H2AK119Ub1 (250/

491 genes). Of note, 242 genes with H3K4me3 mark had H2AK119Ub1 marks but

little H3K27me3. Nonetheless, these genes were transcriptionally repressed like

canonical bivalent genes. Recently, a novel mechanism of gene silencing has been

proposed in which PHF19 binds H3K36me3 and recruits PRC2, followed by removal

of H3K36me3 and addition of H3K27me3. The majority of H3K36me3-marked

genes had H3K4me3 marks in both FL (454/547) and BM (431/660). Although

a significant portion of H3K27me3 and H2AK119Ub1 marks highly overlapped

with H3K4me3, PcG marks and H3K36me3 appeared to be mutually exclusive, as

expected. Our findings imply unique epigenetic regulation of FL and adult BM hema-

topoietic stem/progenitor cells.
P1019 - COMPARISON OF PROMOTER DNA METHYLATION AND

EXPRESSION LEVELS OF GENES ENCODING CCAAT/ENHANCER
P1020 - RED BLOOD CELL GENERATION FROM HUMAN INDUCED

PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS OF DIFFERENT DONOR CELL TYPE

ORIGIN

Isabel Dorn1,2, Katharina Klich1,3, Martina Radstaak1, Katherina Psathaki1,

Marcos Arauzo-Bravo1, Boris Burr1, Jeom Beom Kim4, Jan Kramer5, Hans Sch€oler1,

Holm Zaehres1, and Peter Schlenke3

1Max Planck Institute for Molecular Biomedicine, M€unster, Germany; 2Pediatric

Hematology and Oncology, University of M€unster, M€unster, Germany; 3Institute for

Transfusion Medicine and Transplantation Immunology, University of M€unster,

M€unster, Germany; 4Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, Ulsan,

Republic of Korea; 5LADR, Geesthacht, Germany

Manufacturing red blood cells (RBC) from human induced pluripotent stem cells

(iPS cells) offers the potential to produce large quantities of patients’ specific RBC

for transfusions purposes. Epigenetic memory in iPS cells in regard to their donor

cell type of origin might lead to variations in their differentiation capacities. We

have generated iPS cells from human cord blood CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells

(HSC) (CD34-iPS) and neural stem cells (NSC-iPS) and evaluated their differentia-

tion potential into hematopoietic precursor and mature RBC. For hematopoietic

induction, iPS cells were allowed to form embryoid bodies (EBs) under cytokine

stimulation for 21 days. Thereafter, dissociated single cells were applied to

a three-step protocol for human erythropoiesis for additional 18-25 days. We have

found a similar hematopoietic induction potential among our cell lines. After EB

dissociation on day 21, hematopoietic commitment, measured by CD43 expression,

was about 20% for all cell lines. Colony-forming unit assays demonstrate a similar

distribution of myeloid (CFU-M/CFU-GM), erythroid (BFU-E/CFU-E) and mixed

(CFU-GEMM) colonies. Hematopoietic cells further developed into erythroid precur-

sors as determined by O90% expression of glycophorin A, followed by maturation

into normoblasts and partially enucleated RBC. All human iPS derived erythrocytes

predominantly present fetal hemoglobin (O85%), some embryonic and only a minor

amount of adult hemoglobin. In summary, we were able to recapitulate the develop-

ment of RBC from all human iPS cell lines evaluated. In addition, our data hint at

a similar erythrocyte induction potential of iPS cells, independent of their donor

cell type origin.
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1021 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

OVEL FUNCTIONAL ROLES FOR TEN-ELEVEN-TRANSLOCATION 2

TET2) IN NORMAL AND LEUKEMIC GROWTH OF MAST CELLS

aghuveer Mali1, Valeria Visconte2, Tiu Ramon2, Helmut Hanenberg1,
ingjiang Xu1, and Reuben Kapur1

Department of Pediatrics, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis,

ndiana, USA; 2Translational Hematology and Oncology Research, Cleveland Clinic,

leveland, Ohio, USA

ast cells play a vital role in innate and adaptive immunity. KIT receptor signaling is

ssential for mast cell growth and survival. Gain-of-function mutations in KIT

eceptor have been identified in humans in 90% of systemic mastocytosis (SM)

atients. KITD816V mutation found in SM is imatinib-resistant and current anti-

IT therapies for KITD816V+ SM are ineffective. Our recent clinical studies have

dentified the presence of Tet2 mutations in 23% of mastocytosis patients and are

ssociated with poor overall prognosis. However, the physiologic role(s) of Tet2 in

ormal mast cell development and cooperation between Tet2 and KITD816V muta-

ions in SM are not well studied. In this study, we have determined the functional role

f Tet2 in normal mast cell development and molecular mechanisms of cooperation

etween Tet2 and KITD816V mutations in SM. We found significantly increased

umber of immature mast cells in the peritoneal cavity of Tet2-/- mice compared

o WT mice in vivo. Bone marrow-derived mast cells (BMMCs) from Tet2-/- mice

how significant reduction in 5-hydroxymethyl cytosine levels compared to WT

MMCs. Tet2-/- BMMCs show significant reduction in mast cell differentiation,

educed expression of mast cell-specific genes MCP-5, MCP-6 and CPA, and altered

xpression of key transcription factors Mitf, Gata-2 and PU.1 compared to WT

MMCs. In addition, Tet2-/- BMMCs show enhanced cytokine-induced growth

nd survival. Furthermore, Tet2-/- murine or knocked down human cells bearing

IT mutation show significantly enhanced growth compared to cells bearing

IT mutation alone. Hyperproliferation of Tet2-/- BMMCs in the presence and

bsence of KIT mutation is associated with reduced expression of Pten and enhanced

ctivation of the PI3Kinase/AKT pathway. Treatment with demethylating agent 5-

zacytidine or PI3Kinase inhibitor GDC-0941 (p110a/d-specific), but not TGX221

p110b-specific) or IC87114 (p110d-specific), significantly reduced the hyperprolif-

ration of Tet2-/- BMMCs and cell lines as well as primary BM blasts derived from
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cytokines. No significant difference between both coculture types (iPSC or EB) was

noticed. Freezing and thawing of the CD34+ progenitors did not modify the progenitor

ability. X-CGD neutrophils and macrophages derived from X-CGD iPSCs showed no

Nox2 expression andNADPHoxidase activity unlike control cells. In conclusion,we suc-

ceeded to generate a cellular model of X-CGD ready to test new therapeutic approaches.
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astocytosis patients bearing KITD816V mutation. Thus, combinatorial therapy

nvolving both demethylating agent and PI3Kinase inhibitor is likely to be ideal

or treating SM patients with Tet2 and KIT mutations.
t

1022 - OPTIMIZATION OF X-LINKED CHRONIC GRANULOMATOUS

ISEASE MODELIZATION BY USING PATIENT-SPECIFIC INDUCED

LURIPOTENT STEM CELLS

ulie Brault1,2, Erwan Goutagny1,2, Tomo Saric3, Karl-Heinz Krause7,

arie-Jos�e Stasia1,2, K. Shao3, Mk Gupta3, D. Grunwald4, Jp Brion5, and

. Plantaz6

Centre Diagnostic et Recherche sur la granulomatose septique (CDiReC), Institut de

iologie et Pathologie, Grenoble, France; 2TheREx, TIMC/Imag, UMR CNRS 5525,

niversit�e Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France; 3Institute for Neurophysiology,

ologne, Germany; 4iRTSV/BCI, CEA, Grenoble, France; 5CEA, Grenoble, France;

Pôle de M�edecine Aigue et Communautaire, Pôle Couple Enfant, Grenoble, France;

Dept. of Pathology and Immunology, Pôle Couple Enfant, Grenoble, Switzerland

nduced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are reprogrammed somatic cells with embryonic

tem cell (ESC)-like characteristics generated by the introduction of combinations of

pecific transcription factors. Patient-specific iPSCs can be used to recapitulate

isease-specific phenotypes for the screening of new therapies. Chronic granulomatous

isease (CGD), a rare inherited immunodeficiency, is characterized by recurrent and

evere infections in childhood. The most frequent form is the X-linked CGD (X-CGD)

ue to mutations in CYBB leading to the absence of Nox2 of the phagocytic NADPH

xidase complex, responsible for the production ofmicrobicidal reactive oxygen species.

ur objective was to optimize the generation of phagocytes reproducing the X-CGD

hysiopathology in order to test a new therapeutic approach based on protein therapy.

-CGD and control iPSC lines were reprogrammed from human fibroblasts with

SKM retroviral vectors. iPSC lines expressing pluripotency markers were able to

ormembryoid bodies (EBs)with the three embryonic germ layers. Hematopoietic differ-

ntiation induced after coculture of iPSCs or EBs with OP9 mouse bonemarrow stromal

ell line, was characterized by a fast decrease of pluripotency markers with a progressive

ppearance of CD34+ progenitors. Terminal differentiation into mature neutrophils or

acrophages (5.10^5 cells) was obtained in 10-14 days by using specific hematopoietic
1023 - CONTROLLED GENERATION OF HEMATOPOIETIC

ROGENITOR CELLS FROM PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS USING

ICROENVIRONMENTAL CUES

uhammad Rahman1, Patrick Brauer2, Juan Z�u~niga-Pfl€ucker2, and Peter Zandstra1

Institute of Biomaterials & Biomedical Engineering, University of Toronto,

owntown Toronto, Ontario, Canada; 2Sunnybrook Research Institute, Toronto,

ntario, Canada

uman pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) have great potential for regenerative medicine

ue to their ability to develop into any of the somatic cells including blood cells.

owever, invitro protocols for generating hPSC-derived hematopoietic progenitor cells

HPCs) utilize xenogenic products, display low yields and typically generate primitive

lood phenotypes. Current evidence suggests a hemogenic endothelial (HE) population

iving rise to definitive blood cells. Obtaining this population from hPSCs has been

ifficult since definitive hematopoiesis during embryogenesis is a dynamic and tightly

ontrolled process.We hypothesize that hPSC-derived endothelial cells can be obtained

sing defined and controlled conditions and can be micropatterned into artificial niches

o mimic blood forming HE. The AggreWellTM technology was used to generate vari-

ble aggregate sizes to culture PSCs towards HPCs in serum-free defined media.

xpression of CD45 peaked by day 20 (35%) and colony forming cells from PSC-

erived cells were highest on day 13 at 200 colonies/105 seeded cells. HE expression

as assessed by tracking CD34+VECAD+CD43- which was highest on day 8. There-

fter, day 8 cellswere sorted intoCD34+VECAD+ andwere positive for vonwillebrand

actor and uptake of low density lipoprotein confirming its endothelial nature. To assess

f these cells can give rise to definitive-like blood cells, day 8 CD34+CD43- cells (29%

xpression pre-sort) were magnetically sorted and placed on non-irradiated OP9-DL1

ells for co-culture. By day 21 of co-culture, cells were 11% positive for CD5+CD7+

ndicative of pro-T lymphoid cells thereby implicating their definitive potential. We

ave previously shown that precise control of colony size allows for the manipulation

f hESC fate. Building on this, day 8 HE cells are currently being patterned as 200

m diameter spots with a 500 mmpitch (distance b/w spots). These cells will be supple-

ented with factors involved in embryonic definitive hematopoiesis to enhance blood

nduction compared to our co-culture experiments. All in all, these studies demonstrate

he use of tools that allow us to recapitulate aspects of the embryonicmicroenvironment

o guide PSCs towards hematopoietic cells in an efficient and scalable fashion.
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P1024 - IN VITRO GENERATION OF FUNCTIONAL T-CELLS STARTING

FROM GENE-CORRECTED WISKOTT-ALDRICH SYNDROME HUMAN

IPSC

Yasmine Van Caeneghem1, Rasoul Pourebrahimabadi2, Tamara Laskowski2,

Zita Garate2,3, Ana Crane2, Jose Carlos Segovia3, Michael Holmes4,

Bart Vandekerckhove1, and Brian Davis2

1Laboratory for Experimental Immunology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
2Center for Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine, Institute of Molecular Medicine,

University of Texas Health Science Center, Houston, Texas, USA; 3Differentiation

and Cytometry Unit, Hematopoiesis and Gene Therapy Division, Centro de

Investigaciones Energ�eticas, Medioambientales y Tecnol�ogicas, Madrid, Spain;
4Sangamo BioSciences, Richmond, California, USA

Introduction: Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome (WAS) is an X-linked primary immunode-

ficiency disease characterized by thrombocytopenia, recurrent infections and

increased autoimmunity. This disease is caused by mutations in the WAS protein(-

WASp) gene which is exclusively expressed in hematopoietic cells and results in

functional abnormalities in T- and B-cells, hematopoietic progenitors, platelets,

etc. We investigated restoration of T-cell functionality using the zinc finger nuclease

targeted gene-correction strategy. Results: We generated iPSC from a WAS patient

carrying an insertional mutation. Using ZFN-technology, a WAS-2A-eGFP transgene

was targeted at the endogenous chromosomal location, under native gene transcrip-

tional control. eGFP expression during hematopoietic differentiation was evaluated

by flow cytometry and qPCR. We confirmed hematopoietic specificity of eGFP+ cells

and showed that only eGFP+ cells are expressing the corrected WAS sequence. Next,

we generated CD3+T-cells using an OP9DLL1-coculture system. Briefly, iPSC

colony fragments were cocultured with OP9 cells to generate CD34+ and CD43+

cells. These cells were then recultured into a secondary coculture with OP9DLL1

cells. After 14 days, up to 13% of CD5+CD7+ lymphoid committed progenitors

were present and nearly 100% of hematopoietic cells were eGFP+. We observed

12% of CD4+CD8+ cells at day 28 of coculture. After 37 days, 1.5% of our culture

contained CD3+T-cells which were all eGFP+ and contained both TCRab+CD3+

and TCRdg+CD3+ cells. Conclusion: Targeted integration of the WAS gene in

WAS-iPSC results in restoration of WAS expression during in vitro hematopoiesis.

We generated CD3+ T-cells from these iPSC assaying expression throughout

lymphoid development. It is now necessary to confirm that restoration of WASp

expression results in restoration of WASp-dependent T-cell function.
P1025 - RESISTANCE TO ZINC FINGER NUCLEASE (ZFN)-MEDIATED

FANCA DISRUPTION IN HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELLS (HESC)

Kim Vanuytsel, Laura Ordovas Vidal, Qing Cai, Nisha Nair, Rob Van Rossom, and

Catherine Verfaillie

Stem Cell Institute Leuven (SCIL), KULeuven, Leuven, Belgium

Fanconi anemia (FA) is characterized by progressive bone marrow failure (BMF),

which leads to acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in 30% of cases. The high cancer

predisposition and hypersensitivity to cross-linking agents reflect the genomic insta-

bility in FA patients and illustrate the link with DNA repair processes. To investigate

the mechanism underlying the hematopoietic defects seen in FA, we aimed to create

a human pluripotent stem cell model by knocking-out the FANCA gene in hESC via

ZFN-mediated homologous recombination (HR). After targeting FANCA by insert-

ing a Puromycin (Puro) selection cassette, we found one clone where southern blot

(SB) suggested a higher abundance of transgenic (TG) alleles than wild-type

(WT). Given that hESC are split as clumps, we hypothesized that this clone might

represent a mixture of heterozygously (+/-) and homozygously (-/-) targeted cells.

Disappearance of the band corresponding to the WT allele upon reselection with

a higher dose of Puro confirmed this hypothesis. However, when the same clone

was assessed by SB a few passages after Puro selection, the WT allele was again de-

tected, suggesting a selective growth advantage of +/- cells, which can escape or

withstand selection pressure, over -/- cells. We performed HR with a Hygromycin

(Hygro) cassette in the WT allele of a clone that was heterozygous for the Puro inser-

tion. Some HygroR clones, in which the absence of the WT allele (as a confirmation

of bi-allelic targeting) was demonstrated, underwent growth arrest and could not be

maintained in culture. The WT allele however reappeared one passage later and re-

mained present ever after despite extensive reselection. The presence of WT FANCA

in spite of clear demonstration of bi-allelic targeting was further substantiated by

Western blot and immunofluorescence data. Together these data point towards

a severe growth disadvantage of FANCA KO hESC. Whether stem cells may invoke

alternative mechanisms to circumvent the loss of important DNA repair genes is

currently under investigation.

P1026 - REGULATION OF MOUSE EMBRYONIC STEM CELL FATE BY

RIBOSOMAL PROTEINS

Simon Fortier1, Tara MacRae1, Tobias Sargeant2, and Guy Sauvageau1

1Institute for Research in Immunology and Cancer (IRIC), Montreal, Quebec,

Canada; 2The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Melbourne,

Victoria, Australia

Embryonic stem cells (ESC) have the capacity to differentiate into all cell types of

the organism (pluripotency). Regulation of self-renewal and differentiation is critical

in order to maintain this property. The possibility that some key ESC fate determi-

nants are not identified yet prompted us to create a collection of ESC clones that carry

nested chromosomal deletions. We used this library of more than 1000 clones to

screen for embryoid body (EB) formation determinants, followed by complementa-

tion experiments of the phenotypic groups in order to identify new genomic elements

regulating ESC fate. This strategy allowed us to identify the ribosomal protein S14

(Rps14) as essential for ESC differentiation. Since a number of genes from this

family were deleted in individual library clones, we decided to evaluate the impact

of ribosomal protein (RP) on ESC behavior. GO Term analysis of our EB formation

screen showed that deletions of RP coding genes were likely to produce an abnormal

differentiation phenotype. Complementation experiments also showed that ESC are

tolerant to RP imbalance in order to self-renew, but that their differentiation potential

is affected upon such deletions. Moreover, while p53 signaling proved to be impor-

tant in the context of several ribosomal biogenesis disorders, we identified a potential

p53-independent regulation of ESC fate upon some specific RP gene deletions. Our

ongoing studies on ESC fate regulation by RP are likely to shed light on important

mechanisms used to restrict ESC differentiation potential.
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1028 - NOREPINEPHRINE IMPROVES THE GENERATION OF

EMATOPOIETIC CELLS FROM HUMAN PLURIPOTENT STEM CELLS

arolina Guibentif1, Roger R€onn1, Roksana Moraghebi1, Emanuela Monni2,

arita Madsen2, Zaal Kokaia2, Olle Lindvall2, and Niels-Bjarne Woods1

Molecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;

Laboratory of Stem Cells and Restorative Neurology, Lund University, Lund,

weden

he possibility of differentiating human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) to hematopoietic

tem cells (HSCs) could provide an unlimited source of donor cells for the treatment of

ematological disorders and malignancies where HSC transplantation is required.

ecently, signaling from the developingperipheral nervous system(PNS)has been impli-

ated in the generation of HSCs in the aorta gonad mesonephros (AGM) of mouse

mbryos. Our own observations of explants of AGM and urogenital ridge (UR) explants

rom6weeksold human embryos showneurogenic potential. Since theAGMandURare

ctive sites of hematopoietic emergence,we hypothesize thatmigrating neural crest (NC)

ells, precursors of the PNS, might have an active role in HSC generation. Given that, at

he time of HSC emergence, NC cells express enzymes required for catecholamine

roduction, we added norepinephrine (NE) to our optimized hPSCdifferentiation system

nd assessed for hematopoietic progenitor cell output. We observed a 2 fold increase of

ells with an HSC phenotype (CD43+CD34+CD38-CD90+CD45RA-) compared to

ontrol settings.We identified this phenotype as a cellwithhighest lymphoid andmyeloid

ifferentiation potential. Importantly, the increase was specific to this most immature

raction, since the proportion of progenitors (CD43+CD34+CD38- cells) and of total

lood (CD43+) did not display a significant increase in the presence of NE. Continuing

he differentiation culture for 5 additional days did not show additional increase in the

umber of HSCs. This indicates that higher proportion of HSCs in the presence of NE

s due to increased emergence from hemogenic endothelium rather than to better main-

enance of the cells in culture. Improved generation of immature progenitors was also

onsistent with an increase of colonies in the colony forming unit assay. The increased

utput of primitive hematopoietc progenitors was reversed when the Adrenergic

eceptor b2 specific inhibitor ICI 118,551 was added together with NE, showing that

he effect of NE is mediated by the activation of this receptor. Currently we are in the

rocess of transplanting these cells in immunocompromised mice, in order to determine
hether NE is the factor needed to achieve engraftment of hPSC-derived HSCs. progenitor cells, at least during ESC differentiation, in vitro.
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1029 - PROFILING OF MICRORNA EXPRESSION INVOLVED IN IPSC

ENERATION, MAINTENANCE AND DIFFERENTIATION USING A HIGH

HROUGHPUT, LNA�-ENHANCED QPCR METHOD

ohnathan Lai1, Shirley Mei2, Mirabelle Ho2, Kenny Schlosser2, Duncan Stewart2,3,

nd Peter Mouritzen1

R&D, Exiqon A/S, Vedbæk, Denmark; 2Ottawa Hospital Research Institute, Ottawa,

ntario, Canada; 3University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

tem cells have received increasing attention in recent years due to their notable

otential in self-renewal and the ability to differentiate into different cell types.

he creation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) further demonstrates their

road applications in drug discovery and cell-based therapeutic development by cir-

umventing the ethical dilemma of using human embryonic stem cells (hESC). Mi-

roRNAs are small (w22 nt), single stranded non-coding RNAs that play critical

oles in post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression. Recently, it has become

vident that microRNAs are key players in the regulation of stem cell differentiation

nd homeostasis. Thus, characterizing stem cell populations by microRNA profiling

t various stages of differentiation may improve our understanding of stem cell devel-

pment. We have applied LNA�-enhanced microRNA qPCR to study microRNAs

xpression in differentiating pluripotent stem cells. The Exiqon Stem Cell Focus mi-

roRNA PCR panel offers a fast and highly sensitive method for microRNAs quan-

ification with accurate and linear detection over several orders of magnitude, which

s imperative when detecting small, but significant changes in microRNA expression

evels. The current study examines how miRNAs, as known regulators of pluripo-

ency and lineage development, may be involved in differentiation efficiency of

PSC, a major determinant in stem cell-based therapeutic development. The goal is

o determine distinct microRNA signatures from iPSC of different stages of differen-

iation that can reveal relevant signaling pathways that control the downstream fate or

herapeutic potential, depending on various factors such as cellular origins or

ethods of reprogramming, etc. The Stem Cell Focus microRNA PCR panel thus

ffers an efficient tool to characterize iPSCs for use in research, drug discovery

nd the manufacture of cell-based therapies.
1030 - HOXB4 COOPERATES WITH RUNX1 TO PROMOTE THE

EVELOPMENT OF HEMATOPOIETIC CELLS AT THE HEMOGENIC

NDOTHELIUM STAGE, IN VITRO

adine Teichweyde, Corinna Meyer, Susanne Skibbe, Peter Horn, and

annes Klump

nstitute for Transfusion Medicine, University Hospital Essen, Essen, NRW,

ermany

ematopoietic differentiation of pluripotent stem cells and expansion of emerging

tem and progenitor cells (HSPCs), in vitro, are strongly enhanced by ectopic expres-

ion of the homeodomain transcription factor HOXB4. However, the underlying

echanisms are still ill-defined. Therefore, we investigated its influence on major

ate decisions during different stages of embryonic stem (ES-) cell differentiation,

n vitro. For this purpose, we retrovirally expressed HOXB4 or a Tamoxifen-inducible

OXB4-ERT2 fusion in different reporter ESC-lines. These lines were differentiated

s embryoid bodies (EBs) for 6 days and, after dissociation, cultured on OP9 stroma

ells for different periods of time. During cocultivation on OP9 cells, HOXB4 medi-

ted a significant increase in the number of circular, sheet-like structures which ex-

ressed Endothelial Protein C Receptor (CD201), VE-Cadherin (CD144), PECAM

CD31) and were capable of Dil-ac-LDL uptake. When using ESCs containing

Venus reporter gene integrated into one Runx1 allele (Runx1/Venus+; S. Nishikawa,

obe), we noted that the emerging Runx1/Venus+ CD41+ hematopoietic cells were

ssociated with such sheet-structures, thus presumably representing hemogenic endo-

helium layers. In this reporter line, HOXB4 did not induce or alter initial Runx1

xpression during EB-development. However, during the subsequent OP9-cocultiva-

ion phase it promoted the appearance of a subpopulation expressing increased levels

f Runx1/Venus, which contained all arising CD45+ cells. Furthermore, use of

Runx1-/- ESC-line allowing for Doxycycline-inducible Runx1 expression (iRunx1;

. Lacaud, Manchester) and additionally expressing Tamoxifen-inducible HOXB4

ncovered that both transcription factors cooperate in hemogenic endothelium cells.

hilst HOXB4 alone strongly promoted the formation of hemogenic endothelium

tructures, CD45+ cells were only generated after additional induction of Runx1

xpression. So far, our results suggest that HOXB4 and Runx1 may interdepend
1031 - IDENTIFICATION OF PLURIPOTENT AREA DURING IN VITRO

IFFERENTIATION OF EMBRYOID BODIES

atef Hamidabadi1 and Reza Mahmoudi2

Anatomy & cell biology, Mazandaran University of Medical Sciences, Sari,

azandaran, Islamic Republic of Iran; 2Cellular and molecullar research center,

asuj University of Medical Sciences, Yasuj, Iran., Yasuj University of Medical

ciences, Yasuj, Iran., Yasuj, Islamic Republic of Iran

ntroduction: The aim of this study was to determined pluripotent area following

avorable condition medium and its time period on differentiation Primordial Germ

ells (PGCs) from mouse Embryonic Stem Cells (mESCs) in vitro. Methods and

atherials: Embryoid Bodies (EBs) from mES cells were cultured in combination

f 10 ng/ml BMP4 and 2mM Retinoic Acid at the different time interval 2,4,6,8

nd 10 days (D). The pluripotent marker Oct-4 screened by Immunocytochemistry.

o confirm early germ cells, double staining was performed with post-migratory

erm cell marker Mvh. Results: Based on Oct4 positve cells (OPCs), EBs were clas-

ified to 5 types. In D2 and D4 OPCs were observed in EBs in small clusters in center

type I) and peripheral part (type II) of EBs respectively. However, in D6, single cells

xpressing Oct4 were found in EBs (type III). The greatest variation in expressing of

ct4 was observed in D6 and D8 (types I-IV, type IV; no reaction). In D10, only the

ingle cells expressing Oct4 were detected in the surface part of EBs (type V). The

ost EBs that co- expression Oct4 / Mvh were detected only D8 and especially D10.

he putative germ cells still express pluripotency marker Oct4 that detected in the

ucleus of putative of PGCs. That seems to be expressed in the areas where chro-

atin is not condensed. Another marker is Mvh, which was presented in the cyto-

lasm has also bigger nucleus thus distinguishable from other cell types in EBs.

onclusions: The OPCs in D2-D4 like germ cells arise at the base of allantois

ollowing in D6 single cells expressing Oct4 indicate migratory germ cells (type

II). The single cells expressing Oct4 in D10 are just pluripotent germ cell with char-

cteristic of early germ cells.

ey words Primordial Germ Cells, Mvh, Embryoid Bodies, Pluripotente Cells.



site (n5424). After stringent exclusion of all genes located within gene clusters 32

candidate genes were identified. To evaluate the hematopoietic activity of gene cor-

rected cell clones with CIS we monitored their contribution to blood formation post

transplantation. IS close to candidate genes were detectable 15 to 93 times in a total

of 102 analyzed patient samples during a time period of 4 years, demonstrating long

term activity of HSC clones carrying IS near candidates . Interestingly, 12 of 32 iden-

tified genes have not been linked to hematopoiesis so far. Of these, 4 genes are known
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P1032 - QUANTIFICATION OF STEM CELL / NICHE INTERACTIONS BY

COUPLING IN VIVO IMAGING AND IN SILICO SIMULATION

Ingo Roeder1, Axel Krinner1, Nico Scherf1, Marc Scott2, Narges Rashidi2,

Tilo Pompe3, and Cristina Lo Celso2

1Institute for Medical Informatics and Biometrie, TU Dresden, Medical School,

Dresden, Germany; 2Department of Life Sciences, Imperial College, London, UK;
3Instiute of Biochemistry, University Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

For decades the bone marrow has been recognized as the home of hematopoietic stem

cells (HSCs). Their regulation has been studied extensively, in particular regarding

single molecules and pathways, but a comprehensive and dynamic picture is still

elusive. This holds especially true for spatial organization. Recent advances in

imaging techniques now allow acquisition of data on position and migration of

HSCs in vivo. However, those techniques are limited by a relatively small observation

volume and time span due to experimental limitations. Here, we complement in vivo

imaging of HSCs in a mouse model by a mathematical model of spatio-temporal

HSC dynamics and exploit its potential to identify basic principles of stem cell /

niche organization. The computer model allows us to test a number of general mech-

anisms of HSC / niche interaction independent of molecular details. Specifically, we

investigate various modes of cell migration and niche geometries with respect to their

influence on HSC organization. The in silico model demonstrates that spatial distri-

bution of HSCs crucially depends on different mechanisms, such as motility of cells,

attraction forces of HSCs towards niche sites, but potentially also repulsion of HSCs

from already occupied niches. The simulation results are compared to in vivo exper-

iments, which demonstrate that the distances of transplanted hematopoietic cells to

osteoblasts and bone surface varies between different cell types. Interestingly, simu-

lated distance distributions of various hematopoietic cell types to osteoblasts turned

out to be most similar to experimental data for random motion and not for an explicit

niche-mediated attraction.

P1033 - DECLINED PRESENTATION
CD34 FAMILY PROTEINS ARE KEY REGULATORS OF

HEMATOPOIETIC CELL MIGRATION AND VASCULAR PERMEABILITY

Michael Hughes1, Erin DeBruin1, Bernard Lo1, Matthew Gold1, Julie Nielsen3,

Poh Tan1, Marie-Renee Blanchet2, and Kelly McNagny1

1The Biomedical Research Centre, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada; 2Department of Medicine, Universit�e Laval, Quebec City,

Quebec, Canada; 3Trev and Joyce Deeley Research Centre, BC Cancer Agency,

Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

CD34 is a widely used marker of hematopoietic progenitors and vascular endothelia

yet, its function remains obscure. It is the founding member of a family of three

proteins (CD34, podocalyxin and endoglycan) with overlapping expression patterns

on progenitors and endothelia, but with distinct expression patterns on other tissues.

For example, CD34 is uniquely expressed by mast cells, eosinophils and dendritic

cell precursors, and we find that mice lacking CD34 are remarkably resistant to

a variety of mucosal inflammatory diseases including allergic asthma, hypersensi-

tivity pneumonitis and colitis. This resistance reflects defective inflammatory cell

trafficking due to enhanced adhesion and impaired chemotaxis, which is reversed

through ectopic expression of a human CD34 transgene. Podocalyxin, in contrast,

is uniquely expressed by a variety of embryonic tissues and inactivation of the Podxl

gene leads to perinatal lethality due to a failure of tissues to undergo appropriate

morphogenesis. Furthermore, selective inactivation of Podxl in adult endothelial cells

results in increased vascular leakage and development of an emphysema-like pheno-

type due to poor vessel patency in the lung. This suggests that podocalyxin plays an

important function in maintaining homeostasis in the adult vasculature. Finally, these

proteins also play key roles in hematopoietic precursor homing; podocalyxin, in

particular, facilitates CXCR4-dependent chemotaxis, likely by stabilizing polarized

signaling through CXCR4. Intriguingly, despite the impaired homing of Podxl-/-

progenitors, they exhibit a competitive advantage in engraftment of transplanted

mice that is highly reminiscent of CXCR4-/- progenitors. In summary, our data

suggest that CD34-type proteins play critical roles in a variety of normal develop-

mental processes, hematopoiesis and immunity. Mechanistically, they act as key

regulators of adhesion, chemotaxis, cell morphogenesis and, potentially, stem cell

expansion.
P1034 - IDENTIFICATION OF NOVEL REGULATORY GENES OF HUMAN

POST-EMBRYONIC HEMATOPOIESIS

Shayda Hemmati1, Friederike Herbst1, Claudia Ball1, Anna Paruzynski1,

Christoph Klein2, Maximilian Witzel2, Kaan Boztug3, Manfred Schmidt1,

Christof von Kalle1, and Hanno Glimm1

1Translational Oncology, National Center for Tumor Diseases (NCT) and German

Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), Heidelberg, Germany; 2Pediatrics, Dr. von Hauner

Children’s Hospital, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit€at Munich, Munich, Germany;
3Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) fate is controlled by intrinsic and extrinsic factors

regulating proliferation, self-renewal, apoptosis or differentiation thereby adapting

blood cell production to the need of the organism. We and others have shown that

genetic manipulation of hematopoiesis using retroviral vectors (RV) can trigger

clonal expansion and malignancy by the integration of the therapeutic vector into

specific gene regions. In a total of 16 human gene therapy trials we detected genetic

loci which are highly overrepresented, indicating for a selective advantage of clones

carrying these common vector integration sites (CIS) in vivo. We therefore hypothe-

size that CIS significantly enriched in genetically modified blood cells point to a regu-

latory function of nearby genes in post-embryonic hematopoiesis. To identify

potential stem cell regulatory genes we systematically analyzed the insertion site

(IS) repertoire of gene corrected blood cells within a cohort of 10 gene therapy

patients with Wiskott-Aldrich-Syndrome. Using highly sensitive linear amplification

mediated PCR combined with high-throughput 454 sequencing a total of 12.887

unique IS in the vicinity of 3.268 genes were identified. Next, we selected all genes

with at least 10 different IS within a 200 kb window around the gene (n5588). To

enrich for genes with increased probability of transcriptional activation we then chose

those genes with at least 10 IS within a 50kb window around the transcriptional start
proto-oncogenes and 3 are highly expressed in HSC. The highest ranked genes EVI1,

CCND2 and LMO2 are known as hematopoietic regulators and key factors in malig-

nant transformation, thereby validating our candidate selection strategy. These data

demonstrate that RV IS datasets derived from gene therapy patients can be used to

identify regulatory genes of hematopoiesis. Systematic identification of novel regu-

latory genes in meta datasets derived from a larger number of gene therapy studies

and subsequent validation in vitro and in vivo will allow new insights into the biology

of post-embryonic hematopoiesis.
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1035 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

NFLUENCE OF GRANULOCYTIC COLONY-STIMULATING FACTOR ON

ERIPHERAL LYMPHOID SUBSETS IN PATENTS WITH

RTERIOSCLEROSIS OBLITERANS

atyana Glazanova, Jeanna Chubukina, Olga Rozanova, Vitaly Soldatenkov, and

udmila Bubnova

mmunohematology Lab, Russian Research Institute of Hematology and

ransfusiology, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

eripheral hematopoietic stem cells (PHSC) are used in treatment of patients with

road spectrum of diseases. Nevertheless, there are few data about the influence of

ranulocytic colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF) on immune system of patients who

eceived G-CSF for the harvesting of PHSC.

im: To evaluate the influence of G-CSF on parameters of peripheral lymphoid

ubsets in patients with critical ischaemia of lower extremities due to arteriosclerosis

bliterans (AO), who received G-CSF before autologous PHSC transplantation. 14

atients with AO received G-CSF (filgrastim, 10 mg/kg) for 3 days followed by

pheresis of PSC. The number of CD34+ cell was measured by standard flow cytom-

try protocol. PHSC were introduced by multiple intramuscular injections under

ltrasound control. Expression of CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, DR, CD16/CD56 on

eripheral blood lymphoid cells was evaluated using 5-color flow cytometry at 3

oints: 1) before the 1st G-CSF injection, 2) at the next day after the last injection

nd 3) 1 month after autologous PHSC transplantation. Control group included 52

atients with AO on standard therapy. Initial values of lymphoid subsets in patients

ith AO did not differ significantly neither from normal values obtained from healthy

olunteers, nor from control group. There were no significant changes in relative

umbers of T-cells (CD3+) and their main subsets - CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+,

s well as B-cells (CD19+ DR+) and NK-cells (CD16/56+) during G-CSF therapy.

onclusion: We did not establish any significant shifts in main lymphoid subsets

n peripheral blood of patients with AO, who received G-CSF in standard doses

or the harvesting of PHSC. Our data could be considered during CD34+ cell therapy

or some other cohorts, particularly, immunocompromised patients.
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1036 - HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS FROM TS65DN MOUSE BONE

ARROWARE DEFICIENT IN THE REPAIR OF DNA DOUBLE-STRAND

REAKS

ianhui Chang1, Yingying Wang1,2, Lijian Shao1, Janie Byrum1, Wei Feng1, Yi Luo1,

imin Meng2, Marie Chow1, and Daohong Zhou1

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, Little Rock, Arkansas, USA; 2Institute

f Radiation Medicine of Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences, Tianjin, China

own syndrome (DS) is the most common chromosomal abnormality in humans

aused by trisomy 21. Pediatric patients with DS display various hematologic disor-

ers and are at increased risk of leukemia. Ts65Dn mice are trisomic for 104 ortho-

ogs of the genes on human chromosome 21 and are one of the most widely used

ouse models for DS research. It has been shown that aneuploidy can impair

NA damage repair and induce genomic instability. Therefore, we investigated

hether hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) from Ts65Dn mice are deficient in the

epair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs), because the deficiency in the repair

f DSBs in HSCs can potentially contribute to DS-associated hematological abnor-

alities and malignancies by impairing HSC self-renewal and inducing hematopoi-

tic genetic instability. Our results showed that Ts65Dn mice had significantly less

one marrow HSCs than wild-type (WT) littermate controls, whereas the levels of

one marrow hematopoietic progenitor cells (HPCs) were similar. The lower level

f HSCs in Ts65Dn mice was associated with a significantly higher level of DSBs

nd lower level of clonogenic activity when compared to the cells from WT controls.

lthough levels of DSBs in HSCs were similar at 1 hr after exposure to g-irradiation

n vitro, HSCs from Ts65Dn mice had significantly higher levels of unrepaired DSBs

han the cells from WT mice at 3 and 6 hr after irradiation. Moreover, after exposure

o g-irradiation in vitro, the reduction in clonogenic function was significantly greater

n Ts65Dn HSCs than WT HSCs. In contrast, no significant differences in these

arameters were observed in HPCs from Ts65Dn and WT mice with or without irra-

iation. These findings suggest that an additional copy of genes on human chromo-

ome 21 can selectively impair the ability of HSCs to repair DSBs, which may

ontribute to DS-associated hematological abnormalities and malignancies. The
echanisms by which HSC repair of DSBs is regulated by gene dosage remain to

e elucidated.
1037 - CD133 IS A MODIFIER OF HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITOR

REQUENCIES BUT IS DISPENSABLE FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF

OUSE HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

athrin Arndt1, Tatyana Grinenko1, Nicole Mende1, Doreen Reichert2,

elanie Portz1, Tatsiana Ripich1,5, Peter Carmeliet3,4, Denis Corbeil2, and

laudia Waskow1

Regeneration in Hematopoiesis, Center for Regenerative Therapies Dresden

CRTD), Dresden University of Technology, 01307 Dresden, Saxony, Germany;

Tissue Engineering Laboratories, Biotec and CRTD, Dresden University of

echnology, 01307 Dresden, Saxony, Germany; 3Laboratory of Angiogenesis and

eurovascular Link, Vesalius Research Center, VIB, 3000 Leuven, Belgium;

Laboratory of Angiogenesis and Neurovascular Link, Department of Oncology,

atholieke Universiteit Leuven, 3000 Leuven, Belgium; 5Institute of Physiological

hemistry, Dresden University of Technology, 01307 Dresden, Saxony, Germany

entatransmembrane glycoprotein prominin-1 (CD133) is expressed at the cell

urface of multiple somatic stem cells, and it is widely used as a cell surface marker

or the isolation and characterization of human hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and

ancer stem cells. CD133 has been linked on a cell biological basis to stem cell-fate

ecisions in human HSCs and emerges as an important physiological regulator of

tem cell maintenance and expansion. Its expression and physiological relevance in

he murine hematopoietic system is nevertheless elusive. We show here that

D133 is expressed by bone marrow-resident murine HSCs and myeloid precursor

ells with the developmental propensity to give rise to granulocytes and monocytes.

owever, CD133 is dispensable for the pool size and function of HSCs during

teady-state hematopoiesis and after transplantation, demonstrating a substantial

pecies difference between mouse and man. Blood cell numbers in the periphery

re normal; however, CD133 appears to be a modifier for the development of

rowth-factor responsive myeloerythroid precursor cells in the bone marrow under

teady state and mature red blood cells after hematopoietic stress. Taken together,

hese studies show that CD133 is not a critical regulator of hematopoietic stem

ell function in mouse but that it modifies frequencies of growth-factor responsive

ematopoietic progenitor cells during steady state and after myelotoxic stress in

ivo.
1038 - THE BALANCE BETWEEN SELF-RENEWAL AND

IFFERENTIATION PROBABILITIES DETERMINES LONGEVITY OF

EMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

ideo Ema1, Hina Takano2, Kouki Uchinomiya3, Yoh Iwasa3, and Toshio Suda1

Cell Differentiation, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan;

Hematology and Oncology, Musashino Red Cross Hospital, Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan;

Biology, Faculty of Science, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Kyushu, Japan

eterogeneity in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) is the focus of our attention. After

ransplantation with single HSCs, the hematopoietic system is reconstituted for

arying degrees and periods of time. There are supposedly at least three distinct

lasses of HSCs such as long-term (LT, O12 months), intermediate-term (IT, !

2 months), and short-term (ST, !6 months) HSCs. It is suggested that longevity

emarkably differs among HSCs. In this study we attempted to understand what

etermines the lifespan in HSCs. We addressed this issue by mathematical modeling.

he ordinal differential equation was used to simulate reconstitution dynamics after

ingle-cell transplantation. The cell cycle interval (I) was defined as G0 time. The

ivision which produces two HSCs was called symmetric self-renewal. The division

hich produces two progenitors was called symmetric differentiation. The division

hich produces one HSC and one progenitor was called asymmetric self-renewal.

he fate probability (4) was defined as (the probability of symmetric self-renewal)

inus (the probability of symmetric differentiation). These two parameters (I and

) were changed to distinguish a sigmoid reconstitution curve given by LT-HSC

rom a ballistic reconstitution curve given by ST-HSC. We found that the longevity

f HSCs is determined by 4 at the maintenance phase after transplantation. Asym-

etric division seemed to play a minor role in regulation of HSC number, but should

e useful for stable maintenance of the HSC pool. The number of HSCs produced via

elf-renewal was regulated by both I and 4 at the initial phase after transplantation,

ut appeared to be irrelevant to the longevity in HSCs. The fate probability is likely

o be predetermined in each class of HSCs. It is extremely interesting in stem cell

iology to clarify how the fate probability is regulated at the molecular level.



mice. After irradiation, the percentage of CF0 and GDt of all PGCs were higher and

decelerated, respectively, in both groups except CFU-S13 in old mice, which were

oppositely lower and accelerated, respectively. In conclusion, changes in the effects

of aging and radiation exposure on PGCs were significant only in the immature

PGCs, in which the cell cycle was suppressed along with aging and contrarily accel-

erated reactively after irradiation.
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P1039 - CMYB EXPRESSION DURING HUMAN IN VITRO

HEMATOPOIESIS

Stijn Vanhee1, Yasmine Van Caeneghem1, Katrien De Mulder1, Imke Velghe1,

Sylvie Taveirne1, Nadine Van Roy2, Bj€orn Menten2, Sylvia Snauwaert1,

Greet Verstichel1, Melissa Dullaers3, Glenn Goetgeluk1, Georges Leclercq1,

Tom Taghon1, Jean Plum1, Tessa Kerre1, and Bart Vandekerckhove1

1Laboratory for Experimental Immunology, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium;
2Center for Medical Genetics, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium; 3Laboratory of

Immunoregulation and Mucosal Immunity, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium

Hematopoietic cells are generated during two spatio-temporally separated waves. In

the primitive wave, nucleated red blood- and myeloid cells emerge in the Yolk Sac.

During the definitive wave, hematopoietic progenitor- and hematopoietic stem cells

are generated in the AGM region. One of the key factors in hematopoiesis and

stem cell maintenance is cMYB with a fundamental role in the regulation of differ-

entiation of multiple lineages. We herein sought to study this crucial factor during in

vitro human embryonic stem cell (hESC) differentiation. To study cMYB expression,

we generated a cMYBeGFP reporter line. Using recombineering, we targeted the first

start-codon of a BAC-cMYB clone. The construct was then nucleofected in single-

cell adapted hESC. After selection, the selection cassette was removed by Cre trans-

fection. FISH and arrayCGH confirmed random integration of a single BAC on

Chr11q, containing the full cMYB gene and approx. 75kb upstream-sequence, thus

harnessing all known regulatory elements. We next induced hESC hematopoietic

differentiation by generating spin-embryoid bodies. eGFP+ cells became apparent

during differentiation and were confirmed to express cMYB. To follow the expression

dynamics of cMYB, spin-EB’s were differentiated up to 21 days and analyzed with 2-

3day intervals. From d11 of differentiation, eGFP+ blood cells appeared. Interest-

ingly eGFP+ cells were also present in the CD34+ progenitor population. We re-

cultured d11 CD43+ cells under myeloid, erythroid and lymphoid conditions to

map lineage specific expression. Lineage and differentiation-stage specific differ-

ences were clearly apparent, depicting multiple hallmark stages in hematopoietic

differentiation. We conclude that cMYB is expressed in hematopoietic stem cell pop-

ulations generated from hESC, suggesting definitive hematopoiesis is induced. This

model will help to further elucidate the complex role of cMYB in HSC regulation and

differentiation.

P1040 - GENE ARRAY ANALYSIS OF HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELLS REVEALS ASSOCIATION BETWEEN AGE, ALTERED SIGNALING

AND LOSS OF LYMPHOCYTE POTENTIAL

Melissa Khoo, Stephen Carlin, Mark Lutherborrow, David Ma, and John Moore

Blood Stem Cells and Cancer Research, St Vincent’s Centre for Applied Medical

Research, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Aging of the hematopoietic system has widespread effects on all cellular compo-

nents, including hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and lymphoid progenitors. Age-

related defects in the HSC compartment can culminate in clinically relevant

consequences, such as decreased function of adaptive immunity and increased inci-

dence of myeloid diseases, including leukemia. In addition, difficulties associated

with allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation for the treatment of malignant

and non-malignant hematopoietic diseases may be compounded, since the risk of

life-threatening complications is increased with prolonged periods of T-cell defi-

ciency. The ability to promote T-cell generation from mobilized adult peripheral

blood (PB) could provide improved immune reconstitution following transplantation,

and as a result, improved patient outcomes. In the present study we examined the

gene expression profiles of young and aged human HSCs from cord blood and adult

mobilized PB, respectively, and found that Wnt signaling genes are differentially ex-

pressed in young and aged human HSCs, with less activation of Wnt signaling in

aged HSCs. Utilizing OP9-DL1 co-culture to promote T-cell development under

stable Notch signaling conditions, we found Wnt signaling is also important for T-

lineage differentiation. Examination of Wnt signaling components and target gene

activation in young and aged HSCs during T-differentiation revealed a correlation

between reduced Wnt signal transduction, increasing age, and impaired or delayed

T-cell differentiation. The defect in Wnt signal activation of aged HSCs appeared

to occur in the early T-progenitor subset derived during in vitro differentiation.

Our results reveal that reduced Wnt signaling activity may play a role in the age-

related intrinsic defects of aged HSCs and early hematopoietic progenitors and

suggest that manipulation of this pathway could contribute to improving T-cell gener-

ation and immune reconstitution.
P1041 - RADIATION AND SENESCENCE: CELL CYCLE OF PRIMITIVE

HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITOR CELLS (CFU-S13) ACCELERATED IN 2-

GY WHOLE-BODY IRRADIATED SENESCENT MICE, WHICH

ORIGINALLY DECELERATED DURING AGING IN THE STEADY STATE

Yoko Hirabayashi1, Isao Tsuboi2, Jun Kanno1, Yoichiro Kusunoki3, and Tohru Inoue2

1Division of Cellular and Molecular Toxicology, Center for Biological Safety and

Research, National Institute of Health Sciences, Tokyo, Japan; 2Department of

Function and Structural Medicine, Nihon University School of Medicine, Tokyo,

Japan; 3Department of Radiobiology/ Molecular Epidemiology, Radiation Effect

Research Foundation, Hiroshima, Japan

Aging is a functional retardation of continuous xenobiotic responses after develop-

mental period; thus, the effects of ionizing radiation over a lifetime are formulated

by a function of simultaneous equations representing the effects of "lifetime" and

"dose of radiation". This study was conducted to evaluate possible additive/synergic

effects of radiation during aging by determining various cell-cycling parameters, such

as the percentage of cycling fraction at time zero (CF0), generation doubling time

(GDt), and whole cycling fraction (CFw), by bromodeoxyuridine-ultraviolet

(BUUV) assay, which enables determination of cycling capacity of hematopoietic

stem/progenitor cells (HSCs/PGCs) in vivo (Hirabayashi et al. 2002). Accordingly,

these parameters of PGCs [mature PGCs (CFU-GM); less mature PGCs (CFU-S9);

and immature PGCs (CFU-S13)] from young mice (6 weeks of age) and old mice

(21 months of age) with or without 2-Gy whole-body irradiation and allowed a 4-

week recovery period were measured and compared. As a result, the cell cycling

parameters in young mice without irradiation showed changes along with differenti-

ation/maturation of PGCs from CFU-S13 to CFU-GM: from low to high percentage

of CF0; from short to long GDt; and from small to large CFw. These parameters in

old mice without irradiation were essentially identical to those of young mice except

for the CFw of CFU-S13, which was significantly smaller (54%) than that of young
P1042 - ROLE FOR NOTCH/RBPJ IN PRESERVING HEMATOPOIETIC

STEM CELL ACTIVITY

Cristina Ruiz-Herguido, Lluis Espinosa, and Anna Bigas

Institut Hospital del Mar Investigacions M�ediques, IMIM, Barcelona, Spain

Notch and Wnt signals are required for Hematopoietic Stem Cells (HSCs) generation,

however, their putative role for maintenance of HSC in physiological conditions

remains unclear. For example specific deletion of RBPj or b-catenin in the hemato-

poietic system does not compromise the viability of the mice and HSC maintain some

repopulation capacity. However, limiting dilution demonstrated that b-catenin-defi-

cient HSCs have decreased self-renewal capacity. In contrast, no evidence for Notch

signalling on HSC function has been described. We here analyzed the reconstitution

capacity of vav-cre;RBPjlox bone marrow cells by competitive transplant assays into

irradiated syngenic mice. We found a significant decrease in the capacity of RBP

mutant cells to engraft in primary recipients when compared to wildtype cells, similar

to the b-catenin-deficient phenotype. Since both pathways function in an intimate

collaboration in other tissues, we generated double RBPj and b-catenin deletion

mutants of the hematopoietic system (by using vav1-cre). Interestingly, double

knockout animals were viable and born at Mendelian ratios. We will here describe

and discuss the phenotype of these double mutants including a detailed analysis of

HSC potential and differentiation of the different hematopoietic lineages. Our prelim-

inary data reveals a new role for Notch in maintaining the functionality of adult

HSCs, which may involve Wnt/b-catenin. This research is funded by by Ministerio

Ciencia e Innovaci�on (PLE2009-0111, SAF2010-15450, RD12/0036/0054), AGAUR

(2009SGR-23 and CONES2010-0006).
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1043 - HYPOXIC INDUCTION OF VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH

ACTOR REGULATES ERYTHROPOIESIS BUT NOT HEMATOPOIETIC

TEM CELL FUNCTION IN THE FETAL LIVER

suzsanna Kertesz1,2, Matilda Rehn1,2, and J€org Cammenga1,2,3

Molecular medicine and gene therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 2Stem Cell

enter, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 3Department of Hematology, Skane

niversity Hospital, Lund, Sweden

ypoxia is an important factor in the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) niche in the

one marrow (BM) but whether it also plays a role in the regulation of fetal liver

FL) HSCs is unclear. Definitive HSCs first arise in the AGM region and the placenta

uring development and later migrate to the fetal liver (FL). FL HSCs undergo exten-

ive proliferation in the liver and migrate to the bone marrow (BM) shortly before

irth, where they become quiescent. The molecular mechanisms behind this switch

n proliferation remain elusive. While many components of the BM stem cell niche

ave been identified, relatively little is known about the FL HSC niche. Vascular

ndothelial growth factor A (VEGFA) is essential for adult HSC survival and hypoxic

nduction of Vegfa in adult HSC is required for proper function. Mice with defective

ypoxia-induced Vegfa expression (Vegfad/d) show a partial embryonic lethality and

ncreases the numbers of phenotypically defined hematopoietic stem and progenitor

ells in the FL, but whether stem cell function is affected in FL HSCs has not been

xamined. To investigate whether hypoxia-induced Vegfa is involved in regulation of

etal HSC function and to identify the reason for the embryonic lethality we have

xamined FL hematopoiesis in the Vegfad/d model. We show that fetal erythropoiesis

s severely impaired when hypoxic induction of Vegfa is lacking. FL HSCs deficient

or hypoxia-induced Vegfa expression have normal HSC function arguing against

hypoxic FL HSC niche. However, after adaptation of FL HSCs to the BM micro-

nvironment, FL HSCs lose their function as measured by serial transplantation.
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1044 - VISUALIZATION AND FUNCTIONAL DISSECTION OF GEMININ,

MOLECULE GOVERNING CELLULAR PROLIFERATION AND

IFFERENTIATION IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

oshihiro Takihara1, Shin’ichiro Yasunaga1, Yoshinori Ohno1, Toshiaki Kurogi1,

yoko Suzuki-Takedachi1, Yoshie Nakashima1, and Motoaki Ohtsubo1,2

Dept. of Stem Cell Biol., RIRBM, Hiroshima Univ., Hiroshima, Japan; 2Beppu

niv., Beppu, Japan

olycomb-group (PcG) complex 1 (also designated as Polycomb repressive complex

) and Hoxb4/Hoxa9 are well-known cell-intrinsic factors regulating the activity of

ematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Although these factors act as transcriptional regu-

ators, we previously uncovered that each of these factors also acts as an E3 ubiquitin

igase for Geminin to regulate expression level of the protein. Geminin negatively

egulates cellular proliferation and differentiation through the direct inhibition of

DNA replication licensing factor, Cdt1, and chromatin remodeling. Geminin

rotein accumulation gave rise to HSC defect in mice deficient in Rae28, a member

f PcG complex 1, and that was compensated by retroviral transduction of Hoxb4. So

eminin is presumed to act as a central regulator sustaining the HSC activity. Gem-

nin expression is higher in HSCs to maintain the undifferentiated states, while that is

own-regulated in the progeny to provide proliferative potential and cellular differen-

iation. Knock-down of Geminin by retroviral transduction of the shRNA augmented

he peripheral blood production, while that reduced the number of HSCs, confirming

he functional significance of the higher expression of Geminin in HSCs. Recently we

ound that Geminin stability at the M phase is regulated by Aurora kinase A, which

hosphorylates threonine in the destruction box to prevent the anaphase promoting
omplex/cyclosome-mediated ubiquitination (Nature commun. in press). Aurora

inase A-mediated stabilization of Geminin secures DNA replication in the next

ound of the cell cycle by stabilizing Cdt1. Thus Geminin not only inhibits but

lso stabilizes Cdt1. It is curious from a viewpoint of stem cell biology that Geminin

rovides cells with a proliferation potential in the next round of the cell cycle. We

hen generated Geminin-EYFP knock-in mice for the purpose of tracing expression

f Geminin in vivo by the visualization. Currently we aim to dissect a molecular

echanism for switching self-renewal and differentiation of HSCs, focusing on Gem-

nin. In this meeting we argue for a molecular role for Geminin in sustaining the

ctivity of HSCs.
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1045 - IDENTIFICATION OF "TRUE" OLIGOPOTENT GMPS AND

INEAGE-RESTRICTED GRANULOCYTE PROGENITORS (GPS) AND

ONOCYTE PROGENITORS (MPS) IN MOUSE BONE MARROW

lberto Yanez1,2 and Helen Goodridge1,2,3

Regenerative Medicine Institute, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles,

alifornia, USA; 2Research Division of Immunology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,

os Angeles, California, USA; 3David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA, Los

ngeles, California, USA

ommon myeloid progenitors (CMPs) give rise to granulocytes, monocytes/macro-

hages and dendritic cells (DCs) via the production of lineage-restricted progenitors.

he restricted progenitors for conventional and plasmacytoid DCs have recently been

dentified, but the restricted granulocyte progenitors (GPs) and monocyte progenitors

MPs) remain elusive. Granulocyte-monocyte progenitors (GMPs), which have the

otential to produce both granulocytic and monocytic cells, are contained in the

in- c-Kit+ Sca-1- (LKS-) CD34+ FcgRhi subset of mouse bone marrow, but not all

KS- CD34+ FcgRhi cells have the potential to produce both granulocytes and mono-

ytes. Under permissive conditions in methycellulose, only about 40% of colony-

orming LKS- CD34+ FcgRhi cells produce mixed GM colonies; the remainder

orm either G colonies or M colonies. Although several transcription factors have

een implicated in the regulation of myelopoiesis, the inability of researchers to

ccurately isolate pure populations of oligopotent GMPs and lineage-restricted GPs

nd MPs has hampered efforts to precisely define the molecular mechanisms under-

ying myeloid fate choice e.g. in response to infection or during leukemogenesis. We

solated two major sub-populations of LKS- CD34+ FcgRhi cells and defined their

ineage potential. Liquid cultures revealed that both fractions were capable of

roducing neutrophils and monocytes/macrophages, but with different kinetics, and

hat one sub-population was produced by the other. Methylcellulose assays confirmed

hat one sub-population represents "true" oligopotent GMPs, while the other

omprises a mixture of GPs and MPs. We were also able to further sort the mixed

rogenitor population to enrich for either GPs or MPs, which have not previously

een identified. This now permits us to more precisely study the molecular mecha-

isms that control granulocyte versus monocyte cell fate choice during homeostasis

nd upon infection, as well as during the development of myeloid leukemia.

1046 - POLYMORPHIC SIRPA IS THE GENETIC DETERMINANT FOR

OD-BASED MOUSE LINES TO ACHIEVE EFFICIENT HUMAN CELL

NGRAFTMENT

akuji Yamauchi, Katsuto Takenaka, Shingo Urata, Takahiro Shima,

oshikane Kikushige, Chika Iwamoto, Toshihiro Miyamoto, and Koichi Akashi

epartment of Medicine and Biosystemic Science,, Kyushu University Graduate

chool of Medical Sciences, Fukuoka, Japan, Fukuoka, Japan

o evaluate stem cell potential of human cells in xenotransplant models, a variety of

mmunodeficient mouse lines have been developed. Depletion of lymphoid cells

ncluding T, B and NK cells by introducing with Il2rgnull, and SCID or RAGnull muta-

ions is necessary to avoid rejection of human cells in these models. Interestingly, in

ice having these immunodeficiencies, the NOD strain shows even better engraftment

f human cells as compared to C57BL/6 or Balb/c strains. Recently, we found that in

enograft rejection, the innate phagocytic reaction of mouse macrophages could occur

ecausemurine signal regulatory protein alpha (mSIRPA) onmacrophages cannot bind

o human CD47 (hCD47). However, NOD-specific polymorphism of mSIRPA allows

OD-type SIRPA to bind hCD47, resulting in inhibition of phagocytic reaction against

uman cells in this strain at least in vitro. Here, we have established a new immunode-

cient BRGSmouse line, C57BL/6.Rag2nullIl2rgnull micewith NOD-type SIRPA. To

est the reconstitution activity of human hematopoiesis in vivo, we transplanted

D34+CD38- human cord blood cells intrafemorally into C57BL/6.Rag2nullIl2rgnull

C57BL/6-RG), BRGS or NOD.Rag1nullIl2rgnull (NOD-RG)mice. After transplanta-

ion, human CD45+ cells were not detectable in C57BL/6-RG mice. Both BRGS and

OD-RG showed successful reconstitution, and their frequency of human CD45+ cells

n the bone marrow was 59.9 % and 55.8% in average, respectively. These data show

hat replacement of the C57BL/6-Sirpa with the NOD-Sirpa is sufficient for the

57BL/6-RG strain to gain the human cell engraftment ability equal to the NOD-RG

train. In addition, BRGS mice are free from other NOD-related abnormalities, and

or example have normalized C5 function that enables to evaluate complement-depen-

ent cytotoxicity of antibodies against human grafts in the humanized mouse model.

hus, this study formally proves that the excellent transplantability of human grafts

n the NOD strain is explained simply by a single gene mutation, NOD-specific poly-

orphismof SIRPA, and that theBRGS strain should bevery useful in future xenotrans-

lant experiments of human stem cells.



SIRT1 expression is decreased in aged HSC (16 months old) and identify Foxo3 tran-

scription factor that is essential for the HSC maintenance, as a key target of SIRT1 in

HSC. Our findings contrast with previously published data obtained from germline

deleted SIRT1 mice, and suggest a critical function for SIRT1-Foxo3 in the control

of HSC aging.
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P1047 - MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF HEMATOPOIETIC LINEAGE

CHOICE INSTRUCTION

Max Endele1 and Timm Schroeder2,1

1Stem Cell Dynamics, Helmholtz Center Munich, Neuherberg, Germany;
2Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering, ETH Zurich, Basel,

Switzerland

Stem and progenitor cell fate decisions are regulated by the timed integration of

extracellular signals and intracellular molecular states. Through continuous single

cell observations we could recently provide evidence for the long disputed instructive

effect of the hematopoietic cytokines M- and G-CSF on granulocyte-macrophage

progenitor (GMP) lineage choice. M-CSF activates a multitude of signalling path-

ways which can differentially affect different cell fates. However, which of these

pathways are involved in mediating lineage choice instruction is yet unknown.

Combining M-CSF receptor loss of function studies with novel bioimaging technol-

ogies allowing long-term quantification of single GMP behaviour, we are investi-

gating the molecular mechanism orchestrating M-CSF mediated lineage choice

instruction.
P1048 - RETROVIRAL INSERTIONAL MUTAGENESIS AS A PLATFORM

TO STUDY PROTO-ONCOGENES AND THEIR COLLABORATING

PARTNERS

Teng Cheong Ha, Maike Stahlhut, Olga Kustikova, Axel Schambach, and

Christopher Baum

Institute of Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover,

Germany

Retroviral insertionalmutagenesis (RIM) is awell known adverse effect in gene therapy

trials which can lead to leukemia or preleukemic conditions. However, it can also serve

as a powerful tool to study cancer and stem cell biology by studying genes adjacent to

insertion sites. This study is to demonstrate the capacity of RIM to study proto-onco-

genes in stem cell regulation and their potential collaborating partners in leukemogen-

esis. By recording retroviral insertion sites from hematopoietic dominant clones in

murine bone marrow transplantation (BMT) model, our group has developed the Inser-

tional Dominance Database (IDDb). Bcl2l1, an apoptosis regulator, is one of the top

listed common insertion sites in the IDDb, with multiple roles in normal and malignant

hematopoiesis. Here, we focus on the effect of Bcl2l1 overexpression in Lin- Sca1+

Ckit+ cells (LSK) usingmurineBMTmodel and perform insertional analysis to identify

potential collaborating partners of Bcl2l1 in causing malignancy. 18 weeks after BMT,

expression of eGFP was detected at high percentage in the blood, bone marrow (BM)

and spleen of the Bcl2l1 group but limited in control group. Spleen enlargement was

observed in the Bcl2l1 group without further sign of malignancy. In addition a higher

LSK number was observed in the Bcl2l1 transplanted animals. Progeny output per

transplanted LSK showed no difference between the reconstitution ability of eGFP

and Bcl2l1 LSK in short term (6 weeks), but clear advantage of Bcl2l1 input cells in

long term (12weeks).With all the animals exhibiting normal phenotype up to 18weeks,

homeostatic regulations must have occurred between transgene expressing and non-

expressing LSK in balancing their progeny output. Preliminary clonality studies sup-

ported by insertional analysis showed oligo- or polyclonal contribution to the blood,

BM and spleen of recipients. In conclusion, overexpression of Bcl2l1 supports long

term hematopoiesis without establishing a strong bias for clonal selection. Either

a longer latency is needed for clonal outgrowth, or multiple collaborating partners

contribute to a common pathway are present in these samples. Sequencing the insertion

sites and identifying adjacent genes will reveal further details in this regard.
P1049 - SIRT1 DEACETYLASE IS ESSENTIAL FOR HEMATOPOIETIC

STEM CELL ACTIVITY

Pauline Rimmele1, Carolina Bigarella1, Valentina d’Escamard1, Brigitte Izac1,

David Sinclair2, and Saghi Ghaffari1

1Developmental and regenerative biology, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New

York, New York, USA; 2Genetics, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts,

USA

SIRT1 NAD-dependent sirtuin deacetylase has critical functions in cellular metabo-

lism, cancer and aging. SIRT1 has recently been implicated in the pathogenesis of

chronic myeloid leukemia (CML). As inhibition of SIRT1 appears to be an effective

treatment for CML and several groups using germline deleted SIRT1 mice found

SIRT1 to be dispensable for normal adult hematopoietic stem cell (HSC), SIRT1

inhibitors are proposed to be used in the treatment of CML. We have shown using

an adult-tamoxifen inducible SIRT1 knockout mouse model circumventing the poten-

tial developmental adaptation of germ-line deleted SIRT1 mice (only 10% of mice

reach adulthood), that loss of SIRT1 compromises severely the CD48-CD150+LSK

long-term repopulating HSC frequency and function. Importantly, loss of SIRT1 in

young adult mice leads to anemia, significant increase in peripheral blood neutro-

phils, monocytes and eosinophils and significant decrease overtime of lymphocytes.

Interestingly, these abnormalities are associated with a specific and significant

increase in granulocyte-monocyte progenitors (GMP), a known hallmark of aging

in both mouse and human, and a significant decline overtime in common lymphoid

progenitors (CLP) altogether suggesting that SIRT1-deficient HSC recapitulates

prematurely key features of aging HSC and hematopoiesis. In agreement with an

aging phenotype, we show an increase in reactive oxygen species (ROS) and an accu-

mulation of DNA damage overtime in SIRT1-/- HSC. Importantly, we find that
P1050 - A NOVEL HIGH-CONTENT SCREEN LEADS TO THE

IDENTIFICATION OF PROMISING NEW COMPOUNDS FOR

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM AND PROGENITOR CELL EXPANSION

Veronika Gann1,2, Andreas Radek1, Silke Schult1, Jan Drewes1, and Veit Bergendahl1

1Miltenyi Biotec GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany; 2Johannes Gutenberg

University, Mainz, Germany

Despite significant advances in the hematopoietic research field in the last two

decades, hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) transplantation still suffers by the limitation

to expand these cells ex vivo. A high-content screen allows a systematic search for

new compounds and may uncover new mechanisms that mediate expansion, survival

or other effects on HSCs. The main challenge in the development of cell-based

screens is the establishment of robust read-outs using suitable formats. In order to

minimize the false-positive and even more important the true-negative rate, we

combined cell-count, phenotype and functional analysis in the screening protocol.

Therefore, we integrated a flow cytometer in a liquid handling system. With this

system we were able to establish an automated multiplexed high-content analysis

enabling enumeration and detection of surface proteins of interest (e.g. CD34,

CD133, CD45RA, CD90, CD38). For the functional analysis the colony forming

cell (CFC) standard assay was translated into a screening suitable 96-well format.

In this regard, we also invented a new analysis algorithm for the enumeration of colo-

nies. We found a clear correlation of CD34 and CFC counts proving the robustness of

both assays. To address our purpose to find new conditions for HSC expansion we

prepared a cytokine library counting 103 cytokines. Additionally to our own cytokine

library we got the commercially available chemical libraries from Merck (Stem

Select and Inhibitor Select) and Micro Source (Spectrum Collection). Finally, we

screened in total 3195 compounds based on CD34 peripheral blood derived cells

and identified several promising compounds for HSC expansion which we are

currently validating. This unique combination of enumeration, phenotyping and func-

tional assay performance already in the screen ensures the identification of highly

qualified compounds. Additionally, the risk to lose active compounds is mitigated

by obtaining true-negative results. Furthermore, the proposed high-content screening

is not only suitable for the analysis of HSC expansion, but will also help to address

many further questions.
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increase the NK cell production, and that neonatal primitive cell responses differ

from that of adult cells.
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1051 - HIF-1a STABILIZATION IN PHD1/3-/- MICE RESULTS IN

NCREASE IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL NUMBER AND

NHANCED HSC MAINTENANCE IN BM NICHE

atish Khurana1, Steve Stegen2, Nick Van Gastel2, Sarah Schouteden1,

eter Carmeliet3, Geert Carmeliet2, and Catherine Verfaillie1

Stem Cell, KULeuven, Leuven, Belgium; 2Clinical and Experimental

ndocrinology, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 3Laboratory of Angiogenesis &

eurovascular Link, KU Leuven, Leuven, Belgium

t is believed that hypoxic nature of BM niche plays an important role in HSC func-

ion. Prolyl hydroxylase domain enzymes (PHDs) sense oxygen levels and regulate

he levels of hypoxia-inducing factors (HIFs). Recently, Forristal et al., found that

tabilization of HIF-1a by inhibiting PHD function resulted in an increased number

f quiescent HSCs in the BM, which supported improved hematopoietic recovery

ollowing sub-lethal irradiation. We here used Phd1/3-/- mice to evaluate the effect

f stabilization of HIF-1a on murine hematopoiesis. We confirmed total absence

f expression of Phd1/3 in BM cells, while we did not find any significant change

n the expression of Phd2. The frequency of primitive HSCs (CD150+CD48-KLS

ells) in Phd1/3-/- bone marrow (BM) was increased. This was also reflected in

TC-IC assays as well as their competitive repopulation ability. Phd1/3-/- mice

howed faster hematopoietic recovery from sub-lethal radiation. Significantly better

urvival of lethally radiated Phd1/3-/- mice compared with WT mice was also

bserved when limited number of BM cells was transplanted. As expected, increased

IF-1a stabilization was observed in Phd1/3 deficient primitive HSCs. Also, primi-

ive HSCs expressed higher levels of various HIF-1a targets such as Itga4, Itga5 and

xcr4. In addition, osteoblasts in Phd1/3-/- mice are activated and expressed higher

ranscript levels of Cxcl12, one of the major chemo-attractants for HSCs, resulting in

igher levels of CXCL12 in Phd1/3-/- BM plasma. Consistent with increased expres-

ion of Itga4, Itga5 and Cxcr4 in Phd1/3-/- HSCs, increased migration towards

XCL12 and attachment to fibronectin was found. As we did not observe any change

n Phd2 expression in Phd1/3-/- mice, it was concluded that HIF-1a stabilization and

he subsequent effects were solely due to PHD1/3 deficiency. Thus, PHD1/3 mediated

tabilization of HIF-1a, and this in the absence of Phd2 silencing, results in enhanced

SC function, in part due to HSC-intrinsic as well as HSC-niche based mechanisms.

dditional studies to assess HSC homing as well as proliferation are ongoing.

1052 - HEMATOPOIESIS AND INFLAMMATION: THE ROLE OF TIMP-1

N HUMAN HSPCS

ara Rossi1, Fabio Stifani1, Giorgia Migliardi2, and Roberto Lemoli1

Dept. of Experimental, Diagnostic, and Specialty Medicine (DIMES), University of

ologna, Bologna, Italy; 2Inst. for Cancer Research and Treatment, University of

orino, Candiolo, Italy

ematopoietic Stem and Progenitors Cells (HSPCs) reside within the bone

arrow, a nurturing environment shielding HSPCs from external insults.

owever, recent findings showed that danger signals and inflammatory cytokines

ctively affect HSPCs. The Tissue Inhibitor of MetalloProteinases-1 (TIMP-1) is

member of the inflammatory network: first described as a mere inhibitor of

MPs, TIMP-1 also displays cytokine-like functions. We recently found that

IMP-1-/- mice have decreased BM cellularity and impaired engraftment capabil-

ties due to cell-cycle defects. Here, as a contribution to dissecting the molecular

athways underlying the cross-talk between hematopoiesis and inflammation, we

nvestigated the role of TIMP-1 in human HSPCs. In vitro, rhTIMP-1 significantly

ncreased the clonogenic potential of cord blood-derived CD34+ HSPCs. In addi-

ion, rhTIMP-1 modulated the expansion of more immature LTC-ICs in long-term

ultures: interestingly, while single stimulations induced cell proliferation but had

o effect on LTC-IC numbers, repeated treatments contributed to expand LTC-ICs

ven at the lowest tested concentrations. In vivo, ongoing studies are expected to

lucidate how TIMP-1 affects the engraftment of human CD34+ cells in NOD/

hi-scid/IL-2Rgnull mice. Mechanistically, TIMP-1’s cytokine-like effect in

SPCs proliferation emerged to be independent on MMP-inhibition, as demon-

trated by synthetic MMP-inhibitors, which failed to recapitulate TIMP-1 effects

n CFU-C assays. TIMP-1’s role in HSPC proliferation was confirmed by the

ncrease in CCND1 levels after treatment and apoptosis assays indicate that

IMP-1 may also contribute to HSPC survival in vitro. Although the membrane

eceptor igniting TIMP-1 signaling in HSPCs is yet to be identified, preliminary

ata indicate that TIMP-1’s activity requires the activation of PI3K/pAkt cascade.

n summary, our study indicate that TIMP-1 modulates human HSPCs prolifera-

ion and may represent a new key player in the hematopoiesis-inflammation

ross-talk.
1053 - THPO/MPL SIGNALING SIGNATURE IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

ELLS

askia Kohlscheen1, Sabine Wintterle1, Adrian Schwarzer1, Martijn H. Brugman2,

irk Heckl4,1, Axel Schambach1, Christopher Baum1, and Ute Modlich1,3

Institute of Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover,

ermany; 2Department of Immunohematology and Blood Transfusion, Leiden

niversity Medical Center, Leiden, Netherlands; 3Research Group for Gene

odification in Stem Cells, Loewe Center for Cell and Gene Therapy, Frankfurt,

ermany; 4Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

hrombopoietin signals via its receptor Mpl and mediates megakaryopoiesis and

SC maintenance. Furthermore, Mpl signaling is essential for the post-transplant

xpansion of hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). MPL deficiency in human patients

auses thrombocytopenia and aplastic anemia. Mpl deficiency (in Mpl-/- mice) can

e corrected by lentiviral overexpression of Mpl. Expression of a signaling defective

pl receptor in wildtype mice exerts dominant-negative (dn) effects, resulting in

hrombocytopenia and HSC defects. dnMpl mice had 4-fold reduced lineage nega-

ive, Sca-1 and c-Kit positive (LSK) cell numbers and bone marrow (BM) cells

id not engraft in secondary recipients. Moreover, LSK cells of dnMpl mice were

ore cycling. A second wildtype BM transplant could engraft in dnMpl mice without

urther conditioning and led to longterm reconstitution of the BM (w15-79% chime-

ism, 0.2-1.1% in controls). To better understand the molecular changes in defective

SC that had impaired Mpl signaling, we performed transcriptome analysis of dnMpl

xpressing wildtype LSK cells and compared expression to LSK cells of wildtype

ice and Mpl-/- mice which were transplanted with Mpl gene corrected BM cells.

e found the expression profile of dnMpl to negatively correlate with known HSC

temness signatures, while these pathways were positively enriched in Mpl corrected

pl-/- LSK cells. Wnt signaling, Jak/Stat and PI3K/Akt signaling were negatively

nriched in dnMpl LSK cells while expression of genes involved in cell cycle

rogression were positively correlated. We confirmed differential expression of the

eceptors for angiopoietin 1 (Tie2) and activated protein C (EPCR), and the cell adhe-

ion molecule Esam1, all known to mark the stem cell population. Expression of all

hree marker in dnMpl mice was significantly reduced (**P!0.005) compared to

ontrol mice and similar to expression in Mpl-/- and Thpo-/- mice.
1054 - TLR9 LIGATION PROMOTES NK CELL DIFFERENTIATION

ROM ADULT, BUT NOT NEONATAL, HUMAN LYMPHOID

ROGENITORS

duardo Vadillo1,2, Elisa Dorantes-Acosta1,3, Lourdes Arriaga-Pizano4,

lba Reyes-Maldonado2, Hector Mayani1, Paul Kincade5, and Rosana Pelayo1

Oncology Research Unit. Oncology Hospital, Mexican Institute for Social Security,

exico City, Mexico; 2National School of Biological Sciences, National Polytechnic

nstitute, Mexico City, Mexico; 3Leukemia Clinic, "Federico Gomez" Childrens

ospital, Mexico City, Mexico; 4Immunochemistry Research Unit, Mexican Institute

or Social Security, Mexico City, Mexico; 5Immunobiology and Cancer Program,

klahoma Medical Research Foundation, Oklahoma, Oklahoma, USA

uring biological contingencies, strengthening production of specific hematopoietic

ineages may be crucial for the clearance of noxious agents and the initiation of both

nnate and adaptive immune responses. We have previously shown that pathogen

roducts influence early cell fate decisions of progenitor cells in mouse, contributing

o the development of innate cells through a Toll-like receptor (TLR)-dependent

echanism. A number of recent investigations indicate that TLR are also expressed

y human hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells, and that blood cell production is

iased towards myeloid lineages as a result of their stimulation. Using controlled

tromal cell co-culture systems, our new findings demonstrate that TLR9 ligation

n adult bone marrow (ABM) Lin-CD34+CD38-CD45RA+ multi-lymphoid progen-

tors (MLP) and in more differentiated Lin-CD34+CD38+CD45RA+ B/NK cell

rogenitors, accelerates the production of functional natural killer (NK) cells. This

henomenon involved up-regulation of IL15-Rb (CD122) on NK cell precursors

nd their positive selection after 10 days of culture. In contrast, no changes were re-

orded in NK cell differentiation potentials or CD122 expression from umbilical cord

lood (UCB) lymphoid progenitors upon TLR9 stimulation when compared to mock

onditions. Interestingly, the same was true when inactivated Herpes virus was used

s a source of TLR9 ligands, suggesting that in response to TLR agonists, MLP



of LT-HSCs with MTM-mPot1a decreased the telomere dysfunction-induced foci,

which is a marker of DDR at telomeres, in LT-HSCs during in vitro culture and in

the aged LT-HSC fraction. MTM-mPot1a maintained the colony formation activity

of LT-HSCs after long-term culture. We next evaluated BM repopulation capacity

of HSCs after in vitro culture with or without MTM-mPot1a. Notably, MTM-mPot1a

increased the number of long-term HSCs and induced the higher repopulation

capacity of LT-HSCs. Furthermore, the limiting-dilution competitive BM transplan-

tation assay showed that MTM-mPot1a increased the frequency of functional

HSCs compared to the control, indicating that MTM-mPot1a may induce the self-

renewal of HSCs. Altogether, these data suggest a new insight for the strategy of

ex vivo expansion of HSCs by inhibiting the accumulation of DDR in the telomeric

region.
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P1055 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

MULTIPLE ROLES OF NOTCH SIGNALING IN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELL SPECIFICATION

Albert Kim1, Wilson Clements2,1, Chase Melick1, and David Traver1

1Biology, UCSD, La Jolla, California, USA; 2Department of Hematology, St Jude

Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee, USA

Notch signaling is required cell-autonomously in cells fated to become HSCs, as

shown by failure of Notch1 deleted cells to contribute to the adult hematopoietic

system of chimeric mice. Determining the precise way in which Notch signaling

functions to generate HSCs is greatly complicated by the fact that Notch is also

required for vascular patterning, which occur in close temporal and spatial proximity

to the initiation of the hematopoietic program through expression of Runx1. For

example, Notch signaling is required for arterio-venous specification. Because

HSCs emerge from the dorsal aorta and not the vein, it is conceptually possible

that the requirement for Notch in HSC specification in fact reflects its requirement

in arterio-venous specification, and that without normal arterial programming,

HSCs cannot be specified. Our laboratory demonstrated that before dorsal aorta spec-

ification there is an additional environmental requirement for Notch signaling down-

stream of Wnt16. Interestingly, Wnt16 morphants failed to specify the sclerotome

subcompartment of the somite, suggesting that the sclerotome may be involved in

HSC specification. I hypothesized that multiple requirements for Notch signaling

in HSC specification are regulated by specific Notch receptors. My findings show

that notch1a, notch1b, and notch3 but not notch2 are required for HSC specification.

Interestingly, defects in dorsal aorta specification were the most severe in notch1a

morphants, while defects in sclerotome were unique to notch3 morphants. These

data suggest that each Notch receptor is utilized non-interchangeably for specific

requirements in HSC specification.

P1056 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

PODOCALYXIN REGULATES CXCR4-DEPENDENT HEMATOPOIETIC

STEM CELL TRAFFICKING AND ENGRAFTMENT

Michael Hughes, Bernard Lo, Frann Antignano, Julie Nielsen, Jessie Cait,

Diana Canals Hernaez, Poh Tan, and Kelly McNagny

Biomedical Research Centre, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British

Columbia, Canada

Hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) are maintained in specialized

"niches" (primarily in the bone marrow (BM) in adult mammals) that allow for

both survival and quiescence of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) and appropriate

expansion and differentiation of progenitors. The CXCR4-CXCL12 axis is a key

regulator of HSPC niche-homing and long-term maintenance: HSPCs deficient in

CXCR4 fail to migrate efficiently to the niche and loss of CXCR4 leads to an expan-

sion of proliferating HSPCs in the bone marrow (BM). Recently, we have found that

deletion of the CD34-family sialomucin, podocalyxin (Podxl-/-) leads to impaired

chemotactic migration of HSPCs in response to CXCL12, indicating a role for podo-

calyxin in the regulation of CXCR4 signalling. Furthermore, in competitive HSC

transplant experiments, we find that Podxl-/- HSPCs exhibit a dramatically enhanced

ability to reconstitute hematopoiesis in sub-lethally irradiated recipients. These data,

together with strikingly similar defects (including perinatal lethality) observed in

Podxl- and CXCR4–deficient transgenic mice suggest these molecules are on the

same genetic pathways that govern HSPC migration, survival, expansion and

quiescence.
P1057 - IDENTIFICATION OF QUANTITATIVE GENETIC VARIATIONS

REGULATING HEMATOPOIETIC REGENERATION

Teresa Bowman, Jennifer Cech, Sonja Boatman, Corey Martin, Anna Sessa,

Jocelyn Leblanc, Yi Zhou, and Leonard Zon

Boston Children’s Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA

Slow hematopoietic recovery following irradiation can result in adverse complica-

tions for many patients, but the genetic basis of recovery is ill defined. Using a zebra-

fish model of irradiation-induced hematopoietic regeneration, we defined differences

in recovery between two commonly used wild type strains (AB and Wik) and mapped

quantitative trait loci (QTL) that govern these differences. Regeneration was assayed

by measuring the frequency of multilineage precursors, which are the earliest hema-

topoietic population detectable following irradiation injury in the zebrafish. Wik fish

had a higher precursor frequency (mean-35) at 7 days post irradiation (dpi) than AB

fish (mean-30) indicating Wik regenerate faster. To establish the genetic determinant

underlying the difference in hematopoietic regeneration, AB and Wik fish were

crossed to generate F2 ABXWik hybrid animals for mapping. The F2 animals dis-

played a range of precursor frequencies from 4.5 to 52.9 at 7dpi. Interval mapping

was performed on the fish with the 10% highest and lowest precursor frequency.

Initial mapping performed with over 200 single nucleotide polymorphisms

distributed across the genome indicated significant linkage on Chromosome

3 (LOD-3.258), which was then confirmed by analyses in F3 progeny. Whole genome

sequencing was employed to further refine the genetic interval to a 20 Mbp region.

The genes within this QTL (136) were then compared to 132 genes found in a mouse

QTL (Scp2) on Chromosome 11 associated with differences between HSC prolifer-

ation in C57/Bl6 and DBA.2 mice. Four out of the 12 common genes tested displayed

differential gene expression between AB and Wik fish, suggesting that variable

expression in multiple genes likely contribute to fluctuations in regeneration. This

study is one of the first to use zebrafish genetics to define factors that control natural

fluctuations in regenerative potential and can provide targets for therapies to boost

hematopoietic output during times of stress.
P1058 - SHELTERIN COMPONENT PROTECTION OF TELOMERES 1

(POT1) PLAYS A CRITICAL ROLE IN THE SELF-RENEWAL OF HSCS

Kentaro Hosokawa, Toshio Suda, and Fumio Arai

Cell differentiation, Keio University, Tokyo, Japan

Appropriate control of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) self-renewal is critical for the

maintenance of life-long hematopoiesis. Aging or long-term repeated cell division

induces the accumulation of DNA damage, restricts differentiation capacity, and

decreases the bone marrow (BM) repopulation ability of HSCs. Pot1 is a component

of the shelterin complex, which plays a critical role in the protection of telomere from

DNA damage signaling. We recently demonstrated that the expression of Pot1a in

HSCs significantly decreased with age and in vitro culture. Moreover, we found

that knockdown (KD) of Pot1a in HSCs significantly increased the level of DNA

damage response (DDR) after in vitro culture. In addition, KD of Pot1a significantly

reduced long-term repopulation (LTR) activity of HSCs. We hypothesized that Pot1a

plays a critical role in the maintenance of HSC integrity during in vitro culture or

stem cell aging. Here, we examined the function of exogenous Pot1a in the control

of DDR signaling at telomere in HSCs. We prepared a recombinant mouse Pot1a

(MTM-mPot1a) protein that had a membrane-translocating motif (MTM). Treatment
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secondary transplantation experiments using sorted HSCs.
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1059 - CHROMATIN REMODELING FACTOR SMARCA2 CONTRIBUTES

O MAINTAIN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL QUIESCENCE

riko Nitta1,2, Masayuki Yamashita1,2, and Toshio Suda1

Dept. of Cell Differentiation, Keio Univ. School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan;

Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Tokyo, Japan

ematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are maintained in quiescent status by fine-tuned

ranscriptional regulation of stem cell factors. During transcriptional activation, it

s needed to open chromatin by ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling complexes,

hich involve Polycomb and Trithorax group proteins. Although these proteins are

lso known as stem cell factors, the roles of chromatin remodeling in HSC regulation

re still unclear. So we focus on SmarcA4 and SmarcA2, which is the center player of

hromatin remodeling SWI-SNF complex. We found that SmarcA2 is specifically en-

iched in hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells, especially in immature long-term

SCs, whereas SmarcA4 is highly expressed not only in HSCs but in some of the

rogenitors and differentiated cells. These results suggest that SmarcA2 has impor-

ant role in HSC regulation. However, the ratios and quantities of each fraction of

one marrow hematopoietic cells in SmarcA2 deficient mice are comparable to

hat in wild-type mice. So, to reveal the roles of SmarcA2 in the maintenance of

SCs, we performed competitive bone marrow reconstitution assays. The percent-

ges of donor cells in peripheral blood show no significant difference between that

f SmarcA2-null HSCs and wild-type HSCs, except for higher reconstitution by

marcA2-null HSCs at early point of bone marrow transplantation (BMT). Surpris-

ngly, bone marrow analysis four months after transplantation reveals that SmarcA2-

ull HSCs can reconstitute dramatically fewer HSCs and hematopoietic progenitors

han wild type HSCs. At the same time, reconstituted SmarcA2-null HSCs exhibit

ore activated cell cycle status than wild type HSCs do. Moreover, when subjected

o 5-FU administration in vivo, SmarcA2-null HSCs show earlier hematopoietic

ecovery than wild-type HSCs. Taken together, our results suggest that when cell

ycle of HSCs are activated, SmarcA2 keep HSCs quiescent, which in turn it contrib-

tes to maintain HSCs.
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1060 - DECIPHERING THE ROLE OF MICRORNAS IN EARLY STAGES

F HAEMATOPOIESIS

amille Malouf1, Nenad Bartonicek2, Wendi Bacon1, Chrysa Kapeni1,

nton Enright2, and Katrin Ottersbach1

Haematology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 2EMBL-European

ioinformatics Institute, Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute, Cambridge, UK

arly steps of development are crucial to the emergence and expansion of haemato-

oieitic stem cells (HSC) as these cells are responsible for the formation of all blood

ells throughout life. This research project focuses on the identification of miRNAs

hat can act as modulators of HSC emergence and expansion during embryonic life.

iRNAs are small non-coding RNAs that modulate the expression of many tran-

cripts simultaneously and their biological role can be cell-type specific. First, we

enerated a miRNA expression profile of tissues that are involved in HSC emergence

nd expansion (E11 AGM/Aorta-Gonad-Mesonephros, E11 Yolk Sac, E12 Placenta,

14 Fetal Liver), using Illumina deep sequencing technology. In parallel, we also

aptured the gene expression profile of these same developmental stages by mRNA

icroarray to identify a miRNA target signature. Then, for all stages, we used

aqMan� Low Density Arrays to generate the miRNA expression profile of their

SC-enriched populations (ckit+ CD34+) and all remaining haematopoietic cells

CD45+ CD34-). Both methods led to the identification of a subset of miRNAs

hat display differential expression between each developmental stage and/or cell

opulation. This was correlated with the transcriptome of each haematopoietic tissue.

hen, we selected a subset of miRNAs that are highly expressed at one or more

evelopmental stage and separated them into three groups: higher expression in

SC compared to more mature haematopoietic cells, high expression in both cell

opulations and no expression in both cell populations. MiRNA in situ hybridization

as used to further define the expression pattern of selected miRNAs. Functional

alidation is underway to assess the role of these miRNAs in HSC emergence and

xpansion. Using transduction of primary murine cells at all development stages,

e are performing colony-forming cell assays and transplantation studies to measure

he effect on the differentiation and self-renewal potential of HSCs exerted by these

iRNAs. This study represents a starting point to understanding the role of miRNAs

uring early stages of HSC development and is expected to lead to the identification
f novel modulators of haematopoiesis.
1062 - THE VALUE OF SORTED MURINE HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

ELLS IN SERIALTRANSPLANTATION EXPERIMENTS - ATRANSGENIC

OUSE MODEL EXAMPLE

lexandra Rundberg Nilsson1, David Bryder1, and Cornelis Pronk1,2

Immunology Unit, Experimental Medical Research, Lund, Sweden; 2Pedriatic

ncology/Hematology, Sk�ane University Hospital, Lund, Sweden

alanced regulation of hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) numbers and performance is

requisite for life-long blood cell replenishment. Our knowledge of the factors that

egulate HSC activity, largely derived from experimental mouse models, remains

ncomplete. In such experimental models optimal control of experimental variables

s crucial. Serial transplantation experiments, considered a "golden standard" to

valuate HSC performance, are however not performed uniformly and could poten-

ially lead to misinterpretation of experimental data with regard to HSC activity. In

his study we therefore compared HSC reconstitution behavior using either unfrac-

ionated bone marrow (uBM) cells or sorted HSCs. Following both primary and

econdary transplantations in wild type C57BL/6 mice, we found different donor

SC frequencies within separate bones (tibias, femurs, and hips) of individual

ecipients. Also, we observed a lymphoid-biased output in secondary recipients

ompetitively transplanted with uBM cells compared to sorted HSCs, possibly

aused by the co-transplantation of long-lived progenitor cells. Based on these

bservations we argue that competitive serial transplantation of sorted HSCs is

referred over serial transplantation of uBM when evaluating long-term HSC func-

ion. In this line of experimentation, we studied HSC activity in mice deficient for

he caveolae-component Cavin-1, a protein highly expressed in HSCs. Following

competitive secondary transplantation with sorted HSCs we observed balanced

ymphoid versus myeloid reconstitution derived from Cavin-1 deficient cells at

imilar levels when compared to wild type HSCs. Hence, we were unable to estab-

ish a role for Cavin-1 in the regulation of HSC activity as concluded from
1063 - HETEROGENEITY OF YOUNG AND AGED MURINE

EMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS REVEALED BY QUANTITATIVE

LONAL ANALYSIS USING CELLULAR BARCODING

vgenia Verovskaya, Mathilde Broekhuis, Erik Zwart, Martha Ritsema,

onald van Os, Gerald de Haan, and Leonid Bystrykh

aboratory of Ageing Biology and Stem Cells, European Research Institute for the

iology of Ageing, University Medical Centre Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands

he number of hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) that contributes to blood formation

nd the dynamics of their clonal contribution is a matter of on-going discussion. Here

e used cellular barcoding combined with multiplex high-throughput sequencing to

rovide a quantitative and sensitive analysis of clonal behavior of hundreds of young

nd old HSCs. Purified lineage-negative Sca1+ c-Kit+ CD48- CD150+ (LSK48-

50+) cells from young and aged donors were transduced with barcoded vector

ibrary and transplanted into irradiated recipients. Clonal composition of different

lood populations was analyzed up to 15 months post-transplant and upon secondary

ransplantation. The majority of transplanted clones steadily contributed to hemato-

oiesis in the long-term, although clonal output in granulocytes, T cells and B cells

as substantially different. Contributions of individual clones to blood were dynam-

cally changing; most of the clones either expanded or declined with time. Once the

nimals were sacrificed, the clonal make-up of bone marrow cells was analyzed at

ifferent stages of hematopoietic differentiation (LSK48-150+ cells, myeloid progen-

tors and mature cells). We demonstrate that the pool of old HSCs is composed of

ultiple small clones while the young HSC pool is dominated by fewer, but larger,

lones. Finally, we observed that both young and old HSCs were asymmetrically

istributed throughout the mouse skeleton, indicating similar migration behavior

fter transplantation.
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P1064 - THE FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MIR-125 FAMILY

IN HEMATOPOIESIS

Edyta W�ojtowicz1,2, Marta Anna Walasek1,2, Mathilde Johana Cristina Brokehuis1,2,

Ellen Weersing1,2, Albertina Ausema1,2, Martha Ritsema1,2, Leonid Bystrykh1,2, and

Gerald de Haan1,2

1Ageing Biology and Stem Cells, European Research Institute for the Biology of

Ageing, Groningen, Netherlands; 2University Medical Center of Groningen,

Groningen, Netherlands

MicroRNAs (miRs) are small, non-coding RNAs playing an essential role in the control

of hematopoiesis. MiRs tune the expression of certain genes by extensive pairing of the

seed sequence with the complementary sequence in 3‘ UTR of the target mRNAs. Previ-

ously, we have shown miR-125a as an important regulator of hematopoietic cells (HSCs)

(Gerrits et al., 2012). MiR-125a is a close homolog of miR-125b1 and miR-125b2 and

share over 85% sequence similarity. However, there have been reports suggesting that

miR-125 family members may have distinct effects on hematopoiesis. To functionally

compare the phenotypes of all miR-125 in HSPCs, we overexpressed them individually

in bone marrow cells and functionally assessed in a range of in vitro and in vivo assays.

The colony forming unit-granulocyte monocyte assay showed that cells overexpressing

miRs-125 family members generate more colonies and have increased self-renewal

potential as measured by replating activity. We also observed increased and prolonged

activity of miR-125-overpressing cells in cobblestone area forming cell assay. In vivo

transplantation experiments in which miR-125 overexpressing cells were transplanted

in conditioned recipients showed decreased levels of apoptosis in the lineage negative

cell population and a vast proliferative advantage of these cells. We observed increased

numbers of progenitors and a differentiation biased towards the myeloid lineage.

However, the frequency of phenotypically defined HSCs (Lin-Sca+c-Kit+CD48-150+)

was significantly diminished already 10 weeks post transplantation. To functionally

analyze this phenomenon, we have serially transplanted bone marrow cells and assessed

blood chimerism 20 weeks after transplantation. This revealed loss of the initial prolif-

erative advantage, suggesting exhaustion of HSCs overexpressing miR-125 family

members. Combined, our data show that all miR-125 family members do indeed affect

HSPCs characteristics in a similar way, enhancing differentiation into myeloid lineage,

causing exhaustion of the stem cell pool and expansion of progenitors, while at the same
time decreasing the frequency of apoptotic cells in lineage negative compartment.

when transplanted into lethally irradiated primary and secondary recipients. Interest-

ingly, overexpression of S6K1 in WT HSCs also results in reduced engraftment in

transplant recipients. In response to genotoxic stress, S6K1 deficiency results in

increased frequency of HSCs in bone marrow despite significant reduction in bone

marrow cellularity. Additionally, S6K1-/- mice are more sensitive to repeated geno-

toxic stress. Our studies indicate that S6K1 plays a critical role in the development of
P1065 - UMG-LENTI: NOVEL DUAL-PROMOTER LENTIVIRALVECTORS

FOR EFFICIENT TRANSGENE- AND REPORTER PROTEIN EXPRESSION

IN PRIMITIVE HAEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITORS

Emanuela Chiarella, Giovanna Carr�a, Bruna Codispoti, Stefania Scicchitano,

Marco Giordano, Heather Bond, Maria Mesuraca, and Giovanni Morrone

Dept. of Experimental and Clinical Medicine, University of Catanzaro Magna

Græcia, Catanzaro, Italy

Lentiviral vectors are widely used to investigate the biological effects of regulatory

proteins and candidate oncogenes by stably enforcing their expression in diverse

target cells. In these studies it is essential to be able to monitor and/or isolate the

cell subpopulation(s) infected by the virus, and hence expressing the relevant trans-

gene. This can be achieved through the insertion in the vectors of sequences encoding

selectable markers or reporter proteins whose expression can be revealed by flow cy-

tometry. To ensure simultaneous expression of transgene and selectable/ reporter

gene, intra-ribosomal entry site (IRES) sequences are often inserted between the

two cDNAs to generate bi-cistronic mRNAs whose transcription is directed by

a single promoter. However, depending on the different transgenes and on the target

cell types, the expression of the cDNA located downstream of the IRES sequences

(typically encoding the reporter protein) is frequently inconsistent and this makes

the recognition of the infected, transgene-expressing cells, problematic. To circum-

vent this problem, we have designed novel lentiviral vectors (named UMG-LV5

and -LV6) where the expression of the transgene is driven by the UbiC promoter

and that of the reporter protein, EGFP, by the 170-bp-long minimal promoter of

the WASP gene. These vectors, harbouring two distinct transgenes (ZNF521 or

MSI2), were tested in a variety of human haematopoietic cell lines as well as in

primary human CFD34+ cells in comparison with the FUIGW vector that contains

the expression cassette UbiC-transgene-IRES-EGFP. In all cells studied, infection

with UMG-LV5 and -LV6 resulted in a transgene expression slightly lower than

that of FUIGW, but a considerably stronger expression of EGFP, that allowed to

easily distinguish the transduced cells from the non-transduced counterpart. These
vectors are therefore valuable new tools for gene transfer-based studies in haemato-

poietic stem and progenitor cells. Supported by: AIRC, PhD Programme in Molec-

ular Oncology and POR Calabria FSE 2007/2013 (HEMMAS project).
P1066 - ROLE OF MATRILIN-4 IN STRESS-INDUCED HSC ACTIVATION

AND HOMEOSTASIS

Hannah Uckelmann1 and Marieke Essers1,2

1Division of Stem Cells and Cancer, DKFZ, Heidelberg, BW, Germany; 2Heidelberg

Institute for Stem Cell Technologies and Experimental Medicine, HI-STEM,

Heidelberg, BW, Germany

The life-long maintenance of the blood system is accomplished by a pool of self-re-

newing and pluripotent hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Adult HSCs are found in

a dormant state for most of their lifetime, entering cell cycle only to maintain homeo-

static blood supply. This balance between dormancy and activation is controlled by

external factors such as chemokines and cytokines as well as the interaction of

HSCs with cells of the stem cell niche. Under stress conditions such as chemotherapy

or bleeding, HSCs are stimulated to proliferate and give rise to various specialized

blood and immune cells. The molecular mechanisms underlying the processes of acti-

vation of HSCs are still largely unknown. Our group has previously shown that HSCs

proliferation can be induced by in vivo IFNa treatment of mice. This response is

dependent on signaling via the IFNa receptor (IFNAR), STAT1 and the cell-surface

marker Sca-1 leading to downstream induction of IFNa target gene expression

(Essers et al., 2009). To gain insight into the mechanism of activation, we compared

the transcriptional response of HSCs of C57Bl/6 wildtype treated with PBS or IFNa

by microarray expression analysis. Interestingly, we discovered several cell cycle

inhibitors, such as p57 to be downregulated upon IFNa treatment, enabling cells to

exit G0 and start cycling. Even more striking is the downregulation of the extracel-

lular matrix protein Matrilin-4. Matrilin-4 is a member of the von Willebrand factor

A-containing family of extracellular adapter proteins, which form filamentous struc-

tures outside of cells. We found that Matrilin-4 is highly expressed in long-term

HSCs compared to short-term HSCs or committed progenitors during homeostasis

and it is almost completely depleted upon in vivo treatment with IFNa or other

inflammatory cytokines. It is therefore possible that Matrilin-4 plays an essential

role in niche remodeling following stress. Here we present our data on the investiga-

tion of the function of Matrilin-4 in HSC activation and homeostasis using KO mice

and in vivo retroviral overexpression.

P1067 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

ROLE OF P70S6 KINASE IN REGULATION OF NORMAL AND STRESS

HEMATOPOIESIS

Joydeep Ghosh, Baskar Ramdas, Anindya Chatterjee, Peilin Ma, Raghuveer Mali,

and Reuben Kapur

Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA

Hematopoietic stem cells’ (HSCs) ability to reconstitute the hematopoietic system

following myeloablative stress depends on its self-renewal property. The role of

different components of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt/ mammalian

target of rapamycin complex1 (mTORC1) pathway in HSC self-renewal and function

have been studied extensively. Previous studies have shown that both hyperactivation

as well as deficiency of PI3K/Akt/mTORC1 pathway results in defective hematopoi-

esis. However, the role of downstream effectors of this pathway are unknown. Acti-

vation of mTORC1 results in phosphorylation and subsequent activation of p70S6

kinase (S6K1). We used a genetic model of S6K1 knockout mice (S6K1-/-) to deter-

mine the role of S6K1 in HSC development and function under homeostasis as well

as myelosuppressive stress. Although S6K1-/- mice have reduced bone marrow cellu-

larity under steady-state conditions, there is no significant difference in peripheral

blood counts relative to controls. The absolute number of bone marrow HSCs was

found to be decreased and frequency of granulocyte-macrophage progenitor

(GMP) population was found to be higher in S6K1-/- mice relative to controls. More-

over, hematopoietic cells from S6K1 -/- mice showed increased colony forming

ability in response to cytokines which was associated with hyperactivation of Akt

and ERK MAP kinase. Importantly, S6K1 deficient HSCs show reduced engraftment
normal HSCs and in engraftment of HSCs following transplant as well as in the

regeneration of HSCs following myeloablative stress.
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Seungbum Kim1, Edward Scott2, and Mohan Raizada1

1Department of Physiology and Functional Genomics, University of Florida,

Gainesville, Florida, USA; 2Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology,

University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, USA

Angiotensin II (Ang II) is a key product in the renin angiotensin system that has been

recognized for cardio-vascular effects. Studies have shown that Ang II also has

multiple effects in tissue regeneration and acts as a mitogen for smooth muscle cells,

fibroblasts, endothelial cells and hematopoietic cells. Despite limited in vitro

evidence that Ang II induces proliferation of hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells

(HSPCs), the mechanism of its action at the level of bone marrow remains unclear.

In the present study, we aimed to understand how Ang II regulates HSPC population

in vivo. We observed a 31% decrease of Sca-1+, c-Kit+, Lin- (SKL) HSPCs and 46%

increase of myeloid/monocytic cells in the bone marrow of mice chronic infused with

of Ang II using osmotic minipumps (1500ng/kg/min). In addition, we observed

increased number of CX3CR1+/Ly6C+ inflammatory monocyte in the peripheral

blood and spleen. Interestingly, the effect of Ang II on HSPC was completely

reversed by treatment of Ang II receptor antagonist, losartan. Next, we aimed to

investigate how the Ang II level affects HSPC homing and engraftment, which are

critical steps in bone marrow transplantation. We observed a significant delay of

the homing GFP+ SKL cells in Ang II infused and lethally irradiated recipient

mice. In addition, the SKL cells exposed to Ang II failed to efficiently engraft to

the osteoblastic niche. Consistent with this observation, colony formation unit-Spleen

(CFU-S) in the Ang II infused recipients was 65% compared to control mice. These

findings indicate that Ang II accelerates HSC differentiation to myeloid lineage and

that Ang II acts as an important regulator for homing and engraftment of HSC.
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1068 - LOSS OF SPARC PROTECTS HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

ROM THE TOXIC EFFECTS OF REPEATED CYCLES OF

HEMOTHERAPY BY ACCELERATING THEIR RETURN TO

UIESCENCE

rmin Ehninger1,2, Tobias Boch2, and Andreas Trumpp1,2

Division of Stem Cells and Cancer, German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ),

eidelberg, Germany; 2Heidelberg Institute for Stem Cell Technology and

xperimental Medicine (HI-STEM), Heidelberg, Germany

e have identified the matricellular protein SPARC in a microarray screen to be

ighly expressed in hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) that have newly colonized

he bone marrow of newborn mice. Follow-up experiments showed that SPARC

oes not seem to have a cell-autonomous function in HSCs, however, we uncovered

hat loss of SPARC expression by niche cells protects HSCs from the toxic effects of

epeated cycles of chemotherapy. Intriguingly, we demonstrate that SPARC-deficient

ice have a reduced sensitivity to serial treatment with the chemotherapeutic agent

-fluorouracil (5-FU) in 10-day intervals. Using straight and reverse chimeras, we

ould further show that this is due to a role of SPARC in the BM niche. While the

peed of recovery of the blood system is normal, HSCs in a SPARC-deficient niche

how an accelerated return to quiescence, which seems to protect them from the

ethal effects of serial 5-FU treatment. Our findings are of clinical relevance, as future

ork along theses lines could reduce side effects of chemotherapy and even allow

ose escalation above current limits. Moreover, SPARC is down-regulated or deleted

n certain disorders of the hematopoietic system, implying a relevance of our work

or an improved understanding and treatment of these malignancies.
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1069 - SINGLE CELL ANALYSIS OF CYTOKINE-DEPENDENT

RANSCRIPTION FACTOR DYNAMICS IN HEMATOPOIETIC

ROGENITORS

artin Etzrodt, Philipp Hoppe, Max Endele, and Timm Schroeder

epartment of Biosystems Science and Engineering, ETH Zurich, Basel, Switzerland

ranscription factor networks act as master regulators of hematopoietic lineage

ommitment. However, their regulation remains poorly understood. In particular,

nd despite the importance of cytokines in influencing hematopoietic cell fates,

vidence for direct regulation of core hematopoietic transcription factors by these

ell extrinsic regulators is still missing. We therefore screened for cytokines directly

egulating PU.1 expression. Using time-lapse imaging we quantified the expression

ynamics of PU.1 protein continuously and live in large numbers of individual hema-

opoietic stem and progenitor cells with highest temporal resolution. All cell types

nvestigated showed a cell-cycle dependent increase of PU.1 levels, illustrating the

bsolute requirement for continuous single cell quantification. We were able to iden-

ify several cytokines increasing PU.1 protein expression. PU.1 induction was detect-

ble within less than 3h after cytokine challenge in all cell types tested, and peaked

rior to the first cell division. Notably this effect was observed already in

D150+CD34-CD48- KSL hematopoietic stem cells. Through small molecule inhib-

tors of signaling pathways, we could further identify specific requirements of

ifferent signaling pathways for the PU.1-inducing effect of different cytokines in

ifferent cell types. These observations have important implications for the under-

tanding of the regulation of the transcription factor network controlling hematopoi-

tic lineage choice.
1070 - REGULATION OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM/PROGENITOR CELL

IFFERENTIATION AND ENGRAFTMENT BY ANGIOTENSIN II
1071 - TWO DISCRETE STAGES OF LONG TERM HEMATOPOIETIC

TEM CELLS

atyana Grinenko and Claudia Waskow

RTD, Dresden, Germany

ematopoietic stem cell (HSC) hierarchy based on transplantation assays defines

ong-term (LT), intermediate term and short-term stem cells. Recent studies showed

hat the LT-HSC pool is functionally heterogeneous and that HSCs vary in their

ifferentiation potential and length of reconstitution but display unpredictable differ-

nces on the magnitude of repopulation. Transplanting single LT-HSCs into into non-

onditioned recipient mice allowed for the identification of two distinct functional

tem cell stages that robustly repopulate primary recipient mice but that differ in

he magnitude of engraftment. Stage I LT-HSCs are quiescent cells that express genes

apping to cellular adhesion pathways and that have excessive clonal expansion

apacity after transplantation whereas stage II LT-HSCs express genes mapping to

etabolic pathways and display limited proliferative capacity. Transplantation of

rospectively separated stem cell subtypes revealed that stage I cells precede stage

I LT-HSCs during differentiation, suggesting that initiation of differentiation is

arked by the transit from stage I to stage II LT-HSCs.
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P1072 - EXTRINSICALLY REGULATED GADD45g BALANCES

HEMATOPOIETIC STEMCELL SELF-RENEWALANDDIFFERENTIATION

Frederic Thalheimer1,2, Susanne Wingert1,2, Pangrzio De Giacomo1,

Andreas Kowarsch3, Fabian Theis3, Lothar Hennighausen4, Timm Schroeder5, and

Michael Rieger1,2

1LOEWE Center for Cell and Gene Therapy, Goethe-University Hospital Frankfurt,

Frankfurt, Germany; 2Georg-Speyer-Haus, Frankfurt, Germany; 3Institute of

Bioinformatics, Helmholtz Zentrum M€unchen, Neuherberg, Germany; 4Laboratory

of Genetics and Physiology, NIDDK, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,

Maryland, USA; 5Stem Cell Dynamics Research Unit, Helmholtz Zentrum M€unchen,

Neuherberg, Germany

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) provide the life-long blood regeneration by

maintaining a strictly controlled balance of self-renewal and differentiation. Further

investigation is needed for detailed understanding of the molecular orchestration of

these HSC fate choices. We identified the transcriptional repressor and tumor

suppressor Growth arrest and DNA damage-inducible gene 45 gamma (Gadd45g)

as an important mediator of early HSC differentiation control. In contrast to previous

studies with cancer cell lines, where Gadd45g functioned as growth suppressor and

activator of apoptosis, we neither observed growth arrest nor enhanced cell death in

Gadd45g expressing LT-HSCs. FACS-purified LT-HSCs transduced with Gadd45g

showed an instant and accelerated differentiation mainly into the myelomonocytic

lineage with the expense of megakaryocyte and erythrocyte cell fate. In transplanta-

tions in vivo, Gadd45g expressing LT-HSCs, although homing to the bone marrow

after transplantation, immediately start their differentiation program and rapidly

lose their self-renewal capacity. Concordantly, LT-HSCs from Gadd45g-knock-out

mice showed an increased ability to long-term repopulate secondary recipients

demonstrating enhanced self-renewal of Gadd45g deficient HSCs. We further

demonstrate that Gadd45g expression is rapidly activated by differentiation

promoting cytokines via STAT5 signal transduction linking extrinsic cytokine

signaling with HSC self-renewal and differentiation control. A single amino acid
exchange in Gadd45g, that inhibits its dimerization, abolishes Gadd45g function.

Dimeric Gadd45g induces differentiation by activating MAP3K4 that leads to selec-

tive p38 phosphorylation with absent JNK activation. Ongoing videomicroscopy-

based single cell tracking will uncover the mechanism of myeloid lineage choice
mediated by Gadd45g. Here we demonstrate a new extrinsically mediated differen-

tiation induction by Gadd45g expression in HSCs influencing the balance of self-

renewal and differentiation.
P1073 - DORMANT AND ACTIVATED HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

DURING HOMEOSTASIS

Jiajing Qiu and Kateri Moore

Development and Regenerative Biology, Icahn School of Medicine at Mt. Sinai, New

York, New York, USA

We have investigated the homeostatic behavior of Hematopoietic Stem Progenitor

Cells (HSPCs) using a "tet-off" double transgenic system where HSPCs specifically

label with Histone 2BGFP until Doxycycline (Dox) is given. Cells that continue to

divide after Dox progressively dilute H2BGFP by one half with each cell division.

The amount of label retained is a reflection of cell division over time and allows the

isolation of viable HSPCs with varying GFP levels. Our studies show that there are

dormant (rarely dividing) and active (routinely dividing) populations of HSC in the

BM during homeostasis. As homeostatic HSCs traverse a GFP dilution cascade over

time they lose repopulating potential with greater divisional history within very few

cell divisions. In addition, divisional history overrides both phenotype and immediate

quiescence in determining functional activity. As LSKCD150+CD48- cells divide over

time their ability to return to G0 parallels their loss of GFP. In addition, the functional

activity of G0 LSKCD150+CD48- cells is lost in parallel to divisional history. Perhaps

most surprisingly, CD34+ high GFP label retaining cells (LRCs) that are also

LSKFlk2-CD48-CD150+, are capable of both long-term repopulation and self-renewal

in secondary mice at levels similar to CD34- cells that are also LSKFlk2-CD48-

CD150+ and GFP high LRCs. We show that dormant HSCs are heterogeneous in

both phenotype and function; LSKCD48-CD150- dormant cells can repopulate primary

mice but they are compromised in their self-renewal ability. As such, not all dormant

cells are self-renewing. The loss of CD150 expression parallels repopulation and gene

expression in the dormant fraction. A gene expression signature has been developed

from HSCs with varying levels of GFP that provides insights into homeostatic HSCs

as they divide in situ. Most evident from our expression profiles is that although

dormant HSCs are repressed transcriptionally and are metabolically inactive there is

a constant dialogue between dormant HSCs and their microenvironment that changes

dramatically once activated. These studies suggest that once HSCs become activated

during homeostasis without stress they initiate a divisional cascade and are slated for

extinction by differentiation. As such, this may provide an important control mecha-

nism to maintain the genomic integrity of the HSC pool throughout life.

P1074 - IN VIVO MUTAGENESIS ANALYSIS OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

AND PROGENITOR CELLS IN RELATION TO AGE, DIFFERENTIATION

AND DISEASE STATE

Ting Zhou, Ziming Cheng, and Vivienne Rebel

Cellular and Structural Biology, UT Health Science Center at San Antonio, San

Antonio, Texas, USA

It has been shown that hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) accrue DNA damage with

age. However, it is unknown if this causes an increase in permanent DNA mutations,

thereby increasing the potential for disease development, such as myelodysplastic

syndrome (MDS) and leukemia. To begin to address this question, we used mice

transgenic for a mutation reporter gene, LacI. The LacI gene can be isolated from

any cell type of interest and allows one to measure the frequency of DNA mutations

therein. LacI mice were crossed to mice heterozygous for CREB binding protein

(Crebbp); these mice have demonstrated DNA repair abnormalities and develop

MDS as they age. We isolated various hematopoietic cell populations from LacI+/-

;Crebbp+/+ (wild-type) mice and LacI+/-;Crebbp+/- mice at different ages (E14.5,

6 and 12 months) and determined the frequency and type of DNA mutations.

Comparative analysis of wild-type samples shows an increase in spontaneous muta-

tion frequency from E14.5 to 6 months of age, but no further increase at 12 months. A

more in-depth analysis of 6 month-old bone marrow subpopulations revealed that the

spontaneous mutation frequency decreases between the Lin-;Sca-1+;c-Kit++ (LSK)

stem cell compartment and the common myeloid progenitor population (CMP). Inter-

estingly and contrary to expectations, we found that the spontaneous mutant

frequency in 6 month-old Crebbp+/- blood cells (no MDS developed yet) is similar

to that observed in control mice, except in LSKs, where it is significantly lower.

However, at 12 months of age, when MDS is fully developed, all Crebbp+/- popula-

tions, including LSKs, show an increased mutant frequency compared to controls.

These data suggest that during normal hematopoiesis, the CMP stage may serve as

a checkpoint at which immature cells with too much DNA damage are actively elim-

inated from the pool. However, in Crebbp+/- mice without symptoms of MDS, this

elimination seems to occur at an earlier stage, while it is ineffective in the clinical

stages of MDS.
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1075 - THE PI3K/AKT1 PATHWAY ENHANCES STEADY STATE LEVELS

F FANCL
im-Hien Dao1, Michael Rotelli1, Brieanna Brown1, Jane Yates2, Juha Rantala3,

ristina Tognon1, Jeffrey Tyner1,4, Brian Druker1,5, and Grover Bagby1,2

Knight Cancer Institute, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon,

SA; 2Northwest VA Cancer Research Center, VA Medical Center, Portland, Oregon,

SA; 3Department of Biomedical Engineering, Oregon Health and Science

niversity, Portland, Oregon, USA; 4Department of Cell and Developmental Biology,

regon Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon, USA; 5Howard Hughes

edical Institute, Portland, Oregon, USA

anconi anemia hematopoietic stem cells display poor self-renewal capacity when

ubjected to a variety of cellular stress. This phenotype raises the question whether

he Fanconi anemia proteins are stabilized or recruited as part of a stress response

nd protect against stem cell loss. Here we provide evidence that FANCL, the E3

biquitin ligase of the Fanconi anemia pathway, is constitutively targeted for degra-

ation by the proteosome. We confirm biochemically that FANCL is poly-ubiquiti-

ated with lysine-48 linked chains. Evaluation of a series of N-terminal deletion

utants revealed that FANCL’s E2-like fold may direct ubiquitination. Additionally,

ur studies revealed that FANCL is stabilized in a complex with Axin1 when

lycogen synthase kinase-3b is overexpressed. This result led us to investigate the

otential regulation of FANCL by upstream signaling pathways known to regulate

lycogen synthase kinase-3b. We report that constitutively active, myristoylated-

kt increases FANCL protein level by reducing poly-ubiquitination of FANCL.

D-PAGE analysis revealed that acidic forms of FANCL, some of which are phos-

ho-FANCL, are not subject to poly-ubiquitination. These results indicate that

signal transduction pathway involved in self-renewal and survival of hematopoietic

tem cells also functions to stabilize FANCL and suggests that FANCL participate

irectly in support of stem cell function.
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HSC niches is not sufficient to allow engraftment of donor HSC and stimulate

research into additional factors determining the success of HSC engraftment.
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1076 - REDUCTION IN ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM (ER) STRESS

NABLES MAINTENANCE OF FUNCTIONAL HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

ELLS IN VITRO

enichi Miharada, Valgardur Sigurdsson, and Stefan Karlsson

und University, Lund, Sweden

espite recent advances in hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) research, it is still problem-

tic to expand or activate HSC effectively in vitro. The reasons may be explained by the

ifferences between the HSC niche environment and the in vitro culture, as the HSC

iche largely maintains HSC by inducing a dormant state and a low proportion of

SC are actively dividing under physiological conditions. To study the regulation of

ividing stem cells, we designed a screening strategy to compare gene expression

rofiles between undifferentiated and differentiated ES cells. Using this approach,

e identified a novel HSC regulator, Dppa5 (developmental pluripotency associated

). Expression levels of Dppa5 directly correlate with HSC function, as Dppa5 overex-

ression robustly increases the reconstitution level following transplantation.

onversely, down-regulation of Dppa5 significantly reduces long-term reconstitution

apacity demonstrating a physiological role for Dppa5 in the regulation of HSC (Mi-

arada et al, ISEH 2012). Overexpression of Dppa5 reduced the levels of glycolytic

nzymes and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress chaperones, whereas amino acid/

rotein processing proteins and a redox protein were increased. Consistent with this,

he metabolic flow in Dppa5 overexpressing cells was switched from glycolysis to

ncreased oxidative phosphorylation. Furthermore, cellular reactive oxygen species

ROS) were kept at low levels. Importantly, when the ER stress inducer, Tunicamycin,

as used to treat HSC in vitro, the competitive advantage of Dppa5 was abolished.

ext, we asked whether in vitro cell culture increased ER stress levels in HSC. Culti-

ation of c-kit+ BM cells for 3 days clearly up-regulated ER stress response proteins.

nterestingly, an ER stress inhibitor, Tauroursodexicholate acid (TUDCA), maintained

unctional HSC for 2 weeks in vitro as TUDCA treated CD34-KSL cells exhibited

obustly increased long-term repopulation capacity. Since TUDCA treatment simulta-

eously inhibited glycolysis and mitochondrial activity, its method of action cannot be
xplained by a metabolic switch from glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation, e.g.

hrough PKM2 (a rate-limiting glycolysis enzyme). These findings strongly indicate

hat reduced ER stress and improved protein folding in vitro may improve HSC func-

ion and activity.

W

i

1077 - INDUCIBLE DEPLETION OF HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS IN

IVO CHALLENGES NICHE AVAILABILITY AS THE CRITICAL

ETERMINANT FOR BONE MARROW ENGRAFTMENT

lexander Gerbaulet1, Kristina Schoedel1, Joachim Goethert2, David Voehringer3,

laudia Waskow4, and Axel Roers1

Institute for Immunology, TU Dresden Medical Faculty, Dresden, Germany;

Department of Hematology, University Hospital of Essen, Essen, Germany;

Department of Infection Biology, University Clinic of Erlangen, Erlangen,

ermany; 4Center of Regenerative Therapies Dresden, Dresden Technical University,

resden, Germany

re-conditioning for bone marrow (BM) or hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) transplan-

ation is accomplished by irradiation or cytoreductive drug treatment of the recipient,

esulting in loss of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSC/P). Current believe

s that pre-conditioning empties HSC niches and thereby allows engraftment of donor

SC. Here we report a mouse model allowing inducible Cre/loxP-mediated depletion

f primitive HSCs in vivo. A strain expressing tamoxifen-inducible HSC-specific Cre

HSC-scl-CreERT) was mated to Rosa26-loxP-STOP-loxP-Diptheriatoxin A (R-

TA) mice, in which diphtheria toxin (DT) is expressed upon Cre-mediated deletion

f the loxP-flanked stop element. Tamoxifen induction resulted in 100-fold reduction

f primitive HSC (Kit+Sca-1+lin-CD48-CD150+CD135-CD34-) but only a mild

eduction of more mature HSC/P in the BM of Cre+R-DTA+ mice animals. Hemato-

oietic niche cells including mesenchymal stem/progenitor cells, CXCL12 abundant

eticular cells and osteoblasts were not directly altered by the depletion procedure.

rolonged maintenance of these mice on tamoxifen allowed for efficient suppression

f HSC numbers for at least ten weeks. Competitive transplantation of HSC depleted

nd control BM into irradiated recipients confirmed the reduction of functional HSC.

hus, most HSC niches should be empty in induced Cre+R-DTA+ mice. Contrary to

xpectation, congenic BM transfer into (un-irradiated) HSC-depleted Cre+R-DTA+

ice recipients did not result in improved engraftment of donor HSC. Even long-

erm tamoxifen-treatment of Cre+R-DTA+ mice recipients (before and after donor

M transfer) did not result in engraftment. These findings demonstrate that vacating
1078 - HEB GENE ESTABLISHES AN INTRINSIC EXPANSION LIMIT IN

EMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

hanti Rojas-Sutterlin, Andr�e Haman, and Trang Hoang

RIC-University of Montr�eal, Montr�eal, Quebec, Canada

ematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are uniquely endowed with sustained self-renewal

apacity and multipotent differentiation potential. In homeostasis, most of adult

SCs are in quiescence and genetic disruption of HSC quiescence always correlates

ith decreased long term self-renewal capacity. The objective of this study is to eval-

ate the importance of three hematopoietic transcription factors of the basic helix-

oop-helix (bHLH) family, Scl, E2a and Heb for HSC functions and self-renewal

apacities. To measure the functional importance of these genes for the control of

elf-renewal in HSCs, we first performed serial transplantation assays under limiting

onditions using cells from wild-type (Wt), Scl+/-, E2a+/- and Heb+/- mice. Our

esults indicate that Scl is haploinsufficient for stem cell functions, whereas E2a

nd Heb are haplosufficient, probably due to their functional redundancies. Second,

e decided to impose a more extensive proliferative stress to HSCs using a 5-fluoro-

racil (5-FU) based protocol. Two treatments of 5-FU caused a 100-fold decrease in

he numbers of phenotypic HSCs. Nonetheless, the remaining HSCs proliferated

xtensively to re-establish the HSC pool size, which was twice larger than that of

ntreated mice after 1 month. At this point, most HSCs have exited the cell cycle

nd were back to quiescence except in E2a+/- HSC which were still in cycle, suggest-

ng that E2a facilitates cell cycle exit. Despite a normal stem cell pool size, HSCs

rom Wt, Scl+/- and E2a+/- mice treated with 5-FU cannot compete against untreated

ells to regenerate the host in transplantation assays, indicating that stem cell activity

s severely impaired by extensive proliferation. We next showed that this was due to

mpaired expansion and differentiation per individual HSCs, as measured by the

ean activity of stem cell (MAS). In contrast, the competitive potential was main-

ained in Heb+/- HSCs, associated with a normal MAS, after 5-FU induced prolifer-

tive stress. Based on these results, we conclude that Heb establishes an intrinsic

xpansion limit in HSCs, beyond which their regenerative potential is impaired.

e surmise that quiescence preserves HSC integrity by preventing cells from reach-

ng this intrinsic expansion limit.
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P1079 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

DECREASED PU.1 AND ENHANCED CITED2 COOPERATE TOMAINTAIN

SELF-RENEWAL

Hein Schepers1,2, Patrick Korthuis1, Gerald de Haan2, Jan Jacob Schuringa1, and

Edo Vellenga1

1Experimental Hematology, University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen,

Groningen, Netherlands; 2Aging Biology and Stem Cells, European Research Institute

for the Biology of Aging (ERIBA), UMCG, Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands

CITED2 has a conserved role in maintaining HSCs. We have shown before that CD34+

cells from a subset of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients display enhanced CITED2

expression and interfering with this expression is detrimental for leukemia maintenance.

Ectopic expression of CITED2 in normal CD34+ stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs)

results in increased proliferation and skewed myelo-erythroid differentiation. Microarray

studies indicated that 1648 genes were differentially expressed in HSPCs upon expres-

sion of CITED2. GSEA analysis indicated that CITED2 modulates hypoxia and p53

signaling. This is consistent with an increased percentage of HSCs, which demonstrated

decreased levels of apoptosis. Colony forming cells assays indicated that these cells have

increased CFC forming capacity, but harvesting and replating of these colonies demon-

strated no secondary colony forming activity. This demonstrates that enhanced CITED2

expression cannot maintain the self-renewal characteristics of HSCs, suggesting that

additional genetic changes contribute to self-renewal of leukemic stem cells. We recently

identified PU.1 as a strong negative regulator of CITED2 and enhanced CITED2 expres-

sion in AML samples correlates with low PU.1 expression. Combined lentiviral down-

regulation of PU.1 with overexpression of CITED2 gave a huge proliferative

advantage to transduced CD34+ cells. Also in CFC assays a large increase of progenitor

numbers was observed. To stringently assess whether self-renewal was maintained, cells

were first cultured for 4 weeks on MS5 and subsequently plated into CFC assays, fol-

lowed by secondary and tertiary replating experiments. The only cells that after 10 weeks

of culture still generated colonies were the ones that demonstrated low PU.1 and

increased CITED2 expression, indicating that this combination preserves self-renewal.
Together, these data suggest that in AML with low PU.1, CITED2 not only functions

to increase proliferation and skew myeloid differentiation, but that together, low PU.1

and high CITED2 are necessary to maintain leukemic stem cell self-renewal.

HSCs readily give rise to c-Kitlo and c-Kithi HSCs both in vitro and in vivo, but

c-Kithi HSCs have little to no capacity to give rise to c-Kitlo HSCs, consistent

with a hierarchical relationship between these two populations. These qualitative

differences between c-Kithi and c-Kitlo HSCs are preserved even in situations of

physiologic stress in which c-Kit expression is altered, notably following 5-FU treat-

ment. Overall, these data indicate that c-Kitlo HSCs are enriched for long-term

reconstituting HSCs. These findings have important implications for investigations

of HSC function as they suggest that most currently used immunophenotypic

definitions of HSCs identify cell populations significantly contaminated by non-

self-renewing and lineage-biased cells.
P1080 - MIR-29A MAINTAINS HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL SELF-

RENEWAL AND IS REQUIRED FOR LEUKEMIC TRANSFORMATION

Christopher Park1,5, Wenhuo Hu1, James Dooley2, Stephen Chung1,4, Yu Sup Shin1,

Bart De Strooper3, and Adrian Liston2

1Human Oncology and Pathogenesis Program, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center, New York, New York, USA; 2Microbiology and Immunology, KU Leuven,

Leuven, Belgium; 3Center for Human Genetics and Leuven Institute for

Neuroscience and Disease, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium; 4Medicine,

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York, USA; 5Pathology

and Laboratory Medicine, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New

York, USA

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are unique among blood cells in their ability to

indefinitely self-renew in addition to their ability to generate all cell types in the

blood system. We previously demonstrated that miR-29a is highly expressed in

mouse and human HSCs, as well as in human acute myeloid leukemia (AML)

stem cells, and that over-expression of miR-29a in immature mouse hematopoietic

cells induces a myeloproliferative disorder that progresses to AML. We have now

extended our studies to investigate the function of miR-29a in HSCs in mice lacking

the miR-29a/b bicistron. Homozygous deletion of miR-29a/b resulted in reduced

bone marrow cellularity and reduction of colony forming capacity in hematopoietic

stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs). The phenotype is mediated specifically by

miR-29a, since miR-29b expression is not significantly altered in HSCs. In addition,

reconstitution oif miR-29a/b null HSPCs with miR-29a, but not miR-29b, rescued

colony formation defects in vitro. Defects in self-renewal were observed in in

miR-29a deficient HSCs in both competitive and non-competitive transplantation

assays, and these deficits were associated with increased cell cycling and apoptosis.

Transcriptomal studies demonstrated widespread gene expression alterations in

HSCs, revealing that miR-29a deficient HSCs were more similar to wild-type

myeloid progenitor cells than to wild-type HSCs. In addition, a number of

miR-29a target genes were up-regulated in miR-29a deficient HSCs including

DNA methylation enzymes (Dnmt3a, -3b) and cell cycle regulators (e.g. Cdk6,

Tcl1, Hbp1, Pten). Knockdown of one of these targets, Dnmt3a, in miR-29a deficient

HSCs resulted in partial restoration of colony formation, providing functional valida-

tion that Dnmt3a mediates part of miR-29a null HSPCs functional defects. miR-29a
loss also abrogated leukemogenesis in the MLL-AF9 retroviral leukemia model.

Together, these studies demonstrate that miR-29a contributes to HSC self-renewal

and myeloid leukemogenesis.
P1081 - LOW C-KIT EXPRESSION IDENTIFIES HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELLS WITH ENHANCED SELF-RENEWAL POTENTIAL

Christopher Park1,2, Joseph Shin1, Safak Yalcin1, and Wenhuo Hu1

1Human Oncology and Pathogenesis Program, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center, New York, New York, USA; 2Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Memorial

Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, New York, USA

A growing body of evidence supports the view that hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)

are heterogeneous with respect to their self-renewal, lineage, and reconstitution

capacities. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying these differences are

not well-understood. Because gain- and loss-of-function c-Kit mutants exhibit signif-

icant alterations in HSC function, we hypothesized that even small changes in c-Kit

signaling would result in profound effects on HSC function, and thus, we investigated

whether HSCs (Lin-c-Kit+Sca-1+SLAMf150+CD34-) expressing differing levels of

c-Kit may exhibit distinct phenotypes. Our studies demonstrate that HSCs expressing

low levels of c-Kit (lowest 30% of expressors; c-Kitlo) exhibit enhanced self-renewal

and long-term reconstitution potential compared to HSCs expressing high levels of

c-Kit (highest 30% of expressors; c-Kithi) as demonstrated through non-competitive

and competitive transplantation assays. c-Kithi HSCs also exhibit a strong megakar-

yocytic lineage bias, as demonstrated through in vitro culturing and in vivo transplan-

tation studies, and this bias was confirmed by transcriptomal analysis of c-Kithi

HSCs, which exhibited increased expression of megakaryocyte associated genes

such as Gata-1 and reduced expression of self-renewal genes such as HoxB4. c-Kitlo
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latory network that controls the development and maintenance of the hematopoietic

system.
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This was achieved by introducing the fluorochrome coding gene into the 3’UTR of

the transcription factor gene. Venus expression is observed in aortic endothelial cells

and hematopoietic clusters paralleling Gata2 expression. An extensive characteriza-

tion of Gata2-Venus expressing cells and their role in hematopoietic development

is ongoing. A surprising aspect of the Gata2 expression was revealed when we per-

formed in vivo real-time imaging of Gata2Venus embryos. We found that Gata2

expression is remarkably dynamic and fluctuating - some cells turn Gata2 on and

some turn it off during the 12 hour imaging session. Moreover, Gata2 expression

levels seem to vary between cells and oscillate in individual cells. Whether similar

oscillation patterns can be observed for the other major hematopoietic regulators

(such as Runx1) and whether these oscillations correlate with their function will

be a focus of our future studies. A Runx1 mKate knock in mouse, using a similar

strategy, is in the process of generation.
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1082 - A GENOME-WIDE RNAI SCREEN IDENTIFIES JARID2 AS

CRITICAL REGULATOR OF HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM AND

ROGENITOR CELLS

oman Galeev1, Aur�elie Baudet1, Ann-Margret Carlsson1, Ineke De Jong1,

nders Kvist2, Therese T€orngren2, and Jonas Larsson1

Lund Stem Cell Center, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 2Department of Oncology,

und University Hospital, Lund, Sweden

o gain insights into the mechanisms underlying renewal and differentiation of human

ematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs), we developed a lentiviral shRNA

creening strategy. Umbilical cord blood derived CD34 positive cells were transduced

ith libraries of pooled shRNA targeting 15 000 genes. We used the limited persistence

f HSPCs under ex vivo culture conditions as a basis for functional selection of shRNAs

onferring prolonged maintenance or expansion of undifferentiated HSPCs. The distribu-

ion of shRNAs before and after selection was determined by next generation sequencing

f proviral inserts and a strong enrichment of independent gene-specific shRNAs used as

he main scoring criteria to rank candidate genes. Notably, known cancer related genes

in particular tumor suppressors) were highly enriched among the top-scoring genes. We

nitially focused on transcriptional regulators and DNA binding factors and found that the

umonji and ARID-domain containing protein, JARID2, scored highest in this category.

ARID2 is a known interacting partner to the polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2)

nd critically mediates the binding of PRC2 to its target genes. Very recently several

roups have reported inactivating mutations of JARID2 in myeloid neoplasms but a direct

unctional role of JARID2 in hematopoietic cells has not been described yet. We found

hat CD34 cells transduced with several independent shRNAs against JARID2 showed an

verall increase in cell numbers and maintained CD34 expression better than control

ells. When transplanted to primary and secondary NSG mice shJARID2 transduced cells

howed a significant increase in human reconstitution especially in the bone marrow

primary mice: 11.464.7% vs 49.764.0%, secondary mice: 0.0760.03% vs

0.362.0%) indicating an increased expansion of HSCPs in vivo upon knockdown of

ARID2. These findings identify JARID2 as an important regulator of human HSPCs,

nd together with recent reports of recurrent deletions of JARID2 in myeloid neoplasms,

ighlight a possible direct role of JARID2 deficiency in development of hematopoietic

alignancies. We are currently performing molecular profiling studies to further eluci-

ate the mechanisms by which JARID2 regulates HSCPs.

1083 - ROLE OF HMGA2 IN HUMAN HEMATOPOIETIC STEM AND

ROGENITOR CELLS

raveen Kumar, Aur�elie Baudet, Ineke De Jong, and Jonas Larsson

olecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sk�ane, Sweden

ematopoietic stem cells maintain life long blood generation during homeostasis and

tress. Factors controlling the key characteristics of these cells such as self-renewal,

uiescence and the potential to form various blood lineages are poorly understood.

e reasoned that genes found to be located near common sites of vector insertion in

linical gene therapy studies might have important functions in this regard. The

NA binding protein, high mobility Group AT hook 2 (HMGA2) is one such factor.

MGA2 activation coupled with a myeloid biased clonal dominance of stem/progen-

tor cells was observed in a clinical gene therapy trial for b-thalassemia. Here, we used

ain-of-function and loss-of-function approaches to study the role of HMGA2 in

uman hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs). Umbilical cord blood derived

D34+ cells were transduced with HMGA2-overexpressing or control lentiviruses and

ultured in vitro. HMGA2 overexpression provided a growth and survival advantage to

he cells as measured by proliferation kinetics of GFP positive cells and colony-form-

ng cell (CFC) numbers. To evaluate the effect of HMGA2 in more primitive cells we

ransplanted transduced cells to NSG mice. Unlike control cells, the frequency of GFP

ositive HMGA2 expressing cells progressively increased between 6 and 14 weeks

ost-transplantation (26.53 6 2.633% N58 vs 39.33 6 3.738% N57), suggesting

hat HMGA2 promotes proliferation of HSCPs in vivo. Bone marrow analysis showed

hat HMGA2 overexpressing cells were significantly skewed toward the myeloid

ineage and had a higher frequency of the primitive, CD34+CD38-, cell fraction

HMGA2 1.285 6 0.1666 % N57 vs control 0.5630 6 0.1063 % N56). We detected

o signs of leukemia in primary transplanted mice and are currently monitoring mice

rom secondary transplantations. To further understand the role of HMGA2 in HSPCs

e performed knockdown studies using lentiviral shRNA. Knockdown of HMGA2 by

ndependent shRNAs in CD34 cells severely inhibited cell proliferation ex vivo. Cell

ycle analysis showed an accumulation of shHMGA2 cells in the G0/G1 phase. In

ddition, the impaired proliferation kinetics was associated with a higher ROS content

n shHMGA2 cells. Taken together our finding indicates a key role of HMGA2 in

egulation of human HSPCs. Current efforts are aimed at defining the upstream and

ownstream mediators of HMGA2 activity in hematopoietic cells.
1084 - FUBP1 IS AN ESSENTIAL REGULATOR OF HEMATOPOIETIC

TEM CELL SELF-RENEWAL

ta Rabenhorst1, Frederic Thalheimer1,2, Katharina Gerlach1, Marek Kijonka1,

ichael Rieger1,2, and Martin Z€ornig1

Georg-Speyer-Haus, Frankfurt, Germany; 2Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany

nalyzing the regulatory mechanisms that control self-renewal and differentiation of

ematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) is important to understand the pathophysiology of

ertain hematopoietic diseases and to succeed in expanding multipotent HSCs for

herapy ex vivo. In a gene trap mouse model, the functional impairment of the tran-

criptional regulator Far Upstream Element Binding Protein 1 (FUBP1) led to embry-

nic lethality at day E15.5. Homozygous Fubp1-/- embryos showed largely reduced

umbers of long-term repopulating (LT-) HSCs in the fetal liver, and lower engraft-

ent of Fubp1-/- fetal liver cells was observed in competitive transplantation exper-

ments. However, all hematopoietic lineages were produced in the absence of FUBP1,

ndicating an HSC-specific function. Eventually, all Fubp1-/- LT-HSCs were ex-

austed in the transplanted animals, suggesting an intrinsic self-renewal defect in

hese cells. Similarly, the transplantation of adult Fubp1 knockdown (kd) LT-HSCs

esulted in low engraftment and their eventual loss. Fubp1 kd in ex vivo cultured

T-HSCs led to reduced cell expansion, and single cell tracking following time-lapse

icroscopy revealed prolonged generation times and increased apoptosis upon Fubp1

d, confirming the essential role of FUBP1 in fetal and adult HSC self-renewal and

xpansion. Furthermore, our groups aim at the identification of HSC-relevant FUBP1

arget genes, as well as transcription factors (TFs) involved in the upstream regulation

f Fubp1 expression. Transcriptome profiling of Fubp1 kd HSCs revealed potential

UBP1 target genes that might account for its pro-proliferative and anti-apoptotic

unction. In silico analyses and genome-wide ChIP-sequencing data predicted a puta-

ive binding of TAL1/SCL, an important TF in early hematopoiesis, within the Fubp1

romoter region. This could be confirmed by ChIP experiments using murine bone

arrow mononuclear cells. Further analyses will show whether TAL1 is indeed

nvolved in the regulation of Fubp1 expression in early hematopoiesis. Our studies

ave demonstrated the requirement of FUBP1 for HSC self-renewal, and the ongoing

xperiments will further our understanding of how FUBP1 is implicated in the regu-
1085 - TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL OF HEMATOPOIESIS DURING

MBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

olynikis Kaimakis1, Christina Eich1, Emma de Pater1, Reinier van der Linden1,

ancy Speck2, Dies Meijer1, and Elaine Dzierzak1

Dept. of Cell Biology, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2School of

edicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA

ranscription factors are important players in regulating hematopoietic development

ncluding hematopoietic stem cell generation (HSC). HSCs originate from hemo-

enic endothelial cells through a process called endothelial to hematopoietic transi-

ion (EHT). To date, a system in which the expression of pivotal transcription factors

n EHT (or most other lineage differentiation systems) can be observed in real-time is

acking. As expected from knockout studies revealing the absence of HSCs, the

unx1 and Gata2 transcription factors are involved in HSC generation. However,

othing is known of the dynamics of their expression in vivo - whether they are ex-

ressed simultaneously in the same cell or same cell pedigree during development.

arker mice for these factors have been made using strategies that either affect

he levels of transcription factor per cell or produce a fusion protein. Since HSC

eneration is profoundly affected by transcription factor dose, we generated a novel

ata2Venus knock in mouse in which the expression of the reporter fluorochrome

oes not affect the transcription factor expression levels or the proteins conformation.
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P1086 - TWO DEFINITIVE ADULT-TYPE HSC SUBSETS COEXISTENT IN

MOUSE

Mihaela Crisan1, Chris Vink1, Tomoko Yamada-Inagawa1, Alex Neagu1,

Caterina Purini1, Karine Bollerot1, Sofia Karkanpouna2, Reinir van der Linden1,

Alvin Chan1, and Elaine Dzierzak1

1Cell Biology, Erasmus MC Stem Cell Institute, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Molecular

and Cell Biology, Centre of Biomedical genetics, Leiden, Netherlands

Adult-type hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) emerge in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros

(AGM) region in the mid-gestation mouse embryo. Thereafter, HSCs migrate to the

fetal liver (FL) and at birth, colonize the adult bone marrow. The molecular signaling

cascades controlling HSCs in the AGM region is not yet known. Exogenous Hedgehog

(Hh) added to AGM explants prior to HSC generation induces AGM HSCs and BMP

pathway inhibition abolishes AGM HSC activity. In the FL, the BMP signaling

pathway is not required for hematopoiesis. A role for the MAPK signaling pathway

has been demonstrated in the adult hematopoiesis, but whether this pathway also

controls AGM HSCs is not known. We hypothesize that Hh and BMP control the

induction/expansion of AGM HSCs and cooperate with the MAPK pathway to control

their maintenance and differentiation. To test whether HSCs are directly activated by

BMP, we used transgenic BMP-response element (BRE)-gfp mice, in which GFP

expression is an indicator of BMP pathway activation. When BRE-gfp E11 AGM cells

were sorted for GFP expression and injected into adult irradiated mice, all long term

repopulating HSCs were found in the BMP activated (GFP+) fraction. We next asked

whether HSCs in the FL are activated by BMP. Surprisingly, we found high level,
multilineage, self-renewing HSCs in both GFP+ and GFP- fractions. This suggests

that subsets of HSCs shift from an exclusively BMP-activated state, to a state of

non-activation. This shift may be involved in the expansion of HSCs in the FL. Since

HSCs expand in explant cultures of E11 AGMs, we examined whether after explant,

AGM HSCs remain BMP-activated. Interestingly, after explant, both GFP+ and

GFP- fractions contained multilineage, self-renewing HSCs. In such explants when

Hh or MAPK pathways are inhibited, only the non-BMP-activated HSC activity is

abolished. The Hh inhibition effect on AGM HSCs could be rescued by exogeneous

VEGF addition, but VEGF could not rescue the HSC defects caused by MAPK inhi-

bition. These results suggest that VEGF acts downstream of Hh and further activates

the MAPK pathway to control AGM HSCs. In conclusion, our data provide clear

an interactive molecular cascade involving the BMP, Hh and MAPK signaling path-

ways in the control of AGM HSC development.
evidence of an interactive molecular cascade involving the BMP, Hh and MAPK

signaling pathways in the control of AGM HSC development.
P1087 - TWO ADULT-TYPE HSC SUBSETS COEXISTENT IN MOUSE

Mihaela Crisan1, Chris Vink1, Tomoko Yamada-Inagawa1, Alex Neagu1,

Caterina Purini1, Sofia Karkanpouna2, Reinir van der Linden1, and Elaine Dzierzak1

1Cell Biology, Erasmus MC Stem Cell Institute, Rotterdam, Netherlands; 2Dept. of

Molecular and Cell Biology, Centre of Biomedical Genetics, Leiden, Netherlands

Adult-type hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) emerge in the aorta-gonad-mesonephros

(AGM) region in the mid-gestation mouse embryo. Thereafter, HSCs migrate to the

fetal liver (FL) and at birth, colonize the adult bone marrow. The molecular signaling

cascades controlling HSCs in the AGM region is not yet known. Exogenous Hedgehog

(Hh) added to AGM explants prior to HSC generation induces AGM HSCs and BMP

pathway inhibition abolishes AGM HSC activity. In the FL, the BMP signaling

pathway is not required for hematopoiesis. A role for the MAPK signaling pathway

has been demonstrated in the adult hematopoiesis, but whether this pathway also

controls AGM HSCs is not known. We hypothesize that Hh and BMP control the

induction/expansion of AGM HSCs and cooperate with the MAPK pathway to control

their maintenance and differentiation. To test whether HSCs are directly activated by

BMP, we used transgenic BMP-response element (BRE)-gfp mice, in which GFP

expression is an indicator of BMP pathway activation. When BRE-gfp E11 AGM cells

were sorted for GFP expression and injected into adult irradiated mice, all long term

repopulating HSCs were found in the BMP activated (GFP+) fraction. We next asked

whether HSCs in the FL are activated by BMP. Surprisingly, we found high level, mul-

tilineage, self renewing HSCs in both GFP+ and GFP- fractions. This suggests that

subsets of HSCs shift from an exclusively BMP-activated state, to a state of non-acti-

vation. This shift may be involved in the expansion of HSCs in the FL. Since HSCs

expand in explant cultures of E11 AGMs, we examined whether after explant, AGM

HSCs remain BMP-activated. Interestingly, after explant, both GFP+ and GFP- frac-

tions contained multilineage, self-renewing HSCs. In such explants when Hh or

MAPK pathways are inhibited, only the non-BMP-activated HSC activity is abolished.

The Hh inhibition effect on AGM HSCs could be rescued by exogeneous VEGF addi-

tion, but VEGF could not rescue the HSC defects caused by MAPK inhibition. These

results suggest that VEGF acts downstream of Hh and further activates the MAPK

pathway to control AGM HSCs. In conclusion, our data provide clear evidence of
P1088 - THE CYTOKINE-INDUCED MICRORNA193B MODULATES CKIT

EXPRESSION AND STAT5 SIGNALING

Nadine Haetscher1,2, Yonatan Feuermann3, Susanne Wingert1,2,

Frederic Thalheimer1,2, Christian Weiser1, Andreas Kowarsch4, Fabian Theis4,

Timm Schroeder5, Michael Rieger1,2, and Lothar Hennighausen3

1Haematology Oncology, J.W. Goethe University Clinics Frankfurt, Frankfurt

(Main), Hessen, Germany; 2Stem Cell Biology and Stem Cell Therapy, Georg-

Speyer-Haus, Frankfurt, Germany; 3Laboratory of Genetics and Physiology, NIDDK,

National Institute of Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA; 4Institute of Bioinformatics,

Helmholtz Zentrum M€unchen, Neuherberg, Germany; 5Stem Cell Dynamics

Research Unit, Helmholtz Zentrum M€unchen, Neuherberg, Germany

Normal hematopoiesis requires the right composition of microRNAs (miRNA)

controlled in a developmental stage and cell type-dependent fashion. MiRNAs are

small, non-coding RNAs with the ability to simultaneously target multiple mRNAs

for the orchestration of complex gene expression networks in development, regenera-

tion and disease. In a screening for STAT5A/B -induced miRNAs in highly purified

murine LT-HSCs, we found miR193b to be upregulated by the cytokine Thrombopoie-

tin. Constitutive activation of STAT5A/B enhances HSC self-renewal and thereby can

contribute to myeloproliferative disease. Videomicroscopy-based single cell tracking

revealed that miR193b expression in HSCs leads to increased cell death and slowed

proliferation in vitro, and a loss of functional HSCs in vivo, both caused by a targeted

downregulation of ckit surface expression. To determine the physiological function of

miR193b in hematopoiesis, we generated a knock-out mouse model. In miR193b-/-

mice, peripheral white blood cell numbers of all lineages are increased, hematopoietic

progenitors show accelerated proliferation capacity, and aged animals gain an enlarged

HSC pool. During the stress response to 5-FU treatment, miR193b-/- mice show an

altered cytokine profile and an upregulated platelet production. The potential molecular

mechanism explaining these observations is the increased basal activation of STAT5A/

B, which we observed in miR193b-/- bone marrow and spleen cells. RNA sequencing

of defined stem and progenitor cells before and after cytokine stimulation will shed

light on the regulatory network governed by miR193b. The role of miR193b in contrib-
uting to feedback regulation of cytokine responsiveness and STAT5 signaling warrants

further investigation and may reveal new therapeutic strategies for hematologic

diseases.
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1089 - MODEL-BASED PREDICTION OF RESIDUAL LEUKEMIC STEM

ELL DYNAMICS IN TYROSINE KINASE INHIBITOR-TREATED

HRONIC MYELOID LEUKEMIA (CML)

ngo Roeder1, Matthias Horn2, Ingmar Glauche1, Martin M€uller3,

€udiger Hehlmann3, Andreas Hochhaus4, and Markus Loeffler2

Institute f. Med. Informatics and Biometrie, TU Dresden, Medical School, Dresden,

ermany; 2Institute f. Med. Informatics, Statistics and Epidemiology, University of

eipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 3III. Med. Klinik, Medizinische Fakult€at Mannheim,

niversity of Heidelberg, Mannheim, Germany; 4H€amatologie/Onkologie,

niversit€atsklinikum Jena, Jena, Germany

olecular response to imatinib (IM) in CML is characterized by a biphasic decline of

CR-ABL transcript levels. Although qualitatively similar for most patients, there is

considerable patient-specific heterogeneity in treatment response. For the decision

hether or not treatment stop is a save option for a particular patient, the number of

esidual leukemic stem cells (LSC) is one of the most important parameters. Because

his number is clinically unobservable, we apply mathematical modelling and

omputer simulation to predict the stem cell dynamics, providing estimates for the

ndividual risk of molecular relapse upon treatment cessation. To account for inter-

ndividual heterogeneity, we extended our previously developed CML model. To esti-

ate the model parameters we used 7-year follow-up data from a clinical trial. The

btained values have been validated on the basis of independent trial data. Our model

redicts that a subset of patients (14%) can achieve complete eradication of LSCs

ithin less than 15 years of IM treatment. Furthermore, the model prognosticates

hat 31% of the patients will remain in deep molecular remission following treatment

top after a fixed period of two years in MR(5.0), while 69% are expected to relapse.

e propose to use model-predicted residual LSC number to assess the patient-

pecific risk of molecular relapse upon treatment discontinuation. Application of

he suggested rule for deciding about the time point of treatment cessation is pre-

icted to result in a significant reduction in rate of molecular relapse. The proposed

odel-based procedure allows for a better appraisal of individual prognosis of CML

atients with direct impact on clinical decision-making. Because the mechanisms of

ction of second generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors are similar to IM, the described

pproach can also be applied in an analogous way to these treatment options.
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and identify direct target genes of PAX5 fusion proteins by ChIP-sequencing to eluci-

date their molecular mechanism of action in tumor development.
1090 - GLOBAL DISCOVERY OF DYSREGULATED PROTEIN

XPRESSION AND PHOSPHORYLATION NETWORKS IDENTIFIES LEO1

S A NOVEL TARGET OF PRL-3 PHOSPHATASE (PTP4A3) IN

EUKEMOGENESIS

hyllis Chong

SI, NUS, Singapore, Singapore

dentification of novel oncogenic alterations and pathways are the keys to the under-

tanding and discovery of therapeutic targets in the improved management of AML.

RL-3 is a small 20kDa prenylated dual-specificity phosphatase that is over-expressed

n 50% of AML and associated with poor survival, but the mechanisms regulating the

ssociated malignancy remains unknown. Our data demonstrates that ectopic PRL-3

xpression in the factor-dependent TF1 AML cells confers cytokine-independent

rowth, induces colony-forming ability and tumorigenesis in vivo. To characterize

ovel substrates of PRL-3, unbiased large-scale SILAC-based MS was performed

etween the parental TF1 and isogenic TF1-PRL3 cells to discover critical differences

n signaling networks. We obtained quantitative measurements on 803 proteins, where

31 were significantly up-regulated (O1.5-fold) and 67 were under-expressed (!0.6-

old). Importantly, PRL-3 alters the phosphorylation status of 192 proteins. Our proteo-

ics profiling and in vitro validation revealed that Leo1, component of the Polymerase

I-associating factor 1 (PAF) complex, is upregulated and dephosphorylated by PRL-3.

echanistically, PRL-3 upregulates Leo1 by relieving the repressive H3K9me3 mark

n Leo1 promoter through direct binding of JMJD2C histone demethylase, promoting

permissive chromatin state for Leo1 transcription. Conversely, abrogation of PRL-3

sing RNAi reduced Leo1 levels and destabilizes the PAF complex, consequently

eading to the downregulation of PAF-regulated pluripotency target genes like Sox2,

ox4 and Tbx3. Our functional analyses corroborated the contribution of Leo1 towards

RL-3 oncogenicity, whereby inhibition of Leo1 in PRL-3 cells impeded cell prolifer-

tion, induced significant apoptosis and abolished colony formation. Finally, we relate

hese data to clinical relevance where 46% of the human AML patient samples (n524)

howed PRL3+Leo1+ expression, with a statistically significant association of P!

.01. In conclusion, ourwork allows the identification of bona fide PRL-3 targets,which

stablished starting points for a complete enumeration of PRL-3 function in AML

ignaling and provides valuable leads for designing future therapies targeting PRL-3

n leukemia.
1091 - JAK2 MUTATION-NEGATIVE SECONDARY ERYTHROCYTOSIS

N MULTIPLE MYELOMA: A CASE REPORT FOLLOW UP

wi-Joong Yoon1, Sun Kyung Baek1, Woo-In Lee2, Tae Sung Park2, and

heolwon Suh3

Hematology-Oncology, Kyung Hee University Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea;

Laboratory Medicine, Kyung Hee University Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea;

Oncology, Asan Medical Center, Seoul, Republic of Korea

he association between erythrocytosis and MM has been rarely described. We

eport a case of MM with coincidental JAK2 V617F and exon 12 mutation-nega-

ive secondary erythrocytosis. A 55-year-old male was presented with an increased

b level. He stopped smoking 7 years ago. On examination, no abnormality

xcept a reddish face was found. Initial CBC showed Hb level of 19.5 g/dL,

platelet count of 183,000/uL and a WBC count of 3,800/uL. The biochemical

rofile showed protein/albumin 8.6/3.9 g/dL and creatinine 1.1 mg/dL. His arterial

lood oxygen saturation was 95.8%. On abdominal sonography, no mass in

idney, adrenal gland or liver was found. The serum erythropoietin level was

levated. JAK2 V617F mutation was absent and JAK2 exon 12 showed no muta-

ion. Bone marrow study showed 14.6% of all nucleated cells were plasma cells.

erum protein EP/IEP showed IgA/lambda M-protein of 2.6 g/dL. He was diag-

osed as MM with secondary erythrocytosis. IgA increased to 3.9 g/dL after 1

onth (mo). He moved to Asan Medical Center and found bone lesion on left

umerus, which was treated with 21 Gy of radiotherapy. He received induction

herapy with 2 cycles of high-dose dexamethasone and reached to PR. Serum

rythropoietin level decreased to 26.1 mIU/ml, which was in the reference range,

nd Hb level returned to normal. Two cycles of VAD chemotherapy was added

efore autologous peripheral blood stem cell transplantation (autoPBSCT) with

el200 conditioning. He had been in CR for 8 mo but relapsed with M-protein

f 0.5 g/dL. He received 2nd autoPBSCT with same conditioning and got

GPR, but disease progressed 6 mo later, with increasing M-protein and bone

esion. He was treated with bortezomib+dexamethasone and got PR, but pro-

ressed 6 mo later. Treatment was changed to melphalan prednisolone thalidomide

ombination therapy. During the course since his first chemotherapy, his Hb level

id not increased and kept around 13 g/dL without any treatment for erythrocyto-

is. (The case was reported previously, before chemotherapy, as Brief Communi-

ation in Acta Haematologica 2011; 126:169-171)

1092 - ROLE OF PAX5 FUSION PROTEINS IN B-CELL PRECURSOR

CUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA

eonie Smeenk, Barbara Werner, Anna Azaryan, and Meinrad Busslinger

esearch Institute of Molecular Pathology, Vienna, Austria

AX5 is one of the most frequently mutated genes in B-cell precursor acute lympho-

lastic leukemia (B-ALL), as it is altered in over 30% of all cases analyzed. In addi-

ion, w2.5% of all B-ALL cases contain specific chromosomal translocations

enerating PAX5 fusion proteins. These novel transcription factors are generated

y linking the N-terminal part of PAX5 with the C-terminal sequences of different

usion partner proteins, such as the transcriptional regulators ETV6 and FOXP1.

ll PAX5 fusion proteins contain the N-terminal DNA-binding paired domain, but

ack the potent C-terminal transactivation region of PAX5. As all leukemia cells still

ontain a wild-type PAX5 allele in addition to the PAX5 translocation, the PAX5

usion proteins are thought to contribute to B-ALL formation by interfering with

he normal function of PAX5. To date, little is however known about the oncogenic

ole of PAX5 fusion proteins in B-ALL. We have investigated the oncogenic function

f two PAX5 translocations in B-ALL by generating knock-in mice expressing the

AX5-ETV6 and PAX5-FOXP1 fusion proteins from the endogenous Pax5 locus.

hese knock-in mice provide the unique opportunity to investigate the effect of these

wo fusion proteins on B cell development, leukemogenesis and the interference with

ild-type Pax5 function. B cell development was severely impaired in Pax5(Etv6/+)

nd Pax5(Foxp1/+) mice, whereas it was normal in Pax5(Prd/+) knock-in mice ex-

ressing only the DNA-binding paired domain (Prd) of Pax5. Hence, the impaired

lymphopoiesis in these mice is caused by the sequences of the fusion partners

TV6 and FOXP1. Importantly, Pax5(Etv6/+) and Pax5(Foxp1/+) mice, which

ere crossed with additional gain- or loss-of-function mutations occurring in B-

LL, rapidly developed tumors, indicating that the PAX5-ETV6 and PAX5-

OXP1 fusion proteins cooperate with other genetic lesions in B-ALL development.

o gain insight into the molecular function of the two PAX5 fusion proteins, we

urrently analyze the gene expression profile of leukemic cells by RNA-sequencing
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A PU.1 SUPPRESSIVE TARGET GENE, METALLOTHIONEIN-1G,

DISTURBS RETINOIC ACID-INDUCED NB4 CELL DIFFERENTIATION

AND ACCELERATES G1/S TRANSITION

Shinichiro Takahashi1,2, Naomi Hirako1, and Hiroko Nakano2

1Div. of Mol. Hematol., Kitasato Univ. Graduate School of Medical Sciences,

Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan; 2Div. of Hematol., Kitasato Unv. School of Allied

Health Sciences, Sagamihara, Kanagawa, Japan

We recently demonstrated that PU.1 directly represses metallothionein (MT)-1s gene

promoter (Imoto et al., JBC 2010)(Suzuki et al., BBRC 2013). MT-1s play a role in

metal chelation and cell growth but the roles in myelopoiesis are largely unknown.

To clarify the functions of MT-1G (a major form of MT-1s) in myeloid cells, we estab-

lished MT-1G-overexpressing NB4 (NB4MTOE) cells. First, we analyzed the cell cycle

profiles of these cells and found that the proportions of S-phase cells were significantly

increased in serum-stimulated NB4MTOE cells. Next, we investigated whether MT-1G

functionally contributes to myeloid cell differentiation. Nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT)

reduction assays revealed that the proportions of NBT-positive cells were decreased

in NB4MTOE cells in the presence of all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA). Real-time

PCR analyses demonstrated that the inductions of CD11b and CD11c and reductions

in myeloperoxidase and c-myc by ATRA were attenuated in NB4MTOE cells. Since

G1 arrest is a hallmark of ATRA-induced NB4 cell differentiation, we observed

a decrease in G1 accumulation, as well as decreases in p53 target genes, p21 and cyclin

D1 inductions, by ATRA in NB4MTOE cells. p53 is a zinc finger transcription factor

and depletion of intracellular zinc result in the loss of its DNA-binding capacity. EMSA

and ChIP assays revealed that the DNA-binding activity of p53 tended to be attenuated

in ATRA-treated NB4MTOE cells. Microarray analyses showed that, in addition to the

genes already confirmed in the differentiation assays, the changes in expression of

several myeloid differentiation-related genes (GATA-2, azurocidin 1, pyrroline-5-

carboxylate reductase 1, defensin a4, C-X3-C motif receptor 3, matrix metallopepti-

dase -8, S100 calcium-binding protein A12, neutrophil cytosolic factor 2 and oncostatin

M etc.) induced by ATRAwere disturbed in NB4MTOE cells. Collectively, overexpres-

sion of MT-1G disturbs the proper proliferation and differentiation of myeloid cells.

The present study provides evidence that expression analysis of MT-1G in APL patients

may be a good prediction marker to estimate the efficacy of ATRA.

P1094 - ROLE OF HIF-1a IN LEUKEMIA INITIATING CELLS IN ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Talia Velasco1, Gudmundur Norddahl2, Axel Hyrenius1, Yiyi Yang1, David Bryder2,

and J€org Cammenga1

1Molecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sweden;
2Experimental Medical Science. Section of Immunology, Lund University, Lund,

Sweden

The microenvironment in which hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) reside provides

them with conditions that maintain quiescence and prevent differentiation into

committed progenitors. Quiescent HSCs are located in the endosteal region of the

bone marrow (BM) niche, where both biological and physical mechanisms partici-

pate in their regulation. One important factor is low oxygen tension, the hypoxic

environment switching HSCs metabolism from oxydative phosphorylation to glycol-

ysis. This prevents HSCs from producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsible

for DNA damage. Mainly in this way, hypoxia signaling contributes to keeping HSCs

free from potentially disruptive mutations. Leukemia initiating cells (LICs) share

many properties with HSCs, including maintenance of quiescence, self-renewal

and differentiation properties, all essential for the development of disease. In addi-

tion, hypoxia has recently been identified as an important factor for LICs in a number

of hematological malignancies. Our aim is to study the role of hypoxia signaling in

the initiation and maintenance of Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML), using two

different approaches: (A) Transduction of MLL-ENL expressing cells with a hypoxia

reporter, in which the expression of GFP is driven by the hypoxia response element

(HRE), to localise LICs in vivo according to their GFP expression. This allows us to

identify and isolate LICs residing in hypoxic or normoxic conditions and test their

respective potential to recreate the disease in secondary recipients. (B) Transduction

of c-Kit+ BM cells from a conditional knock-out mouse model for HIF-1a (Hypoxia

inducible factor-1a, the main transcription factor involved in hypoxia signaling in

HSCs) with fusion gene AML-ETO9a and transplantation into recipient mice to

generate AML in vivo. This allows the investigation of the role of HIF-1a in disease

initiation in primary and secondary recipients.

P1095 - OPAL1: FROM B CELL ALL MARKER TO E3 UBIQUITIN LIGASE

ADAPTOR

Ales Drobek and Tomas Brdicka

Leukocyte Signalling, Institute of Molecular Genetics, Prague, Czech Republic

Ubiquitination as a system for orchestrated degradation of proteins has been recog-

nized for a long time. It is involved in the regulation of a number of cellular

processes, including protein turnover and trafficking, as well as cellular signal trans-

duction. Ubiquitination is a multi-step process in which the final step, the conjugation

of ubiquitin to the target protein, requires the activity of a member of E3 ubiquitin

ligase family. Activity of E3 ubiquitin ligases and their interactions with various

substrates are regulated in many cases by adaptor proteins. We describe an identifi-

cation of a novel adaptor protein for NEDD4 family E3 ubiquitin ligases, Outcome

Predictor of Acute Leukemia 1 (OPAL1). OPAL1 interacts with several members

of NEDD4 family and this interaction enhances their activity. By recruiting ITCH

or another NEDD4 family member OPAL1 is involved in the regulation of chemo-

kine receptor CXCR4 in leukocytes, likely by mediating ubiquitination of CXCR4

followed by lysosomal degradation of this receptor. ShRNA-mediated downregula-

tion of OPAL1 expression resulted in significant increase in CXCR4 signaling after

stimulation with CXCR4 ligand SDF-1a in murine macrophage progenitors, in 32D

cell line (murine myeloblast-like), as well as in REH cell line (human pre B ALL,

TEL-AML1+). This phenotype was also associated with increased chemotaxis

towards SDF-1a. Since expression of OPAL1 was allegedly associated with better

prognosis of TEL-AML+ B cell ALL patients, its involvement in CXCR4 regulation

could, at least partially, explain potentially better outcome of the treatment and the

disease recurrence. Altogether, our data suggest the role of OPAL1 in the regulation

of CXCR4 expression and/or activity via the recruitment of NEDD4-family ubiquitin

ligases.

P1096 - IDENTIFICATION OF JAK2 DEPENDENT TRANSCRIPTIONAL

REGULATORS IN CML

Susan Rhodes1, Mhairi Copland1, Lisa Hopcroft1, Peter Sayeski2, and

Helen Wheadon1

1Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK;
2Department of Physiology and Functional Genomics, University of Florida,

Gainesville, Florida, USA

Chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) is characterised by the t(9;22)(q34;q11) chromo-

somal translocation which gives rise to the active tyrosine kinase fusion protein BCR-

ABL, responsible for driving the disease from the haemopoietic stem cell through to

mature myeloid cells. The JAK2 pathway is activated in CML through several mech-

anisms and has effects on numerous transcription factors and cell cycle regulators,

making it an attractive additional target for further treatment in CML. Following bio-

informatics analysis of microarray data obtained from the literature, we identified

a transcriptional regulatory network downstream from JAK2 and generated a linked

gene interaction map. The key genes identified control multiple cell functions which

could be affected by deregulation of JAK2 signalling. Using Fluidigm technology this

network was analysed in CML patient peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PB-

MNC) and compared to normal PB-MNC by real time PCR. Data was obtained on

29 transcriptional regulation genes, of these 45% were up-regulated including regu-

lators of cell cycle (CDKN1B, CDK1, FOXM1), differentiation and proliferation

(TFDP1, EZH2), 10% were down-regulated including regulators of apoptosis

(TNFSF10), and 45% were unchanged including HSP90 and PI3K. Treatment of

K562 cells using concentrations of JAK2 inhibitors based on IC50 experiments

showed concentration dependent reversal in the up-regulated genes (31% for

AT9283, 46% for TG101209 and 46% for ruxolitinib treated cells), and in the

down-regulated genes (33% for AT9283, 67% for TG101209 and 67% for ruxolitinib

treated cells). Preliminary data in CML CD34+ patient samples treated with single

agent nilotinib and ruxolitinib or combination followed a similar pattern, but requires

further validation. Overall this study has identified an important transcriptional

network downstream of activated JAK2 which is altered in CML and can be corrected

by JAK2 inhibition.
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STAT5 - A CENTRAL PLAYER IN BCR/ABL+ LEUKEMIA

Veronika Sexl1, Wolfgang Warsch1, Eva Grundschober1, Angelika Berger1,

Lukas H€ofling1, Richard Moriggl2, and Andrea H€olbl-Kovacic1

1Biomedical Sciences, Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Vienna, Austria;
2Ludwig Boltzmann Society, Ludwig Boltzmann Institute of Cancer Research,

Vienna, Austria

It is beyond doubt that the transcription factor STAT5 has an important and unique

role in BCR-ABL- driven neoplasias. STAT5 is an essential component in the

signaling network that maintains the survival and growth of BCR-ABL1-transformed

cells. The transcriptional activity of STAT5 is required to allow proliferation and

survival of the cells. Furthermore, we and others have shown that STAT5 is up-regu-

lated in leukemic cells of CML patients during disease progression; we propose

a selection process resulting in cells with high STAT5 expression levels which cause

reduced responsiveness towards tyrosine kinase inhibitors such as imatinib even in

the absence of BCR-ABL1 mutation. Remarkably, we also found a clear correlation

between STAT5 expression levels and the presence of BCR-ABL1 mutations. Our

data indicate that STAT5 triggers ROS production accounts for the enhanced muta-

tion rate detected in human patient samples harboring elevated STAT5 levels.

Accordingly, STAT5 qualifies as a potential therapeutic target; one possibility to

inhibit its transcriptional activity is to hinder post-translational modifications.

For full transcriptional activity STAT5 requires tyrosine phosphorylation in the

C-terminal domain which is controlled by JAK kinases in untransformed hematopoi-

etic cells. Whether JAK2 functions as an upstream kinase of STAT5 in CML is still

under debate. Although there is widespread agreement that JAK2 is part of the

signaling network downstream of BCR-ABL1, it is unclear whether and under

what circumstances JAK2 inhibitors may be beneficial for CML patients. Our studies

in murine models have cast doubt on the importance of JAK2 in CML maintenance.

Strikingly, in BCR-ABL1-transformed cells signaling is rewired and the BCR-ABL1

oncoprotein itself accounts for STAT5 phosphorylation - independent of JAK kinases.

Additionally, STAT5 is phosphorylated on highly conserved serine residues present in

the transactivation domain of the protein. Novel insights in the role of serine phos-

phorylation for BCR-ABL1-driven leukemogenesis will be provided.

P1098 - A ZEBRAFISH MODEL OF FMS-LIKE TYROSINE KINASE 3

(FLT3) IN DEFINITIVE HEMATOPOIESIS AND HUMAN ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Bailiang He1, Cheuk Him Man1, Xiangguo Shi1, Alvin C.H. Ma1,2, and

Anskar Y.H. Leung1

1Medicine, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong; 2Biochemistry

and Molecular Biology, Mayo Clinic, Minnesota, Minnesota, USA

FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3 (FLT3) is expressed in human hematopoietic stem and

progenitor cells but its role during embryogenesis is unclear. In acute myeloid

leukemia (AML), internal tandem duplication (ITD) of FLT3 at the juxtamembrane

(JMD) and tyrosine kinase (TKD) domains (FLT3-ITD+) occurs in up to 30%

patients and is associated with inferior clinical prognosis. Mutations at the TKD

(FLT3-TKD+) occur in about 5% cases. We made use of zebrafish to examine the

role of flt3 (zflt3) in developmental hematopoiesis and model human FLT3-ITD+

and FLT3-TKD+ AML. zflt3 JMD and TKD were remarkably similar to its mamma-

lian orthologs. Morpholino knock-down significantly reduced the expression of

l-plastin (monocyte/macrophage), c-myb (definitive HSC), lck (T-lymphoid) and

rag1 (immature T and B-lymphoid). Expressing human FLT3-ITD in zebrafish

embryos resulted in expansion and clustering of myeloid cells (pu.1+, mpo+, and

cebpa+) which were ameliorated by AC220 and associated with stat5, erk1/2, and

akt phosphorylation. Expressing human FLT3-TKD (D835Y) induced significant,

albeit modest, myeloid expansion resistant to AC220. This study provides novel

insight to the role of flt3 during normal hematopoiesis and establishes a zebrafish

model of FLT3-ITD+ and FLT3-TKD+ AML that may facilitate high throughput

screening of novel and personalized therapeutic agents for this disease.

P1099 - CLONAL OR INFLAMMATORY INTERLEUKIN-6 LEVELS IN

ESSENTIAL THROMBOCYTHEMIA

Rossella Cacciola, Antonino Cipolla, Ernesto Di Francesco, Elisa Seria,

Maria Torre, and Emma Cacciola

Clinical and Molecular Biomedicine, University of Catania, Catania, Sicily, Italy

The essential thrombocythemia (ET) is characterized by a state of chronic inflamma-

tion that may be an initiator and a driver of clonal myeloproliferation. It is reported

that the JAK2V617F-positive cells are more sensible to chronic inflammation that the

JAK2V617F-negative cells. Interleukin-6 (IL.-6) is a prooncogenic inflammatory

cytokine elated to myeloproliferation. Therefore, we evaluated platelets, red blood

cell (RBC), haemoglobin (Hb) concentration, hematocrit (HCT) and white blood

cell (WBC), as myeloproliferative markers, fibrinogen (Fg), as inflammatory indi-

cator, JAK2V617F mutation and IL-6. We recruited 82 patients with ETwho fulfilled

WHO criteria. Their mean duration of disease was 10 years (range, 3-20 years). Of

82 ET patients, 45 were JAK2V17F mutated (15 males and 30 females, mean age

65 years) and 37 were JAK2V617F WT (17 males and 20 females, mean age 62

years). All patients were on aspirin. Eighty-seven healthy subjects served as controls.

Platelets, RBC, Hb, HCT and WBC were measured by automated analyzer. Fg and

IL-6 were measured by Clauss and ELISA assay, respectively. The JAK2 mutated

patients had higher platelets, RBC, Hb, HCT and WBC (9206252x109/L,

5.6460.88x106/L, 14.861.6 g/dl, 4564%, 1062.8x109/L) than JAK2 WT patients

(78026204x109/L, 4.4860.93x106/L, 1361.8 g/dl, 4064%, 762.7x109/L) (p 5

0.031, p!.0.0001, p!.0001, p!.0001, p!.0001), whereas the JAK2 WT patients

had higher Fg (411698 mg/dl) than JAK2 mutated patients (285661 mg/dl) (p !.

0001). The JAK2 mutated patients and JAK2 WT patients had elevated IL-6

(80628 pg/ml and 83643 pg/ml, respectively, vs 10.561 pg/ml) (p !. 0001). These

results suggest that IL-6 may facilitate clonal expansion in JAK2 mutated ET patients

and represent an unfavourable prognostic indicator.

P1100 - TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE BIOLOGICAL

SIGNIFICANCE OF INCREASED IL-3Ra EXPRESSION IN ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKAEMIA STEM CELLS

Nicole Christie1,2, Paul Ekert3, Angel Lopez1, and Hayley Ramshaw1,2

1Centre for Cancer Biology, SA Pathology, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia;
2School of Pharmacy and Medical Sciences, University of South Australia, Adelaide,

South Australia, Australia; 3Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Victoria,

Australia

The interleukin-3 receptor a chain (IL-3Ra) is a biomarker for leukemia stem cells

(LSC) in patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) due to its enhanced expression

on AML LSC compared to normal haematopoietic stem cells. Given the survival and

proliferation promoting activities of IL-3, we hypothesise that increased IL-3Ra

confers a biological advantage to AML LSC. Initial studies focused on a model, in

which the leukaemic cell line TF-1 was used to create additional lines expressing

increased IL-3Ra. Results demonstrate that cells with high IL-3Ra have increased

proliferative capacity, survival properties and signaling in response to low dose IL-

3. Most strikingly, when we co-cultured cells with different levels of IL-3Ra, and

determined the proportion of each over time, IL-3Ra high cells had a clear compet-

itive advantage in IL-3 but not GM-CSF. To determine the advantage of high IL-3Ra

in vivo we are conducting competitive repopulation assays in mice. To understand the

underlying mechanism through which IL-3Ra provides a biological advantage we

used mutagenesis to identify critical sites within IL-3Ra and identified a proline

rich motif which presents as a potential PI3-Kinase interaction site. By creating

proline to alanine substitutions, we demonstrated a novel association between PI3-

Kinase and IL-3Ra, which was disrupted when the prolines were mutated. Using

IL-3 response assays we have shown functionally that this site is required for normal

IL-3 signaling. Preliminary evidence suggests the signal from these pathways may be

important in cell metabolism. Our data reveals the proliferative, survival and growth

advantages of increased IL-3Ra expression and provides evidence for IL-3Ra elicit-

ing a signal from IL-3 stimulation. These studies, supported by in vivo cell growth

and leukemia models, may define the biological role of enhanced IL-3Ra expression

and its contribution to leukaemogenesis.
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KRASG12D INITIATES ACUTE T-CELL LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA

IN COOPERATION WITH LOSS OF THE WILD-TYPE KRAS ALLELE

Anna Staffas1, Christin Karlsson2, Lars Palmqvist1, and Martin Berg€o2

1Biomedicine, University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden; 2Medicine,

University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden

Activating mutations in RAS are frequently found in patients with both myeloid and

lymphoid leukemia. Activation of KRAS in hematopoietic malignancy has been

studied using the Mx1-Cre;KrasLSL-G12D mouse model, where expression of onco-

genic KrasG12D is induced in the bone marrow and other interferon responsive tissues.

Activation leads to rapid development of myeloproliferative disease (MPD). Surpris-

ingly, when bone marrow from these MPD-mice is transplanted to wild-type recipients

this induces acute T-cell lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL). The cause for this lineage

switch is not known. Activation in the primary mice leads to expression of KrasG12D

also in some non-hematopoietic tissues which may affect the malignant phenotype.

Alternatively, during transplantation, KrasG12D tumor initiating cells of myeloid

and T-lymphoid lineage might home differently. To determine the cause of this lineage

switch and to investigate possible differential effects of Kras-activation in myeloid and

T-lymphoid cells we have performed cross bone marrow transplantations between

Mx1-Cre;KrasLSL-G12D and wild-type mice. Our results show that KrasG12D drives

proliferation and differentiation inmyeloid cellswhich leads to induction ofMPD in the

primary mice. In parallel, expression of KrasG12D expands immature T-cell popula-

tions leading to a pre-leukemic state in T-cells. Also, pIpC injected Mx1-Cre;K-

rasLSL-G12D cannot be rescued by transplanting wild-type bone marrow meaning

that the cause of the rapid death in the primary mice is unrelated to their MPD. Trans-

planting the KrasG12D bone-marrow extends the lifetime of the tumor, creating time

for additional mutations to occur that transforms the pre-leukemic state into T-ALL.

One of these additional mutations is loss of the wild-type Kras allele. In conclusion,

Kras-activation increases proliferation and differentiation which inducesMPDwithout

the ability to transform into AML. In T-lymphoid cells Kras-activation leads to a pre-

leukemic state that with time and additional mutations transforms into T-ALL. Also,

loss of the wild-type Kras allele in the T-ALL tumors indicates a tumor-suppressive

role for wild-type KRAS in T-cell tumorigenesis.

P1102 - ECTOPIC EXPRESSION OF TIRAP IN MURINE MARROW

RESULTS IN MARROW FAILURE MEDIATED BY INTERFERON-g

Rawa Ibrahim, Joanna Wegrzyn Woltosz, Daniel Starczynowski, Patricia Umlandt,

and Aly Karsan

Genome Sciences Centre, BC Cancer Research Centre, Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada

The Myelodysplastic Syndromes (MDS) are characterized by ineffective hematopoi-

esis in one or more lineage of the bone marrow, resulting in peripheral cytopenias

and the propensity to develop into either acute myeloid leukemia (AML) or bone

marrow failure (BMF). The molecular and cellular events involved in MDS develop-

ment are yet to be elucidated. Previous work from our lab has shown that haploinsuffi-

ciency of miR-145 and miR146a recapitulates some of the characteristics associated

with del(5q) MDS. Pathway analysis predicts that innate immune signaling is among

the most highly deregulated pathways following loss of these two miRNAs. The innate

immune signaling moleculesTRAF6 and TIRAP are targets of miR-146a and miR-145

respectively. While the role of TRAF6 in del(5q) MDS has been investigated, little is

known about the role of TIRAP inMDS pathogenesis. To investigate the role of TIRAP

in aberrant hematopoiesis, we transplanted lethally irradiated mice with marrow cells

expressing TIRAP or vector control. Similar to low risk MDS patients, the marrows

of TIRAP transplanted mice are characterized by increased apoptosis as measured by

Annezin V staining. Furthermore, they develop BMF characterized by pancytopenia

as early as 4 weeks post-transplant (unlike TRAF6 transplanted mice which succumb

to BMForAML approximately 4months post-transplant). InMDS, normal hematopoi-

esis is blocked in the normal fraction of the marrow by autoimmunity associated cyto-

kines.Weperformed expression profiling to identify factors responsible for suppression

of normal hematopoiesis in our BMF model. Q-RT-PCR showed increased expression

of both IL-10 and IFNg in TIRAP expressing marrow compared to vector control. This

increase in cytokine expression occurs in a TRAF6 independent manner suggesting the

involvement of TIRAP in a non-canonical signaling pathway. Interestingly, IFNg and

IL-10 have been implicated in MDS and other BMF conditions. Using IL-10 and IFNg

KOmice, we found that loss of IFNg but not IL-10 rescues the pancytopenia phenotype

and prevents early death due to BMF. Interestingly, mice transplanted with TIRAP ex-

pressing IFNgKO bone marrow succumb to a myeloproliferative disorder at later time

points, suggesting that TIRAP activates both myelosuppressive pathways mediated by

IFNg as well as myeloproliferative pathways.

P1103 - TARGETING SPHINGOSINE KINASE 2 SUPPRESSES MYC

EXPRESSION AND KILLS ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA CELLS

Craig Wallington-Beddoe1, Stuart Pitson2, Kenneth Bradstock3, and Linda Bendall1

1Westmead Institute for Cancer Research, University of Sydney, Westmead

Millennium Institute, Westmead, New South Wales, Australia; 2Centre for Cancer

Biology, SA Pathology, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia; 3Hematology

Department, Westmead Hospital, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

Sphingosine kinases, of which there are two isoforms, catalyze the synthesis of sphin-

gosine 1-phosphate (S1P) from sphingosine. While sphingosine kinase 1 has indis-

putable tumor-promoting properties, the role of sphingosine kinase 2 in cancer is

less clear. We show that sphingosine kinase 2 plays an oncogenic role in acute

lymphoblastic leukemia by influencing the expression of the oncogene MYC. Sphin-

gosine kinase 2 protein was over-expressed in leukemic cell lines and patient

samples, although there was no change in gene expression. Genetic loss of sphingo-

sine kinase 2 impaired leukemia development in a murine model, while pharmaco-

logical inhibition significantly extended survival in mouse xenograft models of

human disease. Inhibition or genetic deletion of sphingosine kinase 2 reduced expres-

sion of MYC in leukemic cells. This was associated with reduced association of

acetylated histone H3 with the MYC gene and lower expression of the Myc proto-

oncogene protein (c-Myc) and c-Myc regulated genes. Direct inhibition of c-Myc re-

sulted in the death of acute lymphoblastic leukemia cells, supporting a direct role for

c-Myc in the demise of leukemic cells exposed to sphingosine kinase 2 inhibitors.

This demonstrates that sphingosine kinase 2 can regulate MYC, which plays an

important role in hematological malignancies, and therefore this pathway may prove

a useful therapeutic target in this disease. The sphingosine kinase 2 inhibitor,

ABC294640, is in clinical trial for solid tumors making the potential translation of

this approach feasible.

P1104 - DEVELOPMENT OF TARGETED THERAPIES FOR ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKEMIAS

Jessica Salmon1,2, Michael Bots1, Inge Verbrugge1, Ben Martin1, Kym Stanley1,

Adele Baker1,2, Eva Vidacs1, and Ricky Johnstone1,2

1Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 2The Sir Peter

MacCallum Department of Oncology, The University of Melbourne, Melbourne,

Victoria, Australia

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) accounts for approximately 25% of all leukemias.

The current standard of treatment for AML involves initiation and consolidation

chemotherapy followed by stem cell transplantation. Responses to this therapy

vary however and, even if effective, most patients will relapse within 2-3 years.

The need to develop a more targeted approach to treat this vastly heterogenous

disease is of high significance. We have established several pre-clinical mouse

models of AML that are caused by rearrangements of either of the two core binding

factor (CBF) genes: AML1 (t(8;21)); or CBFb (Inv16/t(16;16)), or the mixed lineage

leukemia gene (MLL) on chromosome 11. These rearrangements are analagous in

that they result in the formation of oncogenic fusion proteins that are able to abber-

antly recruit epigenetic modifiers. This epigenetic alteration results in the transcrip-

tional dysregulation of the myeloid lineage, which is critical to the pathogenesis of

the disease. The development of individualised therapies that target molecular events

that underpin leukemogenic transformation in AML will likely result in improved

patient response. These models provide us with the opportunity to validate such ther-

apeutic strategies. Deacetylase inhibitors (DACi) target the activity of histone deace-

tylases (HDACs) altering the acetylation of histones and other proteins. Treatment

with the DACi panobinostat (LBH-589) resulted in a clear survival benefit in mice

harboring tumors possessing CBF rearrangements compared with MLL, highlighting

the need for HDACs in CBF leukemias. The effects that we observe include degra-

dation of the fusion protein and the transcriptional reactivation of mediators associ-

ated with cell cycle arrest and terminal myeloid differentiation. These studies indicate

DACi may be used as rational therapeutics for the treatment of CBF AML and offers

a more tailored approach to the treatment of these leukemias.
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Deregulation of the transcription factor E2F1 occurs in AML, and it has been shown

to induce both cell cycle progression and apoptosis. In normal granulopoiesis, prolif-

eration arrest and differentiation mediated by C/EBPalpha involves repression of

E2F1 target genes. Elevated Trib2 expression has been linked with a subset of human

AML and dysregulated C/EBPalpha. Using promoter assays, mutational analyses and

chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments, we show that E2F1 (and E2F2, E2F3,

but not E2F4 or E2F5) are bound directly to the DNA on site-specific regions on

the Trib2 promoter in leukaemic cells. Trib2 expression is decreased following

siRNA-mediated knockdown of E2F1, and in E2F1 knockout cells as compared to

wild type cells. The reintroduction of E2F1 rescued Trib2 expression showing that

E2F1 is regulating the expression of endogenous Trib2. Further analyses revealed

that this activation of Trib2 by E2F1 is repressed by wild type C/EBPalpha consistent

with C/EBPalpha having a negative regulatory role on E2F1, and in normal GMP

cells we detect C/EBPalpha bound to the Trib2 promoter. Conversely there was

synergistic activation upon coexpression of the oncogenic C/EBPalpha truncated

mutant, and Trib2 expression levels were elevated in GMPs from preleukaemic

mutant C/EBPalpha mice compared to wild type GMPs. Indeed a positive correlation

between Trib2 and E2F1 expression in AML datasets support these findings. Finally,

inhibition of the cell cycle pathway in leukaemia cells expressing high endogenous

levels of Trib2 protein resulted in G1 arrest with a reduction in E2F1 levels and

Trib2 protein levels. Our work indicates that the cell cycle regulator E2F1 plays

a key role in the control of Trib2 expression important for the control of cell prolif-

eration and may have important implications for normal and malignant haematopoie-

sis.

P1106 - CBFB-MYH11/RUNX1 TOGETHER WITH A COMPENDIUM OF

HEMATOPOIETIC REGULATORS, CHROMATIN MODIFIERS AND

BASAL TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS OCCUPIES SELF-RENEWAL GENES

IN INV(16) ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Joost Martens, Amit Mandoli, Abhishek Singh, Pascal Jansen, Bart-Jan Wierenga,

Human Riahi, Gianluigi Franci, Koen Prange, Sadia Saeed, Edo Vellenga,

Michiel Vermeulen, and Henk Stunnenberg

Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Netherlands

The inversion of chromosome 16, inv(16)(p13q22), is associated with 5% of acute

myeloid leukemia’s. This inversion generates a chimeric gene CBFB-MYH11, which

encodes a fusion protein between CBFb and smooth muscle myosin heavy chain

(SMMHC/MYH11). Since its discovery, many different mechanisms for CBFB-

MYH11 function in inv(16) AML have been proposed, most of them associated

with transcriptional repression of RUNX1 target genes. These mechanisms include

tethering of RUNX1 outside the nucleus, interference with transcription factor

complex assembly and recruitment of histone deacetylases. In this study we use

ChIP-seq, RNA-seq and quantitative interaction proteomics to analyze these molec-

ular roles at the genome-wide level. We find that CBFB-MYH11 localizes to RUNX1

occupied promoters where it interacts with TBP associated factors (TAFs) in the

context of a variety of hematopoietic transcription factors as well as epigenetic cor-

egulators including TAL1, FLI1, ERG, GATA2, PU.1/SPI1, EP300 and HDAC1.

shRNA mediated CBFB-MYH11 knock down in combination with RNA-seq analysis

reveals that a small subset of the fusion protein target genes is involved in transcrip-

tional repression, while the majority of CBFB-MYH11 target genes, including genes

implicated in hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) self-renewal such as ID1, LMO1 and

JAG1, is involved in transcriptional activation. Together these results suggest an

essential role for CBFB-MYH11 in regulating expression of genes involved in main-

taining a stem cell phenotype.

P1107 - CELLULAR ASPECTS OF MYELOFIBROSIS DEVELOPMENT

ACCESSED IN VITRO WITH HUMAN PLATELET LYSATE

Pavel Butylin, Ekaterina Bulycheva, Nadia Siordia, and Andrey Zaritskey

Hematology, Almazov center, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

Myelofibrosis remains to be a general problem, which cannot be solved easily The

purpose of our study is to characterize human platelet lysate (HPL) from patients

with primary myelofibrosis (PMF) and post-polycythaemia vera myelofibrosis

(post-PV MF)and to explore its influence on physiology of mesenchymal stromal

cells (MSC).

Methods: HPL was produced from the pooled platelet concentrate of healthy donors

and platelet-rich plasma of patients with PMF and post-PV MF; patients’ HPL was

normalized according to protein concentration. MSC from bone marrow of healthy

donors were cultured in presence of varying concentrations of HPL (5 - 20%) or

10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) as negative control. Proliferation, protein concentra-

tion, osteogenic and adipogenic differentiation of MSC were measured, as well as

concentration of VEGF, bFGF, TGFb and HGF in HPL from 17 patiets. Results

We observed a significant increase in VEGF and bFGF concentration (2,5 and 2,4

fold, respectively p!0.01) in HPL from patients with myelofibrosis, compared to

age-matched healthy donors. Average level of TGFb and HGF was also higher in

patients group, but the difference was statistically insignificant (p50,2). In case of

culturing MSC with addition of HPL from patients with myelofibrosis, we found

that cells maintained their proliferative activity compared to the HPL from age-

matched healthy controls (optical density - 0,155 and 0,145, accordingly, p50,17),

did not reach significant difference. In the experiments with donor’s HPL we found,

that amount of extracellular matrix was highest, using 15% HPL. Osteogenic differ-

entiation did not differ in HPL, but adipogenic lineage differentiation decreased.

Conclusions: IWe made a system that reproduces bone marrow stromal cells changes

in myelofibrosis using HPL, including HPL from patients with myelofibrosis. Our

data demonstrate that it can be used as a substrate for culturing of mesenchymal

stromal cells to study the mechanisms of myelofibrosis, as it contains increased

concentration of growth factors and induces profibrotic changes in MSC.

P1108 - ABSENCE OF THE SHB ADAPTOR PROTEIN ACCELERATES

LEUKEMIA PROGRESSION BY CONTROL OF CYTOKINE RESPONSES

Karin Gustafsson, Maria Jamalpour, and Michael Welsh

Department of Medical Cell Biology, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Leukemic progression is highly dependent on cytokine secretion and the cytokine

responses within the leukemic cell population. Increased production of hematopoietic

cytokines such as G-CSF and IL-6 has for instance been demonstrated as a key

element promoting the development of leukemia. Shb is a widely expressed, SH2-

domain containing, adaptor protein downstream of active tyrosine kinase receptors

that assembles signaling complexes consisting of numerous signaling components

of relevance to hematopoietic cell function, of which FAK stands out as particularly

important. Absence of Shb was recently shown to reduce hematopoietic stem cell

(HSC) proliferation and thus we sought to investigate Shb’s role in the progression

of leukemia. After transformation of wild type and Shb null bone marrow (BM) cells

with a retroviral BRC-Abl construct and subsequent transplantation to wild type

recipients it was noted that the Shb knockout BCR-Abl transformed cells produced

a more aggressive disease with death occurring at an earlier time point. These

mice exhibited an elevated white blood cell count at the time of death and this coin-

cided with an increased relative number of mature neutrophils. In the BM of mice

that received the Shb knockout BCR-Abl transformed cells, the c-Kit+Lin-BCR-

Abl+ population of cells displays significantly increased proliferation and reduced

apoptosis as determined by FACS analysis after staining for Ki-67 and cleaved cas-

pase 3. Cytokine hyper-responsiveness is a characteristic of aggressive leukemias; the

Shb knockout BM response to a gradient of GM-CSF was significantly elevated

compared to the wild type at lower cytokine concentrations. Moreover, significantly

elevated G-CSF mRNA was observed in c-Kit+ cells of the Shb knockout BM after

BCR-Abl transformation. Intracellular signaling events were also altered in these

cells as demonstrated by elevated phosphorylation of STAT3 and FAK. Further

studies are required to determine Shb’s exact position in the network that regulates

hematopoietic cytokine expression and signaling, but the data implicates Shb as an

important modulator of leukemic disease progression with particular relevance to

neutrophil dysplasia.
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P1109 - IDENTIFICATION OF MEIS-PBX INHIBITORS AS POTENTIAL

ANTI-LEUKEMIC AGENTS USING A HIGH-THROUGHPUT BRET-BASED

ASSAY

Richard Bisaillon1, Eva Schmidt1, Anne-Sophie Guenier2, and Guy Sauvageau1

1Molecular Biology, University of Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; 2Genomics

Core Facility, Institute for Research in Immunology and Cancer, Montreal, Quebec,

Canada

The deregulated expression of HOX genes and their MEIS1/PBX co-factors repre-

sents one of the most frequent molecular anomalies in human acute myeloid

leukemia (AML), most prominently in those with chromosomal translocation in

the MLL gene. In mouse genetic models, over-expression of MEIS1 significantly

accelerates the onset of HOX-induced AML, a unique function that requires hetero-

dimerization with its PBX cofactor. Importantly the expression of MEIS1 is critical

for MLL-fusion-induced leukemogenesis, suggesting that MEIS1 inhibition repre-

sents a good therapeutic target for AML treatment.

We propose to identify chemical compounds that disrupt the MEIS1-PBX1 interac-

tion using a Bioluminescence Resonance Energy Transfer (BRET)-based high-

throughput assay. The BRET technique monitors protein-protein interaction by

employing energy transfer from a bioluminescent enzyme (e.g. luciferase) to a fluo-

rescent protein (e.g. GFP) in close proximity, yielding an interaction-specific light

emission signal.

Transient expression of LUC-MEIS1 and GFP-PBX1 in HEK293 cells resulted in

a specific BRET signal of 0.34860.015 (A.U.), whereas expression of an interac-

tion-deficient MEIS1 mutant resulted in a non-specific BRET signal of

0.17060.007 (A.U.). The assay, with a Z-factor of 0.81, is robust enough for HTS

and the library of 100,000 compounds available at IRIC is currently being tested.

A pilot "run" already processed 2880 compounds, of which 11 reduced the BRET

ratio without perturbing the individual LUC or GFP signal.

The potential inhibitors will then be tested for their ability to prevent co-IP of

MEIS1-PBX1 using a modified Luciferase ImmunoPrecipitation System (LIPS)

assay. The validated hits will then go through a secondary screen monitoring cell

proliferation of human AML samples expressing various levels of HOX/MEIS/

PBX. In all, this screen will initiate mechanistic-based preclinical studies that could

lead to therapeutic interventions targeting the activity of this complex.

P1110 - STARVATION PROMOTES DECREASE OF SURVIVIN GENE

EXPRESSION IN HUMAN LYMPHOMA CELLS LINES

Ana Carolina Stern, Debora Levy, Jorge Luis Ruiz, and Sergio Bydlowski

Laboratory of Genetics and Molecular Hematology (LIM31), University of S~ao Paulo

School of Medicine, S~ao Paulo, Brazil

Background: The survivin gene is a member of the IAP family, which is commonly

overexpressed in lymphoma cell lines. This phenomenon has been correlated with

resistance to radiotherapy-induced apoptosis and chemotherapy. Recently survivin

gene expression was identified as an independent prognostic factor of poor clinical

outcome. Objective: In vitro evaluation of survivin gene expression from four

different human lymphoma cell lines cultured in the absence of FBS for up to 72

h Methods: Molt-4 (acute lymphoblastic leukemia, ATCC CRL-1582), K562

(chronic myelogenous leukemia, ATCC CCL-243), Raji (Burkitt’s lymphoma,

ATCC CCL-86) and Jurkat (T-cell leukemia, ATCC TIB-154) were cultivated in trip-

licate in the absence of FBS for up to 72h. RNA was extracted by Trizol method.

cDNA was synthesized using a High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit and

qPCR was performed using TaqMan system. Gusb expression was used as reference

control. For quantification of the gene expression a relative curve was performed

using cDNA from Lucena cell line (K562/VCR). Data were evaluated by ANOVA

using the Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) Results: The basal expres-

sion of the survivin was: 181.88 relative units (UR) in Raji cell line; 176.47UR in

Molt-4 cell line; 136.92UR in Jurkat cell line and 85.33UR in K562 cell line. The

absence of FBS decreased survivin expression in the Raji, Jukart and K562 cells in

a time-dependent way while expression in Molt-4 was not affected. However,

decreased expression was different among cells. In the Jukart cells the decrease

was detected after 48h and remained low after 72h. In the Raji and K562 cells the

expression reduction was observed after 24h with a further decrease after 72h. Con-

clusion: Starvation promotes decrease of survivin gene expression in human

lymphoma cells lines. Supported by CAPES, INCT and FINEP

P1111 - TRK-SIGNALING, NOTCH MUTATIONS AND PTEN LOSS

CONVERGE ON MTOR IN T-ALL AND CAUSE ADDICTION TO CAP

DEPENDENT MRNA TRANSLATION

Adrian Schwarzer1, Helmut Holtmann2, Celina Schauerte2, Doris Steinemann3,

Brigitte Schlegelberger3, Zhixiong Li1, and Christopher Baum1

1Institute of Experimental Hematology, Hannover Medical School, Hannover, Lower

Saxony, Germany; 2Institute of Biochemistry, Hannover Medical School, Hannover,

Lower Saxony, Germany; 3Institute of Molecular and Cell Pathology, Hannover

Medical School, Hannover, Lower Saxony, Germany

High activation of the mTOR pathway is characteristic for T-cell acute lymphoblastic

leukemia (T-ALL) and has been linked to drug resistance and relapse. The activity of

the master regulator of this pathway, PTEN, is often impaired in T-ALL. However,

even in the absence of PTEN, the PI3-Kinases which link receptor tyrosine kinases

and PIP3 signaling, are critical for T-ALL formation in vivo. We recently demonstrated

the expression of Neurotrophin receptor tyrosine kinases (TRK) and their respective

ligands in T-ALL. To investigate the contribution of TRK-signaling to T-ALL pathogen-

esis, we expressed constitutively active TRK receptors in murine hematopoietic stem

cells. Transplantation of TRK-modified cells efficiently elicited transplantable

T-ALL.We show that activatingNotchmutations and PTEN loss are cooperating events

arising during clonal evolution of TRK-induced T-ALL. All three events independently

converged on the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway and caused a profound shift in the

signaling network towards mTORC2-AKT. The molecular differences between

T-ALL blasts displaying hyperactive mTOR and normal thymocytes included the upre-

gulated expression of mRNAs encoding proteins important for transcription, translation

andmitochondrialmetabolism.We found that TRK+PTEN-Notch+T-ALLwerehighly

susceptible to 4EGI-1, a recently developed inhibitor of cap dependent translation.

T-ALL clones displaying low mTOR activation as well as hematopoietic progenitors

and freshly isolated thymocytes were far less susceptible. Polysomal profiling revealed

that mRNAs that were strongly upregulated in T-ALL compared to normal thymocytes

aswell asD-Cyclins, Bcl-2 and c-mycwere strongly shifted out of the actively translated

transcriptome by 4EGI-1. In vivo administration of 4EGI-1 abrogated c-myc expression

completely andcaused apoptosis of tumor cellswithminimal side effects. Since c-myc is

difficult to target and has been implied in maintenance of T-ALL initiating cells, we

demonstrate that cap-dependent translation is a promising target in T-ALL.

P1112 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

UNRAVELLING A NOVEL MECHANISM OF STAT5 REGULATION IN

ONCOGENIC FLT3 INDUCED ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Anindya Chatterjee, Joydeep Ghosh, Baskar Ramdas, Raghuveer Mali,

Holly Martin, Sasidhar Vemula, Rebecca Chan, and Reuben Kapur

Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA

Among various hematological malignancies, treatment strategies for oncogenic Flt3

(Flt3ITD) induced acute myeloid leukemia (AML) remain inefficient due to patients

relapsing with acquired resistant mutations on Flt3ITD. Thus targeting novel signaling

molecules in Flt3ITDpathways remain aviable therapeutic option.Amongvarious path-

ways downstream of Flt3ITD, the role of Stat5 has been extensively studied. However,

the mechanism behind the translocation of active Stat5 into the nucleus of cells bearing

Flt3ITDmutation to induce transformation remains unclear.Hereweprovide invitroand

in vivo pharmacological, biochemical and genetic evidence to demonstrate that a FAK/

Tiam1-Rac1/PAK1 signaling axis plays an essential role in Flt3ITD induced AML. We

observed hyperactivation of FAK inFlt3ITDexpressing leukemic cells and humanAML

patient samples, and also activation ofRac1downstreamofFAK thatwasdownregulated

upon treatment with FAK inhibitors. We next ascertained the underlying mechanism of

FAK mediated activation of Rac1 in Flt3ITD expressing cells and observed RacGEF

Tiam1 to be hyperactive in Flt3ITD bearing cells, which was downregulated upon phar-

macological inhibition of FAK. More importantly, expression of Flt3ITD in Rac1-/- or

FAK-/- deficient bonemarrow cells, showed inhibition of Stat5 activation and its failure

to translocate into the nucleus. Similar resultswere also observed upon shRNAmediated

knockdown of Tiam1. To determine a downstream effector from Rac1, we observed an

essential role of p21-activated kinase 1 (PAK1), where shRNAmediated knockdown of

PAK1 not only inhibited the nuclear translocation of Stat5, it also significantly delayed

the onset of AML invivo, while inhibition of PAK2 showed no such effect. Finally, inhi-

bition of FAK, Tiam1 and PAK1 significantly delayed the onset of AML in the in vivo

mouse models along with repression of Stat5 responsive genes involved in survival of

leukemic cells. Overall our study indicate an essential role of FAK/Tiam1-Rac1/

PAK1 signaling axis in Flt3ITD mediated proliferation, survival and leukemogenesis;

and also demonstrates a novel mechanistic role of FAK, Tiam1 and PAK1 in translocat-

ing active Stat5 into the nucleus to induce leukemogenic transformation.
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P1113 - EFFECTIVELY TARGETING TREATMENT-NA€ıVE CML STEM/

PROGENITOR CELLS FROM IMATINIB-NONRESPONDERS WITH

COMBINATION TREATMENTS OF NEW JAK2 AND ABL INHIBITORS IN

VITRO AND IN VIVO

Hanyang Lin1,2, Min Chen1, Katharina Rothe1,3, Matthew Lorenzi4,

Adrian Woolfson4, and Xiaoyan Jiang1,2,3

1Terry Fox Laboratory, BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
2Medicine, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
3Medical Genetics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada; 4Discovery Medicine Oncology, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Princeton, New

Jersey, USA

Introduction of Imatinib Mesylate (IM) and other tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) thera-

pies has had a major impact on treatment of chronic phase CML, but early relapses and

persistence of leukemic stem cells remain problematic. We recently identified a new

AHI-1-BCR-ABL-JAK2 protein complex that contributes to the transforming activity

of BCR-ABL and IM-resistance of CML stem/progenitor cells. We have therefore

hypothesized that combined suppression of BCR-ABL and JAK2 activities might be

more effective in eliminating primitive CML cells in vitro and in vivo. We have now

examined the biological effects of an orally bioavailable, selective JAK2 inhibitor

(BMS-911543) in combination with TKIs, including IM, dasatinib (DA) and nilotinib,

on treatment-na€ıve CML IM-nonresponder cells. Intracellular staining analyses showed

that combined exposure of CD34+ CML cells to BMS-911543 and a TKI produced

a deeper, more prolonged suppression of pSTAT5 activity than single agents (2.5 fold,

p!0.05). Interestingly, combination treatment resulted in greater inhibition in colony

growth compared to single agents (74-86% vs. 40-50%, p!0.05). Long-term culture-

initiating cell assays showed that the more primitive cells were also more significantly

eliminated by combination treatments (2-3 fold, p!0.05). Importantly, BMS-911543

is less toxic to normal bone marrow CD34+ cells (n54) than CML samples (n57, 2-3

fold, p!0.05). Finally, oral admissionofBMS-911543 andTKIs significantly eliminated

primitive CML cells and enhanced survival of leukemic mice compared to mice treated

with single agents (median survival of IM+BMS-911543 vs IM: 70 days vs 53 days, p!

0.05; DA + BMS-911543 vs DA: 85 days vs 78 days). This study indicates that simulta-

neously targeting BCR-ABL and JAK2 activities in CML stem/progenitor cells may

improve outcomes in patients, especially those destined to develop TKI resistance.

P1114 - THE ROLE OF BIN1 TUMOR SUPPRESSOR ISOFORMS IN

REGULATION OF PROLIFERATION AND APOPTOSIS OF HUMAN

CUTANOUS T-CELL LYMPHOMA CELLS

Sharmin Esmailzadeh1,2, Youwen Zhou3, and Xiaoyan Jiang1,2

1Terry Fox Laboratory, BC Cancer Agency, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada;
2Medical Genetics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia,

Canada; 3Dermatology and Skin Science, University of British Columbia, Vancouver,

British Columbia, Canada

The two main types of cutaneous T-cell lymphomas (CTCLs) are mycosis fungoides

(MF) and its leukemic variant Sezary Syndrome (SS). We recently demonstrated the

importance of AHI-1 oncogene in tumorigenic activity of Sezary cells (Hut78) using

in vitro and in vivo assays. BIN1 tumor suppressor was identified through microarray

analysis as one of the genes that may be involved in AHI-1-mediated leukemic transfor-

mation in CTCL cells. BIN1 is a nucleocytosolic adaptor proteinwithmore than ten iso-

forms; some isoforms, including theBIN1 isoform (+10, +13), act as tumor suppressors,

but the BIN1 (+12A) isoform behaved as a cancer-related isoform in solid tumor

models. However, the role of BIN1 in normal hematopoiesis and lymphomagenesis

remains unknown. We have recently demonstrated that transcript levels of BIN1 iso-

forms are significantly lower in patients with MF or SS compared to controls. Four iso-

forms of BIN1 have been identified in Hut78 and primary CD4+CD7- Sezary cells. To

investigate the role of BIN1 in CTCL, the BIN1 isoforms (+10, +13) and BIN1 (+12A)

lentiviral constructs were transduced into Hut78 and HH cells. Overexpression of BIN1

isoforms led to a significant reduction in cell proliferation, as assessed by colony form-

ing cell and 3H-Thymidine uptake assays (2-3 ford, p!0.05). Furthermore, a significant

increase in spontaneous and specific apoptosis was observed in BIN1-transduced cells,

with and without exogenous FAS-ligand (2-3 ford, p!0.05). Interestingly, a significant

reduction in protein expression of c-FLIP (inhibitor of the FAS-mediated apoptosis

pathway) and upregulationof downstreamcleaved caspase-8 and caspase-3was demon-

strated in BIN1-transduced cells, suggesting that BIN1 isoforms induce apoptosis by

downregulating the expression of c-FLIP,which leads to activation of the FAS-mediated

apoptosis pathway. In addition, subcellular fractionation and confocal microscopy

further shown that BIN1 (+10, +13) is localized in both the cytoplasm and nucleus,

whereas BIN1 (+12A) is mostly located in the nucleus. These findings indicate anti-

proliferative and pro-apoptotic roles for BIN1 isoforms in human CTCL cells.

P1115 - EPHA3 IS A THERAPY TARGET FOR LEUKAEMIA AND OTHER

CANCERS

Sara Charmsaz1, Bryan Day1, Fares El-Ajeh1, Varghese Palath3, Geoff Yarranton3,

Chris Bebbington3, Andrew Scott4, Martin Lackmann2, and Andrew Boyd1

1Queensland Institute of Medical Research and University of Queensland, Brisbane,

Queensland, Australia; 2Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia;
3KaloBios Pharmaceuticals Inc, San Francisco, California, USA; 4Ludwig Institute

for Cancer Research, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Eph receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) interact with cell-surface ephrin ligands to

direct cell migration and orchestrate developmental patterning during embryogenesis

by modulating cell shape and adhesion. High expression in a number of cancers has

been linked to progression through facilitation of invasiveness and metastatic spread.

EphA3 protein, which was originally described in leukaemia, is also reported to be

expressed in sarcomas, lung cancer, melanoma and glioblastoma. The EphA3-

specific monoclonal antibody, IIIA4, binds and activates the human and mouse

EphA3 with similar affinities. Binding is followed by internalization of receptor-anti-

body complexes. In a mouse xenograft model of leukaemia, LK63, administration of

the IIIA4 antibody leads to inhibition of tumour growth and spread from bone

marrow to the spleen and other organs and increases the latency of the disease. A

more impressive anti-tumour effect is delivered by targeting of a bound radio-active

isotope, illustrated by analpha particle emitting bismuth isotope-linked to IIIA4 in

leukaemia or a beta particle-emmitting lutetium isotope linked to IIIA4 in glioma

xenograft models. Importantly, little toxicity to normal tissues was observed as

EphA3 is expressed at very low/no levels on normal tissues. A high-affinity recombi-

nant human antibody, derived by Antibody Humaneering from the a-EphA3 mouse

monoclonal antibody IIIA4 has been developed and shows enhanced Antibody-

dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) against leukaemic targets. This antibody is

now in a phase I trial in subjects with haematological tumours.

P1116 - MN1 REGULATES SELF-RENEWAL AND DIFFERENTIATION

THROUGH DISTINCT DOMAINS

Courteney Lai1, Gyeongsin Park1, Florian Kuchenbauer1, Bob Argiropoulos1,

Eric Yung1, Philip Beer1, Adrian Schwarzer2, Yeonsook Moon3, Malina Leung1,

Grace Lin1, Sarah Vollett1, Stephen Fung1, Andrew Weng1, R. Keith Humphries1, and

Michael Heuser1

1Terry Fox Lab., BCCRC, Van., British Columbia, Canada; 2Inst. of Expt. Hem.,

Hannover Med. School, Hannover, Germany; 3Dept. of Lab. Med., Med. School of

Inha Univ., Incheon, Republic of Korea

Meningioma 1 (MN1) is an independent prognostic marker for normal karyotype

acute myeloid leukemia, with high expression linked to all-trans retinoic acid

(ATRA) resistance and poor overall and relapse-free survival. MN1 is also a potent

and sufficient oncogene in murine leukemia, able to block myeloid differentiation,

promote leukemic stem cell self-renewal and transform cells to the common myeloid

progenitor level. Yet despite its established leukemic role, little is known about its

mechanism of action. To elucidate the role(s) of each portion of MN1, we divided

the gene into 7 regions of 200 amino acids. We cloned 16 mutants as distinct region

deletions or cumulative deletions from the N- or C-termini. Mouse bone marrow was

retrovirally transduced and assayed for (1) proliferation/self-renewal by CFU colony

formation and in vivo engraftment; (2) erythro-megakaryocyte differentiation by red

blood cell (RBC) engraftment and CFU-Mk colony formation; (3) myeloid/lymphoid

differentiation by immunophenotypic analysis of transplanted mice; and (4) in vitro

ATRA resistance. We show that the MN1 N-terminus is required for proliferation and

self-renewal, as the N-terminus deletion (MN1D1) showed decreasing in vivo

engraftment and did not induce leukemia after 181 days. MN1D1 cells contained

a 1.9-fold higher fraction of GFP+ cells in RBCs over white blood cells, compared

to equivalent ratios in control and MN1 cells (n55, P!.05), and preferentially

formed CFU-Mk colonies in vitro, suggesting the N-terminus also blocks erythro-

megakaryocyte differentiation. MN1 C-terminal regions are crucial to the myeloid

differentiation block, as C-terminal deletions showed increased Gr1 and CD11b

expression in GFP+ peripheral blood, delayed disease onset, and reversal of ATRA

resistance to control levels (n56, P!.05). Gene expression profiling showed C-

terminally deleted MN1 cells clustering with Gr1+CD11b+ cells, underscoring the

importance of the C-terminus in blocking myeloid differentiation. This study
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demonstrates that the dual abilities of MN1 to promote self-renewal/proliferation and

inhibit differentiation can be attributed to specific regions, providing insight into how

the structure of MN1 affects its leukemia phenotype.

P1117 - CYCLIN-DEPENDENT KINASE INHIBITOR, DINACICLIB

INDUCES ANTI-TUMOUR ACTIVITY OF MLL-AF9 IN VIVO MOUSE

MODELS

Adele Baker1, Inge Verbrugge2, Kym Stanley1, Jake Shortt1, and Ricky Johnstone1

1Cancer of Immunology, Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre, East Melbourne, Victoria,

Australia; 2Division of Cell Biology II, Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam,

Plesmanlaan, Netherlands

Translocations of the mixed lineage leukaemia (MLL) gene occur in 60-80% of all

infant acute leukaemia’s identified with poor prognosis. MLL-AF9 constitutes 85%

of all clinical cases that induce ectopic expression of epigenetic target genes in hemato-

poietic precursor cells resulting in leukemic transformation.MLLfusionproteins recruit

epigenetic regulatory proteins including histone deacetylases (HDACs), histone methy-

transferases (HMTs), bromodomain-containing proteins (eg Brd4) and/or transcription

elongation factors (pTEFb). We hypothesize that dysregulated epigenetic activity

underpins the onset and progression of AML driven by oncogenic fusion proteins

such as MLL-AF9. Therefore targeting the epigenetic enzymes that drive this process

or proteins that important for transcriptional function will result in therapeutic benefit.

In order to identify key molecular targets for the treatment of this aggressive disease

we conducted a small molecule inhibitor candidate screen to test the efficacy of phar-

macological agents targeting HDACs (panobinostat), HMT Dot1L (EPZ470007),

BRD4 (JQ1) and the pTEFb component, CDK9 (Dinaciclib) on MLL-AF9 +/- trans-

duced mouse models. Dinaciclib identified itself to be the most potent inducer of

apoptosis in MLL-AF9-driven tumour cells in vitro in contrast to conventional

chemotherapies and recently published targeted therapies. Dinaciclib is a pan cy-

clin-dependent kinase inhibitor with a high affinity for CDK9 that drives transcrip-

tional elongation via phosphorylation of RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II). On-

target specificity of Dinaciclib was confirmed by western blot showing a reduction

in Ser-2 phosphorylation of RNA Pol II. Importantly, the growth inhibitory and

pro-apoptotic effects in vitro of Dinaciclib corresponded with its predicted potency

for CDK9 inhibition. Dinaciclib was well tolerated in vivo where it delayed the

growth of MLL-AF9 tumours and significantly prolonged the survival of tumour-

bearing mice. We propose that Dinaciclib will have potent and selective activity as

a clinical candidate in poor-prognosis MLL-AF9 patient settings.

P1118 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

SOX7 WAS HIGHLY EXPRESSED IN CD34+ CELLS AND PROMOTED THE

LEUKEMOGENESIS OF ALL

Haixia Wan1, Him Man2, Howard C.H. Chow2, Fangyuan Chen1, and

Anskar Y.H. Leung2

1Hematology, Renji Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong University School of Medicine,

Shanghai, China; 2Medicine, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong

Introduction: SOX (Sry-related HMG box) genes belong to a family of transcrip-

tion factors containing a High-Mobility-Group box domain. In an initial screen of

SOX genes in human leukemias, SOX7 is uniquely down-regulated in acute

myeloid leukemia, myelodysplastic syndrome and chronic myelogenous leukemia

but up-regulated in most cases of acute lymphoblastic leukemia. The observation

led us to examine the expression and function of SOX7 in acute lymphoblastic

leukemia (ALL). Methods: Mononuclear cells (MNCs) were isolated from ALL

and fractionated by immunomagnetic selection and fluorescence activated cell sort-

ing (FACS). SOX7 expression in different leukemia subsets was evaluated by

RT-PCR. To examine its function, SOX7 siRNA was nucleofected to Nalm20 cells

and gene knock-down was confirmed by RT-PCR and Western Blot. Apoptosis

and cell cycle were analyzed by Annexin V/7AAD assay and flow cytometry. To

examine the function of SOX7 in ALL, SOX7 was knocked down with shRNA,

and Nalm20 cells transduced with shRNA were injected into NOD/SCID mice.

15 to 18 weeks later, the mice were euthanized and bone marrow cells from the

mice were analyzed. Results: SOX7 was preferentially expressed in CD34+ cells

(P50.02) but not CD34+CD38- cells which were considered stem/progenitor cells

in normal hematopoiesis. SOX7 knockdown in Nalm20 cells with siRNA could

reduce the cell proliferation at day 7(p50.03), induce the apoptosis (p50.04),

but had no effect on the cell cycle. Engraftment of transduced Nalm20 cells in

NOD/SCID mice were significantly reduced 15 to18 weeks after transplantation

(scramble: 51%; SOX7: 14%, p50.03). SOX7 sequencing in ALL patients revealed

point mutations in 5 out of 6 patients, and four mutations could affect the protein

function of SOX7. These mutations were not found in normal Han-origined individ-

uals. Conclusion: SOX7 is preferentially expressed in human CD34+ cells of

ALL. SOX7 knock-down reduced cellular proliferation by increasing the apoptosis

of the ALL cells. SOX7 knock-down could also impair the repopulating ability

of ALL in NOD/SCID mice, indicating SOX7 was involved in the regulation

of leukemogenesis in ALL. Its mechanism of action would have to be further

evaluated.
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P1119 - THE MONOCYTIC LEUKAEMIA ZINC FINGER (MOZ) PROTEIN

IS A REPRESSOR OF CELLULAR SENESCENCE, AND

HAPLOINSUFFICIENCY FOR MOZ INCREASES SURVIVAL 3-FOLD IN

THE Em-MYC LYMPHOMA MODEL

Bilal Sheikh, Belinda Phipson, Stanley Lee, Farrah El-Saafin, Natalie Downer,

Stephanie Grabow, Gordon Smyth, Andreas Strasser, Warren Alexander, Anne Voss,

and Tim Thomas

The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Parkville, Victoria,

Australia

MOZ (KAT6A, MYST3) is a MYST-family histone acetyltransferase, and has been

shown to acetylate H3K9 at Hox and Tbx loci during embryonic development.

MOZ plays a specific role in the generation of haematopoietic stem cells, in body

segment identity specification, and in cardiac development. Furthermore, recurrent

translocations involving MOZ have been identified in cases of acute myeloid

leukaemia. One of the hallmarks of cancer is the ability of malignant cells to escape

cellular senescence. The role of wild type MOZ in regulating cellular proliferation,

apoptosis, and senescence is not well understood. Utilising primary mouse embryonic

fibroblasts (MEFs), we show that Moz-/- MEFs undergo premature senescence, and

express senescence markers including high b-galactosidase activity, and high levels

of P16INK4A and P19ARF. Furthermore, Moz-/- MEFs showed a reduced rate of

proliferation compared to wild type MEFs, while apoptosis was unaffected. To deter-

mine whether this defect in senescence affected cancer onset and progression, we

compared the survival of wild type and Moz+/- mice in the Em-Myc lymphoma

model, which models human Burkitt’s lymphoma. Haploinsufficiency for Moz

greatly extended the lifespan of Em-Myc transgenic mice, with median survival of

380 days, compared to wild type Em-Myc transgenic mice, which had a median

survival of 110 days. Consistently, the numbers of Pre-B and Immature B cells

were halved in Moz+/- mice, while other haematopoietic lineages were largely unaf-

fected. Furthermore, both Moz+/- Pro-B and Pre-B cells showed decreased prolifer-

ation when cultured in vitro with IL-7, which became worse over multiple passages.

Altogether, this work establishes MOZ as an important regulator of cellular senes-

cence, and suggests that therapeutic inhibition of MOZ may result in retarding

lymphoma progression.

P1120 - DELETION OF THE POLYCOMB-GROUP GENE EZH2 CAUSES

MYELOPROLEFERATIVE NEOPLASM IN MICE

Makiko Mochizuki-Kashio, Goro Sashida, Tomoya Muto, George Wendt, and

Atsushi Iwama

Chiba University, Chiba, Japan

Polycomb-group (PcG) proteins form the polycomb repressive complexes (PRC) 1

and 2, functioning as transcriptional repressors through histone modifications.

They have been implicated in the maintenance of both hematopoietic and leukemic

stem cells, by repressing the transcription of tumor suppressor genes, namely Ink4a

and Arf, and thus have been characterized as oncogenes. Of great interest, inactivat-

ing mutations of EZH2 have been identified in patients with myelodysplastic

syndrome (MDS) and myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN), suggesting that PcG

genes also have a tumor suppressor function. However the mechanism by which

PcG genes exert their tumor suppressor function remains to be clarified in myeloid

malignancies. To understand the pathologic role of inactivating EZH2 mutations in

myeloid malignancies, we transplanted Ezh2-deficient bone marrow (BM) cells

into wild-type recipient mice. Of note, deletion of Ezh2 recapitulated the features

of MDS/MPN in recipient mice after a long latency of about 1 year. Deletion of

Ezh2 in adult BM, did not significantly compromise hematopoiesis except lympho-

poiesis. Nonetheless, at 1 year after deletion, all mice showed myeloproliferative

features, such as extramedullary hematopoiesis in the spleen, a significant increase

in hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs) in the BM and the spleen and

a mild but significant myelofibrosis. Some of the mice developed lethal anemia.

Upon examining the gene expression of aged Ezh2-deficient HSPCs, it was found

that a group of genes related to the myc became activated, suggesting the acquisition

of a growth advantage in HSPCs. Collectively, our findings establish the tumor

repressor function in myeloid malignancies. Ezh2-deficient mice will serve as a useful

model for MPN and for understanding the pathologic role of inactivating EZH2

mutations.

P1121 - TARGETING SPHINGOSINE KINASE AS ATHERAPY FOR ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKAEMIA

Jason Powell, Melissa Pitman, Carl Coolen, Wenying Zhu, Ian Lewis,

Richard D’Andrea, Daniel Thomas, Stuart Pitson, Hayley Ramshaw, and

Angel Lopez

Centre for Cancer Biology, SA Pathology, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) is one of the most common forms of leukaemia in

adults, presenting as an accumulation of immature myeloid cells in the bone marrow

and peripheral blood. Despite improvements in conventional chemotherapy and bone

marrow transplantation, overall survival remains poor; 5 year survival rates of 20-

30%. Our research focus is to develop effective therapy for AML and in particular,

to better target the leukaemic stem and progenitor cell (LSPC) subpopulation which

is notoriously refractory to chemotherapy regimes. Therapeutic strategies that target

LSPC are essential to improve patient outcome. Sphingosine kinase 1 (SK1) has

emerged as a potential therapeutic target in leukaemia. (Pitson et al 2011) For

example, SK1 expression is elevated in leukaemic cell lines and correlates strongly

with enhanced cell survival and chemotherapeutic resistance. SK1 is a signalling

enzyme with established roles in solid tumour initiation, progression and chemother-

apeutic resistance. SK1 catalyses the formation of sphingosine 1-phosphate (S1P),

a bioactive lipid that regulates a diverse range of cellular processes, including cell

proliferation, survival, and differentiation. We have shown for the first time that

SK1 is constitutively activated in primary AML blasts, and that high SK1 expression

may correlate with poor patient outcome. Furthermore, we have developed a novel

first-in-class SK1 inhibitor that is structurally and mechanistically distinct from other

commercially available SK1 inhibitors. We have demonstrated that this agent induces

cell death in both AML blasts and LSPCs, sensitises the normally refractory LSPCs

to killing by chemotherapeutics and reduces tumour burden in xeno-transplantation

models of AML. These results validate SK1 as a therapeutic target for the treatment

of AML. Pitson SM, Powell JA and Bonder CS. Regulation of sphingosine kinase in

hematological malignancies and other cancers. Anti-Cancer Agents in Medicinal

Chemistry.2011;11 799-809

P1122 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

EXPRESSION OF ZEBRAFISH IDH1R146H CAUSES EXPANDED

MYELOPOIESIS IN ZEBRAFISH

Xiangguo Shi, Yuhan Guo, Bailiang He, Alvin C.H. Ma, and Anskar Y.H. Leung

Medicine, LKS Faculty of Medicine, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,

Hong Kong, China

Introduction: Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH), an enzyme in Krebs cycle, has recently

been foundmutated inmany tumors,with anovel enzymatic activityof 2-hydroxyglutarate

(2HG) production fromalpha-ketoglutarate. However, the role of IDHswild-typeormuta-

tion in embryonic hematopoiesis is still unknown. In this study, we clarify the sequence

homology, gene expression pattern and hematopoietic functions by using zebrafishmodel.

Method:Multiple alignments and phylogenetic tree of the full amino acid sequences of

the IDH proteins in different species were generated. Spatio-temporal expression of ze-

brafish idh1/2 gene was examined by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction

(RT-PCR) and whole-mount in situ hybridization (WISH). Idh1/2 was knocked-down

by anti-sense morpholino (MO). Site-directed mutagenesis was performed to generate

zebrafish idh1R146H, idh2R138Q and idh2R172K mutants, corresponding to the human

IDH1/2 mutations commonly seen in AML. The hematopoietic phenotype of knock-

down and over-expression was analysed. Results: Zebrafish IDH1/2 share more than

80% amnio acid sequence identity with the human ortholog, respectively. In zebrafish

emrbyos, idh1/2 is expressed ubiquitously during early development and later, they

are more restricted in intestine, liver or pectoral fin. Idh1/2 knock-down resulted in

disturbance in myeloid but not erythroid development during primitive hematopoiesis,

which was characterized by increased expression of myeloid progenitor marker (spi1)

and decrease of macrophage marker (l-plastin) and neutrophil marker (mpo). The effect

could be efficiently rescued by co-injection of wild-type idh1/2 mRNA. The definitive

hematopoiesis and angiogenesis were not affected. Over-expression of zebrafish

idh1R146H but not the wild-type idh1, resulted in overt expansion of myeloid compart-

ments by spi1, cebp-a and mpo. Conclusion: Idh1/2 is involved in myeloid lineage

development in zebrafish primitive hematopoiesis. Our study also underscored the rele-

vance of zebrafish model in the study of human AML. The role of zebrafish idh2R138Q

and R170K mutations are being evaluated. Acknowledgements: The study was sup-

ported by the Innovative Collaborative Research Fund from the LKS Faculty of Medi-

cine and the University Postgraduate Fellowship from HKU.
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P1123 - NPMC COOPERATES WITH MUTANT IDH2 TO INDUCE ACUTE

MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Yoko Ogawara, Takuo Katsumoto, Yukiko Aikawa, Yuki Kagiyama, and

Issay Kitabayashi

Division of Hematological Malignancy, National Cancer Center Research Institute,

Tokyo, Japan

Nucleophosmin mutation (NPMc) is frequently observed in acute myeloid leukemia

(AML). We have previously found that the expression of NPMc alone is sufficient to

transform mouse bone marrow cells ex vivo but not sufficient to induce AML in vivo.

Recent studies have shown frequent co-occurrence of IDH1/2, Dnmt3a and Flt3

mutations with NPMc, which implies that accumulation of these mutations is neces-

sary for the induction of AML. Here we show that AML is induced in all the mice

transplanted with bone marrow progenitor cells co-infected with 4 mutant genes

(NPMc, IDH2mt, Dnmt3amt and Flt3-ITD). The delayed onset and reduced pene-

trance of AML were observed without one of the 4 genes. Analysis of the AML cells

indicated that NPMc-expressing cells always expressed IDH2mt in mice, and that the

NPMc-expressing cells did not remain in mice without transduction of IDH2mt.

Furthermore, NPMc-expressing cells were observed in the presence of IDH2mt

only. These data indicate that IDH2mt is necessary and sufficient for the engraftment

of NPMc+ cells in mice. Expression levels of Hoxa9 and Meis1 were elevated in the

4 genes-induced mice AML models as in the human NPMc+ AML samples. Forced

expression of NPMc and IDH2mt respectively upregulated HoxA9 and Meis1 in

mouse bone marrow progenitor cells in vitro. These data indicate that NPMc and

IDH2mt cooperatively activate Hoxa9/Meis1 pathways for the induction of AML.

P1124 - TARGETING CD47-SIRPA FOR THE CONTROLLING

MALIGNANT EFFUSION IN PRIMARY EFFUSION LYMPHOMA

Hiroki Goto, Ryusho Kariya, Kouki Matsuda, Eriko Kudo, and Seiji Okada

Division of Hematopoiesis, Center for AIDS Research, Kumamoto University,

Kumamoto, Japan

Background: Recently, the critical roles of CD47 on the surface of resistant cancer

cells and its ligand, signal regulatory protein alpha (SIRPA), have been proposed in

their evasion of immunosurveillance. Primary effusion lymphoma (PEL) is a subtype

of aggressive non-Hodgkin lymphoma that shows serous lymphomatous effusion in

body cavities especially in advanced AIDS. PEL is resistant to conventional chemo-

therapy and has a poor prognosis. In this study, we evaluated the effect targeting

CD47-SIRPA signal on PEL using xenograft mouse model. Methods and

Results: Surface CD47 of PEL cell lines was highly expressed compared with that

of peripheral blood mononuclear cells by flow cytometry. Treatment with CD47

monoclonal antibody (mAb) upregulated phagocytic activities of mouse peritoneal

macrophage in vitro. In xenograft mouse model, primary PEL cells were injected

intraperitoneally into NOD/Rag-2null/Jak3nullmice. Treatment with CD47 mAb

inhibited the ascites formation completely in vivo. Moreover, we compared the

phagocytic activities of peritoneal macrophages against PEL among Rag-2/Jak3

double-deficient mice with NOD and non-NOD (Balb/c and C57/BL6) genetic

backgrounds. The engraftment of PEL cells in NOD mice was superior to those in

non-NOD mice. NOD SIRPA polymorphism is considered to contribute to the devel-

opment of PEL. Conclusion: CD47 and SIRPA play the pivotal role in the immune

evasion of PEL. CD47-SIRPA signal could be a molecular target for the immuno-

therapy of PEL.

P1125 - COMPUTER-AIDED SCREENING IDENTIFIED A NOVEL SMALL

INHIBITOR THAT DISPLAYS POTENT ANTI-MYELOMA ACTIVITY BY

SUPPRESSING CONSTITUTIVE AND INTERLEUKIN-6-TRIGGERED

JAK2-STAT3 ACTIVATION

Xiaolin Du1, Zubin Zhang1, Shunye Zhou2, Guodong Chen1, Kunkun Han1,

Biyin Cao1, Jie Li1, Tingjun Hou2, and Xinliang Mao1

1Cyrus Tang Hematology Center, Soochow University, Suzhou, China; 2Institute of

Functional Nano & Soft Materials (FUNSOM), Soochow University, Suzhou, China

The JAK2-STAT3 signaling pathway is associated with poor prognosis and chemore-

sistance in MM patients. In contrast, suppression of STAT3 activity could lead to MM

cell apoptosis. Therefore, the STAT3 signaling pathway has been developed as

a promising target for MM therapy. In the present study, we performed

a computer-aided screening and subsequent structural-activity optimization against

JAK2 and found one compound kifocitanib (KIF). KIF was well docked into the

JAK2 activity pocket. Subsequent studies revealed that KIF inhibited JAK2 as well

as STAT3 activation in a time- and concentration-dependent manner. In addition,

KIF prevented STAT3 nuclear export in both resting and stimulated myeloma cells.

More importantly, KIF inhibited STAT3 activity in the presence of IL-6, a critical

stimulator of the STAT3 signaling pathway and responsible for MM cell proliferation.

KIF also suppressed expression of STAT3 regulated genes, including Bcl-2, Mcl-1,

VEGF, and D-cyclins. By interfering with the JAK2 and STAT3 signal transduction,

kifocitanib inhibited proliferation and induced apoptosis of myeloma cells. Notably,

KIF had no significant effects in colony formation of normal blood stem cells. In two

myeloma xenograft models developed from MM cell lines OPM2 and JJN3, orally

administrated KIF delayed MM tumor grow within 7 days at a dose of 30 mg/kg.

Significant decrease was observed within 2 weeks, but KIF presented minimal

toxicity. In the analysis of the MM tumor species from mice models, KIF suppressed

the activation of JAK2 and STAT3, accompanied by the decrease of cyclin D3, one of

the targets of STAT3 signaling pathway. Therefore, via virtual screening, structural

activity optimization, cell-based and animal studies, we identified a novel inhibitor

of JAK2-STAT3 signaling pathway that displayed great potential for myeloma ther-

apy.

P1126 - THE ROLE OF EPHA2 IN HAEMATOPOIEIS AND LEUKAEMIA

Sara Charmsaz, Steve Lane, and Andrew Boyd

QIMR, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

The Eph receptor tyrosine kinases and their membrane bound ephrin ligands are cell

surface molecules important in many biological functions and cell behaviors. Eph/

ephrin interactions are involved in regulating cell interactions, migration and posi-

tioning during development and have ongoing roles in normal tissue homeostasis

and in responses to pathological situations after development. Eph and ephrin

proteins show altered expression on many tumors including leukaemia, prostate,

breast and colorectal carcinomas and gliomas. Members of Eph/ephrin family of

protein are also expressed on hematopoietic cells, reports describing expression of

EphA2 on CD34+ cells. Flow cytometry and real time PCR analysis also shows

expression of EphA2 along with other members of EphA receptors on the hematopoi-

etic stem cell population. Using an EphA2 knock out mouse, we investigated the

effects of EphA2 gene on haematopoiesis and haematopoietic stem cells in vivo.

Chimeric transplant recipients were generated with purified primary and secondary

stem cell enriched populations (lin-Kit+Sca1+) and these were studied for 16-24

weeks. These studies show that mice lacking the EphA2 gene have normal haemato-

poiesis and bone marrows derived from these mice have normal repopulating poten-

tial both in primary and secondary mouse transplant recipients, perhaps indicating

that other Eph receptors can compensate for the absence of EphA2. In contrast, in

a syngeneic retroviral model of MLL-AF9 induced acute myeloid leukemia

(AML), there appeared to be a role for EphA2. Wild type mice transfected with

MLL-AF9 shows over expression of EphA2 on leukaemic blast cells, which indicates

that this gene may have an extrinsic or intrinsic role in leukaemogenesis.
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P1127 - LEUKEMOGENESIS INDUCED BY C-TERMINAL MUTATIONS IN

THE BASIC LEUCINE ZIPPER DOMAIN OF C/EBPa

Katsuhiro Togami1, Jiro Kitaura1, Daichi Inoue1, Yuki Kagiyama1,

Tomoyuki Uchida1, Kotaro Nishimura1, Noriko Doki1, Naoko Kato1,

Fumio Nakahara1, Toshihiko Oki1, Yuka Harada2, Hironori Harada2, and

Toshio Kitamura1

1Division of Cellular Therapy, The Institute of Medical Science, Tokyo University,

Tokyo, Japan; 2Department of Hematology, Juntendo University, Tokyo, Japan

Two types of mutations of CCATT/enhancer binding protein a (C/EBPa) transcrip-

tion factor are found in leukemic cells of 5%-14% of acute myeloid leukemia

(AML) patients without chromosomal translocations: N-terminal mutations mainly

expressing dominant negative p30 (C/EBPa-Nm) and C-terminal mutations in the

basic leucine zipper domain of C/EBPa (C/EBPa-Cm). Interestingly, most AML

patients with C/EBPa mutations have C- and N-terminal mutations at different

alleles. We previously demonstrated by using a mouse bone marrow transplantation

(BMT) model that C/EBPa-Cm alone induces AML and collaborates with C/EBPa-

Nm in the efficient induction of AML. In this study, we investigate the molecular

mechanism underlying the leukemogenesis induced by C/EBPa-Cm. For this

purpose, several C/EBPa-Cm derived from AML patients were prepared:

S299_L304 dup, K313dup, N321D, and 304_323dup. Retroviral transduction of

any C/EBPa-Cm inhibited G-CSF-induced differentiation of 32Dcl3 cells into

mature neutrophils and immortalized BM hematopoietic cells. On the other hand,

C/EBPa(N321D) or (304_323dup) showed a stronger leukemogenic potential than

C/EBPa(S299_L304 dup) or (K313dup) in a mouse BMT model: the former and

the latter induced AML within 3 months and 4 to 12 months after transplantation,

respectively. To investigate the target molecule of C/EBPa(N321D), analysis of

gene expression profiles of C/EBPa(N321D)-induced leukemic cells is currently

underway.

P1128 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

P21-ACTIVATED KINASE AND GUANINE EXCHANGE FACTORS FOR

RAC GTPASES IN ONCOGENIC KIT INDUCED SYSTEMIC

MASTOCYTOSIS AND ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

Holly Martin, Raghuveer Mali, Peilin Ma, Anindya Chatterjee, Cornelis Vlaar,

Baskar Ramdas, Suraganie Dharmawardhane, Valeria Visconte, Ramon Tiu, and

Reuben Kapur

Pediatrics, Indiana University School of Medicine, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA

A gain-of-function mutation at codon 816 in the KIT receptor tyrosine kinase is asso-

ciated with poor prognosis in patients with systemic mastocytosis (SM) and acute

myeloid leukemia (AML). This mutation changes the conformation of the KIT

receptor resulting in altered substrate recognition and constitutive tyrosine autophos-

phorylation and ligand independent growth. As there are currently no efficacious

therapies against this mutation, we sought to define novel therapeutic targets that

contribute to aberrant signaling downstream from KITD816V and promote transfor-

mation of hematopoietic cells in myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN). We show that

murine and human activating KIT bearing leukemic cells exhibit constitutive activa-

tion of p21-activated kinase (PAK), Rac GTPases, and guanine exchange factor

(GEF) Vav1. Treatment of active KIT-bearing leukemic cells with an allosteric inhib-

itor of PAK or expression of a dominant negative form of PAK (K299R) in

KITD814V bearing cells profoundly inhibited their growth. Upstream of PAK, we

show that suppression of Rac GTPases by a dominant negative form of Rac

(RacN17) abrogates activating KIT-induced hyperproliferation and PAK activity.

Although both Rac1 and Rac2 are constitutively activated via GEF Vav1, loss of

Rac1 or Rac2 alone moderately corrects the growth of KIT bearing leukemic cells

whereas combined loss results in 75% growth repression. To assess the role of

Rac-GEFs in oncogene induced transformation, we utilized a novel inhibitor of

Rac, EHop-016, which is a derivative of NSC23766. While NSC23766 targets

GEFs Tiam1 and Trio, EHop-016 targets Vav and is significantly more efficient in

inhibiting the growth of KITD816V positive mastocytosis-derived patient samples,

and suppresses activation of Rac1, Rac2, and PAK. Treatment of KITD814V bearing

mice with EHop-016 significantly delayed onset of MPN, while NSC23677 had only

modest effects. Furthermore, in vivo loss of either Vav1 or Rac1 and Rac2 completely

rescues leukemogenic transform via KITD814V. In this study we provide a mecha-

nism of KITD814V induced transformation and provide potential novel therapeutic

targets for treating oncogenic KIT bearing neoplasms.

P1130 - BIOLOGICAL, FUNCTIONAL AND GENETIC

CHARACTERIZATION OF BONE MARROW-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL

STROMAL CELLS ISOLATED FROM PEDIATRIC PATIENTS AFFECTED

BY ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA

Antonella Conforti1, Simone Biagini1, Francesca Del Bufalo1, Pietro Sirleto2,

Adriano Angioni2, Nadia Starc1, Giusi Li Pira1, Francesca Moretta1,

Alessandra Proia1, Benedetta Contoli1, Silvia Genovese2, Claudia Ciardi3,

Francesco Lo-Coco3, Franco Locatelli1, and Maria Bernardo1

1Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Department, Bambino Ges�u Children’s Hospital,

Rome, Italy; 2Cytogenetics and Molecular Genetics Unit, Bambino Ges�u Children’s

Hospital, Rome, Italy; 3Laboratory of Neuro-Oncohematology, University of Tor

Vergata, Rome, Italy

Objective: Alterations in hematopoietic microenvironment of acute lymphoblastic

leukemia (ALL) patients have been reported, but little is known about the compo-

nents of marrow stroma in these patients. In this study, we characterized mesen-

chymal stromal cells isolated from pediatric patients with acute lymphoblastic

leukemia (ALL-MSCs). Methods: Mesenchymal stromal cells were expanded ex

vivo from bone marrow of 45 ALL patients (mean age: 5 years; range: 1-17), at diag-

nosis and at subsequent time-points (days: +15;+33;+78) according to the Italian

Association for Pediatric Hematology and Oncology (AIEOP) treatment protocol.

Morphology, proliferative capacity, immunophenotype, differentiation potential,

immunomodulatory properties and genetic profile of ALL-MSCs at any time-point

were analysed and compared with those of MSCs isolated from 41 healthy donors

(HD-MSCs; mean age: 21 years; range: 5-34). Results: Morphology, immunopheno-

type, differentiation potential and in vitro life-span did not differ between ALL-

MSCs, at any time-point considered, and HD-MSCs. ALL-MSCs showed a reduced

proliferative capacity (p!0.001), as compared with HD-MSCs, in terms of popula-

tion doublings. The immunomodulatory properties of MSCs were evaluated in an

allogeneic setting (ALL-MSCs/HD-PBMCs) by measuring PHA-induced T cell

proliferation. As for ALL-MSCs isolated at diagnosis, they were able to reduce T

cell proliferation up to 62% (MSCs/PBMCs ratio 1:2) and 30% (ratio 1:10) and as

for HD-MSCs up to 65% (ratio 1:2) and 40% (ratio 1:10) (p5N.S.). Comparable

results were obtained with MSCs isolated at subsequent time-points. ALL-MSCs

showed neither the typical translocations carried by the leukemic clone (when
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present), nor other genetic abnormalities acquired during ex vivo culture.

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate that, despite a reduced proliferative capacity,

ALL-MSCs, irrespective of the time-point considered (at diagnosis or during chemo-

therapy treatment), mantain the typical characteristics of HD-MSCs.

P1131 - DNA METHYLATION CHANGES INDUCED BY MEIS1 IN

A HOXA9/MEIS1 ACUTE LEUKEMIA MODEL

Stella Yuan Wei1, Anna Staffas2, Carina Wasslavik2, Anna Jansson2, and

Lars Palmqvist2

1Section of Hematology and Coagulation, Instituion of internal medicin, Gothenburg,

Sweden; 2Clinical Chemistry and Transfusion, Institution of Biomedcin, Gothenburg,

Sweden

Elevated expression of Meis1 and Hoxa9 is commonly seen in human leukemia and

often indicates a poor prognosis. It has also been shown that overexpression of Meis1

together with Hoxa9 cause acute myeloid leukemia (AML) in mice. However, the

molecular mechanisms responsible for the collaboration between Meis1 and Hoxa9

in transformation to AML are not fully understood. DNA methylation is a highly

conserved mechanism for the regulation of vital biological processes. Changes in

DNA methylation are a common feature of human AML suggesting a role in

leukemia development. Furthermore, it has been shown that Meis1 can disrupt

DNA methylation and the genomic imprint together with HOX-fusion genes, thus,

warranting further investigation. To investigate the effect of overexpression of

Meis1 together with Hoxa9 on DNA methylation in bone marrow cells we have es-

tablished a cell culturing system based on retroviral transduction of murine bone

marrow cells. These cells are fully transplantable even after extended time in culture.

The cells were cultured for 3 weeks before genomic DNA was isolated. Methylated

DNA was enriched (MethylMiner�,Invitrogen) and subjected, in biological dupli-

cates, to a whole genome promoter array (2.1M Mouse Promoter Array, NimbleGen).

Data analysis showed high consistency between the duplicate samples. There were

approximately 38,000 hypermethylated regions identified in both Hoxa9/Meis1 and

Hoxa9 overexpressing cells, indicating no obvious difference in overall DNA meth-

ylation between Hoxa9/Meis1 or Hoxa9 cells. However, there was a distinct differ-

ence in DNA methylation pattern and approximately 1500 regions were found

differentially hypermethylated in Hoxa9/Meis1 cells compared to Hoxa9 cells. These

results show that overexpression of Meis1 together with Hoxa9 lead to gain or loss of

DNA methylation in distinct regions in the genome but do not seem to lead to

a change in the overall degree of methylation. Further investigations of regions are

underway and will reveal new insight in Hoxa9/Meis1 induced leukemogenesis.

P1132 - CLASSICAL COMPLEMENT CASCADE DEFICIENCIES IN CLL

IMPACTS ON RESPONSE TO OFATUMUMAB TREATMENT

Odette Middleton1, Emilio Cosimo1, Edwina Dobbin1, Alison McCaig1,

Cathy Clarke2, Alison Brant2, Mike Leach1, Alison Michie1, and Helen Wheadon1

1Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK;
2GlaxoSmithKline UK Ltd, , Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK

CLL patients with progressive disease often become refractory to standard first line

therapies, underpinning the need for novel drugs. In this study we compared the

ability of the anti-CD20 MABs ofatumumab (OFA) and rituximab (RIT), to induce

complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) and determined whether complement

defects are an issue in CLL MAB treatment regimes. Following CDC, flow cytomet-

ric analysis (PI staining) revealed that OFA induced significantly higher CDC in CLL

primary cells than RIT. Analysis of CLL serum sample using CH100 assay, immuno-

nephelometry and radial immunodiffusion indicated that 41% of patients were either

deficient, or had reduced expression of, one or more complement components, which

impacted on their ability to elicit a CDC response to OFA-bound CLL cells. A large

proportion of patients with complement deficiencies initially induced a high level of

CDC, however on secondary challenge CDC activity in sera was significantly

reduced when compared to normal human serum (NHS; p5 !0.0001; n529).

Importantly, supplementing CLL serum with individual complement components

especially C2 was sufficient to protect against exhaustion, restoring activity back

to NHS levels, (p5 !0.0001; n511). Furthermore, high CLL cell burden also re-

sulted in more rapid complement exhaustion. Preliminary in vivo studies indicate

that 24 hours post RIT treatment complement components exhaust, with recovery

time exceeding 7 days. Our studies have important implications for CLL patients

receiving MAB therapy, indicating that due to the high frequency of complement

deficiencies within CLL serum, supplementing MAB treatment with fresh frozen

plasma may help maintain normal CDC levels, particularly in patients with a high

white blood cell count.

P1133 - EXAGGERATED RESPONSE TO TOLL-LIKE RECEPTOR

AGONIST CONTRIBUTES TO EXCESSIVE TNF PRODUCTION IN

MYELOPROLIFERATIVE NEOPLASM

Angela Fleischman, Samuel Luty, Blair Edmiston, Dorian LaTocha, Grover Bagby,

and Brian Druker

Knight Cancer Institute, Oregon Health & Science University, Portland, Oregon,

USA

Tumor Necrosis Factor alpha (TNF) is elevated in myeloproliferative neoplasm (MPN)

and plays a key role in the expansion of the JAK2V617F neoplastic clone. JAK2V617F

endows upon hematopoietic stem cells TNF resistance, providing them with a selective

advantage over their TNF sensitive counterparts. Decreasing excessive TNF production

therapeutically would neutralize the selective pressure driving the persistence of the

JAK2V617F neoplastic clone. TNF is classically produced by monocytes after stimula-

tion throughToll-like receptors (TLR), crucial pattern recognition receptors formicrobial

products. We quantified TLR responses in normal and MPN monocytes, reasoning that

JAK2V617Fmight directly or indirectly influence the activation state of TLRmodulatory

factors and found evidence for an exaggerated response to the TLR 7/8 agonist R848 in

MPN patient monocytes. After stimulation with R848 for 24 hours, CD14+ monocytes

fromMPN patients (n518) produced increased amounts of TNF as compared to normal

controls (n510) at all concentrations tested (0.5, 1, 3, 5mM, p!0.05). Pre-treatment with

the JAK inhibitor CYT387 (2mM) completely abrogated TNF production in response to

R848 similarly inMPN patients and normal controls, demonstrating that R848-mediated

TNF production is dependent upon JAK signaling. The percentage of TNF+ CD14+

monocytes after stimulation with R848 by intracellular flow cytometry is similar in

MPN (n516) and normal controls (n58). Without stimulation, however, MPN patients

have an increased percentage of TNF+ CD14+ monocytes as compared to normal

controls (4.6% vs 1.6% respectively, p!0.05), suggestive of a hyper-inflammatory state

at baseline. Next, we used phosflow to detect whetherMPNpatients have an exaggerated

activation of downstream signaling molecules following stimulation with R848. At early

time points (15min) following stimulation with R848 (5mM), MPN patients (n56) simi-

larly activated pp38and pERK1/2 asnormal controls (n56), but at later timepoints (2hrs)

MPN patients maintained the activated status of pp38 and pERK1/2 distinct from normal

controls (p!0.05). These data suggest that the excessive production of TNF in MPN

patients may be due to persistent activation of signaling following stimulation.
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P1134 - RESTORATION OF REDOX ENZYMES IS CORRELATED WITH

REDUCTION OF BCR-ABL PROTEIN IN PHILADELPHIA POSITIVE

CELLS DURING IMATINIB THERAPY

Eun-Sun Yoo1, YeungChul Mun2, JeeYoung Ahn2, Jung-Won Huh3, and

Chu Myong Seong2

1Pediatrics, Ewha Womans University School of Medicine, MokDong Hospital,

Seoul, Republic of Korea; 2Internal Medicine, Ewha Womans University MokDong

Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea; 3Laboratory Medicine, Ewha Womans

University MokDong Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea

Background: There are several lines of evidences reactive oxygen species (ROS)

appear to play a major role in leukemogensis. BCR/ABL oncogenic tyrosine kinase

is known to induce high levels of intracellular ROS which may further induce genomic

instabilitywithmalignant transformation and even imatinib (IM) resistance. Disrupting

of intracellular ROS levels and redox signaling could inhibit tumor cell growth. In this

study, we investigated the changes of peroxiredoxin (PRX) and ROS levels during IM

therapy in BCR-ABL positive leukemia cells. Methods: BCR-ABL1 positive cell

lines were cultured using 20% IMDM medium. We evaluated cell growth by MTT

assay, and also evaluated BCR/ABL expression by western blot analysis. At the

same time, we evaluated changes of intracellular ROS level using 2, 7- DCFH-DA

and antioxidant enzymes, PRX 1, 2, 3 using immunoblot assay. We also had analyzed

the impact of N-acetyl-L-cysteine and NAD(P)H oxidase inhibitor, DPI on changes

of ROS and redox enzymes. We also analyzed the expression of NOX1,2,3,4-based

NADPH oxidase using immunoblot assay. Results: Both BCR-ABL1 positive cells

(K562 and SUP-B15 cells) showed significant decrease of cell viability during IM

treatment. Intracellular ROS level and Nox-4 based NADPH oxidase were also

decreased during IM treatment as well. These finding were well correlated with erad-

ication of BCR/ABL oncogene by western blot results, and were correlated with

restoration of PRX2. The degree of ROS decrease and restoration of Prx2 were

well correlated with amount of reduction of BCR/ABL oncogene during IM treat-

ment. But there were significantly differential changes in k562 and in SUP-B15

during IM treatment. Conclusion: Significant change of ROS and Prx2 levels accord-

ing to IM treatment are closely correlated with bcr/abl kinase level in both BCR-

ABL1 positive cell lines. This finding was correlated with restoration of the level

of PRX2. Understanding the molecular mechanisms of changes on ROS and redox

enzymes may be potential tools to develop more potent new drugs in Ph+ CML or

Ph+ ALL patients especially for IM resistant.

P1135 - THE ROLE OF CDX2 IN HUMAN LEUKEMOGENESIS

Anna Paczulla, Ferdinand Kollotzek, Sarah Grzywna, Lothar Kanz,

Martina Konantz, and Claudia Lengerke

Department of Hematology and Oncology, University Clinic Tuebingen, Tuebingen,

Germany

Introduction: The caudal-type homeobox (Cdx) gene family has been mainly studied

during early development for its role in axial elongation and antero-posterior patterning.

More recently, Cdx geneswere shown to regulate embryonic hematopoiesis viamodulation

of downstream Hox genes. The role of Cdx genes in adult hematopoiesis is poorly under-

stood and almost no data exists on human cells. In the mouse, healthy bone marrow (BM)

derived hematopoietic progenitors express low levels of Cdx1 and Cdx4 but lack Cdx2

expression. Ectopic induction of Cdx2 expression inducesmyeloid leukemia. Consistently,

Cdx2 expression is found in most cases of human acute myeloid (AML) and lymphoid

leukemia (ALL). Here we modulate Cdx2 expression in healthy and malignant human

blood cells to explore its role during human leukemogenesis. Methods: Human BM

and mobilized peripheral blood CD34+ cells as well as the leukemic cells lines SKM-

1, NOMO-1, EOL-1 and Nalm16 were exposed to lentiviruses containing Cdx2 overex-

pression, shCdx2 or control constructs. Efficient modulation of Cdx2 expression was

confirmed on gene expression level by qRT-PCR and on protein level by immunoblot

analysis. CDX2-modified and control cells were subjected to growth, colony forming

(CFU), cell cycle, flow cytometry and qRT-PCR assays and analyzed in vivo upon xen-

otransplantation in NOD/SCID/IL2Rgnull (NSG) mice. Results: In both healthy CD34+

and leukemic cells, overexpression of Cdx2 resulted in a G0/G1 cell cycle arrest,

reducing in vitro growth and CFU formation. Cdx2 overexpressing cells were smaller

in size and showed less granularity. Moreover, gene expression analyses demonstrated

induction of Hox genes and Wnt pathway-associated molecules in both CD34+ progen-

itors and leukemic cells, although some differences were noted between healthy and

malignant cells. Cdx2 overexpressing and control CD34+ human stem and progenitor

cells were able to repopulate NSG mice and are currently under observation. Until

week 12 post-transplantation, no signs of leukemia induction were observed in the xen-

otransplanted mice in contrast to the data reported in mice. Conclusion: Our data suggest

that Cdx2 expression promotes quiescence in human hematopoietic cells by inducing

Hox and Wnt-pathway related molecules. Other than in mice, Cdx2 may require another

cooperating genetic event to induce human leukemia.

P1136 - IL7R RECEPTOR MUTANTS INITIATE LEUKEMIA FROM

MULTIPOTENT PRIMITIVE THYMOCYTES IN A NOVEL MOUSE

MODEL OF ETP LEUKEMIA

Louise Treanor1, Sheng Zhou1, Laura Janke2, Shann-Ching Chen2,

Charles Mullighan2, and Brian Sorrentino1

1St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee, USA; 2Pathology, St.

Jude Children’s Research Hospital, Memphis, Tennessee, USA

Early T-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ETP-ALL) is a recently described

hematopoieticmalignancy in children andadults and that exhibits lymphoid,myeloid and

stem cell features and carries a poor clinical prognosis. Whole genome sequencing of

human ETP-ALL cases has identified a number of characteristic mutations in signaling,

histone modification and hematopoietic development pathways but it is unclear which of

these are sufficient to initiate leukemia. Recurrent mutations in the interleukin 7 receptor

are characterized by point substitutions in the alpha chain that confer ligand-independent

signaling and proliferation. When either of two of these IL7r mutants were introduced

into double negative (DN) thymocytes from p19Arf null mice, T cell development was

arrested at the DN2 stage; a stage previously shown to retain significant myeloid devel-

opmental potential. The IL7r-mutants phenocopy the developmental block seen with en-

forcedLMO2expression.The arrestedDN2 thymocyteswere shown tohave significantly

enhanced myeloid developmental potential in vitro in CFU-C assays and in vivo when

transplanted. When either LMO2-transduced or IL7r mutant-transduced DN2 thymo-

cytes were transplanted into irradiated recipients, the transplanted mice developed

a disease that highly resembled human ETP leukemia. The blast cells displayed various

myeloid and lymphoid features including expression of myeloperoxidase, Gr1, Mac1,

and CD71. Despite these myeloid features, all of the leukemias had monoclonal rear-

rangements of the TCR-B chain of the T-cell receptor indicating that theywere of thymo-

cyte origin. High levels of LMO2 protein expression were seen in IL7r-mut tumors.

Furthermore, analysis of RNA samples from 12 cases of human pediatric ETP showed

that all but one case was associated with high levels of LMO2 mRNA. Altogether, this

new works shows that activating mutations in the Interleukin 7 receptor or enforced

expression of LMO2 are sufficient to generate ETP-ALL inmice by blocking thymocyte

differentiation at a stage in which myeloid lineage potential is preserved. Our current

work is focused on defining the leukemia stem cell population in this model and in using

this model to develop new therapeutic strategies for this poor prognosis leukemia.
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P1137 - HYPOXIA ENHANCES THE RADIO-RESISTANCE OF MOUSE

MESENCHYMAL STROMAL CELLS

Tara Sugrue1,2, Rhodri Ceredig1, and Noel Lowndes2

1Immunology, Regenerative Medicine Institute, National University of Ireland,

Galway, Galway city, Ireland; 2Genome Stability Laboratory, Centre for

Chromosome Biology, National University of Ireland, Galway, Galway city, Ireland

Haematopoietic re-constitution by donor haematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) following

total body irradiation is supported by host-derived radio-resistant mesenchymal

stromal cells (MSCs). MSCs are also an integral part of tumours where they promote

tumour cell growth and inhibit tumour-specific immune responses. The DNA

Damage Response (DDR) represents a network of signalling pathways enabling cells

to respond to genotoxic damage. We have previously shown that the execution of

DDR pathways, including repair of DNA double strand breaks (DNA DSBs),

promotes MSC survival post irradiation (IR) [1]. MSCs reside in a hypoxic (2-5%

O2) microenvironment in the bone marrow. Hypoxia is known to enhance the

radio-resistance of cancer cells by altering their response to IR-induced DNA

damage. However, whether hypoxia affects the radio-resistance of MSCs is currently

unknown. We have studied the DDR of g-irradiated mouse MSC lines, MS5 and ST2,

cultured in normoxia (21% O2) and hypoxia (5% O2). Hypoxia increased MSC

growth rate and enhanced long-term survival post irradiation. Cell cycle analysis

by flow cytometry demonstrated that MSC recovery from IR (10 Gy) -induced cell

cycle arrest was improved under hypoxic conditions. In MSCs, hypoxia accelerated

the resolution of g-H2AX expression (a marker of DNA DSBs) and the disappear-

ance of g-H2AX foci. Hypoxia also induced increased expression of DNA DSB

repair proteins, including DNA-PKcs and DNA ligase IV in MSCs. Our results

demonstrate, for the first time, that hypoxia enhances MSC radio-resistance in vitro

most likely by up-regulating DNA DSB repair mechanisms, leading to alterations in

the DDR to IR-induced DNA DSBs and thereby enhancing MSC survival. Our results

have important implications for our understanding of the roles of MSCs in haemato-

poietic reconstitution and in the tumour microenvironment. 1. Sugrue T, Brown JAL,

Lowndes NF & Ceredig Rh. (2013) Multiple facets of the DNA Damage Response

contribute to the radio-resistance of mouse mesenchymal stromal cell lines. Stem

Cells 31: 137-145.

P1138 - MOBILISING DOSES OF G-CSF STOP MEDULLARY

ERYTHROPOIESIS BY DEPLETING CD169+ MACROPHAGES

Rebecca Jacobsen1,2, Allison Pettit1, Valerie Barbier1, Bianca Nowlan1,

Liza Raggatt1, Ingrid Winkler1, and Jean-Pierre Levesque1

1Mater Research, Woolloongabba, Queensland, Australia; 2School of Medicine,

University of Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

We have previously reported that G-CSF mobilises HSCs by suppressing a subset of

HSC niche supportive macrophages. As macrophages are the central component of

erythropoietic islands, we examined G-CSF effect on erythropoiesis. Mobilising

doses of G-CSF caused a marked whitening of the bone marrow (BM), a 15 fold

decrease in the number of phenotypic erythroblasts, a 2 fold decrease in polychro-

matic erythroblasts, a 1.4 fold decrease in orthochromatic erythoblasts and 5 fold

decrease in reticulocytes. Conversely, pro-erythroblasts increased 4 fold. Concomi-

tantly, numbers of CD169+ macrophages and erythropoietic island ER-HR3+ macro-

phages were decreased in mobilised BM. In contrast with the BM, G-CSF did not

deplete macrophages in the spleen. As a result, splenic erythropoiesis was up-regu-

lated to compensate for the loss of medullary erythropoiesis (5-8 fold increase in pro-

erythroblast and erythroblast populations). This suggests that mobilising doses of

G-CSF block the pro-erythroblast to erythroblast transition specifically in the BM

(but not the spleen) by affecting central macrophages in erythropoietic island.

Next, macrophages were depleted by injecting clodronate loaded liposomes. This

caused a arrest in erythropoiesis and macrophage depletion in both the BM and

the spleen. As subsets of macrophages depleted from the BM and spleen following

G-CSF or clodronate liposome administration were CD169+, we selectively depleted

CD169+ macrophages in CD169DTR/+ mice. Injection of diphtheria toxin caused

a loss of CD169+ and ER-HR3+ macrophages in both BM and spleen and also

a blockage in erythropoiesis at the proerythroblast-erythroblast transition similar to

G-CSF and clodronate liposomes in wild-type mice. In conclusion, we propose

that 1) CD169+ macrophages include nursing macrophages at the centre of erythro-

poietic islands and are essential for the transition of proerythoblasts to erythroblasts

and 2) mobilising doses of G-CSF stop medullary erythropoiesis by depleting

CD169+ macrophages in erythropoietic islands in the BM, but not the spleen.

P1139 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

ALTERATIONS IN HIERARCHY OF MULTIPOTENT MESENCHYMAL

STROMAL CELLS POPULATION OCCURRING WITH CULTIVATION

Natalia Petinati, Irina Shipounova, Natalia Sats, and Nina Drize

lab Physiology of hematopoiesis, National Hematological Scientific Centre, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Mesenchymal multipotent stromal cells (MMSC) are the fibroblast-like cells adherent to

plastic and able to differentiate along main stromal lineages. The population of MMSC

is heterogeneous.Theaimof this studywas to investigate thehierarchical alterationsoccur-

ring inMMSCwith cultivation.MMSCwere isolated from the bone marrow of 50 donors

and cultivated under standard conditions for 5 passages. The cloning efficiency and differ-

entiation abilities were analyzed on 1-2nd and 5th passages. Relative expression levels

(REL) of morphogenetic and differentiation marker genes were evaluated by real time

PCR.Cloning efficiency ofMMSCdiffered between the 2ndand5thpassages. Itwas asso-

ciatedwith theRELofFGFR2 (R50.75,p50.02),which shows thedependence ofMMSC

proliferation capacity on the ability to respond to FGF2. A strong negative relationship

between cloning efficiency and the REL of SPP1 was revealed at the 5th passage (R5-

0.73, p50.03). Thus, proliferative potential reduced during maturation. So, MMSC popu-

lationschangedwith passages, and theportionofcells committed todifferentiationbecame

more pronounced. Most cells among MMSC did not proliferate. MMSC proliferative

potential did not change significantly during cultivation, andmore than half of all dividing

cells were clones that were unable to perform more than 14 mitosis. When MMSC were

exposed to osteogenic inducers at the 1st passage, no significant alterations in the REL

of both SPP1 and BGLAPwere revealed. FurtherMMSCcultivation up to the 5th passage

made these cells more sensitive to differentiation stimuli. The increase in theREL of SPP1

was moderate, while the expression of BGLAPwas up-regulated by 6-fold. Thus, cultiva-

tion increased the proportionofcells committed todifferentiation.ProlongedMMSCculti-

vation had no effect on the response to adipogenic inducers. So, one could conclude that

MMSC differentiation capacities did not change with cultivation, while in the population

itself the proportion of cells committed to differentiation increased. Summarizing the data,

the proportion of cells in different hierarchical subpopulations altered with MMSC culti-

vation. The aptitude to differentiation increased among the MMSC population.

P1140 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

BONE MARROW DONOR’S AGE RELATED ALTERATIONS IN HUMAN

STROMAL PRECURSOR CELLS

Natalia Petinati, Irina Shipounova, Natalia Sats, and Nina Drize

lab Physiology of hematopoiesis, National Hematological ScientificCentre, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells (MMSC) are utilized in many therapeutic

approaches.

The aim of the study was to characterize stromal precursor cells (MMSC and colony-

forming unit-fibroblasts - CFU-F), from the bone marrow of 50 healthy donors.

The donors were divided in 2 groups (younger and older than 32.5) on the base of median

age. The growth characteristics of MMSC and CFU-F, their proliferative potential, cloning

efficiencyanddifferentiationabilitieswereanalyzed.MMSCwerecultivated for5passages.

For proliferative potential studies, MMSC from 2 and 5 passages were cloned from 1 cell.

Thedifferentiationcapacitywasestimatedatpassages1and5bystandard stimulation.Rela-

tive expression levels (REL) of genes were investigated inMMSC by real-time quantitative

PCR. Significant increase inCFU-F concentrationwas revealed in young donors (p!0.02).

CumulativeMMSCproductionwas significantly decreased in older donors (p!0.01).REL

ofFGF2 andFGFR2 inMMSCdecreasedwith donor age (R5-0.44, p50.001) and thiswas

also true for theVEGFgene (R5-0.31, p50.03). TheRELof the adipogenic differentiation

marker PPARG increased, and the osteogenic one SPP1 decreased with age. The chondro-

genicmarker SOX9 did not depend on donor age. RELwere analyzed inMMSC cultivated

without differentiation inducers. REL of differentiation markers can reflect the decreasing

with age capacity of mesenchymal cells for osteogenesis and osteoporosis in elderly

persons. According cloning capacity MMSC were divided into 3 groups: MMSC with

cloning efficiencies that increased from the 2 to the 5 passage, decreased and remained

stable. The average donor age was 24.761.5 years in the 1 group, 34.664.7 years in the

2 group and 4666.8 years in the 3 group. This means that MMSC populations of young

donorswere enriched for cellswith high proliferative potential. In the group of older donors,

theMMSCproliferative potential notably decreasedwith cultivation, and in the eldest group

of donors cloning capacity was decreased for all period of cultivation.

The data are worth to take into account when choosing MMSC for gene therapy, as

MMSC are now top candidates for many therapeutic approaches. Thus, donor age is

very important for the stable function of MMSC.
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MULTIPOTENT MESENCHYMAL STROMAL CELLS EXPOSED TO IL-1B

DEMONSTRATE THE INCREASED PROLIFERATIVE POTENTIAL AND

ENHANCED ABILITY TO MAINTAIN HEMATOPOIETIC PRECURSOR

CELLS

Nina Drize and Alexey Bigildeev

lab Physiology of hematopoiesis, National Hematological Scientific Centre, Moscow,

Russian Federation

Nestin positive mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) are the main cells that maintain

hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) in vascular niches in the bone marrow (BM). Multi-

potent mesenchymal stromal cells (MMSC) are considered to be the analogues of

MSC in vitro. Because of clinical use of MMSC their basic characteristics and sensi-

tivity to different factors have been intensively studied. It was shown that interleukin-

1 beta (IL1b) induces growth of stromal microenvironment in vivo in mice. So, the

aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of IL1b on proliferative potential of

MMSC and their ability to maintain early and late hematopoietic progenitors -

cobblestone area forming cells (CAFC) - 35 days and 8 days respectively. MMSC

and hematopoietic cells were obtained from donors of BM for allogeneic HCS trans-

plantation after informed consent. MMSC from 11 donors were cultured in standard

conditions for 5 passages (P). 4 pg/ml IL1b was added to MMSC at each passage.

MMSC were cloned from 1 cell, cloning efficiency was measured by Poisson statis-

tics. The concentration of IL1b in MMSC lysates was measured by ELISA. 1000

MMSC per well of 96-well plate were seeded 3 days before BM cells plating.

CAFC analysis was performed by limiting dilution assay. Addition of IL1b to

MMSC culture substantially increased cumulative cell production (164620 % of

control, p50.006), and cloning efficiency (150625 % of control at P2 and

213640 %, p50.01 at P5). In MMSC from one donor with extremely high cumula-

tive cell production (385% of control) after IL1b exposure accumulation of IL-1b in

cells was found. The amount of IL1b was more than 73 pg / 5x105 cells and it was 7-

fold increase compared to control. MMSC were used as stromal layers for CAFC

assay. MMSC cultivated with IL1b showed the increased capability to maintain

hematopoietic precursor cells. The number of CAFC 35 increased 1.5 fold per 105

BM cells and CAFC 8 doubled on IL1b treated MMSC. The data show that IL-1b

stimulates MMSC proliferation, their cloning efficiency and ability to maintain early

and late hematopoietic progenitors. Thus IL1b demonstrates similar effects on BM

stromal precursor cells in vivo and in vitro.

P1142 - LITHIUM INDUCED NOTCH LIGANDS IN STROMA CELLS

MEDIATE EXPANSION OF MURINE HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Ronald van Os1, Marta Anna Walasek1, Albertina Dethmers-Ausema1, Gerwin Huls2,

and Gerald de Haan1

1Laboratory of Ageing Biology and Stem Cells, European Research Institute for the

Biology of Ageing, University Medical Center Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands;
2Department of Haematology, Radboud University Nijmegen Medical, Nijmegen,

Netherlands

For many years the effects of lithium, a simple cation and known inhibitor of GSK3-

b, on hematopoiesis have been appreciated. However, the mechanisms how lithium

affects hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are poorly understood. Here, we show that

in vivo hematopoietic repopulation can be augmented by transplantation of unfractio-

nated bone marrow cells derived from mice treated with lithium. In contrast, treat-

ment of mice with lithium did not affect the quality of LSK cells as measured by

CAFC on day 35. In vitro, the expansion of primitive cells was significantly enhanced

by lithium in post 5-FU BM cultures, but only modestly in isolated LSK cells, sug-

gesting an accessory cell population is essential in mediating the effects of lithium on

HSCs. Additional experiments revealed that lithium treatment activates Wnt-

signaling in stromal cells. Lithium added to a surrogate stem cell assay in vitro,

the cobblestone area forming cell assay, showed outgrowth of more cells from iso-

lated LSK and HSC. Interestingly, expression of the notch ligands Jagged-1 and

Delta-1 increased in stromal cells upon lithium treatment. In addition, the in vitro

effects of lithium on HSCs could be prevented by inhibiting Notch signaling by

gamma-secretase inhibitors. In conclusion, our observations suggest that lithium

stimulates Wnt signaling in stromal cells resulting in up-regulation of Notch ligands

in these cells, which subsequently activate Notch signaling in HSCs resulting in

augmentation of HSCs.

P1143 - EFFECTS OF IN-VIVO G-CSF STIMULATION ON CYTOKINE

LEVELS IN BONE MARROW PLASMA SAMPLES FROM HEALTHY

DONORS

Fatima Aerts Kaya1, Sevil Kose1, Gozde Aydin1, Ilgin Cagnan1, Sena Bocutcu1,

Baris Kuskonmaz2, and Duygu Uckan1,2

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development, Hacettepe University, Ankara,

Turkey; 2Pediatric Hematology, BMT unit, Hacettepe University Childrens Hospital,

Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) transplantation has become a standart

treatment modality for many malignant and non-malignant hematopoietic and meta-

bolic diseases. Granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) is commonly used in

the clinics to mobilize hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) from bone marrow (BM).

G-CSF mediated induction of proteases results in cleavage of adhesion molecules,

decrease in Stromal Derived Factor 1 (SDF-1), produced by local mesenchymal

stromal cells (MSCs) and release of the HSC from the BM. Here we aimed to assess

the effects of G-CSF treatment on cytokine levels in the bone marrow plasma of

healthy donors. Materials and Methods: Bone marrow plasma was collected from

4 day G-CSF (10 mg/kg/d) treated (n510) and untreated (n510) healthy pediatric

and adolescent donors, ages ranging from 2-17 yrs, and analysed using a multiplex

cytokine array for 48 different cytokines and read using the Bioplex MAGPIX

(Bio-rad). CFU-GM and BFU-E were assessed using MethoCult� GF H84435

(Stem Cell Technologies) and MSC content was assessed using the CFU-F assay.

Results: After G-CSF treatment, Interleukin (IL)-1b (p!0.01), IL-3 (p!0.05), IL-

8 (p!0.05) and IL-18 (p!0.01) were found to be significantly increased in BM

plasma. In contrast, Cutaneous T-cell-attracting chemokine (CTACK, CCL27) (p!

0.05), Eotaxin (p!0.05) and Regulated on Activation, Normal T cell Expressed

and Secreted (RANTES, CCL5) (p!0.01) were found to be significantly decreased

after G-CSF treatment. As expected CFU-GM and BFU-E colonies were significantly

increased (p!0.01), but also the number of MSC colonies (CFU-F) was significantly

higher after G-CSF treatment (p!0.0001). Conclusion: G-CSF treatment has

profound effects on a broad range of cytokine levels and affects both HSC and

MSC progenitor cell count in human bone marrow plasma samples from healthy

pediatric and adolescent donors.
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P1144 - ASSESSMENT OF HUMAN BONE MARROW PLASMA SAMPLES

SUGGESTS A DIFFERENT ROLE FOR MESENCHYMAL STROMAL

CELLS IN DISTINCT AREAS MEDIATED BY PDGF-BB/PDGF-R

Fatima Aerts Kaya1, Ilgin Cagnan1, Gozde Aydin1, Sevil Kose1, Asli Semerci1,

Baris Kuskonmaz2, and Duygu Uckan1,2

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development, Hacettepe University, Ankara,

Turkey; 2Pediatric Hematology, BMT unit, Hacettepe University Childrens Hospital,

Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: The bone marrow environment fosters hematopoietic stem/progenitor

cells and maintains hematopoiesis. Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) play an

important role in regulating HSC "stemness" by local production of hematopoietic

growth factors and cytokines, and by direct interaction through expression of cell-

surface and adhesion molecules. Here we assess the differences in characteristics

of MSCs and levels of cytokines in the human endosteal and vascular niches. Mate-

rials and Methods: Human bone marrow (BM) samples were collected from endos-

teal and vascular regions. A 27-plex cytokine array was performed on BM plasma

samples using a Bioplex MAGPIXTM (Bio-Rad). Phenotypic analysis of MSCs/

passage 3 was performed using a panel of 20 antibodies and measured using a FAC-

SARIA (Becton Dickinson). Differentiation assays of MSCs towards osteogenic and

adipogenic lineage were performed and quantitatively analyzed. Results: Platelet

Derived Growth Factor-BB (PDGF-BB) levels were found to be significantly higher

in plasma from vascular regions (p!0.05). In contrast, the PDGF-receptor beta

(PDGF-Rb, CD140b) was found to be expressed at higher levels by MSCs from

the endosteal region (p!0.05). Endosteal MSCs differentiated more readily in oste-

ogenic direction, whereas adipogenic differentiation potential was increased with

vascular MSCs . Conclusion: PDGF-B signaling has been suggested to play a key

role in protection of HSCs from premature differentiation. Our preliminary results

indicate that MSCs from the endosteal region of the BM express higher levels of

PDGF-R and possess increased potential for osteogenic differentiation providing

a suitable microenvironment for HSC maintenance. In contrast, lower levels of

PDGF-R in the vascular region may have led to reduced PDGF-B signaling (in spite

of increased plasma levels), suitable for HSC differentiation.

P1145 - DIFFERENTIAL CYTOKINE EXPRESSION PROFILE OF

HEALTHY HUMAN BONE MARROW PLASMA SAMPLES FROM THE

ENDOSTEAL AND VASCULAR REGION

Fatima Aerts Kaya1, Emine Kilic1, Gozde Aydin1, Sevil Kose1, Ilgin Cagnan1,
€Ozge G€ultekin1, Baris Kuskonmaz2, and Duygu Uckan1,2

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development, Hacettepe University, Ankara,

Turkey; 2Pediatric Hematology, BMT unit, Hacettepe University Childrens Hospital,

Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: The hematopoietic stem cell niche contains all elements required for

housing the hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) and maintaining steady state hematopoi-

esis. Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), hematopoietic growth factors, cytokines/

chemokines, and interactions with cell-surface and adhesion molecules play an

important role in regulating HSC stemness, cycling and behavior in response to exog-

enous stress signals. Here we assess differences in expression of cytokines in the

endosteal and vascular regions of the bone marrow (BM). Materials and

Methods: Human BM aspirations were collected from the endosteal and vascular

regions. Analysis of 48 cytokines present in plasma samples from these aspirations

was performed using a Bioplex MAGPIXTM (Bio-Rad). Separate ELISAs were per-

formed for SDF-1a, IL-7 and soluble APO1/FAS (sFas). Results: Levels of Regu-

lated And Normal T cell Expressed and Secreted (RANTES) and Platelet-derived

Growth Factor-BB (PDGF-BB) were found to be significantly higher in the vascular

regions of the bone marrow (both p!0.05), whereas expression of Interleukin (IL)-

1a, Stromal Derived Factor (SDF)-1a, IL-7 and sFas were significantly increased in

the endosteal regions of the BM, with p!0.05, p!0.001, p!0.01 and p!0.05,

respectively. Discussion: Homing of HSC is regulated by the chemokine SDF1a

(CXCL12). In agreement with its role in attracting HSC, levels of SDF1a were found

increased in the endosteal regions of the BM. Increased levels of IL-1a, IL-7 and sFas

in the endosteal region suggested an active role of the BM endosteum in immune

regulation of B and T-cells and immune privilege. Increased levels of the chemokine

RANTES (CCL5) in the vascular region of the BM suggested a role in migration and

proliferation.

P1146 - DIFFERENTIAL MIRNA EXPRESSION PROFILE OF BONE

MARROW DERIVED MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS IN FANCONI

ANEMIA PATIENTS AND HEALTHY DONORS

Aysen Gunel-Ozcan1,2, Ilgin Cagnan1, Ozlen Konu4, Fatima Aerts Kaya1,

Baris Kuskonmaz3, and Duygu Uckan1,3

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development/PEDI-STEM, Hacettepe

University, Ankara, Turkey; 2Institute of Health, Department of Stem Cell Sciences,

Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey; 3Pediatric Hematology Bone Marrow

Transplantation Unit, Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey; 4Department of

Molecular Biology and Genetics, Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey

Fanconi anemia (FA) is an important disease model having a high incidence of cancer

predisposition, hematopoietic defects and developmental dysmorphisms. In this

study, miRNA expression profile of mesenchymal stem/stromal cells (MSCs) derived

from the bone marrow under the FA environment were compared with those from

healthy donor bone marrow (BM). BM-derived MSCs from donor (n512; 6 FA donor

and 5 independent donor) and FA patient samples (n513; 10 pre-bone marrow trans-

plantation-BMT- and 3 post-BMT) were expanded in vitro and characterized for their

cell surface markers and for their differentiation capacity to adipocytes and osteo-

blasts. The miRNA expression profile was performed using Affymetrix GeneChip

2.0 Array. Following RMA normalization, data analysis were carried out in Partek

Genomics Suite software package (Partek Incorporated). Principal Component Anal-

ysis and hierachical clustering were performed. One-way ANOVA was used to

determine whether miRNA expressions were different among FA donor, pre-BMT,

post-BMT and independent donor groups followed by FDR test. Statistical signifi-

cance was considered as P!0.05. Finally, venn diagrams were contructed to identify

miRNAs intersecting among different groups. There was a statistically significant

difference in expression of fourteen non-coding RNA among four groups (P!

0.05). Comparison of FA donors and pre-BMT showed fourteen differentially ex-

pressed miRNAs while there were eleven differentially expressed miRNAs between

independent donors and pre-BMT. Three of them were shared between these two

comparisons in Venn diagrams. This Project is supported by The Scientific and Tech-

nological Research Council of Turkey (TUBITAK; project no: 110S021) in conjunc-

tion with EU COST action BM0805.

P1147 - IRON OXIDE NANOPARTICLE LABELING OF MESENCHYMAL

STROMAL CELLS

Emine Kilic1, Fatima Aerts Kaya1, Sevil Kose1, Banu Anlar2, and Duygu Uckan1

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development, Hacettepe University, Ankara,

Turkey; 2Department of Pediatric Neurology, Hacettepe University, Faculty of

Medicine, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) are promising cells for use in

regenerative medicine, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation and autoimmunity.

Labeling of MSCs for cell tracking in tissues is an useful approach. Here, we used

iron nanoparticles to label human bone marrow MSCs in vitro and studied their mul-

tilineage differentiation capacity, immunomodulatory function and immunopheno-

type. Materials and Methods: Mononuclear cells were isolated from human bone

marrow and cultured in DMEM-LG/MCDB-201, 10% FCS, 2 mM L-Glutamine

and 1% pen/strep. Confluent cells were labeled with iron oxide particles (Endorem�)

at concentrations of 25-250 ug/mL in presence of poly-l-Lysine and stained with

Prussian blue to visualize iron particles. MSCs were stained using monoclonal anti-

bodies against CD29, CD44, CD105, CD166, CD73, HLA-DR-FITC, CD146, CD45,

CD14, CD3, HLA-ABC and CD34 and analysed using a FACSAria (Becton Dickin-

son). For induction of differentiation towards adipocytes and osteoblasts, MSCs were

maintained in specific differentiation media. Peripheral Blood Lymphocytes (PBL)

were stained with 10 uM CFSE in PBS /2% FCS and 3%, 10% or 30% CFSE-labeled

PBLs were added to 25 Gy irradiated control or iron-labeled MSCs and maintained in

presence of 5 ug/mL PHA-L + 5 ng/mL IL-2. At day 4, cells were used for FACS

analysis. Results: Iron-labeling of MSCs did not affect their osteogenic or adipocytic

differentation ability, viability, proliferative capacity and surface marker expression.

In vitro iron-labeled MSCs and control MSCs displayed no differences in immuno-

logic characteristics, with similar levels of activated T-cells (CD3/CD28/CD95+

cells) and comparable levels of FoxP3 regulatory T-cells (Treg). Conclusions: In vi-

tro experiments demonstrated that MSCs labeled with iron particles preserve their

viability, immunological properties, and ability to differentiate towards osteogenic

and adipocytic lineage. Thus, MSCs can be stained effectively with iron particles

in vitro without loss of their characteristics and can be used for in vivo tracking using

MRI. Iron-labeled cells did not induce evident negative effects.
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P1148 - POLYMERIC SCAFFOLDS WITH DIFFERENT ALIGNMENT AND

THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH BONE MARROW-DERIVED

MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS

Sevil Kose1, Fatima Aerts Kaya1, Emir Denkbas2, Petek Korkusuz3, and

Duygu Uckan1,4

1Center for Stem Cell Research and Development/PEDI-STEM, Hacettepe

University, Ankara, Turkey; 2Chemistry department, Biochemistry division,

Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey; 3Department of Histology and Embryology,

Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey; 4Pediatric Hematology, BMT unit, Hacettepe

University Childrens Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: The development of bone tissue engineering is directly related to changes

in materials technology. Both material characteristics and clinical requirements are crit-

ical when engineering a clinically relevant bone substitute. In this study, we aimed to

investigate the interaction of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) with randomly or

aligned nanofiber PHB membranes prepared to mimic the physical structure of bone

tissue and spinal axonal design, respectively. Materials and Methods: PHB membrane

with its two different kinds of surface features as randomly arranged nanoscale fibers

and nanoscale fibers oriented in one direction was used as a tissue scaffold. Human

bone marrow MSCs were expanded on two different tissue scaffolds with different

surface morphology and evaluated in terms of their orientation on tissue scaffolds by

confocal and scanning electrone microscopes (SEM). Cells were also assessed for their

adhesion characteristics and viability (MTT Assay, real time cell analysis, population

doubling methods and Annexin VAssay); differentiation (adipogenic and osteogenic)

and surface antigen properties. Results: The results of analysis showed that MSCs

conserve their stem cell properties, adhesiveness and viability when they were

expanded on both types of tissue scaffolds. While adhesiveness of MSCs that were

expanded on oriented tissue scaffolds was more than knitted ones, proliferation rates

was lower. Although, MSCs on oriented PHB tissue scaffolds showed spindle shape

morphology and they were positioned in the direction of spindles, whereas MSCs on

knitted nPHB tissue scaffolds distributed homogenously by conserving their poligonal

morphology that mimicked bone marrow microenvironment. Conclusion: In the

present study, it was found that MSCs cultivated on nanofiber PHB tissue scaffolds

conserved their multpotentiality and attained morphology compatible with physical

alignment of the scaffold; therefore they may provide effective tissue engineering

approach by repairing cellular microenvironment in bone tissue engineering.

P1149 - LACTIC ACID BACTERIA CAN REDUCE TLR-4 EXPRESSION ON

INFLAMMATED GINGIVAL FIBROBLASTS AND MESENCHYMAL STEM

CELLS IN VITRO

Aysegul Mendi1, Sevil Kose2, Fatima Aerts Kaya2, Duygu Uckan2,3, Dervis Yilmaz1,

and Levent Aral1

1Department of Medical Microbiology, Gazi University Faculty of Dentistry, Ankara,

Turkey; 2Center for Stem Cell Research and Development/PEDI-STEM, Hacettepe

University, Ankara, Turkey; 3Pediatric Hematology/BMT Unit, Hacettepe University

Children’s Hospital, Ankara, Turkey

Introduction: Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) have been studied for their health-promoting

and immunomodulatory effects. The main field of research has been in gastrointestinal

tract. In the past few years LAB have also been investigated in the oral health perspective.

We studied competitive adhesion of Lactobacillus strainswith Porpyhromonas gingivalis

on human gingival fibrolasts (GF) and bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs). P. gingivalis, an important periodontal pathogen, is an effective colonizer of

oral tissues and accounted for periodontitis. It has been shown that bacterial ligands stim-

ulate Toll-like receptor (TLR) expression on a variety of cells. However it is unknown

whether whole bacteria can induce TLR expression on GF and MSCs. . In this study,

we evaluated the effect of LAB on cellular adhesion and TLR 4 and 2 expression induced

by interferon (IFN)-g. Material and Methods: Adhesion assay was conducted (Lacto-

bacillus rhamnosus ATCC 9595, L. brevis OML 28, P. gingivalis ATCC 33277) and

competition of LAB and P. gingivalis on GF and MSCs was studied. To determine

the suppressive effect of Lactobacillus strains on IFN-g- and P. gingivalis-based inflam-

mation, TLR 4 and 2 expression by flow cytometer was investigated.

Results: Adhesion of bacteria on GF and MSCs was significantly different. LAB pre-

vented adhesion of P. gingivalis as shown by light and fluoresence microscopy. In ad-

dition,LAB also reduced TLR 4 expression on GF and MSCs, in in-vitro assays with

IFN-g and P. gingivalis. Conclusion: Adhesion of probiotic bacteria to oral soft tissues

promotes their beneficial effect to the host. Obtained data suggested that cells from

different tissues may achieve specific functional characteristics according to the micro-

environmental needs. Further data showed differential responses on TLR expression of

GF vs MSCs suggesting participation of GFs on immune response at oral cavity by

TLRs. On the other hand, lower TLR expression on bone marrow derived MSCs

may partially be attributed to the immunprivileged state of the bone marrow niche.

P1150 - LINEAGE SPECIFIC METABOLIC ACTIVITY IN

HAEMATOPOIESIS

Claudia Billing1, Michael Walker2, Lydia Schnapka-Hille1, Uta Ceglarek3,

Anthony Whetton2, Dietger Niederwieser1, and Michael Cross1

1Haematology and Oncology, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany; 2Wolfson

Molecular Imaging Centre, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK; 3Institute of

Laboratory Medicine, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Erythroid and neutrophil cells have widely different metabolic requirements and tend

to be produced in distinct regions of the bone marrow associated with arterioles or

sinusoids respectively. This is suggestive of metabolic compartmentalisation of hae-

matopoietic marrow, and raises questions concerning the partitioning of metabolism

in solid tissues, the interdependence of metabolic and signalling pathways in the

control of normal and leukemic haematopoiesis and the achievement of high density

in vitro culture conditions. A key issue is whether the early progenitor cells of each

lineage employ distinct metabolic strategies to satisfy the biosynthetic demands of

proliferation. To address this question we have purified mitochondria from large scale

cultures of FDCP-Mix cells at various stages of erythroid or granulocyte/macrophage

differentiation and subjected them to proteomic analysis using 8-plex iTRAQ liquid

chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). In a complementary

approach, the uptake and release of key metabolites at various stages of differentia-

tion was determined by mass spectrometry and biochemical assay of conditioned

media. We find lineage specific changes in the balance of TCA cycle enzymes and

of components of the electron transport chain, as well as in proteins controlling

apoptosis and reactive oxygen species. Further changes in co-purified cytoplasmic

enzymes suggest differential use of available substrates that is confirmed by lineage

specific differences in metabolite uptake. Our results suggests that early neutrophil

and early erythroid progenitors do indeed adopt different metabolic strategies to

biosynthesis that optimise metabolite usage in bone marrow.

P1151 - DISTINCT LEUKEMIA-INITIATING SUBSETS ARE MAINTAINED

BY IL-2/CD25 AXIS IN CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKEMIA NICHE

Keiyo Takubo, Chiharu Kobayashi, and Toshio Suda

Department of Cell Differentiation, the Sakaguchi Laboratory of Developmental

Biology, Keio University School of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan

Chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a clonal hematopoietic disorder originated from

hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) with the Philadelphia chromosome which produces

BCR-ABL fusion protein. Targeting tyrosine kinase activity of BCR-ABL by tyro-

sine kinase inhibitors can deplete most of the differentiated CML cells but not

CML leukemia initiating cells (LICs). Therefore it is mandatory to develop the erad-

ication strategy of CML LICs. Here we show that CML LICs show a severely

hypoxic phenotype then the normal HSCs in the niche. HIF-1alpha, a master regu-

lator of cellular hypoxia response, plays a critical role for maintaining HSC in the

hypoxic niche. HIF-1alpha-deficient p210BCR-ABL retrovirus transduced Lineage

marker- Sca-1+ c-Kit+ (LSK) cells are defective in establishing LIC population in

vivo. Under normoxic conditions, HIF-1alpha is recognized by an E3 ubiquitin ligase

VHL. Although VHL deficient HSCs lose transplantation capacity, they show an

accelerated formation of CML LIC after p210BCR-ABL retrovirus transduction.

To elucidate the putative LIC markers in the hypoxic niche, we have screened various

surface markers using p210BCR-ABL retrovirus-induced CML-like myeloprolifera-

tive disease model. Among them, we demonstrate that CML LICs are divided into

CD25+FcεRIa- Lineage marker (Lin)- Sca-1+ c-Kit+ (F-LSK) cells and CD25-F-

LSK cells. We show that CD25+F-LSK cells have multipotent differentiation

capacity with preference to cytokine-producing mast cell commitment. Although

both CD25-F-LSK and CD25+F-LSK cells differentiate into one another, CD25+F-

LSK cells show higher LIC capacity than CD25-F-LSK cells. High expression of

CD25 in CD34+CD38- fraction of human CML indicate that CD25+LICs constitute

"LIC-derived niche" that can be a preferential therapeutic target for CML LICs.
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P1152 - MULTIPLE MICROENVIRONMENTS IN THE FETAL LIVER

WITH DISTINCT FUNCTIONS

Nathalie Brouard1,2, Poojabahen Gandhi2, Nadine Matthias2, Francois Lanza1, and

Christian Gachet1

1UMR-S949 INSERM, Strasbourg, France; 2Institute of Molecular Medicine, UT-

HSC, Houston, Texas, USA

Hematopoiesis takes place during development in successive anatomical sites, each

corresponding to different phases of hematopoiesis development. Hematopoietic

Stem Cells (HSC) expansion and maintenance is controlled by a specific microenvi-

ronment termed niche. The niche during time and through the successive anatomical

locations differs not only in terms of cellular and molecular composition, but also in

terms of its function. First, it supports the emergence of HSC, then their amplification

and finally in the adult, their maintenance. The fetal liver is the site of a major expan-

sion of the HSC pool. Therefore we hypothesized that the fetal liver niche was the

source of specific determinants capable of supporting a large expansion of HSC while

maintaining their self-renewing potential. The present study focuses on defining the

cellular components of the HSC niche. We first determined, using a combination of

cell surface markers, the cell populations present in the mouse fetal liver at day 13.5.

We identified cell populations that can produce adherent layers and will be referred to

as stromal cells. We then tested in serum free conditions, their capacity to support the

maintenance and expansion of HSC during a 2 week co-culture. Maintenance of seri-

ally transplantable HSC was observed only in cocultures with stromal layers derived

from CD45-TER119-CD31-CD51+VCAM-1-PDGFRa+ cells. We concluded that

this stromal cell population was an essential component of the fetal HSC niche. In

the cocultures with stromal layers derived from CD45-TER119-CD31-

CD51+VCAM-1+PDGFRa- cells, we observed an expansion of megakaryocytes,

and erythroid progenitors and a loss of serially transplantable HSC. This suggests

that this stromal cell population recapitulates a progenitor microenvironment.

Further characterization of these stromal cells and the factors they produce will guide

the development of new methods for ex-vivo expansion of HSC or to direct their

differentiation toward specific lineages.

P1153 - VARIABLE EFFECTS OF TUMOR SECRETED FACTORS ON

HUMAN MESENCHYMAL STEM CELL

Abdulaziz AlMusa, Mashael Al-toub, Mohammed Almajed, May Al-Nbaheen,

Abdullah Aldahmash, and Nehad Alajez

King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Objective: Recent years has witnessed huge interest in studying the tumor microenvi-

ronment, given its apparent role in driving tumor progression and metastasis. Of partic-

ular interest, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been the focus of many research

groups as the exact role of MSCs in driving cancer progression remains controversial.

Herein, we investigated the effects of tumor secreted factors from a panel of human

cancer cell lines (breast (MCF7 and MDA-MB-231); prostate (PC-3); lung (NCI-

H522); and head & neck (FaDu)) on MSCs. Methods: Morphological changes were

assesses using fluorescent microscopy. Changes in gene expression were assessed

using Agilent microarray and qRT-PCR. Cell migration was assessed using transwell

migration system. Results: Morphologically, MSCs exposed to secreted factor from

FaDu, MDA-MB-231, PC-3, and NCI-H522, but not from MCF7, exhibited

a spindle-shaped morphology, and the cells were more elongated with bipolar

processes, compared to control MSCs which were larger and more flattened with

multiple processes. Integrated analysis of gene expression and bioinformatics re-

vealed a proinflammatory response of MSCs when exposed to conditioned media

(CM) from all cell lines, but not MCF7. Nonetheless, MSCs exhibited significant

tropism toward secreted factors from the aforementioned tumor cell lines.

Conclusions: Thus our data suggest that MSCs might drive tumorigenicity through

induction of inflammation.

P1154 - EXPOSURE TO IONIZING RADIATIONS AND STARVATION

CULTURE DOES NOT MODIFY PHENOTYPE, FUNCTIONS AND

GENETIC PROFILE OF MESENCHYMAL STROMAL CELLS ISOLATED

FROM BONE MARROW OF HEALTHY DONORS

Simone Biagini, Antonella Conforti, Nadia Starc, Giusi Li Pira, Alessandra Proia,

Franco Locatelli, and Maria Bernardo

Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Department, Bambino Ges�u Children’s Hospital,

Rome, Italy

Objective: Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells located in

different human tissues, including bone marrow (BM), where they sustain the creation

of the hematopoietic stem cell niche by regulating its differentiation and functions.

Many studies have demonstrated that BM exposure to ionizing radiations induces the

rapid depletion of hematopoietic precursors, however radiation effects on MSCs have

been poorly investigated. Moreover, little is known about MSCs behavior in starvation

culture conditions. In this study, we examined morphology, proliferative capacity (in

terms of population doublings), immunophenotype, differentiation potential, immuno-

modulatory properties (PHA-induced T cell proliferation assay) and genetic profile

(array-CGH and caryotype) of MSCs isolated from BM of healthy donors and exposed

to ionizing radiations and starvation culture. Methods: MSCs were isolated from 10

healthy donors (median age: 16 years; range: 5-32) and expanded in culture medium

supplemented with 5% platelet lysate up to passage 2. Thereafter MSCs were exposed

both to escalating doses of ionizing radiations (3000, 10000 and 20000 rad) and to

starvation culture conditions (culture medium supplemented with 1% platelet lysate

instead of 5%). Results:With escalating doses of ionizing radiations, MSCs lose their

typical spindle-shaped morphology, their boundaries are less regular and their growth

rate slows down (at 3000 rad) or even stops (at 10000 and 20000 rad). Nonetheless, in

the presence of 1% platelet lysate, although showing a slower growth rate as

compared with non irradiated MSCs, the effects on morphology are less evident,

thus suggesting that the lack of growing factors can slow down the senescent process

induced by ionizing radiations. Furthermore, irradiated and starved MSCs maintain

the same immunophenotype, differentiation potential, immunomodulatory properties

and genetic profile of normal MSCs. Conclusions: Our data indicate that irradiated

and starved MSCs, although presenting altered morphology and growth rate, maintain

the typical characteristics of normal MSCs.

P1155 - SELECTIVE RADIORESISTANCE OF BONE MARROW

HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITOR CELLS COMPARED TO STROMAL

CELLS FROM FANCONI ANEMIA (FANCD2-/-) MICE

Hebist Berhane, Ronny Kalash, Michael Epperly, Julie Goff, Darcy Franicola,

Xichen Zhang, Donna Shields, Shaonan Cao, Frank Houghton, and Joel Greenberger

Radiation Oncology, University of Pittsburgh Cancer Institute, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, USA

The DNA repair defect in FancD2 -/- mice causes sensitivity to total body irradiation.

We determined whether cell phenotype specific differences in radiosensitivity, DNA

repair, and irradiation induced gene expression were detectable with FancD2 -/- bone

marrow stromal cells compared to IL3 dependent hematopoietic progenitor cells. Radi-

ation survival curves were performed with cell lines derived from C57BL/6 FancD2

+/+, FancD2 +/- and FancD2 -/- mice. Cells were irradiated over a range of 0 to 8

Gy, and day 7 colonies of 50 cells counted. Repair of DNA strand breaks was deter-

mined by Comet Assay. Gene transcripts were measured by Real Time Polymerase

Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) 24 hr after 5 Gy. FancD2-/- marrow stromal cells were radio-

sensitive (Do5 1.43 + 0.06Gy, ~n5 4.986 0.65) compared to FancD2 +/+ cells ((Do5

1.706 0.09 Gy and ~n5 8.336 0.72), p5 0.0395 and 0.0040, respectively) or FancD2

+/- cells (Do5 1.676 0.08 Gy and ~n5 3.636 0.44, p5 0.0348 and 0.1365, respec-

tively). In contrast, IL3 dependent FancD2 -/- hematopoietic progenitor cells were ra-

dioresistant (Do 5 1.65 6 0.09 Gy and ~n 5 2.47 6 0.37) compared to FancD2+/+ or

FancD2+/- hematopoietic progenitor cells (Do 5 1.39 6 0.09 Gy (p 5 0.043) and ~n

5 2.316 0.85), and (Do 5 1.64 6 0.08 Gy and ~n 5 4.40 6 0.99 (p50.004)). Comet

assay demonstrated that IL3 dependent FancD2-/- hematopoietic cells repaired DNA

strand breaks faster than FancD2 -/- stromal cells. There was an increase in p53 gene

transcripts in FancD2 -/- IL-3 dependent cells after 5, compared to all three stromal

cell lines or FancD2+/+ or FancD2+/- hematopoietic cells. Genes involved in cell cycle

regulation including p21 and CHK-1 showed no relative increase in FancD2 -/- hema-

topoietic cells while p21 was increased in FancD2 -/- stromal cells. Levels of NFkB,

Nrf2 and MnSOD remained unchanged after irradiation of FancD2-/- hematopoietic

cells while FancD2 -/- stromal cells as well as FancD2 +/- and +/+ hematopoietic

and stromal cells all showed increases. Absence of the FancD2 gene confers radiosen-

sitivity to bonemarrow stromal cells; however, hematopoietic progenitor cells from the

same mice are radioresistant.
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P1156 - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE IMMUNOMODULATORY EFFECT
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Rome, Rome, Italy

Objective: Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are multipotent cells that exert

immunomodulatory effects on immune cells, however the mechanisms underlying

these effects and whether the modulation is mediated by cell-to-cell contact or para-

crine effects have not been completely clarified. Aim of this study was to compare in

vitro the immunomodulatory properties of MSCs with those of microvesicles (MVs)

released in supernatants of the same MSCs. Methods: MSCs were expanded ex vivo

from bone marrow of 12 healthy donors and MVs were isolated from their superna-

tant by serial ultracentrifugation. Both MSCs and MVs were characterized by flow

cytometry and co-cultured with PBMCs of 12 healthy donors and stimulated with

PHA and CpG to induce T and B cells proliferation, respectively. The release of

growth factors and cytokines was quantified by ELISA. Results:MVs were identified

as 1mm particles positive for CMFDA, CD107 and CD13 (suggesting a mechanism of

membrane budding from MSCs). MSCs inhibited T-cell proliferation up to 80% and

60% (MSC:PBMC ratio 1:2 and 1:10, respectively), whereas MVs reduced it up to

30% (with a MVs’dilution of 1:2 in co-culture final volume). Moreover, MSCs could

reduce B-cell proliferation up to 70% and plasma cells activation up to 50%

(MSC:PBMC ratio 1:10), whereas MV-induced inhibition was up to 60% and 30%,

respectively (same diluting conditions). In both T- and B-cell cultures, MSCs induced

an increase of IL-6, IL-10, TGFb and a decrease of IL-2 and IFNg, whereas MVs

produced a decrease of IL-10 and TGFb and an increase of IFNg. Conclusions: Our

data, obtained in a defined in vitro system, indicate a lower immunomodulatory effect

of MVs than that of their cellular counterpart. Despite the important role played by

the soluble factors released by MSCs and contained in MVs, cell-to-cell contact

seems to be essential for MSC-induced immunomodulatory effects.

P1157 - INTERACTION OF TUMOR CELLS WITH THE HEMATOPOIETIC

STEM AND PROGENITOR CELL NICHE

Abhishek Dhawan1, Manja Wobus1, Lorenz Hofbauer2, and Martin Bornh€auser1

1Medical Clinic and Polyclinic I, University Hospital Carl Gustav Carus, Dresden,

Germany; 2Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Bone Diseases, Department of

Medicine III, Dresden, Germany

The bone marrow microenvironment is known to regulate self renewal and differentia-

tion of hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC). The microenvironment

becomes site of choice for HSPCs because of chemoattractants,growth factors and

cell adhesion signalling network with mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) as major

cellular component. The supportive functions of the niche could also be involved in

its neoplastic transformation. Dissemination of breast and prostate cancer cells into

the marrow has been described even in early stages of the disease. The study focuses

on influence of breast carcinomas on mesenchymal and hematopoietic progenitor cells

in the bone marrow. The breast cancer cell lines -MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 caused

a significant reduction in HSC adhesion to the MSCs (54% by MCF-7 cells; p!0.001

and 68% byMDA-MB231 cells; p!0.0001). No significant reduction in HSC adhesion

was observed upon incubation with conditioned medium from MCF-7 and MDA-

MB231 cells.Competitive adhesion thus seems dependent upon cell-cell contact.

MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 cells express ICAM-1, which has been shown to promote

breast cancer metastasis (Rosette et al, 2005). ICAM-1 and selectins shall be further

studied to understand mechanisms appropriated by breast cancer cells to reduce HSC

adhesion to MSCs and implications on HSC homing to the niche. A cytokine array

was performed to probe if MCF-7 and MDA-MB231 cells affect cytokine profile of

MSCs. The array showed altered expression of growth factors and inflammatory mole-

cules-bFGF, PDGF-BB (2.2 fold upregulation and 0.5 fold downregulation in tumor

cocultures respectively), IL-17and TNF-alpha (2 fold upregulation and 0.5 fold down-

regulation in tumor cocultures respecitvely).Based on the array, a bFGFmediated syner-

gistic increase in proliferation of MSCs and breast cancer cells in coculture was

observed. Interestingly the breast cancer cells caused a reduction in osteoblastic differ-

entiation ofMSCs, indicating a reduced support for HSCs in the neoplastic niche.These

findings indicate a perturbed HSC niche upon tumor invasion. The possible role of

altered cytokine expression, downstream signalling in niche activation and bone turn-

over shall be further studied to recapitulate tumor micrometastases to the HSC niche.

P1158 - THE ROLE OF THE ANGIOPOIETIN/TIE SYSTEM IN

REGULATING HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL MAINTENANCE AND

RECRUITMENT

Susanne Bartels, Carleen Spegg, Claudia Korn, and Hellmut Augustin

DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany

The Angiopoietin/Tie system controls angiogenesis and vessel maturation. However,

signalling through the receptor tyrosine kinase Tie2 and its ligand Angiopoietin-1

(Ang-1) has recently been identified to play a crucial role in controlling quiescence

and maintenance of hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow niche. Pericytes,

smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts express Ang-1 in a paracrine manner. Recently,

bone marrow osteoblasts have also been identified to express Ang-1. The receptor

tyrosine kinases Tie1 and Tie2 are both expressed by hematopoietic stem cells. In

contrast, Ang-2 is secreted exclusively by endothelial cells, where it is stored in Wei-

bel-Palade bodies and released upon endothelial cell activation to act as autocrine

antagonist regulator of constitutive Ang-1/Tie2 signaling. Until now, very little is

known about the role of the dynamic modulators Ang-2 and Tie1 within the hemato-

poietic niche. Preliminary data from our laboratory established a role of Ang-2 in

controlling the hematopoietic stem cell niche. Furthermore, the Tie1 intracellular

domain acts as a Tie2 enhancing co-receptor. Here, we study the expression profile

and functional roles of Ang-2 and Tie1 in controlling the maintenance and egress

of hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow niche under steady-state conditions

and upon mobilization. Understanding the crosstalk of the signaling molecules and

tightly regulated mechanisms that balance stem cell quiescence versus proliferation

in the hematopoietic niche is of major relevance to improve chemotherapy and adult

stem cell transplantation.

Supported by the DFG (SFB 873).

P1159 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION ON MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS

OF BONE MARROW HEMATOPOIETIC NICHE

Yevgeniya Le1,2, David Allan2, and Richard Richardson1

1Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada; 2Ottawa Hospital

Research Institute, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Background: Total body irradiation followed by bone marrow transplantation is the

cornerstone ofmodernmedicine for the treatment of hematological cancers.While trans-

plantation provides donor-derived healthy hematopoietic stem cells, the hematopoietic

niche1 remains patient-derived and undergoes severe physiological stress upon radiation

treatment. Therefore, we set out to investigate the effects of ionizing radiation on func-

tional changes of the bone marrow hematopoietic niche that may contribute to the recur-

rence and/or survival of cancer stem cells. Methods: Using X-ray radiation and severe

hypoxia as the models of bone marrow injury we looked at the functional changes in

the major cellular component of the hematopoietic niche - mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs)2. Capacity of human bone marrow derived MSCs for adhesion to fibronectin,

colony formation (CFU-F) and tri-lineage differentiation (osteoblastic, chondrocytic

and adipocytic) in normoxia (21% O2) vs. hypoxia (1.5% O2) and following 0.1 Gy

of X-ray radiation were investigated. Additionally, quantitative polymerase chain reac-

tion (qPCR) was employed to measure the expression of genes involved in hematopoi-

esis and stress response. Results: Our studies have demonstrated that radiation did not

significantly affect adhesion or colony formation of MSCs. However, hypoxia dramat-

ically decreased the ability of mesenchymal cells to adhere to fibronectin treated

surfaces. Similarly, no effect of radiation was noted on the capacity of MSCs to differ-

entiate, while hypoxia resulted in decreased adipocytic differentiation, complete abro-

gation of osteogenic differentiation and increased chondrocyte formation. Finally, four

genes under investigation (p53, angiopoietin 1, stem cell factor and interleukin-7) ex-

hibited a similar trend of expression with small changes upon radiation treatment and

dramatically decreased expression in hypoxia. Conclusions: Mesenchymal cells ex-

hibited radio-resistant properties and extreme sensitivity to hypoxia. This suggests

that radiation-induced vascular changes that perturb oxygen level in the perivascular

space of the bone marrow may be of crucial importance in the maintenance of normal

hematopoiesis following radiation treatment. References: 1) P. Bianco. Blood.

2011;117(20):5281. 2) S. Mendez-Ferrer et al. Nature. 2010;466(7308):829.
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P1160 - CHITOSAN/DNA NANOPARTICLES CHARACTERISTICS

DETERMINE THE TRANSFECTION EFFICACY OF GENE DELIVERY TO

HUMAN MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS

Elham Malakooty1,2, Mohamadreza Baghaban Eslaminejad1, Nematollah Gheibi2,

and Fatemeh Bagheri1,3

1Department of Stem Cells and Developmental Biology at Cell Science Research

Centerstem cell, Royan institute for Stem Cell Biology and Technology, ACECR,

Tehran, tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran; 2Cellular and Molecular Research Center,

Qazvin university of medical sciences, Qazvin, Qazvin, Islamic Republic of Iran;
3Department of Cell and Molecular Biology, University of Tehran, Tehran, Tehran,

Islamic Republic of Iran

Purpose: The objective of this study was to evaluate the potential of prepared chitosan

-plasmid DNA nanoparticles in transferring the exogenous gene into human bone

marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells. Methods: Chitosan/pDNA nanoparticles

were synthesized through the complex coacervation method using 18, 50 and 136

KD chitosan and pTracer-CMV2 plasmid containing Green Fluorescent Protein

(GFP) gene. In this regard several concentrations of chitosan solutions (0.05%, 0.1%,

0.5% and 1%) were used. To examine the complexation, samples were run through

an agarose gel. The size and zeta potential of nanoparticles were measured by Nano-

sizer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging was used to observe the

morphology of nanoparticles. MSCs were prepared from human bone marrow and

transfected with chitosan/pDNA nanoparticles. The cultures transfected by lipofect-

amine2000 was taken as the control. Cell viability and transfection efficiency were

determined by MTT assay and flow cytometric analysis respectively. RESULTS: The

smallest size of complexes was obtained using 50KD chitosan (about 50nm) and the

highest zeta potential was with 136 KD chitosan (29.61mV). The best transfection

rate (18.43%) was achieved with 0.1% concentration of 18KD chitosan nanoparticles.

commercial lipofectamine transfected 40.57% of cells. MTT assay indicated an average

of 95.5% cell viability for 0.1% concentration of 18KD (chitosan compared with about

60% of Lipofectamine2000. Conclusions: Nanoparticles produced by 18KD chitosan at

0.1% concentration and pDNA would be a promising gene delivery system to human

marrow derived MSCs. Although transfection efficiency of such nanoparticles is lower

than that of Lipofectamine2000 but they comparatively possess less cytotoxic effects.

Keywords: Chitosan, pDNA, Nanoparticle, Mesenchymal stem cell, Transfection

P1161 - PLATELET HARVEST, CRYOPRESERVATION AND INFUSION;

RE-EXPANDING THE RESOURCES OF THE BMT LAB

Christine Hicks, Nicole Goodman, Rosalie Gemmell, Fernando Roncolato, and

Sundra Ramanathan

St George Hospital, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia

A 53 year old multiparous woman with a hepatic mass was found to have AML. She

proceeded to induction chemotherapy resulting in complete remission by day 28.

Between cytarabine consolidation cycles, she received 3 TACE procedures for

presumed hepatocellular carcinoma. During first cycle, she developed platelet refrac-

toriness with no platelet increment one hour post transfusion. Testing confirmed the

presence of an HLA antibody. HLA matched platelet transfusions did not give a satis-

factory platelet increment. The decision was made to harvest and cryopreserve her

platelets, then reinfuse post chemotherapy.

The patient was scheduled to have plateletpheresis with a goal of 10 x 1011platelets to

be harvested and cryopreserved, allowing for 4 infusions as support over the nadir

post-chemotherapy. This was to be repeated to support the final round of

chemotherapy.

Collections: Once platelet count reachedO150, 4 collections were performed over

2.5 months yielding between 3.1 to 5.5 x 1011 platelets per harvest, irradiated at

25Gy, and cryopreserved in 5% DMSO using a controlled rate freezer. Studies on

her post-thaw platelets using PRP impedance indicated a 50% reduction in function-

ality compared with fresh platelets. Infusions: Four infusions were performed 11-20

days post consolidation 2 chemotherapy and three infusions 11-19 days post consol-

idation 3. No adverse reactions were reported. Platelet counts increased typically

from 11-29 (1.6 to 2.6 fold) within 24 hours of infusion. HLA matched platelets

gave no increase (pre-infusion count of 8, to post of 9, within 24 hours). There

were no clinically significant bleeding complications and she was able to finish her

scheduled rounds of chemotherapy. Conclusions: We have presented a case study

requiring harvest, cryopreservation and infusion of autologous platelets. Incorpo-

rating archived platelet protocols into current practices was easily and safely

achieved by the BMT laboratory. The methodology, equipment and processes

involved required little change from the traditional role of progenitor cell work

and this can safely extend the services offered by BMT laboratories with minimal

additional costs for equipment or consumables.

P1162 - BONE FORMATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF BONE

MARROW

Miriel Ho1,2, Hatem Salem1, Stephen Livesey2, and Kathy Traianedes2,3

1Clinical Haematology, Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 2Clinical

Neuroscience, St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 3Medicine, The

University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Background: Lifelong haematopoiesis is mediated by haematopoietic stem cells

(HSCs) that give rise to all blood lineages. Long-term quiescent HSCs localise to

the interface between bone and bone marrow (B-BM). This anatomical juxtaposition

belies a functional relationship between bone metabolism and haematopoiesis. The

mature B-BM interface is a complex structure composed of intricate networks con-

necting cells, extracellular matrix, and growth factors. This complexity renders inves-

tigation of the component parts of the B-BM interface extremely difficult. Aim: This

study uses a unique model to investigate the early spatial and temporal events leading

to B-BM formation. Methods: Rat acellular demineralised bone matrix (DBM) was

implanted intermuscularly into the hind-limbs of nude mice, and explanted between

days 2-28. The resultant ectopic nodules were subjected to macroscopic, histological

and morphometric analyses (microCT scanning), gene expression studies and colony-

forming unit (CFU) assays. Results: The progressive increase in vascularity and

hardness of the nodules was reflected in their corresponding histological analyses.

Neovascularisation was an early event and appears to be essential for cellular repo-

pulation of the DBM. MicroCT imaging of explanted nodules first detected X-ray

dense areas by day 10. This preceded the appearance of haematopoietic progenitors

evident first on day 14 (CFU assays). The same types of CFUs were cultured from the

corresponding long-bone marrow. DBM remodelling resulted in mature nodules con-

sisting of newly formed bone (with the presence of osteoblasts, lining cells, osteo-

cytes and osteoclasts) encompassing a centralised marrow cavity; which was

confirmed histologically. Conclusion: Collectively, these findings suggest that

bone is integral to, and precedes the development of marrow. On-going studies

will determine critical changes in gene expression between days 7-14 that may be

associated with bone marrow development. The use of this unique ectopic bone

formation model to study the genesis of haematopoiesis may give us specific insights

into critical parameters that can influence microenvironmental cues for HSCs.

P1163 - P18INK4C IS AN UNIQUE TARGET FOR HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELL EXPANSION WITH SMALL MOLECULE INHIBITORS

Yingdai Gao1, Hongmei Shen3, Peng Yang2, Hui Yu3, Zhaojun Xie2, Liyan Zhang1,

Patrick Bartlow2, Qing Ji1, Yahui Ding1, Lirong Wang2, Sha Hao1, Shihui Ma1,

Fang Dong1, Yanxin Li1, Peng Zhang2, Haizi Cheng2, Weimin Miao1,

Youzhong Yuan3, Tao Cheng1, and Xiang-Qun Xie2

1State Key Laboratory of Experimental Hematology, Institute of Hematology and

Blood Diseases Hospital, Tianjin, China; 2Pharmaceutical Sciences, Drug Discovery

Institute Pittsburgh Chemical Methodologies & Library Development Center,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA; 3Radiation Oncology, University of Pittsburgh

School of Medicine and University of Pittsburgh Cancer InstituteBlood Diseases

Hospital, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

The G1-phase of cell cycle is a critical window in which stem cell self-renewal may

be balanced with other fate choices. The cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs),

including p15, p16, p18, p19, p21, p27 and p57, have been reported to be involved in

the regulation of stem cells especially the hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs). Among

all the CKIs examined in HSCs, p18 and p27 were shown to have inhibitory effects

on HSC self-renewal or repopulation in mice. In this study, we show that p18 is

a more potent inhibitor for HSC self-renewal than p27 in vivo. Absence of p18 al-

lowed HSCs to be expanded and maintained in a long-term culture system for

more than 15 weeks. Surprisingly, overall cycling of hematopoietic cells was not

increased in the absence of p18. Instead, a favored outcome of self-renewal after

HSC division was indicated by single cell analyses. To target p18 pharmacologically,

we have designed a number of p18 small molecule inhibitors via in silico-screening

and validated them by functional assays. Importantly, the identified lead compounds

were able to specifically expand HSCs in vitro. Thus, these novel p18 small molecule

inhibitors offer valuable chemical probes for dissecting the signaling pathways of

self-renewal of tissue stem cells, and serve as important lead compounds to further

develop more effective agents for therapeutic stem cell expansion.
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P1164 - CHARACTERIZING FUNCTIONAL HETEROGENEITY IN

HEMATOPOIETIC PROGENITOR CELL CULTURES: A COMBINED

EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING APPROACH

Enrica Bach1, Thomas Zerjatke2, Manuela Herklotz3, Nico Scherf2, Ingo Roeder2,

Tilo Pompe3,4, Michael Cross1, and Ingmar Glauche2

1Department of Hematology, Oncology and Hemostasiology, University of Leipzig,

Leipzig, Germany; 2Institute for Medical Informatics and Biometry, Dresden

University of Technology, Dresden, Germany; 3Leibniz Institute of Polymer

Research Dresden, Max Bergmann Center of Biomaterials Dresden, Dresden,

Germany; 4Institute of Biochemistry, University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany

Cultures of primary HSCs and hematopoietic cell lines are often characterized by

heterogeneous proliferation rates, a non-negligible level of background differentia-

tion and cell death and the maintenance of self-renewal ability within a small subpop-

ulation of cells only. The multipotent murine progenitor cell line FDCP-Mix

demonstrates these features during continuous passaging in high IL-3. The mecha-

nisms by which a small fraction of self-renewing cells is maintained in a continuously

expanding, intrinsically heterogeneous population are unknown, but are likely to be

relevant to similar homeostatic processes in vivo.

We investigated the heterogeneity and maintenance of FDCP-Mix populations using

a combined experimental and mathematical modeling approach. The turnover of

FDCP-Mix cells was studied at both the population and single cell levels to define

the functional heterogeneity. By adapting an established single-cell based model of

hematopoiesis to accommodate variable probabilities of commitment to two lineages

as well as lineage-specific cell cycle times and death rates we provided a modeling

framework on which to interpret the experimental results. We found that measure-

ments at the population level could be accounted for by a wide variety of model

scenarios. However, long-term cell tracking of single cell fates and extraction of

cellular genealogies permitted correlation analysis of cell death events and cell cycle

times, and thereby the exclusion of certain scenarios and a progressive model refine-

ment. We find the observed heterogeneity to be best explained by a combination of

differential regulation of cellular turnover and apoptosis during background differen-

tiation along different lineages, with cells that commit to the granulocyte lineage ap-

pearing to cycle faster and to have a higher apoptosis rate than those that commit to

the monocyte lineage.

P1165 - SMALL MOLECULE INHIBITORS OF PHAGOCYTOSIS FOR

TREATMENT OF IMMUNE CYTOPENIAS

Donald Branch1,2, Meena Purohit3, Iain Scovell2, Anton Neschadim2,

Yulia Katsman2, and Lakshmi Kotra3

1Medicine, University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; 2Research &

Development, Canadian Blood Services, Toronto, Ontario, Canada; 3Center for

Molecular Design and Preformulations, Toronto General Research Institute, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada

Immune cytopenias are caused by endogenous production of auto- or alloantibodies

to blood cells resulting in the destruction of autologous, transfused or neonatal red

cells, platelets or neutrophils. These conditions arise primarily due to extravascular

destruction of the blood cells by mononuclear phagocytes present in the liver and/

or spleen through specific Fc receptor (FcR) recognition of the Fc portion of the anti-

body opsonizing the blood cells. Although there are a number of treatments available,

they require invasive splenectomy or immunoglobulin therapy; or drugs such as rit-

uximab and thrombopoietin receptor agonists; or corticosteroids that take hours to be

effective. All of the current therapies have potential side effects that can result in

significant morbidity and none of the current treatments are 100% effective. We

have investigated a new class of drugs, disulfide-containing pyrazole compounds,

which have been designed to inhibit Fc-mediated phagocytosis. A broad screen indi-

cated that 4-methyl-1-phenyl-pyrazole derivative could inhibit the phagocytosis of

opsonized blood cells with weak potency. However, discovery of the polysulfide

products and additional synthesis of various 1-phenyl-pyrazole derivatives have led

to compounds that have increased efficacy to inhibit phagocytosis in vitro and in

vivo, using a mouse model of experimental ITP. Current lead candidate compounds

have been shown to have low to negligible toxicity and an IC50 of 100 nM for inhi-

bition of phagocytosis using an in vitro assay system with human mononuclear

phagocytes while the same compounds showed a significant increase in platelet

numbers and, thus, able to partially ameliorate passive antibody-induced ITP in

mice. Further studies using additional derivatives designed to increase solubility

and potency may provide acceptable toxicity and efficacy that used alone or in

combination with currently available treatments may prove beneficial in future ther-

apies for immune cytopenias.

P1166 - THE HUNT FOR A REPLENISHABLE MSC SOURCE TO CREATE

(GENETICALLY MANIPULATABLE) ECTOPIC HUMAN

HEMATOPOIETIC BONE MARROW NICHES

Koen Braat1, Regina de Jong1, Liesbeth Verhagen1, Debby Gawlitta2, Paul Coffer1,

Anton Martens1, and Koen Schepers1

1Cell Biology, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands;
2Orthopaedics, University Medical Center Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands

Human bone marrow (BM) mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) are adult stem cells

that can differentiate into multiple cell lineages in vitro. We recently showed that

upon subcutaneous transplantation into immune-deficient mice, they form human

bone, which supports the engraftment/outgrowth of normal and malignant hemato-

poietic progenitor cells. However, since BM-MSCs progressively lose their in vivo

osteoblastic differentiation potential upon prolonged culture, this impedes their

potential use as a source to create (genetically manipulatable) ectopic human BM

niches. Therefore, we set out to test the in vitro/in vivo differentiation properties

of MSCs from less definite sources. For this purpose, we generated telomerase

reverse transcriptase (TERT)-immortalized bmMSCs (TERT-MSCs), MSCs derived

from human embryonic stem cells (ES-MSCs) as well as from induced pluripotent

stem cells (IPS-MSCs) and compared their morphological, immune-phenotypical,

and in vitro/in vivo multi-lineage differentiation characteristics. TERT-MSCs, gener-

ated by lentiviral transduction of BM-MSCs with human TERT, as well as ES-MSCs

and IPS-MSCs, generated by culturing ES and iPS cells for O 4 weeks in MSC

medium, morphologically resembled BM-MSCs and for the most part expressed

the MSC-defining markers CD73, CD90 and CD105. In vitro, all these MSC types

could differentiate towards the osteoblastic lineage and we are currently testing their

chondrocytic/adipocytic differentiation capacities. Interestingly, whereas BM-MSCs

form an ectopic BM niche containing bone, ES-MSCs formed abundant cartilage

tissue under the same in vivo conditions. Together, these results describe the success-

ful generation of TERT, ES- and IPS-MSCs with MSC characteristics. Additional in

vivo testing should demonstrate their potential as an inexhaustible MSC source for

generating hematopoietic-supporting ectopic BM niches. Furthermore, generation

of ipsMSCs derived from patients with bone/cartilage diseases may allow for the

development of models to study these diseases.

P1167 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

ISOLATION OF PERIPHERAL BLOOD MONONUCLEAR CELLS USING

GLYCEROL DENSITY GRADIENT

Idowu Aimola1, H. Inuwa1, A. Nok1,2, A. Mamman3, N. Habila1, A. Muhammad1,

U. Ndidi1, B. Ignatius1, P. Jande1, R. Oghor1, and N. Afolabi-Balogun2

1Biochemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Zaria, Kaduna, Nigeria; 2Center for

Biotechnology Research and Training, Ahmadu Bello UNiversity, Zaria, Kaduna,

Nigeria; 3Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital, Ahmadu Bello UNiversity,

Zaria, Kaduna, Nigeria

Isolation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) is fraught with challenges

including but not limited to the cost of limited gradients available for isolation of

(PBMCs). We used a glycerol gradient (1.077g/ml) to isolate PBMCs from adult

peripheral blood. The viability and differentiation potential of the isolated cells

was assessed by culturing the cells in MEM at 37OC in 5% CO2. The results revealed

that the isolated cells could proliferate into committed linages of the erythroid

progeny. Glycerol was not cytotoxic to the isolated cells at the final formed gradient

as revealed by LDH assay. The use of glycerol density as an alternative might be of

significance in cell culture experiments.
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P1168 - DEVELOPMENT OF LIGAND-IMMOBILISED SURFACES FOR EX

VIVO EXPANSION OF HAEMOPOIETIC STEM CELLS

Eun-ju Lee1, Cheang Be1, Andrew Vinson1, Andrew Riches1, James Gardiner1,

David Winkler1, Friederike Fehr1, Bill McKinstry2, Tim Adams2, Pankaj Godara1,

Joe Berry3, and David Haylock1

1Materials Science and Engineering, CSIRO, Clayton, Victoria, Australia; 2Materials

Science and Engineering, CSIRO, Parkville, Victoria, Australia; 3Mathematics

Informatics and Statistics, CSIRO, Clayton, Victoria, Australia

Haemopoiesis is regulated by various growth factors and cytokines that are produced

by cells residing in the bone marrow (BM). These factors are cell surface-bound or

secreted molecules. The Notch ligand, stem cell factor (SCF) and fms-related tyro-

sine kinase 3 (Flt3) ligand are examples of cell-bound cytokines in the BM and their

signalling is essential for the development of haemopoietic stem cells (HSCs). To

mimic the cell surface-bound form of these ligands for HSC culture, we have devel-

oped a molecularly well-defined surface which installs biological ligands with

controlled density and uniform orientation. The self-assembled monolayers

(SAMs) of oxyamine- and poly(ethylene glycol)-terminated thiol on a gold surface

was used and this mixed monolayer surface can immobilise aldehyde-functionalised

ligand via oxime formation. A thrombopoietin (TPO) mimetic peptide RILL and

aldehyde-tagged SCF were immobilised on SAMs. Factor-dependent cell lines that

die rapidly in the absence of corresponding cytokine were used to validate the

stability of immobilised cytokines. We found that the ligand immobilised surface

supports higher ex vivo expansion of primitive HSCs compared to the standard

culture with soluble counterparts. Cord blood CD34+ cell culture in serum-free

medium supplemented with SCF, Flt3, IL-6 and TPO supported a 10-fold increase

in CD34+CD15-CD41a- cells in 7 days while the culture on RILL-immobilised

SAMs instead of adding soluble TPO resulted in 15-fold expansion. Ligand density

on the surfaces can be controlled by changing the ratio of oxyamine-terminated thiol

and the quantity of the ligands has been assessed by X-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy and electrochemistry. This ligand presenting surface could be beneficial for

long term and large scale culture in a bioreactor by delivering cytokines to HSCs

in a non-diffusible and non-endocytosible manner.

P1170 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

EFFECT OF PERFLUOROCARBON EMULSION ON HUMAN

LYMPHOCYTE ANTIGEN EXPRESSION IN VITRO

Tatyana Glazanova, Olga Rozanova, Irina Kuznetsova, Ludmila Bubnova, and

Jeanna Chubukina

Immunohematology Lab, Russian Research Institute of Hematology and

Transfusiology, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation

Perfluorocarbon emulsions (PFCE) are the basis of an infusion medium capable of

transporting gases to blood. In our Institute we have developed monodisperse

PFCE with nanoparticle diameter w100 nm. Its stability and physicochemical char-

acteristics satisfied medical and physiological requirements imposed on dispersed

PFCE media intended as a drug model (pH w7.4, relative viscosity 1.24-1.6, osmo-

larity w240-250 MOcm). Previously we have shown that effect of this emulsion on

blood cells depends on blood/emulsion ratio and particles of PFC do not exert any

cytotoxic effect on neutrophils, RBC and platelets if amount of emulsion in blood

does not exceed 20% by volume. Aim: to evaluate effect of PFCE in physiological

concentration range on expression of surface antigens of human peripheral lympho-

cytes in vitro. Methods: Ficoll-separated mononuclear cells obtained from healthy

volunteers (n510) were incubated for 1 hour at +37 C together with PFCE added

at 4% (1) and 15% (2) of incubation mixture volume, and without PFCE (control).

After one washing procedure expression of surface CD3, CD4, CD8, CD19, DR,

CD16/56, CD4/25 and CD16/56/3 antigens was studied using 5-color flow cytometry

(Beckman Coulter FC 500). Results: We have revealed that PFCE at studied doses did

not exert any significant effect on relative number of main lymphoid subsets in periph-

eral blood and on degree of expression of antigens on cell surface. There have been

some insignificant increases or decreases of the same parameters in different samples

varying from 5 to 25% from baseline, with the exception of NKT-cells (CD16/56+/

3+) which relative number had a tendency to increase dose-dependently from 5,4%

(control) to 6,5% (1) and 6,7% (2). Thus, PFCE developed in our Institution does not

exert any negative influence on surface structures of normal human lymphocytes at

physiolocical concentration range. A revealed tendency to dose-dependent increase

of percent amount of NKT-cells known to play a key role in regulation of immune

response in autoimmune and malignant processes needs to be further studied.

P1171 - BIOETHICAL TRENDS IN TRANSITIONING FROM BASIC

HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELL RESEARCH THRU THE

TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH CYCLE (T1 - T4)

Anne Garcia1,2,3 and James Giordano4,5,6

1C. W. Bill Young Marrow Donor Center, Georgetown University Medical Center,

Washington, District of Columbia, USA; 2International Faculty, Psychology, Jesuit

Commons: Higher Education at the Margins (JC:HEM), Kakuma, Kenya; 3Visiting

Scholar, Generations Research Program, Human Science Center, Ludwig

Maximilians Universitat, Munich, Germany; 4Chief, Neuroethics Studies Program,

Edmund D. Pellegrino Center for Clinical Bioethics, Georgetown University Medical

Center, Washington, District of Columbia, USA; 5Professor, Division of Integrative

Physiology, Department of Biochemistry, and Inter-disciplinary Program in

Neurosciences, Georgetown University Medical Center, Washington, District of

Columbia, USA; 6Clark Fellow in Neurosciences and Ethics, Human Science Center,

Ludwig Maximilians Universitat, Munich, Germany

Bioethical issues in hematopoietic stem cell research vary substantively and by

degree, based on the role of the individual participating in the research (recipient,

related donor or unrelated donor), the phase(s) of research in which the individual

is participating in, and a variety of neuro-cognitive and socio-cultural factors. A liter-

ature review was conducted to determine current bioethical issues in hematopoietic

stem cell research. Current bioethical implications specific to the use of human

subjects (both recipients and donors) from basic hematopoietic stem cell transplanta-

tion research through clinical trials and translational applications to the general pop-

ulation were reviewed. Bioethical issues related to Translational phases T1 - T4 were

overlaid and diagrammed. Considerations for increasing levels of participation (at the

individual and population levels) and decreasing health disparities based on race and

ethnicity are addressed, as well as implications for anthropological variables that

affect bioethical issues on a global level.

P1172 - DISTINCT PATTERNS OF LUNG GENE TRANSCRIPT INDUCTION

IN THORACIC IRRADIATED FIBROSIS-PRONE C57BL/6NHSD

COMPARED TO FIBROSIS-RESISTANT C3H/HEN MICE

Michael Epperly, Ronny Kalash, Hebist Berhane, Julie Goff, Tracy Dixon,

Xichen Zhang, Hong Wang, and Joel Greenberger

University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA

A major complication of total body irradiation for marrow transplant is lung fibrosis,

the mechanism of which is unknown. Pulmonary endothelial cells have been sug-

gested as the target tissue. After 20 Gy thoracic irradiation C57BL/6NHsd (BLK6)

mice display acute lung inflammation (1-21 days), a latent period where the lung

appears normal (21-125 days), and late fibrosis stage (125-200 days). In contrast,

14.5 or 16 Gy thoracic irradiated C3Hf/Kam (C3H) mice display no late fibrosis.

We examined irradiation induced pulmonary gene transcripts in each strain following

20 Gy thoracic irradiation. Lungs were removed at serial time points, RNA extracted,

and RT-PCR used to quantitate expression of transcripts related to genes involved in

the irradiation stress-response (NFKB, Sp1, AP1, Nrf2, TGF-B), radioprotection

(SOD2, LOX), endothelial cells (vWF, VEGFa) and fibrosis (FGF-1, CTGF). No

BLK6 mice died within the first 7 days after irradiation, while 20% of C3H mice

died from acute pneumonitis. Pulmonary gene expression in fibrosis prone BLK6 re-

vealed two distinct patterns:1) robust acute expression of NFKB, Nrf2, SOD2, TGF-

B, SP1 and AP1, followed by latent period decreased expression, then 2) elevation of

the same gene transcripts during late fibrosis. C3H mice showed elevated expression

of NFKB but less Nrf2, SOD2, TGF-B, SP1, and AP1, and decreased subsequent

expression of NFKB, Nrf2, AP1, and Sp1. In contrast C3H mice had persistent eleva-

tion of TGF-B and SOD2 with no return to baseline and no latent phase. Blk6 mice

showed persistent elevated expression of endothelial gene transcripts for: vWF,

VEGFa over 200 days while C3H mice showed no increased expression of vWF,

and lower VEGFa expression. C3H lung histopathology at 2 days after 20 Gy irradi-

ation showed greater inflammation. Profound differences in lung acute irradiation

dose tolerance, and chronic gene transcript elevation (in endothelial cell and inflam-

mation related genes) were observed between thoracic irradiated C3H and BLK6

mice. These distinct mouse genotype related differences in lung irradiation mediated

gene transcripts should lead to identification of new mechanistic targets for prevent-

ing irradiation pulmonary fibrosis.
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P1173 - RECONSTRUCTING A CORE REGULATORY NETWORK MODEL

FOR BLOOD STEM/PROGENITOR CELLS

Judith Sch€utte1,2, Nicola Bonzanni3, Sarah Kinston1,2, Stefan Lelieveld3,

Victoria Moignard1,2, Jaap Heringa3,4, Anton Feenstra3,4, and Berthold Gottgens1,2

1Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, UK; 2WT/MRC Cambridge

Stem Cell Institute, Cambridge, UK; 3IBIVU/Bioinformatics, Vrije Universiteit

Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 4NBIC Netherlands Bioinformatics Centre,

Nijmegen, Netherlands

Modelling of haematopoietic gene regulatory networks based on experimentally

informed cis-regulatory interactions has so far been restricted to at most three inter-

acting transcription factors (TFs). Here we report a newly generated network model

using detailed functional data connecting 10 haematopoietic stem cell TFs (Erg, Fli1,

Gata2, Gfi1b, Lmo2, Lyl1, Meis1, PU.1, Runx1 and Scl). Analysis of ChIP-Seq data

for the 10 TFs across their gene loci identified 54 candidate regulatory elements

showing elevated H3K27 acetylation and binding of at least three of the 10 TFs.

41 of these elements have so far been tested in transgenic mice which allowed us

to validate 26 enhancers to possess haematopoietic activity in E11.5 transgenic

mouse embryos; 11 of these were previously unknown. To investigate the importance

of specific TF binding sites, luciferase reporter assays were performed with wild-type

and mutant enhancer constructs, which revealed a plethora of both positive and nega-

tive inputs into haematopoietic regulatory elements, where interestingly the same TFs

can activate or repress different elements. To identify TF complexes that contribute to

combinatorial TF interactions, a comprehensive literature survey has been comple-

mented with co-immunoprecipitation studies (Co-IPs), and revealed several previ-

ously unknown interactions between the 10 TFs. The ChIP-Seq and transgenic

data as well as luciferase reporter assays, Co-IPs and protein degradation data

were then used to develop a stochastic modelling approach to quantitatively model

gene expression over time in individual blood stem/progenitor cells. This analysis re-

vealed a stable state where all 10 TFs were expressed simultaneously, thus suggesting

that our experimentally informed wiring diagram can be used to generate network

models that can reproduce expected HSC expression states. Modelling allowed rapid

simulation of perturbation studies and therefore provides a rich source for hypothesis

generation; the experimental validation of which is the focus of my current research.

P1174 - NFIX EXPRESSION CRITICALLY MODULATES EARLY

B LYMPHOPOIESIS AND MYELOPOIESIS

Karen Keeshan1, Caitriona O’Connor1, Joana Campos1, Brian Murphy2,

Maura Hannon2, and Alison Michie1

1Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK;
2Biochemistry, University College Cork, Cork, Ireland

The commitment of stem and progenitor cells toward specific haematopoietic line-

ages is tightly controlled by a number of transcription factors that regulate a differen-

tiation program via the expression of lineage restricting genes. Nuclear factor one

(NFI, also known as NF-I, CTF (CAAT box transcription factor), Nuclear factor 1,

NF-1) family of transcription factors (NFIA, NFIB, NFIC, and NFIX) act as tran-

scriptional activators and/or repressors of cellular and viral genes and are docu-

mented to play a functional role in haematopoiesis, with NFIA being the most

studied in this system. NFI protein family members act as homo- and heterodimers

and bind promoters of genes expressed in different organs, including brain, lung,

liver, intestine, muscle, connective tissue, skeletal elements and haematopoiesis.

Data indicates that NFI proteins may act as tumor suppressor or oncogenes and puta-

tive drivers of lineage specification and perturbation. There has not been a described

role for NFIX in lineage specificity in the haematopoietic system and we report here

for the first time an important role of NFIX in B- and myeloid lineage differentiation.

We investigated the function of NFIX during haematopoietic differentiation and

demonstrate that NFIX represses the differentiation of pro-B cells and favors myeloid

cell differentiation; thus it acts as a regulator of lineage specification in the haema-

topoietic system. NFIX is normally transcriptionally downregulated as B cells differ-

entiate from Pro-B cells into immature and mature B cells and we show that NFIX

overexpression in vivo blocks B cell development at the pro-B cell stage, and this

correlates with transcriptional changes. Using in vitro differentiation assays NFIX

was able to drive myeloid differentiation even under B cell specific culture conditions

from the HSC but not from committed pro-B cells. These data highlight a novel role

for NFIX transcription factor in haematopoiesis and in lineage specification.

P1175 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

THE RNA-BINDING PROTEIN ATAXIN-2 REGULATES THE ONSET OF

MEGAKARYOCYTIC DIFFERENTIATION

Sabrina Zeddies1, Svitlana Podliesna1, Franca di Summa1, Marjolein Meinders2,

Ewa Damrath3, Georg Auburger3, Laura Gutierrez2, Marieke von Lindern1, and

Daphne C. Thijssen-Timmer1

1Hematopoiesis, Sanquin Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Blood Cell Research,

Sanquin Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3Neurology, University of Frankfurt,

Frankfurt, Germany

The transcriptional changes leading to the differentiation of hematopoietic stem and

progenitor cells (HSPC) towards mature megakaryocytes have been well studied

whereas little is known about the contribution of translational regulation to this

process. Here we report that the translational regulator Ataxin-2 (ATXN-2) controls

the onset of terminal differentiation in megakaryopoiesis. We identified ATXN-2 as

a target of MEIS1, a megakaryocyte-specific transcription factor. ATXN-2 is ex-

pressed in human CD34+ HSPC’s, 3-fold upregulated in CD34+/CD41+ megakaryo-

blasts, and decreases by 90% in mature megakaryocytes. To unravel its role in

megakaryopoiesis, lentiviral ATXN-2 knockdown was performed in CD34+ cells.

When transduced CD34+ cells were differentiated towards megakaryocytes with

TPO and IL-1b, ATXN-2 knockdown resulted in 50% decrease in CD34+ cells

accompanied by a 2-fold increase in CD34+/CD41+ cells compared to short hairpin

control indicating premature differentiation. In semisolid media promoting megakar-

yocytic colony formation, ATXN-2 knockdown resulted in a 2-fold colony-increase

compared to short hairpin control. Differentiation of transduced cells towards an

erythroid or granulocytic fate was not affected underlining a specific role for

ATXN-2 in megakaryopoiesis. Immunoprecipitations revealed interactions of

ATXN-2 with PABP and DDX6, proteins regulating translation. Furthermore, poly-

some profiling showed that ATXN-2 does not bind actively translated mRNA.

When we analyzed the hematopoietic compartment of Atxn-2 deficient mice, platelet

aggregation in response to specific agonists was diminished by 2-fold while all other

peripheral blood cell parameters where unchanged confirming a specific role of

ATXN-2 in platelet function. Taken together, our results indicate that ATXN-2 has

a specific role in timing terminal megakaryocytic differentiation, most likely by in-

hibiting translation of target mRNAs.

P1176 - GENOME SCALE TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL OF

HAEMATOPOIETIC CELL TYPE IDENTITY

Fernando Calero-Nieto1,2, Felicia Ng1,2, Nicola Wilson1,2, Rebecca Hannah1,2,

Evangelia Diamanti2, and Berthold Gottgens1,2

1Haematology, CIMR Wellcome Trust / MRC Building - University of Cambridge,

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, UK; 2Wellcome Trust - Medical Research Council

Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, UK

Transcription factors (TFs) have long been recognised as powerful regulators of cell

type identity. The underlying mechanisms however have remained largely obscure,

despite major advances in the generation of genome-wide binding maps. Moreover,

how so-called master regulators can contribute to the functionality of multiple

distinct cell types is even less-well understood. Here we have compared global

binding patterns for 10 key haematopoietic TFs in both mast cells and blood progen-

itors, revealing largely cell-type specific binding profiles. We argue that this cell type

specific binding is not opportunistic or simply driven by open chromatin, but instead

the source of meaningful contributions to cell-type specific transcriptional control,

because (1) mathematical modelling demonstrates that differential binding of shared

TFs can explain differential gene expression, (2) motif analysis demonstrates that

cell-type specific binding is largely mediated through consensus binding sites, and

(3) knock-down of key blood stem cell regulators Gata2, Erg and Runx1 reveals

mast cell specific genes as direct targets. Finally we show that the known mast

cell regulators Mitf and c-Fos likely contribute to the global reorganisation of TF

binding profiles. Taken together therefore, our study elucidates how key regulatory

TFs contribute to transcriptional programmes in distinct mammalian cell types.
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P1177 - MYELOID LINEAGE CHOICE IS NOT CONTROLLED BY THE

PU.1 - GATA1 SWITCH

Philipp Hoppe1, Michael Schwarzfischer2, Claus Nerlov3, Fabian Theis2,4, and

Timm Schroeder1,5

1Stem Cell Dynamics Research Unit, Helmholtz Center Munich - German Research

Center for Environmental Health, Neuherberg, Germany; 2Institute of Bioinformatics

and Systems Biology, Helmholtz Center Munich - German Research Center for

Environmental Health, Neuherberg, Germany; 3Institute for Stem Cell Research,

MRC Centre for Regenerative Medicine, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK;
4Department of Mathematics, Technische Universit€at M€unchen, Munich, Germany;
5Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering, Swiss Federal Institute of

Technology Zurich, Basel, Switzerland

Fluctuating transcription factor (TF) networks are commonly assumed to be respon-

sible for stochastic hematopoietic lineage choice. The PU.1 and Gata1 TF pair,

driving granulocytic-monocytic (GM) versus megakaryocytic-erythroid (MegE)

lineage choice, respectively, is the paradigmatic TF pair underlying this hypothesis.

Lineage priming, reprogramming experiments, positive autoregulation and mutual

cross-antagonism of PU.1 and Gata1 have led to the hypothesis that random ‘noisy’

fluctuations in PU.1 and Gata1 expression will allow one factor ‘winning’ over the

other and thus to inducing lineage choice. However, this hypothesis is based on

limited expression data. So far, TF expression mostly was measured at the mRNA

level in discontinuous snapshot analysis. For a comprehensive understanding, quan-

tification of protein levels before, during and after lineage choice would be required.

We therefore developed novel knock-in mouse lines simultaneously expressing

PU.1eYFP and Gata1mCHERRY fusion proteins from their endogenous genomic

loci. FACS analysis of those phenotypically normal mice allows identification and

prospective isolation of several new myeloid hematopoietic subpopulations. Long-

term single cell tracking and the development of novel software tools enables us to

estimate endogenous molecule numbers and to quantify TF expression kinetics and

dynamics with high resolution. This approach provides the quantitative continuous

data in living hematopoietic stem and progenitors cells required for testing the above

mentioned hypothesis. It demonstrates that fluctuating PU.1 and Gata1 levels are not

responsible for GM-MegE lineage decision making.

P1178 - DEFINING THE MOLECULAR SIGNALS OF EARLY LYMPHOID

PRIMING IN HUMAN BONE MARROW

S. Sania Zaidi-Merchant1,2,4, Lisa Kohn2, Christopher Seet2, Salemiz Sandoval2,

Chintan Parekh2, Cindy Malone1, and Gay Crooks2,3,4

1Biology, CSUN, Northridge, California, USA; 2Pathology, UCLA, Los Angeles,

California, USA; 3Eli & Broad Center, UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA;
4JCCC, UCLA, Los Angeles, California, USA

Lymphoid commitment occurs through gradual loss of lineage potential in a process

regulated by complex extrinsic and intrinsic signals which activate or repress

lineage-specific signaling and transcription. These molecular cues are poorly under-

stood in human lymphopoiesis, particularly in the steady state bone marrow (BM),

and studies in this system are essential for meaningful approaches to clinical trans-

lation. We recently identified a novel hematopoietic progenitor in the human BM,

defined by the immunophenotype CD34+Lin-CD10-CD45RA+CD62Lhi (Kohn et

al, Nature Immunology 2012). This CD10-CD62Lhi population (aka lymphoid-

primed multipotent progenitors or LMPPs) exhibited T, B, NK, and monocytic

potential, but lacked erythroid potential (similar to the murine LMPP). Of note,

this population could give rise to the CD34-Lin-CD10+ common lymphoid progen-

itor (CLP) phenotype in vitro, and microarray analysis showed a global gene expres-

sion profile intermediate between HSC and CLP, suggesting it represents the earliest

known stage of lymphoid differentiation in the human BM. In order to obtain

a comprehensive picture of the lineage programs present at this earliest stage of

lymphoid differentiation, whole transcriptome deep sequencing (RNA-seq) of

BM HSCs, LMPPs, and CLP populations were done. The data showed down-regu-

lation of pluripotency and self-renewal genes (TAL1,PRDM16,HOXA9,& MEIS1)

and the receptor MPL in the LMPP population. However KIT expression persisted

and, similar to the murine LMPP population, FLT3 was significantly up regulated.

Despite up regulation of key myeloid genes (CSF1R,MPO,MPEG1), lymphoid

priming was clearly evident in the increased expression of key lymphoid transcrip-

tion factors (TCF3,EBF1,IKZF1,GFI1,IRF4,LEF1,PRDM1), as well as expression

of IL7R, IL2RG, and CRLF2. Interestingly, expression of RAG2 and DNTT were

also significantly increased in LMPP compared to HSC, as were genes associated

with both early B cell (VPREB1,VPREB,BLNK) and T cell (CD3E,LCK,ZAP70)

receptor signaling. Collectively, these data illustrate coexistence of multiple

competing lineage-specific transcriptional and novel signaling programs during

lymphoid commitment not previously identified in human BM.

P1179 - MEGAKARYOCYTIC DIFFERENTIATION OF LEUKEMIA CELLS

AND HEMATOPOIETIC STEM CELLS INDUCED BY (R)-TEMOSPHO

Yerim Her, Sang hee Han, Ikjoo Seong, Yun soo Bae, and Jaesang Kim

Division of Life Science, Ewha Womans University, Seoul, Republic of Korea

2-(Trimethylammonium)ethyl (R)-3-methoxy-3-oxo-2-stearamidopropyl phosphate

((R)-TEMOSPho), a derivative of an organic chemical identified from a natural

product library promotes megakaryocytic differentiation of myeloid leukemia cells

and primary human CD34+ haematopoietic stem cells [1].

We performed RNA-seq based gene expression profiling in order to characterize

genes that may play an important role in megakaryocytic differentiation induced

by (R)-TEMOSPho. 1089 differentially expressed genes including 15 lncRNAs

during megakaryopoesis were identified (p!0.01). Expression profiles of selected

15 coding genes were confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR and tsc22d1, a transcrip-

tional repressor was prioritized for further functional analysis. As tsc22d1 was up-

regulated during megakaryocytic differentiation, functional analysis of target gene

can be performed by loss of function study. We provide RNAinterference combined

with LZRS retrovirus system as a helpful tool to study the functions of target genes in

primary cd34+ cells during megakaryopoiesis. 1. Limb, J.-K., et al., 2-(Trimethylam-

monium)ethyl (R)-3-methoxy-3-oxo-2-stearamidopropyl phosphate promotes mega-

karyocytic differentiation of myeloid leukaemia cells and primary human CD34(+)

haematopoietic stem cells. Journal of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine,

2012.
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P1180 - MECHANISM OF DEREGULATION OF HEMATOPOIESIS BY

MUTANT FORMS OF RUNX1

Regha Kakkad1, Monika Lichtinger1, Valerie Kouskoff2, Georges Lacaud2, and

Constanze Bonifer1

1School of Cancer Sciences, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK; 2Paterson

Institute for Cancer Research, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK

During embryonic hematopoiesis, hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) arise from endo-

thelial cells (ECs) lining the dorsal aorta. Some ECs change their endothelial fate and

gain hematopoietic potential and the ability to differentiate into blood cells. Endothe-

lial cells with hematopoietic potential are called hemogenic endothelium (HE) and

they give rise to intra-aortic clusters of CD45+ HSCs. This progression of HE to

HSCs is known as endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT) and absolutely

requires the transcription factor RUNX1. RUNX1 expression starts at low levels in

the ECs and is highly upregulated in HE and HSCs. The transition of HE to HSCs

depends on the levels of RUNX1, a reduction alters HSC development. Mutations

in RUNX1 lead to abnormal hematopoiesis and leukaemia. Here we studied two

mutant RUNX1 proteins, RUNX1/ETO (t8:21 translocation) and RUNX1-R203X

(point mutation), both associated with acute myeloid leukaemia, to understand how

these proteins interfere at different stages of hematopietic differentiation. Although

many studies have addressed the block in differentiation by RUNX1/ETO, not

much is known about how they affect initial stages of hematopoiesis. Towards this

end we generated ES cell lines with inducible expression of either RUNX1/ETO

or RUNX1-R203X in a RUNX1 wild-type background. The changes in hematopoi-

esis caused by these mutant proteins were studied by in vitro differentiation of these

ES cell lines into blood precursor cells. Our studies indicate that expression of

RUNX1/ETO severely inhibits the progression of ECs to HE and precursors. The

RUNX1-R203X mutant showed altered kinetics of hematopoietic differentiation

with rapid appearance of CD41+ precursor cells. Experiments are being carried

out to get mechanistic insights into how these mutants alter the endothelial and hema-

topoietic gene expression programs and the results will be presented.

P1181 - PROGRESSIVE DEREGULATION OF GENE EXPRESSION

DURING EARLY HAEMOPOIETIC LINEAGE COMMITMENT FROM

SP1-/- ES CELLS

Jane Gilmour1, Salam Assi2, Sjaak Philipsen3, and Constanze Bonifer1

1Institute of Biomedical Research, University of Birmingham, Birmingham, UK;
2Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK; 3Dept of Cell

Biology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Sp1 is a ubiquitously expressed transcription factor which regulates expression of

a variety of genes involved in diverse cellular processes including differentiation,

proliferation and chromatin remodelling. Sp1-/- mice die by E11 of multiple hetero-

geneous developmental defects, however Sp1-/- embryonic stem cells grow normally.

Currently the reason for this discrepancy is not understood. To gain insight into how

the lack of Sp1 influences one specific developmental pathway, we have used these

ES cells to study early haemopoietic development. Sp1 deficient ES cells show

a reduced capacity for macrophage production by embryoid bodies grown in methyl-

cellulose. Haemopoietic colony assays show that Sp1-/- myeloid precursors are

produced at a lower frequency and are functionally deficient as evidenced by lower

colony forming capacity. A more detailed analysis of the block in differentiation

using a blast culture differentiation system revealed that Sp1-/- cells can form haemo-

poietic progenitors from the haemogenic endothelium (HE), but further development

of these progenitors to macrophages is impaired. We next performed gene expression

microarrays using RNA isolated from purified cell populations from wild type and

Sp1 deficient cells representing the Flk+ve haemangioblast, HE1, HE2 and progen-

itor stages of haemopoietic development. Analysis of this data demonstrates

increasing deregulation of multiple genes essential for normal cellular function in

Sp1-/- cells as differentiation progresses, providing a molecular explanation for

why differentiation is impaired. Gene ontology analysis revealed that a wide range

of cellular differentiation and metabolic processes are affected by Sp1 deficiency,

consistent with a global role for Sp1 in the expression of house-keeping genes. These

expression studies were complemented by ChIP-seq analysis of Sp1 binding in wild

type cell populations. In summary, our data shows that while Sp1 is dispensable for

mES cell growth and self-renewal, it is essential to maintain a normal program of

haemopoietic differentiation.

P1182 - JAK/ STAT SIGNALLING DURING NORMAL AND

PATHOLOGICAL MYELOPOIESIS WITH FOCUS ON ERYTHROPOIESIS

AND MEGAKARYOPOIESIS

Winnie Lau1,2, Caia Dominicus1, Rebecca Hannah1,2, Amy Jones3,

Anthony Green1,2, and Berthold Gottgens1,2

1Cambridge Institute for Medical Research, University of Cambridge, Cambridge,

UK; 2Wellcome Trust & MRC Cambridge Stem Cell Institute, University of

Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 3Human Development and Health, Faculty of Medicine,

University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

The JAK/ STAT signalling pathway plays a crucial role in normal haematopoiesis

transducing signals from critical cytokines such as erythropoietin (EPO) and throm-

bopoietin (TPO) from the cell surface to target gene promoters in the nucleus. Dys-

regulation of JAK/ STAT pathway can lead to an array of haematological

malignancies. The single acquired somatic mutation JAK2 V617F contributes to

a number of phenotypically diverse myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPNs) character-

ised by an overproduction of mature myeloid cells with a tendency to transform to

acute leukaemia. This includes 97 % polycythaemia vera (PV) and 57 % essential

thrombocythaemia (ET) cases where individuals present with increased erythropoi-

esis and megakaryopoiesis respectively (Baxter el al., 2005). We are currently char-

acterising the transcriptional programmes downstream of wild type JAK2 in

EPO-treated erythroblasts (O90% CD71+/CD235a+) and TPO-treated megakaryo-

cytes (O60 % CD41+). Using Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and

sequencing of native regulatory elements bound by ChIP-Seq grade STAT antibodies,

we aim to identify and present differential STAT binding sites and novel STAT-regu-

lated genes in these two primary human myeloid cell types. Microarray analysis of

RNA isolated from both cell types, before and after cytokine treatment, will aid

the differentiation of cytokine-dependent and independent target genes. By defining

the STAT target genes in normal erythroblasts and megakaryocytes we intend to

provide a wild type framework in which to compare subverted STAT signalling as

a consequence of mutant JAK2. We have cultured primary human JAK2 V617F posi-

tive erythroblasts and will assimilate and present ChIP-Seq data from these cells

alongside analyses from normal erythroblasts. Together these findings will create

a more comprehensive understanding of wild type JAK/ STAT signalling and may

provide new insights into MPN pathogenesis.

P1183 - A NOVEL EMBRYONIC STEM CELL BASED ASSAY PROVIDES

SINGLE CELL QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF ENHANCER ACTIVITY

DURING HAEMATOPOIETIC SPECIFICATION AND ALLOWS

DISSECTION OF REGULATORY INPUTS

Adam Wilkinson1,2, Yi Han Cheng1,2, Debbie Goode1,2, Sarah Kinston1,2,

Aileen Smith1,2, and Berthold G€ottgens1,2

1Department of Haematology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 2Wellcome

Trust & MRC Cambridge Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge,

UK

The transcription factor Scl/Tal1 is a critical regulator of haematopoiesis and its

precise spatiotemporal expression is necessary for proper developmental patterning

in the mouse embryo. Several transcriptional cis-regulatory elements have been iden-

tified that determine the haematopoietic expression of Scl including the +19, -4 and

+40 enhancers. Investigation of such regulatory elements allows determination of

upstream regulators and assembly of TF cascades and networks.Assays currently

used to assess putative haematopoietic enhancers include expression analysis of

randomly integrated enhancer-linked reporter genes in transient F0 transgenic

embryos and luciferase assays. However, transgenic embryos only provide qualitative

data while luciferase assays are limited to population level analysis in non-develop-

mental cell types. These assays therefore provide an incomplete picture of enhancer

activity. The Scl+19 enhancer has been well characterised by these methods and

others; it is sufficient to drive Scl expression during developmental haematopoiesis

and contains a highly conserved Ets/Ets/Gata motif necessary for its activity.

However, the cell type specificity and the quantitative effects of motif mutation in

the Scl+19 during haematopoietic specification cannot be determined by current

methods.We have developed a haematopoietic enhancer assay that utilises embry-

onic stem (ES) cell gene targeting for single copy integration of an enhancer-linked

YFP reporter gene. Embryoid body differentiation of targeted ES cell lines provides

an accurate model of haematopoietic specification and abrogates the need of trans-

genic mice. Flow cytometry of YFP and cell surface marker expression captures

quantitative single cell data of enhancer activity and specificity. Gene targeting

and analysis of mutated enhancers allows further dissection of their regulatory in-

puts.We will present use of this novel enhancer assay to define Scl+19 activity
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during haematopoietic specification and previously unidentified separable roles of

the Ets and Gata motifs during this process.

P1184 - PERTURBING HAEMATOPOIETIC TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR

NETWORKS AND CELL FATE DECISIONS USING TRANSCRIPTIONAL

ACTIVATOR-LIKE EFFECTORS

Viviane Kawata1,2,3, Adam Wilkinson1,2, Xuefei Gau4, Cheuk-Ho Tsang4,

Hidetoshi Shimauchi3, Pentao Liu4, and Berthold Gottgens1,2

1Haematology, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 2Wellcome Trust & MRC

Cambridge Stem Cell Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, UK; 3Oral

Biology, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi, Japan; 4Wellcome Trust Sanger

Institute, Wellcome Trust Genome Campus, Cambridge, UK

Transcription factors are key determinants of cell identity and fate. Numerous TFs

are known to play critical roles in haematopoiesis, including Scl/Tal1, PU.1 and

Gata1. Our laboratory, along with others, has identified many transcriptional cis-regu-

latory elements within gene loci of key haematopoietic TFs, often distal to gene

promoters. Haematopoietic TFs interact via these regulatory elements to form TF

circuits and interconnected networks that act to antagonise or reinforce cell fate deci-

sions. Transcriptional Activator-Like Effector (TALE) proteins have modular and

predictable DNA binding domains, a feature that allows their de novo assembly as

synthetic sequence-specific TFs. Fusion of transcriptional activator (VP64) or

repressor (KRAB) domains to TALEs targeting promoters has recently been shown

to modulate gene expression. We have designed TALE activators and repressors to

target several haematopoietic TF regulatory elements, including the Scl+40kb,

PU.1-14kb and Gata1-3.7kb enhancers. Initial testing in haematopoietic cell lines

confirmed their ability to modulate target gene expression from these distal regula-

tory elements. Interestingly, expression of neighbouring genes can also affected sug-

gesting their co-regulation. We have further applied TALEs to haematopoietic

programming from embryonic stem cells and analysed their perturbation of TF

networks in haematopoietic progenitor cell fate decisions. We will present validation

of TALE activators and repressors targeting distal regulatory elements as an efficient

method of perturbing haematopoietic TF networks and the novel insights into cell

fate decisions gained.

P1185 - THE CKROX TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR AFFECTS THE

DEVELOPMENT AND FUNCTION OF MULTIPLE T CELL TYPES

Yuh-Ching Twu1 and Hung-Sia Teh2

1Department of Biotechnology and Laboratory Science in Medicine, National Yang-

Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan; 2Microbiology & Immunology, University of

British Columbia, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

The mature T cell population is divided into two main lineages that are defined by the

expression of CD4 and CD8 surface molecules. CD8+ T cells are restricted by MHC

I molecules and possess cytotoxic activity by virtue of expression of molecules such

as perforin and granzyme. By contrast, CD4+ T cells are restricted by MHC II mole-

cules and either provide help or suppress other immune cells through either cytokine

secretion and/or expression of specific cell surface molecules. During T cell develop-

ment the strength and duration of TCR signaling play key roles in CD4/CD8 lineage

choice. In addition to TCR signaling, a number of transcription factors have recently

been shown to play important roles in CD4/CD8 lineage choice. The zinc finger tran-

scription factor cKrox plays a crucial role in CD4 T cell development and CD4/CD8

lineage decision. In cKrox-deficient mice, developing T cells expressing MHC class

II-restricted TCRs are redirected into the CD8 T cell lineage. In this study, we inves-

tigated whether the cKrox transgene affected the development and function of two

types of regulatory T cells, namely self-specific CD8 and CD4+FoxP3+ T regulatory

cells. Self-specific CD8 T cells are characterized by high expression of CD44,

CD122, Ly6C, 1B11 and proliferation in response to either IL-2 or IL-15. The cKrox

transgene converted these self-specific CD8 T cells into CD4 T cells. The converted

CD4+ T cells are no longer self-reactive, lost the characteristics of self-specific CD8

T cells, acquire the properties of conventional CD4 T cells and survive poorly in

peripheral lymphoid organs. By contrast, the cKrox transgene promoted the develop-

ment of CD4+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells resulting in an increase recovery of

CD4+FoxP3+ regulatory T cells that expressed higher TGF-b-dependent suppressor

activity. These studies indicate that the cKrox transgene differentially affect the

development and function of self-specific CD8 T cells and CD4+FoxP3+ regulatory

T cells.

P1186 - DOES RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN-MDM2 INTERACTION MEDIATE

THE P53-DEPENDENT HEMATOPOIETIC DEFECT IN DIAMOND-

BLACKFAN ANEMIA?

Pekka Jaako1,2, Shubhranshu Debnath1, Karin Olsson1, and Stefan Karlsson1

1Molecular Medicine and Gene Therapy, Lund University, Lund, Sweden; 2Section

for Immunology, Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Diamond-Blackfan anemia (DBA) is a congenital erythroid hypoplasia. Mutations in

genes encoding ribosomal proteins (RPs) have been identified in 60-70 % of DBA

patients. Among these genes, RPS19 is the most common DBA gene. We and others

have demonstrated that the defective ribosome biogenesis in DBA results in the activa-

tion of p53, which is largely responsible for the hematopoietic symptoms. However,

despite its therapeutic potential, direct interference with p53 pathway raises concerns

given its role as tumor suppressor. Therefore, identification of disease-specific mecha-

nisms upstream of p53 could reveal more promising therapeutic targets. In vitro studies

have shown that p53 response upon ribosomal stress is due to the nuclear accumulation

of free RPL5 and RPL11, which bind and inhibit Mdm2, the main negative regulator of

p53. However, the physiological relevance of the RP-Mdm2-p53 pathway in DBA is

unclear.We have recently generated a mouse model for RPS19-deficient DBA contain-

ing Rps19-targeting shRNAunder a doxycycline-responsive promoter, allowing induc-

ible and graded downregulation of Rps19 (Jaako, Blood 2011).Micewith severe Rps19

deficiency develop lethal bone marrow failure that is rescued in p53-deficient back-

ground. To assess whether the RP-Mdm2-p53 pathway mediates the activation of

p53 in Rps19-deficient mice, we have crossed these mice with the Mdm2 C305F

knockin mice. The C305F mutation prevents the binding of RPL5 and RPL11 to

Mdm2, and subsequent p53 response to perturbed ribosome biogenesis. Our in vitro

studies show that the presence of the C305F mutation decreases the expression of

p53 target genes in dose-dependent manner improving the proliferation defect of

Rps19-deficient hematopoietic progenitors. However, even the homozygosity for

C305F does not completely abolish p53 response suggesting that additional pathways

may contribute to p53 activation. Consistently, our preliminary in vivo results suggest

that in contrast to p53-deficient background, the homozygosity for C305F is not suffi-

cient to rescue the lethal bonemarrow failure caused by severeRps19 deficiency.We are

currently studying whether the impact of C305F depends on the level of Rps19 down-

regulation and whether additional pathways operate upstream of p53.
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P1187 - TRACKING ES CELL HEMATOPOIETIC DIFFERENTIATION

WITH MULTIPLE HSC REPORTERS

Mari-Liis Kauts, Polynikis Kaimakis, Emma de Pater, A. Amirnasr,

R. Van der Linden, and Elaine Dzierzak

ESI, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, Netherlands

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are the basis of the blood cell hierarchy and are the

key cell type in blood regenerative medicine. However, the shortage of HSCs for

treatment and difficulties in their ex vivo expansion point to the need for de novo

production of HSCs from non-hematopoietic cells. In the mouse embryo HSCs are

generated between E10 and E12 from hemogenic endothelial cells lining the major

vasculature. This process, involving endothelial to hematopoietic cell transition

(EHT), is tightly controlled by a combination of several transcription and extrinsic

factors. The Gata2 transcription factor has a pivotal role in hematopoiesis. Gata2

deletion results in lethality at E10.5 and severe hematopoietic defects (Tsai, 1994).

Differentiation of Gata2-/- embryonic stem (ES) cells into embryoid bodies (EBs)

suggests that Gata2 is necessary for the proliferation/survival of early hematopoietic

cells (Tsai, 1997). Our goal is to isolate and examine Gata2 expressing cells during

EHT to understand what processes this pivotal transcription factor affects in the

generation of HSCs. In this study we recapitulate early hematopoietic development

by exploiting the ES cell/EB differentiation system using a novel Gata2-Venus:-

Ly6A-Gfp ES cell line derived in our lab. Transgenic mouse models show that all

HSCs are Ly6A-Gfp (de Bruijn, 2002) and Gata2-Venus (unpublished) expressing.

The double transgenic ES cell model allows us to define the dynamics of Gata2 in

Ly6A-Gfp expressing cells at the onset of hematopoiesis. Gata2+Ly6A+ and single

positive cells are tested in in vitro methylcellulose assays and in vivo transplantations

to elucidate which fractions are enriched for hematopoietic progenitors and HSCs.

Because Gata2 is thought to function in the same cells (HSCs) with Runx1 transcrip-

tion factor (Wilson, 2010; North, 2002) and Runx1 is required for EHT (Chen, 2009)

we will test whether there is an overlap between Gata2+,Ly6A+,Runx1+ populations

in a novel Gata2-Venus:Ly6A-Gfp:Runx1-mKate ES cell reporter line.

P1188 - ENRICHING HEMANGIOBLAST AND HEMOGENIC

ENDOTHELIAL CELLS USING REGULATORY ELEMENTS OF THE

ENDOGLIN GENE

Rabab Nasrallah1, Kathy Knezevic1, Mary Janes1, Aileen Smith2,

Berthold Gottgens2, Georges Lacaud3, Valerie Kouskoff3, and John Pimanda1

1Lowy Cancer Research Centre, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia; 2Cambridge

Institute for Medical Research, Cambridge, UK; 3Patterson Institute for Cancer

Research, Manchester, UK

Endoglin (CD105) is an accessory receptor for TGF-beta signaling and is required for

normal hemangioblast, early hematopoietic and vascular development. We have previ-

ously shown that an upstreamenhancer, Eng-8, togetherwith the promoter region,medi-

ates robust endothelial expression in developing embryos and when coupled with two

intronic enhancers, Eng+7 andEng+9 also targets blood clusters in thedorsal aorta, fetal

liver and placenta. The hemato-endothelial activity of this composite regulatorymodule

was also shown to be dependent on Gata and Ets binding motifs. This current study was

motivated by our desire to first, establish whether these enhancer modules cooperate to

target the earliest blood precursors, i.e. hemangioblasts and hemogenic endothelial cells

(HE) and second, to determinewhether these regulatory elements couldbe used to enrich

haemangioblasts and HE cells. To this end, we targeted various combinations of Eng

promoter and wild-type and mutant enhancers with lacZ reporters into the HPRT loci

of HM1 ES cells and evaluated the potential of Endoglin regulatory elements to target

blast colony forming cells (BL-CFCs) and HEl cells. Our results showed that the -8/

promoter/+7/+9 combination preferentially targeted BL-CFCs within the Flk1+ cell

compartment in day 3 embryoid bodies in a Gata2 dependent manner. By contrast, the

-8/P construct targeted cells with hematopoietic potentialwithin Tie2 +, c-Kit +HE cells

in day 2 liquid cultures. Importantly, these combinations of regulatory elements enrich

these cell fractions when surface Endoglin alone proves inadequate. Utilising these

elements as a gauge of the transcriptional milieu of hemangioblast and HE cell commit-

ment, we have sorted cell fractions by flowcytometry and performed transcriptomic

analysis to identify signaling pathways that are differentially active in these cells and

identified and validated markers in vivo. Taken together, our results show that when

different types of cells share expression of a gene but utilise distinct combinations of

regulatory elements to express that gene, regulatory elements can be used to isolate

and enrich cells when the gene itself lacks sufficient discriminative value.

P1189 - EFFECTS OF UMBILICAL CORD-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL

STEM CELLS TRANSDUCED WITH ADENOVIRUS CONTAINING

HUMAN HEPATOCYTE GROWTH FACTOR ON HEPATIC FIBROSIS IN

RATS

Wen He, Yu Dai, Shi Li, Jie Li, Qiong Wu, Chun Liu, Ming Deng, Wan Sun, and

Xiao Yue

Hematology Department and Kay Laboratory of Molecular Medicine, the Second

Affiliated Hospital of Nanchang University, Nanchang, Jiangxi, China

Objective: Hepatic fibrosis is a common and refractory disease. Our aim is to

provide a new method to treat it. Methods: HGF was obtained from templet plasmid

pBluescript-HGF by PCR amplification. Amplified product was cloned into pYr-ad-

shuttle-2 containing eGFP by enzyme digestion-ligation. Recombinant of the pYr-ad-

shuttle-2-HGF with adenovirus backbone plasmid pAD/BL-DEST was performed by

adenovirus packaging. Linear recombinant adenovirus DNA was transduced into

293T cells by liposome. Adenovirus containing hHGF (ad-HGF) was obtained. Cells

from Wharton’s jelly of umbilical cord was cultured and induced to MSCs (HUC-

MSCs). Passage 3 HUC-MSCs were examined by morphology, phenotype and

multiple differentiation ability and used for ad-HGF plus HUC-MSC group. We es-

tablished rat liver fibrosis model by CCl4 for 8 weeks. 30 rats were divided into five

groups: normal group, model group, ad-HGF group, HUC-MSC group and ad-HGF/

HUC-MSC group. Normal group was injected with saline, Model group was

untreated; ad-HGF group was injected with ad-HGF; HUC-MSC group was injected

with HUC-MSC and ad-HGF/HUC-MSC group was injected with HUC-MSC. All

rats of treated groups were injected by tail vein from week 4 and 2 times per

week after CCl4 injection. HE, Masson’s trichrome and reticulated fiber stained liver

tissues were examined under light microscope and the serum levers of HA, LN, PCIII

and CIV were tested. Results: Treatment of HGF/UC-MSCs could significantly

decrease the liver fibrogenesis induced by CCl4. Conclusion: Transfusion of HGF/

UC-MSC should decrease the hepatic fibrosis in rats and UC-MSCs is better than

BM. My previous experiments by microarray analysis showed that UC-MSCs were

more favorable to tissue repairing than BM. Expansion of 293T cells in serum-free

medium may increase the safety for clinical application.

P1190 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

INDUCTION OF FETAL HEMOGLOBIN SYNTHESIS IN ERYTHROID

PROGENITOR STEM CELLS MEDIATED BY ELAIDIC ACID ISOLATED

FROM TERMINALIA CATAPPA

Idowu Aimola1, H. Inuwa1, A. Nok1,2, and A. Mamman3

1Biochemistry, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Zaria, Kaduna, Nigeria; 2Center for

Biotechnology Research and Training, Ahmadu Bello UNiversity, Zaria, Kaduna,

Nigeria; 3Ahmadu Bello University Teaching Hospital, Ahmadu Bello UNiversity,

Zaria, Kaduna, Nigeria

Current novel therapeutic agents for the treatment of sickle cell anemia (SCA) focus

on increasing foetal haemoglobin (HbF) levels in SCA patients. Unfortunately, the

only approved HbF inducing agent; hydroxyurea (HU) has long term unpredictable

side effects. Studies have shown the potential of plants to modulate fetal hemoglobin

synthesis in primary erythroid progenitor stem cells. We isolated a novel fetal hemo-

globin inducing compound from Terminalia catappa leaves. Studies of the isolated

compound showed that it induced early differentiation of the progenitor stem cells

and relatively higher fetal hemoglobin synthesis of 6.8 and 9.2 fold increases in

both EPO-dependent and EPO-independent progenitor stem cell cultures. The

compound was not cytotoxic as revealed by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release

from the cells. Surprisingly the compound induced modest increase of Caspase 3

activity in primary erythroid progenitor cells. Hence elaidic acid may offer a novel

fetal hemoglobin inducing activity with minimal cytotoxic effect.
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P1191 - PHARMACOLOGICAL STABILIZATION OF HYPOXIA-

INDUCIBLE FACTOR-1a (HIF-1a) ENHANCES HEMATOPOIETIC STEM

CELL MOBILIZATION IN RESPONSE TO G-CSF AND PLERIXAFOR

Catherine Forristal1, B. Nowlan1, Valerie Barbier1, Ingrid Winkler1,

Gail Walkinshaw2, and Jean-Pierre Levesque1

1Mater Research, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia; 2Fibrogen Inc, San Francisco,

California, USA

HIF1a controls HSC proliferation and self-renewal in hypoxic bone marrow niches

where quiescent HSC with highest self-renewal potential reside. When O2 concentra-

tion is above 2% in the cell microenvironment, HIF1a protein is rapidly degraded in

an O2-dependent manner initiated by hydroxylation of specific proline residues by

prolyl hydroxylases domain (PHD) enzymes. We have investigated the effect of phar-

macological stabilization ofHIF1a protein onHSCmobilization inmice using theHIF-

PHD inhibitor FG-4497. FG-4497 synergized with G-CSF and Plerixafor to enhance

HSC mobilization. C57BL/6 mice treated with G-CSF + FG-4497 mobilized CFC

into the blood 2.5-fold and phenotypic Lin-Sca1+ Kit+ CD48- CD150+ HSC 3-fold

more than mice mobilized with G-CSF alone (p!0.005), whereas FG-4497 alone

had a poor mobilizing effect. Most interestingly, addition of FG-4497 boosted 2.4-

fold and 5.7-foldmobilization ofCFC and phenotypic HSC in response toG-CSF+Pler-

ixafor (p!0.005). This was confirmed in competitive repopulation assays where

a combination of G-CSF+Plerixafor+FG-4497 mobilized competitive repopulating

HSC 20-fold more than G-CSF+Plerixafor (p!0.005), the best mobilizing cocktail

used in the clinic currently. We next examined the role of Hif1a gene in HSC mobili-

zation. Tamoxifen-inducible deletion of theHif1a gene specifically inHSCs (SclCreER

Hif1aflox/floxmice) resulted in a 12-fold decrease of phenotypicHSCmobilisation into

the blood in response to G-CSF. Furthermore, when Hif1a was deleted from osteopro-

genitors (osxCre Hif1aflox/floxmice) mobilization of CFCwas reduced 2.5-fold at day

2 and 3 ofG-CSF treatment. This suggests that deletion ofHIF-1a inHSCs impairs their

mobilisation and in the osteoblastic lineage is necessary for optimal mobilization in

response to G-CSF. In conclusion, our data highlight the critical importance of HIF-

1a in HSC mobilization and provide a novel therapeutic strategy for increasing HSC

mobilization above levels obtained with combinations of G-CSF plus Plerixafor.

Thus PHD inhibitors could be useful agents in patients who still fail to mobilize in

response to G-CSF and Plerixafor.

P1192 - EPHB AND EPHRIN-B INTERACTIONS MEDIATE HUMAN

MESENCHYMAL STEM CELL SUPPRESSION OF ACTIVATED T-CELLS

Thao Nguyen1,2, Stan Gronthos3,2,1, Agnes Arthur2,1, and John Hayball1,2

1Health Sciences, University of South Australia, Adelaide, South Australia,

Australia; 2Haematology, SA Pathology, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia;
3Medical Sciences, Adelaide University, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

Human bone marrow derived multipotent mesenchymal stromal/stem cells (MSC)

exhibit immunomodulatory properties. It is known that MSC express the contact

dependent erythropoietin-producing hepatocellular (Eph) receptor tyrosine kinase

family and their cognate ephrin ligands, which regulate thymocyte maturation, selec-

tion, T cell migration, activation, co-stimulation and proliferation. However, the

contribution of Eph/ephrin interactions in mediating human MSC suppression of acti-

vated T cells remains to be determined. In this study, we showed that EphB2 and eph-

rin-B2 are expressed by MSC, while the corresponding ligands, ephrin B1 and EphB4

respectively, are expressed by T-cells. To examine EphB2/ephrin-B1 and ephrin-B2/

EphB4 interactions in T-cell proliferation, we employed the mixed lymphocyte reac-

tion (MLR) assay, where irradiated allogeneic lymphocytes were used to stimulate T-

cell proliferation. We demonstrated that EphB2-Fc and ephrin-B2-Fc could suppress

T-cell proliferation in the MLR compared with human IgG treated controls. Whilst

the addition of a third party MSC population demonstrated dramatic suppression

of T-cell proliferation responses in the MLR, blocking the function of EphB2 or

EphB4 receptors, using inhibitor binding peptides, significantly increased T-cell

proliferation. Consistent with these observations, shRNA MSC knockdown lines

for EphB2 or ephrin-B2 expression reduced their ability to inhibit T-cell prolifera-

tion. Moreover, the expression of immunosuppressive factors, IDO and TGF-b1, ex-

pressed by MSC, was induced following stimulation with EphB4 or ephrin-B1.

Conversely, key factors involved in T-cell proliferation, IL 2, INF-g, TNF-a and

IL-17, were down-regulated by T-cells treated with EphB2 or ephrin-B2. Our data

suggest that inhibition of T-cell proliferation by MSC is partly mediated through

EphB2-induced ephrin-B1 reverse signalling or ephrin-B2-mediated EphB4 forward

signalling. This work contributes to the current understanding of how MSC exert

their immunosuppressive effects on activated T-cells, and may offer a unique thera-

peutic drug target to facilitate the regulation of T cell populations in immune related

conditions.

P1193 - 2-HIT MODEL FOR HUMAN CHRONIC GRAFT-VERSUS-HOST

DISEASE

Kris Mahadeo, Bernadette Masinsin, Neena Kapoor, Hisham Abdel-Azim, Ami Shah,

and Robertson Parkman

Bone Marrow Transplant Program, Children’s Hospital Los Angeles, Los Angeles,

California, USA

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) continues to be a major cause of

morbidity following allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT).

Originally, cGVHD was believed to be due to the cellular processes that caused acute

GVHD. Recent clinical and laboratory research has indicated that the pathophysi-

ology of cGVHD is distinct from that of acute GVHD. In a cross-sectional study,

pediatric HSCT recipients were divided into four groups: 1) no history of acute or

chronic GVHD, 2) a history of only acute GVHD, 3) the presence of active chronic

GVHD, and 4) resolved chronic GVHD. HSCT recipients were assayed for the

frequency of resting regulatory T lymphocytes (rTreg) using the Miyara classifica-

tion, which permits the identification of rTreg lymphocytes independent of activated

conventional T lymphocytes (Immunity 30:899-911, 2009). HSCT recipients were

also assayed for the presence of CCR7 positive, CD45RA expressing effector

memory (EMRA) CD4 T lymphocytes, which may contain the effector T lympho-

cytes that initiate chronic GVHD. All HSCT groups, except Group 2 (only acute

GVHD), had increased frequencies of CCR7 positive, EMRA CD4 T lymphocytes.

All HSCT groups had fewer (p!.05) rTreg lymphocytes than normal controls.

However, Group 1 (no history of acute or chronic GVHD) and Group 4 (resolved

chronic GVHD) had significantly more rTreg lymphocytes than Group 2 (only acute

GVHD) or Group 3 (active chronic GVHD). Thus, active chronic GVHD clinically

occurred only in HSCT recipients who had an elevated frequency of CCR7 positive

EMRA CD4 T lymphocytes in the context of immune dysregulation. The presence of

an elevated frequency of CCR7 positive EMRAT lymphocytes alone did not result in

active chronic GVHD if adequate numbers of rTreg lymphocytes (Groups 1 and 4)

were present. These results suggest a 2-hit model for chronic GVHD: an increased

frequency of CCR7 positive EMRA CD4 T lymphocytes in the context of a decreased

frequency of rTreg lymphocytes.

P1194 - DIRECT REPROGRAMMING OF FIBROBLASTS INTO

HEMATOPOIETIC CELLS BY DEFINED TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS

Kiran Batta1, Magda Florkowska1, Valerie Kouskoff2, and Georges Lacaud1

1Stem Cell Biology, PICR, Manchester, UK; 2Stem Cell Research, PICR,

Manchester, UK

Direct lineage reprogramming provides an alternative tool to ES and iPS cells for

regenerative medicine. Recent reports have shown that somatic cells, under appro-

priate culture conditions, could be directly reprogrammed to cardiac, hepatic or

neuronal phenotype by lineage specific transcription factors. In this study, we found

that murine embryonic fibroblasts as well as adult fibroblasts can be directly reprog-

rammed to blood cells by a defined set of hematopoietic transcription factors without

transition through a pluripotent state. Cell surface marker, transcriptome and clono-

genic potential analyses established the hematopoietic nature of the reprogrammed

cells and their different blood lineage potentials. In vivo repopulation potential of

the reprogrammed cells is currently under investigation. In addition to hematopoietic

transcription factors, we found that small molecule modulators of signaling pathways

and the genetic status of the initial cells influence the reprogramming efficiency. In

conclusion our results provide an impetus to further evaluate direct reprogramming

as an alternate approach to generate blood cell populations for autologous cell

replacement therapies.
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P1195 - DERIVATION OF OLIGODENDROCYTE LIKE CELLS FROM

SPERMATOGONIA STEM CELLS AND TRANSPLANTATION THEM TO

A DEMYELINATION MODEL

Maryam Nazm bojnordi

Tarbiat Modares University, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran

Introduction: Embryonic Stem like cells (ES like cells) derived culturing of sper-

matogonia cells make them as a new and unlimitted source for cell therapy. In present

study spermatogonia cells differentiated to oligodendrocyte like cells and they trans-

planted to demyelination model in rats and their role in remyelination was studied.

Methods and Materials: The spermatogonia cells were cultured in vitro and ES

like cells colonies was appeared within 3 weeks. ES like cells were differentiated

to neuroprogenitor cells and oligodendrocyte like cells and were transplanted to

demyelination model rats. Cell integration and demyelination extension and intensity

changes were evaluated using histological studies and immunocytochemistry.

Results: Investigation of neural and glial markrs by immunocytochemical and real

time PCR studies indicated the differentiation of ES like cells to neuroprogenitor

and oligodendrocyte like cells. Histological findings showed a significant decrease

in demyelination extension and a significant increase in myelination intensity in

cell transplanted groups. Also differentiation of transplanted cells was confirmed to

myelinogenic cells on the base of PLP expression. Conclusion: ES like cells derived

from spermatogonia cells can differentiated to neuroprogenitor and oligodendrocyte

like cells that can form myelin after transplantation into the demyelination model in

rat. Key words: ES like cells, Oligodendrocyte, Transplantation, Demyelination.

P1196 - FETAL ORGAN-DERIVED MESENCHYMAL PROGENITOR

CELLS HAVE ABILITY TO SUPPORT IN VITRO AND IN VIVO

HEMATOPOIESIS

Kazuhiro Sudo, Ryo Kurita, Megumi Furuwatari, Kaoru Saijo, and Yukio Nakamura

Cell Engineering Division, BioResouce Center, RIKEN, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) derived from human fetal appendages, such as

placenta, umbilical cord, amniotic membrane, and umbilical cord blood, have in vitro

and/or in vivo hematopoiesis-supportive abilities. However, it remains to elucidate

whether mesenchyaml progenitor cells (MPCs) that have only restricted differentia-

tion potentials can support hematopoietic cells as well as MSCs. In this study, we as-

sessed in vitro and in vivo hematopoiesis-related abilities of MPCs derived from

human amniotic membrane (HAM-MPCs) and human umbilical cord (HUC-

MPCs). While co-culture of human cord blood CD34+ cells with HUC-MPCs caused

the increase of CD45+ hematopoietic cells more efficiently and rapidly than co-

culture with HAM-MPCs, the numbers of colony-forming cells after long-term co-

culture with HAM-MPCs were significantly higher than those of co-culture with

HUC-MPCs. Quantification analysis of cytokine production revealed that stem cell

growth factor-beta (SCGF-beta), interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-8, and vascular endothelial

growth factor (VEGF) were commonly produced from both of cell populations at

equal level whereas granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF) and growth-

related oncogene a (GRO-a) were only detected in co-culture of HUC-MPCs.

Chimerisms of human hematopoietic cells in immunodeficient mice were signifi-

cantly higher when HAM-MPCs or HUC-MPCs were co-transplanted with CD34+

cells than CD34+ cells were transplanted alone. In addition, in vivo hematopoiesis

supportive function of HAM-MPCs is more effective when smaller number of

CD34+ cells are transplanted than when larger number of CD34+ cells are trans-

planted. This result suggested that co-transplantation of HAM-MPCs or HUC-

MPCs may improve successful engraftment of cord blood CD34+ cells into adult

patients. Here we showed that mesenchymal cells derived from HAM and HUC

can support in vitro and in vivo hematopoiesis even if they have only restricted differ-

entiation potentials.

P1197 - DEVELOPMENTAND CHARACTERISATION OFA NOVEL BONE-

BONE MARROW ORGANOID

Miriel Ho1,2, Hatem Salem1, Stephen Livesey2, and Kathy Traianedes2,3

1Clinical Haematology, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia; 2Clinical

Neuroscience, St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 3Medicine, The

University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Background: Bone and bone marrow have often been thought of as distinct compart-

ments. However, the link between them is both anatomical and functional, in that

a perturbation in one affects the other. Our previous studies using acellular deminer-

alised bone matrix (DBM) demonstrated the development of both an ectopic bone

and bone marrow nodule with ultimate characteristics reflecting mature adult long

bone. As an extension of this model, we ask the question; can it function as a single

organ? Aims: Develop and characterise a novel vascularised bone-bone marrow (B-

BM) organoid by assessing its response to a) growth factor stimulation; b) stress

(blood loss) and c) transplantation potential. Methods: B-BM organoid: Male

Sprague-Dawley (SD) rats were implanted with a chamber containing a vascular

pedicle and filled with DBM in a) the presence or absence of BMP-2; b) SD rats con-

taining the fully developed B-BM organoid were bled (approx. 15% total blood vol.);

c) fully formed organoid from male SD rats were transplanted to irradiated female

recipients. Blood components were monitored for 4-weeks post transplantation.

Histological and morphometric analyses (micro CT), and haematopoietic CFU assays

were performed. Results: We have successfully created a vascularised B-BM orga-

noid using acellular DBM. BMP-2 significantly augmented the total B-BM volume

and the total number of haematopoietic CFUs compared to control. The B-BM orga-

noid’s sensitivity to stress was evidenced by the significantly elevated total CFUs four

and seven days post-bleeding, compared to non-bled controls. Successful organoid

transplantation was demonstrated by patency of blood vessels for at least 28 days

and evidence of earlier haematopoietic recovery compared with irradiated controls.

Conclusion: The organoid as a single operational unit detects and responds to growth

factors and stress by enhancing production of haematopoietic progenitors. Further-

more, its viability, functionality, and contribution to bone marrow recovery following

irradiation highlight a potential for it to be exploited in a clinical setting.

P1198 - HYDROGEN PEROXIDE INHIBITS PROLIFERATION AND

ENDOTHELIAL DIFFERENTIATION OF BONE MARROW STEM CELLS

INDEPENDENT OF REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES GENERATION

Zhenguo Liu1, Yuan Xiao1, Xin Li1, Lingjuan Liu1, Catherine Verfaillie2,

Minjie Chen1, Yuqi Cui1, Jia Zhang1, and Hong Hao1

1Medicine, The Ohio State University Medical Center, Columbus, Ohio, USA; 2Stem

Cell Institute, University of Leuven, Leuven, Belgium, Belgium

Aims: Cell therapy with bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) remains

a viable option for tissue repair and regeneration. One of the major challenges for

cell-based therapy is the limited survival of the cells after in vivo administration.

Although the exact mechanism(s) for impaired in vivo cell survival remains to be

defined, oxidative stress is considered to be involved in the process of in vivo cell

damage. The present study was to investigate the effect of hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2) on bone marrow stem cells and their endothelial differentiation and the

underlying mechanisms in vitro. Methods and Results: Rat bone marrow multipotent

adult progenitor cells (MAPCs) were treated with H2O2 (with the final concentration

from 0 to 50 uM) with or without the antioxidant N-acetylcysteine (NAC, 1 mM).

H2O2 generated a significant amount of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the culture

system as measured with electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, substan-

tially inhibited the proliferation, Oct-4 expression, and endothelial differentiation

of MAPCs, and induced the apoptosis of MAPCs in a dose-dependent manner. The

phosphorylation levels of p38 and p53 were significantly increased in the cells treated

with H2O2, while no significant changes in the expression and activation of Akt and

ERK1/2 were observed. ROS production from H2O2 in the culture system was

completely blocked by NAC (1 mM). However, NAC treatment didn’t prevent

H2O2-induced apoptosis, and inhibition of cell proliferation and endothelial differen-

tiation of MAPCs. Conclusion: H2O2 exposure increased the apoptosis of MAPCs

and inhibited their proliferation, Oct-4 expression, and endothelial differentiation

with a mechanism independent of ROS generation in vitro. The effects of H2O2

on rat MAPCs might be mediated through p38 and/or p53-related signaling

pathway(s).
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P1199 - CONDITIONED MEDIUM FROM HUMANMESENCHYMAL STEM

CELLS (MSC) FROM DIFFERENT SOURCES INDUCE PROLIFERATION

OR CELL DEATH IN HEPG-2 AND JURKAT CANCER CELLS

DEPENDING ON ITS ORIGIN

Jorge Luis Ruiz, Debora Levy, Ana Carolina Carvalho, El�ıseo Sekiya, and

Sergio Bydlowski

Laboratory of Genetics and Molecular Hematology (LIM31), University of S~ao Paulo

School of Medicine, S~ao Paulo, Brazil

The use of MSCs after cancer treatment present some thoughtful concerns, as their

interaction with tumors can enhance tumor cell growth or inhibit its proliferation, de-

pending on the tumor type.

To further explore this issue, we analyzed the effect of conditioned media (CM) ob-

tained from cultured MSCs from 3 different sources (adipose tissue (AT), amniotic

liquid (AL) and Wharton’s jelly (WJ)) on two cancer cell lines, HepG-2 (hepatocel-

lular carcinoma) and Jurkat (T-cell leukemia) cells.

The CMs were collected after 24hs of incubation of sub-confluent MSCs with a-

MEM containing 20% of FBS. CMs were centrifuged, and passed through 0,22

mm filters and stored at -20 C. CMs from HepG-2, Jurkat cells and MRC-5 normal

fibroblast were used as control. Effects of CMs on tumour cell proliferation were

tested by MTT assay, in several concentrations after 24 h incubation. Cell cycle of

HepG-2 and Jurkat cells treated with 25%, 50% or 75% CM was analysed by cytom-

etry (IP staining) using Modfit LT software. Gene expression of bcl-2, bcl-6, ccnd1,

ccnd2 and foxp-1 was assayed by q-PCR of Jurkat. We found that CM from AT

enhances HepG-2 and Jurkat cell proliferation. CM from AL led to Jurkat cell prolif-

eration with no effect in HepG2 cells. CM from WJ induced cell dead in Jurkat cells,

while increased HepG-2 cell proliferation. MRC-5 CM has no effect on proliferation

rate or death of HepG-2 and Jurkat cells. CM from WJ induced increase of ccnd2 and

fox-p1 expression in Jurkat cells but not of bcl-2, bcl-6 and ccnd1 expression. CM

from AT and AL had no effect. It seems that younger cells, as MSCs from Wharton‘s

jelly, can secrete factors that act on differential pathways of death in Jurkat cells. In

conclusions, CMs from hMSC led to proliferation or cell death in Jurkat and HepG-2

cell lines depending on the origin of the stem cells.

Supported by CNPq, FINEP and INCT

P1200 - A DIFFERENT BALANCE IN WNT-SIGNALING IN ADULT AND

FETAL BONE MARROW-DERIVED MSC

Carlijn Voermans1, Maja Paciejewska1, Marijke Maijenburg1,5, Christian Gilissen3,

Kim Vermeul1, Marion Kleijer1, Kees Weijer4, Joris Veltman3, Marieke von Lindern1,

and C. van der Schoot2

1Hematopoiesis, Sanquin Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 2Exp. Hematology,

Sanquin Research, Amsterdam, Netherlands; 3Human Genetics, NCMLS. UMC St

Radboud, Nijmegen, Netherlands; 4Cell Biology and Histology, AMC, Amsterdam,

Netherlands; 5Cell and Developmental biology, University of Pennsylvania,

Amsterdam, Pennsylvania, USA

Although human adult bone marrow-derived MSC (ABMSC) are the most frequently

applied cells in the clinic, fetal bone marrow-derived MSC (FBMSC) share the immune

suppressive and regenerative capacities with adult MSC and have been transplanted into

patients as well. There are pivotal differences in differentiation and proliferation capacity

between adult and fetal derived cells. Unraveling the underlying molecular mechanism

governing those aforementioned processes in FBMSCsmay enable us to improve clinical

expansion protocols for adultMSCs. Therefore, we explored the differential gene expres-

sion between ABMSCs and FBMSCs in a genome wide Affymetrix array. Among 687

differentially expressed genes, 16 were Wnt-related. Therefore we investigate the role

of Wnt signaling in ABMSC and FBMSC. We exposed ABMSCs and FBMSCs to

Wnt3aproteinwhich led toconcentration-dependentupregulationofcanonicalWnt-target

gene expression. ABMSCs responded faster, and to lower concentrations of Wnt3a

compared to FBMSC.Media refreshment was sufficient to increase TCF/LEF expression

in ABMSC, but not in FBMSC, indicating that ABMSC produce a soluble Wnt-inhibitor

that suppresses canonical signaling. Next, MSC were exposed to the Inhibitor of Wnt

Production 2 (IWP2) to interfere with autocrine Wnt-production in 48-hour stimulatory

assays. In contrast to FBMSC, ABMSC remained responsive to Wnt3a after abrogation

of endogenousWnt production. Addition of IWP-2 to long-term cultures inhibited prolif-

erationofbothFBMSCs andABMSCswith amore pronounced inhibitory effect observed

inFBMSCs.The effect of IWP-2 inABMSCcultureswas partially overcomebyproviding

exogenous Wnt3a and Wnt5a while in FBMSCs, this IWP-2 effect was not rescued. In

conclusion,our datademonstrate thatABMSCandFBMSChaveadifferentWnt signature

leading to the secretion of distinct quantities ofWnt-inhibitors and/or binding of endoge-

nous Wnt-proteins to different combinations of Frizzled or co-receptor complexes.

P1201 - DECLINED PRESENTATION

COMPARATIVE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS OF EMBRYONIC STEM CELL

MARKER GENES IN MESENCHYMAL STEM CELLS DERIVED FROM

HUMAN BONE MARROWAND CHORION

Reihane Ziadlou1,2,3, Maryam Shahhoseini2, and Mohamadreza Baghaban Eslaminejad3

1Cellular and Molecular Biology, Science and Culture University, Tehran, Islamic

Republic of Iran; 2Genetics at Reproductive Biomedicine Research Center, Royan

Institute, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran; 3stem cells and developmental biology at

cell science reasearch center, Royan Institute, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran

The ability of stem cells to differentiate into multiple cell lineages would be used to

regenerate and repair damaged tissues and organs. Due to immunomodulatory and

regenerative potential of MSCs, they have shown promising results in preclinical and

clinical studies. Bone marrow (BM) was the first source reported to contain MSCs.

However, for clinical use, BM may be detrimental due to the highly invasive donation

procedure and the decline in MSC number with increasing age. More recently, stem

cells isolated from fetal membrane of human placenta tissue has been described as

a potential source of stem cells. The chorion contain stromal cells that display charac-

teristics similar to adult BM derived stem cells. The aim of this study is to compare

expression level of stemness marker genes include Oct4, Nanog, Sox2, Nestin, klf4

and c-myc in adult mesenchymal stem cell populations derived from bone marrow

and chorion. Chorionic plate was isolated from patients undergoing cesarean and sub-

jected to the enzymatic digestion using collagenase IV. Released cells were then plated

and cultured. Passaged-3 cells were characterized in terms of surface antigenic pheno-

type aswell asmultilineage differentiation potential. The stemness properties of human

chorion derived stem cells(hCDSC) and BM mesenchymal stem cells were calculated

quantitatively by RT-PCR technique and compared. Immunophenotyping of MSCs

from bone marrow and chorion demonstrated that the majority of these cells were posi-

tive for mesenchymalmarkers including CD105, CD44, CD90, and CD73. Hematopoi-

etic cell lineage markers such as CD34 and CD45 were expressed on small percentages

of the cells. Quantitative characterization of the stemness markers through real-time

PCR indicated the preservation of the multipotential ability of hCDSC and BM

MSCs. The results revealed the expression of all 6 before-mentioned stemness marker

genes in BM and hCDSC. The proliferation rate and expression profile of them did not

show any significant difference(p!0.1). Results of our study demonstrate such cells

would be of interest and make them a suitable source for therapeutic indicatations.

P1202 - INHIBITORY CHIMERIC ANTIGEN RECEPTORS (ICARS) LIMIT

UNDESIRABLE SIDE EFFECTS OF T-CELL THERAPIES

Victor Fedorov1,2, Maria Themeli1, and Michel Sadelain1

1Center for Cell Engineering, MSKCC, New York, New York, USA; 2Tri-Institutional

MD-PhD, Weill Cornell/Rockefeller/Sloan-Kettering, New York, New York, USA

T-cell therapies have curative potential against cancer. However, major treatment-related

complications stem from unintended T-cell reactivity, such as in graft-versus-host disease

following donor lymphocyte infusion or "on-target, off-tumor reactivity" reported in engi-

neered T-cell therapies. Non-specific immunosuppression and T-cell elimination are

currently the only means to control undesirable T-cell responses, at the cost of abrogating

therapeutic benefit and/or causing serious secondary complications. Strategies to prevent

rather than treat the consequences of inadequate T-cell specificity are acutely needed.

Using the paradigm of immune-inhibitory receptors involved in physiological T-cell regu-

lation, we designed inhibitory chimeric antigen receptors (iCARs) possessing a surface

antigen recognition domain combined with intracellular inhibitory signaling domains

based onCTLA-4, PD1, LAG-3, 2B4, andBTLA, to limit T-cell responses despite concur-

rent engagement of anactivating receptor.Herewe show that iCARsexpressed inhumanT-

cells were able to restrict in vitro cytokine secretion, cytotoxicity, and proliferation driven

either by endogenous TCRs or by the clinically relevant CD19-specific receptor 19-28z.

We developed a novel in vivo induced pluripotent stem cell allogeneic response model,

and established that iCAR-expressing T cells can spare human cells expressing the

iCAR antigen despite potent TCR-mediated allogenicity. Furthermore, we showed in

vivo that iCAR-expressing T cells can restrict 19-28z expressing T-cells to eliminate on-

target, CD19 positive tumor cells, but not off-target, CD19 and iCARantigen dual-positive

cells.Crucially,wefound that iCARsexert their influence in a reversibleandstoichiometric

manner, thus enabling T-cells to function normally in sequential encounters with targets.

Additionally, we present an antigen strategy for iCARs that can protect multiple normal

human tissues. In conclusion, this proof of concept study demonstrates the potential for

using iCARs as a novel strategy to regulate T-cell function at off-target sites while

preserving therapeutic efficacy in autologous and allogeneic T-cell therapies.
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